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POSITION PAPER OF THE 

GOVERNMENT OF CANADA 

ON 

THE DRAFT "ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, ALASKA 

COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE ASSESSMENT" 

The Government of Canada has reviewed in detail the 

content and recommendations of the draft "Arctic National 

Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, Coastal Plain Resource Assessment" 

prepared by the u.s. Department of the Interior. Within the 

time constraints imposed, the draft Environmental Impact State

ment (EIS) has been closely studied by Canadian territorial 

governments, native groups, the Canadian Porcupine Caribou 

Management Board and federal government agencies. On the 

strength of this analysis, the Government of Canada firmly 

believes and urges that the 1002 lands should be given wilder

ness designation and dedicated to those primary values for 

which the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act 

(1980) (ANILCA) was passed: "to preserve for the benefit, use, 

education, and inspiration of present and future generations 

certain lands and waters in the State of Alaska that contain 

nationally significant natural, scenic, historic, archeo

logical, geological, scientific, wilderness, cultural, 

recreational, and wildlife values .... " The measures which the 

u.s. has taken to protect complete arctic ecosystems have 

helped convince Canadians to proceed with complementary 

protection mechanisms including the three million acre North 

Yukon National Park. It would indeed be regrettahle if these 

advances were lost, based upon an incomplete understanding of 

the total spectrum of the values of the region. Accordingly, 

in addition to urging that the lands in question be given 

wilderness designation, Canada proposes that both governments 
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mark the international and regional significance of the area by 

undertaking to twin the protected areas on both sides of the 

border. 

The following analysis which underpins Canada's views 

addresses these major themes: the nature of the wildlife 

resources which will be affected and their importance for 

Canadians; the hydrocarbon potential; and identified and 

unidentified risks. It is the conclusion of the Government of 

Canada that in this case the risks associated with opening the 

coastal plain to development far outweigh the potential 

benefits. The core of the Canadian position is the inter

national significance of developments on shared transboundary 

wildlife resources. A separate technical appendix on this 

subject is attached. This Canadian position paper concludes 

with some notes on the consultative process. 

Transboundary Resources: The wildlife species 

along the Alaska/Yukon border and the fragile ecosystem upon 

which these resources depend are important resources which are 

shared by Canada and the United States. The draft EIS, 

however, does not address the fact that the most heavily 

affected species are shared resources. A significant reduction 

in shared wiidlife migratory resources such as caribou, Lesser 

Snow Geese, Polar Bears, fish or marine mammals, occasioned by 

developments envisaged in the 1002 area, would entail unaccept

able damage to Canada. The attached technical appendix on 

wildlife resources addresses in detail the Canadian concerns. 

Subsistence needs: The shared resources in 

question are critical to the well-being of certain Canadians in 

the communities of Dawson City, Mayo, and Old Crow in the 

Yukon, and Fort McPherson, Arctic Red River, Alkavik, Inuvik, 

and Tuktoyatuk in the Northwest Territories, and their ability 

to maintain a traditional way of life. Caribou, waterfowl and 

other transboundary wildlife species are essential to the 

subsistence economies of certain groups of native Canadians. 

. . . 3 
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The principal concern here is for the caribou. For instance, 

the 1002 area contains some 78% of the core calving grounds of 

the Porcupine Caribou Herd (PCH). The draft EIS predicts that 

full leasing "could result in a major population decline and a 

change in distribution of 20-40 percent" of the PCH. A 

population decline of this magnitude and the likely prospect of 

a disruption of traditional migratory patterns would mean the 

principal source of the subsistence enonomy would be unavail

able. Subsistence users of caribou are principally located in 

Canada. The estimated annual harvest of the PCH is approxi

mately 5,000 which varies with the movement of the herd. In 

some years 80 percent of the harvest is in Canada. Canadian 

caribou-using communities depend heavily on these animals. The 

draft EIS largely underestimates the significance of develop

ment to Canadian subsistence users. The EIS does not mention 

the possible impact from the loss of caribou to the Mackenzie 

Delta communities such as Fort MacPherson, Arctic Red River and 

Aklavik which are now the largest users of the herd. In 

addition, the Alaskan community of Kaktovik may have access to 

the Central Arctic herd, but the residents of Old Crow have no 

alternative and they and the communities in the Northwest 

Territories may not be able to harvest enough to meet their 

needs if the predicted impacts on population and distribution 

occur. 

Cumulative effects: Canada notes that the draft 

EIS does not provide for an assessment of the cumulative 

effects of development on 1002 lands with other regional 

developments. Any decision to proceed with 1002 development, 

through the availability of infrastructure and services, will 

make development on the Outer Continental Shelf more likely. 

Equally true is that offshore development will render 1002 

development more probable. Until the cumulative impacts of 

various development proposals have been fully studied and 

understood great caution must be exercised if major and perhaps 

irreversible damage is to be avoided. Site-specific mitigative 
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measures are without any lasting results when negated by 

detrimental activities elsewhere in the region. 

Oil and gas estimates: Since the full technical 

data set is not available to Canadian geoscientists, it has not 

been possible to undertake a comprehensive hydrocarbon assess

ment for the area. Canada questions some of the assumptions 

upon which the assessment is based. These assumptions have 

lead to an optimistic view of the resource potential of the 

area, which has directly influenced the recommendations. 

The 1002 area is largely undrilled and should be 

regarded as rank wildcat territory. As a consequence, the 

assessment is based on the extension of geological trends from 

outcrop and well control located to the west and south. Funda

mental to the assessment is the comparison with the geology and 

discovered pools in the Prudhoe Bay area. In Canada's view, 

the critical assumptions are as follows. 

The primary reservoir unit at Prudhoe Bay has been 

assumed to underlie a portion of the area. Since a significant 

fraction of the oil potential is ascribed to this reservoir 

section, the risk of its absence is critical. Further, most of 

the potential in the unit is assumed to be contained in a few 

very large structures. However, the seismic data indicate that 

these features are internally structured, leading to a greater 

uncertainty in the identification of the key seismic reflectors 

and the possibility that each feature could consist in fact of 

smaller pools rather than one large feature. This observation 

of complex structuring also applies to other plays in the 

assessment. Finally, the pool size distribution predicts four 

large pools, each roughly one-third of the size of Prudhoe Bay. 

While the possibility of large pools in the range exist, the 

likelihood of several in this size range is remote. 

. 5 
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In summary, each of these assumptions has led to an 

optimistic assessment of the oil and gas potential of the area, 

which has directly influenced the overall recommendation. 

The Prudhoe Bay comparison: Canada notes that 

while the draft EIS attempts to extrapolate the experience 

acquired in Prudhoe Bay to the 1002 areas, there are serious 

inconsistencies between the Recommendations (p. 169-170) and 

the content of the preceeding parts of the document. These 

contradictions are outlined in greater detail in the attached 

technical appendix. The Recommendation puts great emphasis on 

the situation at Prudhoe Bay noting that despite petroleum 

development "the fish and wildlife resources of the Prudhoe Bay 

area remain extremely healthy" and that "the Central Arctic 

caribou herd (CAH) has increased substantially during the 

period that development has occurred within the heart of its 

range" {p. 169). In contrast, the preceeding sections of the 

assessment stress that the CAH has increased because of lighter 

"E. hunting and greater calf survival. In addition, "movements, 

density, and traditions of the PCH differ from those of the 

CAH" {p. 106). 

Nothing in the Prudhoe Bay experience provides a 

basis for evaluating or mitigating the effects of oil and gas 

activities on staging Snow Geese. Clearly, the Prudhoe Bay 

experience should not diminish Canadian or u.s. concern for the 

wildlife resources of the 1002 area. 

Water and Gravel: The report acknowledges that 

specific locations and sources of water and gravel for explora

tion and development activities have not been identified 

(p. 75). It further states that these resources are not 

readily available on the 1002 area. It should be expected that 

the acquisition and transport of adequate water and gravel 

supplies and their subsequent storage will further exacerbate 
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problems associated with degradation of habitat and disturbance 

to wildlife. 

Consultations: Section 1005 of ANILCA directs 

the Secretary of the Interior to work with various u.s. 
interests in preparation of the EIS. The same section 

continues "In addition the Secretary shall consult with the 

appropriate agencies of the Government of Canada in evaluating 

such impacts particularly with respect to the Porcupine Caribou 

Herd". There was no consultation with the Government of Canada 

prior to the release of the draft EIS. Neither the ongoing 

negotiations with respect to the Agreement on the conservation 

of the Porcupine caribou Herd which predate ANILCA, nor the 

opportunity afforded Canadian territorial governments and 

agencies to comment on the draft EIS, can be construed as 

responding to the u.s. legislative requirement for consultation 

with a sovereign neighbour and friend. Had consultation taken 

place prior to the release of the draft EIS it is to be hoped 

that the document would have dealt with the serious Canadian 

concerns identified in this paper. 

Canada welcomes the establishment of this dialogue 

and looks forward to its continuation. In particular, Canada 

would seek further consultations with the United States before 

the EIS is finalized particularly if the Secretary of the 

Interior's final recommendation to Congress is to propose any 

of those options which will have negative impact on Canada and 

Canadians. 

COnclusion: Mr. Justice Thomas R. Berger, former 

Judge of the Supreme Court of British Columbia, in submitting 

his Report on the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry to the 

Canadian Government made the following point: 

. . . 7 
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his Report on the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry to the 

Canadian Government made the following point: 

"There is a myth that terms and conditions that will 

protect the environment can be imposed, no matter how 

large a project is proposed. There is a feeling 

that, with enough studies and reports, and once 

enough evidence is accumulated, somehow all will be 

well. It is an assumption that implies the choice we 

intend to make. It is an assumption that does not 

hold in the North •.• 

We should recognize that in the North, land use 

regulations, based on the concept of multiple use, 

will not always protect environmental values, and 

they will never fully protect wilderness values. 

Withdrawal of land from any industrial use will be 

necessary in some instances to preserve wilderness, 

wildlife species and critical habitat." {pp. xi-xii) 

Canada commends to the attention of the United States 

Government the impressive body of evidence collected by the 

u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service which demonstrates serious 

deleterious effects on the quality of the habitat of the area 

and on shared transboundary wildlife resources. Canada urges 

that the United States recall that the Arctic National Wildlife 

Range was established "for the purpose of preserving unique 

wildlife, wilderness, and recreational values" and that ANILCA 

established the Arctic National \Hldlife Refuge primarily "to 

conserve fish and wildlife populations in their natural 

diversity ••• " canada has set aside lands for conservation to 

meet the same goals. Specifically, the Yukon North Slope (the 

Arctic watershed) falls under a special conservation regime 

whose dominant purpose is the conservation of wildlife, habitat 

and traditional native use. Within that regime, the Northern 

Yukon National Park has been established to include the 
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Canadian calving grounds of the PCH. Similar conservation 

measures are being negotiated for lands south of the Yukon 

North Slope. 

"Long-term losses in fish and wildlife resources, 

subsistence uses, and wilderness values would be the inevit

able consequence of a long-term commitment to oil and gas 

development in the area" (p. 143). A decision to develop 

commits the 1002 area to petroleum operations for a period of 

30-90 years, to pressure to use this area as a base to service 

exploration and development of the Beaufort Sea, and to 

pressure to open adjacent areas designated as wilderness to oil 

and gas exploration. 

The Government of Canada, following careful analysis 

of the EIS, has concluded that the risks of oil and gas 

development far outweigh the benefits. Canadian native people 

are working to develop local economies sustained by renewable 

resources. Canada regrets the general lack of appreciation of 

the immense value of Porcupine Caribou to northern native 

cultures. 

Canada urges the United States Government to 

recognize the serious implications for Canada of development of 

the 1002 lands, and to adopt Option E - Wilderness Designation. 

Canada further proposes that both our governments mark the 

regional and international importance of this area by 

considering a twinning of protected areas on both sides of our 

border. 
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Canadian Government Review of the Wildlife Aspects 

of the November 1986 Draft 

"Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, 

Coastal Plain Resource Assessment" 

"The wildlife resources of the Arctic symbolize our common 

heritage. Their preservation, being a matter of deep 

concern to both nations, provides a challenge and hopefully 

an opportunity for co-operation" ••• James Smith, 

Commissioner of Yukon, 1970. 

Introduction 

Northeastern Alaska and the adjacent northern Yukon are 

unique in North America in the high diversity of fauna and flora 

that they support in relatively undisturbed ecosystems. The 

close proximity of mountains to ocean with an intervening coastal 

plain produces an impressive variety of habitats on both 

unglaciated and glaciated terrain. The flora and fauna of the 

area are an unique mixture of species which survived the last 

glaciation essentially in situ and those that have invaded from 

the south and east since deglaciation. Many of the resultant 

ecosystems are truly unique and irreplaceable. The value of the 

area has long been recognized and led to the establishment of the 

Arctic National Wildlife Range in 1960 and to the recommendation 

of Justice Thomas Berger in his 1977 Report of the Mackenzie 

Valley Pipeline Inquiry that all of northern Yukon be set aside 

as a wilderness park. 
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Justice Berger also urged that the Governments of Canada 

and the United States of America establish an International 

Wilderness Park in recognition of the international importance of 

those lands in northern Yukon and northeastern Alaska. Many of 

the species of wildlife using the area are shared populations 

that depend on habitats in both countries. 

Since the u.s. creation of the Arctic National Wildlife 

Range and Justice Thomas Berger's Report, Canada has put in place 

the following measures in order to better protect the northern 

renewable resources shared with the United States: 

All lands in the Yukon Territory north of the Porcupine and 

Bell Rivers were withdrawn from development in 1978 by the 

Government of Canada; 

in a) The 3,000,000 acre Northern Yukon National Park (Zone 
I 

......,. in attached Figure) was established by the "Western Arctic 

(Inuvialuit) Final Agreement and Claims Settlement Act" of 1984 

with preservation of the wildlife and wilderness character of the 

park for present and future its primary goal. 

b) East of Northern Yukon National Park on the north slope 

are lands included in the Inuvialuit Final Agreement (Zone 2). 

The lands all fall under a "special conservation regime whose 

dominant purpose is the conservation of wildlife, habitat and 

traditional native use". 

c) Zone 3a is proposed for addition to the existing National 

Park. 

Although all of the Northeastern Alaska and adjacent 

northern Yukon areas are important for wildlife, some are more 

critical than others. One of these areas lies, in part, within 

the lands designated under Section 1002 of the Alaska National 

. • • 3 
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Interest Lands Conservation Act. 

The southeastern portion of the area, Block D and parts of 

Blocks B and C, which is about 19% of the 1002 area, contains the 

core calving area of the Porcupine Caribou Herd and much of the 

critical feeding area for Lesser Snow Geese. As noted in the 

draft Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, Coastal Plain 

Resource Assessment (hereinafter referred to as the EIS or 1002 

Assessment): "The Porcupine Caribou Herd (PCH) core calving area 

is considered unique and irreplaceable. Habitat in this area has 

been designated Resource Category 1 because of its high fish and 

wildlife values, particularly for PCH caribou. The U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service normally recommends that all losses of Resource 

Category 1 habitat be prevented, as these one-of-a-kind areas 

cannot be replaced" (p 98). 

~ Knowledge of wildlife in northeastern Alaska and northern 

CO Yukon may be the most comprehensive of any equivalent size area 

in the North. In the 1970s, extensive studies were conducted in 

relation to a proposed gas pipeline across the area. Studies 

conducted since 1981 to assess the impact of petroleum 

activities on the wildlife resources of the 1002 area are 

thorough and add substantially to the body of knowledge. In 

addition, studies on Lesser Snow Geese, Polar Bears and the 

Porcupine Caribou Herd have been conducted since the early 1970s 

cooperatively between Canada and the United States. Knowledge of 

the impact of petroleum activities on wildlife is adequate due to 

work done in the Mackenzie Delta area and to the extensive 

studies done at Prudhoe Bay. Possible mitigative measures are 

known and their efficacies have been evaluated. We now know 

that the degree of impact of an activity and the efficacy of 

a mitigative measure are time and area dependent; they vary 

throughout the annual cycle of a species and among populations 

of the same species. 
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The majority of wildlife species using the 1002 area also 

depend on Canadian habitats to some degree, but this review will 

concentrate on three shared key species of particular importance 

to Canada: the Porcupine Caribou Herd, Western Arctic Lesser 

Snow Geese and Beaufort Sea Polar Bears. These would suffer 

major or moderate effects should oil and gas activity proceed as 

proposed. Throughout these comments reference is made to the 

pages of the EIS. In preparing the report, the u.s. Fish and 

Wildlife Service has done an excellent job of reviewing the 

information available and in estimating the potential effects of 

petroleum development. 

Caribou 

"Caribou are the deer of the North. Shaped by the snows 

of millennia, they are completely at horne in the country 

of winter. Theirs are the lands so recently emerged from 

beneath the snow and glaciers of the great ice age: the 

windswept tundra, the "land of little sticks" where the 

stunted trees of the boreal forest cease their northward 

march, the ice-hung cordilleras. Over these meagre lands 

they travel, obeying the commands of the seasons: the 

melting of snow, the budding of plants, the hatching of 

mosquitos, the freeze-up of lakes and rivers. Like the 

wind that passes over the tundra wilderness and is gone, 

caribou are forever on the move. They appear on one 

distant horizon and vanish on the other. And it is their 

comings and goings that set the cadence of life on the 

barren-lands." ••• George Calef 1981. 

The Porcupine Caribou Herd {PCH) is one of the largest 

caribou populations in the world and it is critical to the 

well-being of a number of communities in Alaska, Yukon and the 

Northwest Territories. 
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The 1002 area is critical to the long-term well-being of the 

PCH as it contains 78% of the core calving area, is used for 

calving by up to 82% of the cows and supports 80,000 or more 

caribou in postcalving aggregations (p 28-29). Full leasing of 

the 1002 area could result in a major effect on the PCH even with 

the mitigation measures proposed (p 112). Loss of habitat values 

on 32% of the core calving area and reduced use or avoidance of 

29% of the insect-relief habitat are considered to be unavoidable 

impacts (p 105-112, 131-132). "These changes ••• could result in 

a major population decline and change in distribution of 20-40 

percent"of the PCH (p 112, 132). 

The estimates of impact on the PCH given in the EIS 

are conservative because the effects of reduced use of 

aggregation and insect-relief habitats were evaluated only from a 

short-term energetic point of view (p 109-110). Postcalving 

in aggregations of the PCH form even in the absence of insects, 
I 

aJ although less dramatically, and likely also serve a social 

function. Disruption of this linking of the nursery bands with 

the other segments of the herd could conceivably fracture the 

herd. In addition, the strategies employed by the post-calving 

aggregations to avoid insects are important. Bands of caribou 

usually either travel north to the coastal insect-relief areas or 

south to insect relief areas in the foothills of the Brooks 

Range. Caribou that move south usually remain in the southern 

Brooks Range throughout the period of severe insect harassment 

(July and early August) whereas the majority of the PCH moves to 

the coast and then moves rapidly east to the Richardson Mountains 

for the period of severe insect harassment. 

The Richardson Mountains provide the best insect-relief 

habitat within the entire range of the PCH. It is possible that 

if caribou were prevented from.reaching coastal insect-relief 

habitat in the 1002 area the majority of the PCH would seek the 

less favourable insect-relief habitat of the Brooks Range. The 
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overall movement patterns of the PCH would, therefore, be 

affected such that, at a minimum, the majority of the PCH would 

not return to Canada until late August or September, and, 

possibly, such that overall migration patterns of the PCH are 

altered, thereby reducing or eliminating its availability for 

harvest to some of the communities that depend on the PCH. 

Lesser Snow Geese 

The Western Arctic population of Lesser Snow Geese consists 

of over half a million individuals that nest primarily in Canada 

on Banks Island and in the Mackenzie Delta region and winter 

primarily in central California and New Mexico. The commitment 

of both countries to this shared resource was made through the 

Migratory Birds Convention in 1916,and reiterated in 1986 in the 

signing of the North American Waterfowl Management Plan. Work on 

this population by both countries is presently the focus of the 

Arctic Goose Joint Venture being carried out under the Plan. 

Four large Canadian Arctic Migratory Bird Sanctuaries 

demonstrate Canada's concern and commitment to this shared 

resource. Ninety-nine percent of the 1002 area is classified as 

wetlands, a habitat type considered critical for breeding, 

staging and migrating waterfowl such as the Snow Geese and other 

shared migratory birds. A major goal of the North American 

Waterfowl Management Plan is wetland conservation, and protection 

of the 1002 area would contribute a valuable addition to that 

goal. 

Major economic and cultural benefits of these Snow Geese 

flow to a large number of residents of both Canada and the United 

States. The 1002 area is critical to the long-term wellbeing of 

Snow Geese as it contains preferred staging habitat used by an 
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average of 105,000 birds per year, approximately 15-20% of the 

Western Arctic population (p 35). "Staging Lesser Snow Geese 

congregate on the Arctic Refuge coastal plain in mid-August and 

may remain through late September. Staging geese move up to 

225 miles west of their southward migration corridor on the 

Mackenzie River in order to take advantage of the food resources 

on the Yukon and coastal plain of the Arctic Refuge. The geese 

feed heavily to accumulate fat reserves for the fall migration 

flight" (p 35). When fall staging grounds are unavailable on 

account of snow cover, the coastal plain of the Arctic Refuge can 

be vital to the welfare of these geese. In some years, Lesser 

Snow Geese stay on the coastal plain as late as mid-October 

feeding and ridding themselves of internal parasites before 

making the migration south to the United States. 

The distribution of staging Lesser Snow Geese is highly 

~ variable and the geese shift preferred areas annually, likely in 
........ 
C) response to overgrazed vegetation caused by heavy feeding in 

previous years. Over half of the Western Arctic Lesser Snow 

Goose population have used the 1002 area in a single year 

(p 121 ). Full leasing of the 1002 area could result in a major 

effect on Lesser Snow Geese (p 122). Loss of habitat values on 

up to 45% of the preferred staging area that is used by 

approximately 75% of the Lesser Snow Geese using the 1002 area in 

any given year is considered to be an unavoidable impact of 

petroleum development (p 121,132). That could result in a 

reduction or change in distribution of an average of 5-10% of the 

Western Arctic Lesser Snow Goose population, although the effect 

could be much greater in some years (p 122). In addition, Lesser 

Snow Geese are extremely sensitive to aircraft sound disturbance 

when on the tundra feeding grounds in the fall. A major decline 

in the Western Arctic Lesser Snow Goose population would have a 

direct, widespread economic and cultural impact on both the u.s. 
and Canada. 

• • • 8 
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Polar Bears 

The Beaufort Sea population of Polar Bears is estimated to 

be 2,000 individuals and, while harvest of bears may be small in 

the U.S., the combined Canada/U.S. harvest and mortality may be 

at the sustainable limit now. Harvest of Beaufort Sea Polar 

Bears is important to the wellbeing of a number of coastal 

communities in both Canada and Alaska. Both countries have shown 

their commitment to the conservation of this population through 

participation in the International Agreement for the Conservation 

of Polar Bears (1976) and cooperation in research and 

management. 

It is projected that 12-13% of the adult females in this 

population den on land and Polar Bears are known to be 

particularly sensitive to human activities during the denning 

period (p 33, 117-118). Disturbance can cause premature 

abandonment leading to the death of the cubs. 

The Beaufort Sea Polar Bears are the only population of 

bears in which the majority of the females appear to have their 

maternity dens on sea ice rather than on land. It may be that 

this behavior developed on the northern Alaskan coast because the 

females that showed fidelity to denning areas on land in earlier 

years were shot. Since then, females in dens have been protected 

for part of the time and, since the enactment of the U.S. Marine 

Mammals Protection Act of 1972, have been hunted less (though not 

protected) because there was no market for the hides. It could 

be that the female bears whose dens have been located on land 

along the coast recently are, in effect, recolonizing that 

habitat. If so, it could be important and steps should most 

certainly be taken to minimize disturbance. The only significant 

onshore denning area is on, and adjacent to, 1002 land, and both 

proposed marine ports sites (Camden and Pokok) are confirmed 

denning areas, especially Pokok on the east side of 1002 lands. 
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Leasing of 1002 land for petroleum development could result 

in a moderate effect on the Beaufort Sea population (p 118, 

136). Probable loss of the eastern portion of the 1002 area as 

denning habitat is considered to be an unavoidable impact under 

either development alternative (p 118, 131, 136, 139). Because 

of the importance of the area for denning, the adverse effects 

are mainly associated with the proposed port facilities (p 118, 

136). The most prudent course of action for the conservation of 

Beaufort Sea Polar Bears would be the designation of the 1002 

area as wilderness. 

1n Fish and Marine Mammals 
I _. 
_. 

Should development on the coastal plain proceed, it is likely 

that associated marine transportation and coastal development will 

impact the marine resources. Any future offshore development will 

compound these effects. Development of port facilities and near 

shore artificial islands would affect inshore migratory patterns 

of fishes and could change salinity patterns. Additionally, the 

15 million gallons of fresh water required for development of each 

well will have some effect on the marine resources, both inshore 

and offshore. The effects upon shared fishery resources have not 

been assessed. However, it is known that five species of white

fish such as the Arctic Cisco migrate along the Alaska/Canada coast 

seasonally and are important subsistence food resources in both 

countries. 
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Coastal waters of the Beaufort Sea in Alaska are reported to 

contain sixty-two marine and anadromous fish species, including 

Arctic Charr and Arctic Cisco. Near shore waters and the brackish 

lagoon systems which provide migration corridors and feeding areas 

and are important spawning, rearing and over-wintering areas for 

some fish, are vulnerable to degradation resulting from coastal 

plain development. The effect upon the fisheries resources which 

are shared by Alaska and Canada have not been determined. 

Thirteen species of marine mammals may occur off the coast of 

the Arctic Refuge. The four species of significance to Canada are 

Ringed Seal, Bearded Seal, Beluga ifuale and Bowhead Whale. Most, 

if not all, constitute shared resources which are important in the 

subsistence economies of both countries. 

The EIS concludes that marine mammals are not unduly affected 

by high levels of marine traffic and disturbance from oil and gas 

activity. However, the studies which relate are from site

specific research conducted at exploratory sites and may not be 

representative of the effects of full-scale development and 

exploitation. If such development occurs, this may become one of 

the most congested sea coasts in the Arctic with year-round open 

water transportation corridors. Beluga and Bowhead ~fuales migrate 

through these areas. Any impact and consequential reduction in the 

availability of Bowhead in Alaska would result in a compensatory 

increase in Beluga take which would adversely affect the Canadian 

harvest. 

. . 11 
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Contradictions in the Report 

In reading the 1002 Assessment, the Canadian government 

is struck by the contradictions and inconsistencies between the 

Secretary's Recommendation (p 169-170) and the content of the 

preceeding parts of the document. 

The Secretary's 

Recommendation 

Impact as Forecast 

in the EIS 

The CAH Comparison 

The Recommendation puts 

great emphasis on the 

situation at Prudhoe Bay 

noting that despite 

petroleum development 

"the fish and wildlife 

71 resources of the Prudhoe Bay ...... 
~ area remain extremely 

healthy" and that 

"the Central Arctic 

caribou herd has increased 

substantially during the 

period that development has 

occurred within the heart of 

its range" (p 169). 

The Recommendation concludes 

that 

"Although circumstances 

within the 1002 area may be 

somewhat different, the 

evidence derived from the 

Prudhoe Bay experience leads 

one to be quite optimistic 

about the ability to explore 

In contrast, the preceeding 

sections of the EIS stress: 

"Analogies comparing the 

effects of current oil 

development on the CAH 

[Central Arctic Herd] and 

effects of potential 1002 

area development on the PCH 

must be drawn with caution. 

Movements, density, and 

traditions of the PCH differ 

from those of the CAH. 

Because of the greater 

density of PCH on their 

calving grounds, the PCH 

would interact with oil 

development much more 

extensively and intensively 

than the CAH has interacted 

with oil development in the 

Prudhoe Bay area" (p 106). 

"Displacement of the CAH 

from historic calving 

grounds in response to oil 

development at Prudhoe Bay 

. . . 12 



for and develop the 

hydrocarbon potential of the 

1002 area without 

significant deleterious 

effects on the unit's 

wildlife resourcesn (p 170). 

The Recommendation states 

that nmost adverse 

environmental effects would 

be minimized or eliminated 

through mitigationn 

(p 170). 

- 12 -

has been documentedn (p 107) 

and 

nThe apparent herd 

increase has been attributed 

to high calf production and 

survival as well as 

relatively light hunting 

pressuren (p 106). 

The EIS continues: 

"Because some habituation 

would presumably have 

occurred, animals in the CAH 

may be more likely to cross 

an oil-field development 

than the PCH which would 

encounter such developments 

for only 2 or 3 months each 

year" (p 109). 

Mitigation 

This is clearly not the case 

for the three key 

international species using 

the 1002 area. The EIS 

notes that "Mitigation of 

the loss of caribou habitat 

in Resource Category 1 

(242,000 acres of core 

calving area) is not 

possible" (p 111) and that 

"even with effective 

mitigation, herd 

displacement or reduction 

could be as great as 20-40 

percent" (p 144). 

. • . 13 



The Recommendation states 

that: "Development would 

proceed with the goal of no 

net loss of habitat quality, 

and unnecessary adverse 

effects would not be allowed 

to occur" (p 170). 

.- 13 -

No specific mitigation 

measures are suggested for 

staging Snow Geese despite a 

predicted major impact for 

that species. Nothing in 

the Prudhoe Bay experience 

provides any basis for 

evaluating or mitigating the 

effects of the proposed 

activities on staging Snow 

Geese. 

The single most important 

mitigation measure for Polar 

Bears, withdrawal of the 

Pokok port site, is not 

proposed. 

Habitat Quality 

This statement is clearly at 

odds with the list on p 131, 

132 of "Unavoidable Impacts" 

which includes: 

"Loss of habitat values on 

approximately 78,000 acres 

of caribou core calving 

habitat •••• "; 

"Reduced use or avoidance 

of approximately 72,000 

acres of insect relief 

habitat for caribou."; 

"Probable loss of the 

eastern part of the 1002 

area as denning habitat for 

polar bears."; and, 

. . . 14 



It is further noted in the 

Recommendation that the 

leasing program 

"must ensure that any 

unavoidable habitat losses 

are fully compensated" 

(p 170). 

"Loss of habitat values 

from between 162,000 and 

236,000 acres of snow goose 

preferred staging habitat 

within the 1002 area.". 

Compensation 

Given the previous list of 

"unavoidable" losses of 

habitat quality, it is 

difficult to see how one 

could fully compensate for 

the long-term loss of up to 

72,000 Porcupine Caribou and 

60,000 Snow Geese. It is 

even more difficult to see 

how one could fully 

compensate for the loss of 

almost one third of the core 

calving area since the 

·.E.I.S. earlier notes that: 

"The Porcupine Caribou Herd 

(PCH) core caiving area is 

considered unique and 

irreplaceable" (p 98). 

"The FWS normally recommends that all losses of Resource 

Category 1 habitat be prevented, as these one-of-a-kind areas 

cannot be replaced". Since the goal of "no net loss of.habitat 

quality" cannot be met, the "unnecessary adverse effects" should 

"not be allowed to occur". The recommendation for full leasing 

of the 1002 area appears to be based on several false assumptions 

of its likely impact on wildlife resources. From the EIS's own 

observations, it appears impossible to achieve the goal of no net 

loss of habitat. 

. . . 15 
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Conclusion 

The migratory wildl.ife populations that range between Canada 

and the United States are a special category of resource. They 

are not owned exclusively by either country; they are held in 

common by both. Each country, therefore, has obligations to 

conserve these stocks and their habitats so that the value of the 

wildlife to the other country is not unacceptably reduced. 

This principle has guided cooperation in migratory bird 

management by Canada and the United States for 70 years, 

resulting in great economic and cultural benefits to both 

countries. The same principle applies to migratory caribou and 

shared stocks of Polar Bears, and fish. 

On the evidence produced by the u.s. in the 1002 Assessment, 

~ petroleum development in that area of northeastern Alaska will 
....L 
~ cause major damage to migratory wildlife that range over that 

area and northwestern Canada. This damage could continue for .90 

years. Canadian citizens have major and continuing subsistence, 

cultural and economic interests in these wildlife. 

Petroleum development of the 1002 area will cause 

significant damage to major wildlife resources that Canada shares 

with the United States with unavoidable repercussions for 

subsistence users in Canada. These are the primary 

considerations which lead the Government of Canada to urge the 

Government of the United States to protect the 1002 area by 

establishing it as wilderness. 
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Our government appreciates the opportunity to comment on the environ
mental impact assessment report on proposed hydrocarbon developments 
affecting the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. We have several concerns 
and suggestions which are described in the enclosed 11 Statement by the 
Government of the Northwest Territories on the Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge, Alaska Coastal Plain, Resource Assessment 11

• 

We acknowledge the importance of Arctic oil development in contributing 
to the safeguarding of national interests for future energy supplies. 
However, we believe that the scenario put forward for full scale hydro
carbon development within the national wildlife refuge poses serious 
international risks which have not been adequately addressed in the 
assessment report. 

Our greatest concern relates to the predicted major impact on the Por
cupine Caribou Herd due to disruption of key calving and insect-relief 
habitats. This is intolerable given the importance of this herd for 
domestic use by residents of the western Northwest Territories. Proposed 
development in the 1002 area would, therefore, seriously prejudice 
our government's management responsibilities as outlined in the U.S./Canada 
Porcupine Caribou Management Agreement initialled in December 1986 . 
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The polar bears inhabiting the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge and adjacent 
waters represent another significant resource shared by our countries and 
the need for cooperative management is recognized in the International 
Agreement for the Conservation of Polar Bears. We believe that the report 
does not fully explore the possible impacts on polar bear denning habitat 
due to oil spills, port and harbour development or related offshore 
developments. 

Finally, the report overlooks the importance of the coastal plain area as 
a primary fall staging area for one-fifth of the total snow goose population 
which breeds on Banks Island, Northwest Territories. Given our shared 
management obligations for waterfowl, as defined in the Migratory Birds 
Convention and the North American Waterfowl Management Plan, we believe 
this constitutes a serious oversight in the assessment process. 

Recognizing the Beaufort coastal zone as a common ecological unit, we 
welcome further opportunities to communicate our concerns and work 
together towards the long term protection of our shared wildlife resources. 

Enclosure. 

J. W. Bour e, 
Deputy Minister 
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G.N.W. T. STATEMENT IN RESPONSE TO THE ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, 
ALASKA COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Department of Renewable Resources, Government of the Northwest 
Territories has responsibility for the management of wildlife 
under the authority of the N.W.T. Wildlife Act and pollution control 
under authority of the N.W.T. Environmental Protection Act. Actions 
by this department directly influence, and are influenced, by 
a large number of northern communities which are striving to 
maintain a viable renewable resource based economy. Maintenance 
of renewable resources is vital to the welfare of Dene, Inuit, 
Inuvialuit, Metis and non-native people throughout the north. 

Departmental staff are charged with the responsibility of enforcing 
the Environmental Protection Act and managing wildlife populations 
and habitat, including caribou, muskoxen, and polar bear. In 
addition, government staff have played a major role in the developm
ent of the North American Waterfowl Management Plan, and have 
contributed to the management and research of geese. 

The native peoples maintain special bonds to the land, and to 
the wildlife which derive their existence from the land. People 
who pursue traditional life-styles place high value on the opportun
ity utilize indigenous animal and plant life, life-styles which 
allow the reaffirmation of personal and community identity. Such 
opportunity allows the maintenance of traditional skills, provides 
for an important social and educational exchange between young 
and old, and perpetuates a sense of self reliance. 

Everything in this world is connected to everything else, and 
the action taken by one party can affect many other parties. 
Wildlife are distributed over the land in response to their biologi
cal needs; they pay little attention to political boundaries. 
The wildlife resources of the North Slope are a shared resource. 
The management actions implemented by one country will unquestionab
ly affect the other country. 

The Arctic Nation a 1 Wildlife Refuge represents a significant part 
of the arctic ecosystem and currently supports major wildlife 
resources shared by the United States and Canada. The alteration 
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of this area, whether abrupt or incremental, could adversely affect 
the peoples of Alaska, the Yukon, and the Northwest Territories. 
Clearly, the issue at hand is a transboundary one. The transbounda
ry issues have not been adequately addressed by the Environmental 
Impact Statement. 

2. CONCERNS 

2.1 Agreement with YTG Submission 

We have noted the issues raised by the Yukon Territorial Government 
in their presentation at the Public Hearings held in Kaktovik, 
Anchorage, and Washington, D.C. ~Je share their main concerns, 
namely: 

a) The insufficient attention paid to section 1005 of the Alaska 
National interest Lands Conservation Act (1980) that calls 
for official consultation about the 1002(h) Report. The 
G.N.W.T. was never consulted, nor were its agencies, native 
citizens or interest groups (such as the Beaufort/Mackenzie 
Delta Development Impact Zone Group); 

b) The inadequate reference given by the Report to the potential 
cumulative impacts of the possible development in the whole 
Beaufort area. 

c) The lack of acknowledgment by the report of the ecological 
responsibilities shared by both the U.S. and Canada to ensure 
that the coastal plain on both sides of the border is managed 
to meet conservation oriented objectives. 

Moreover, the Government of the Northwest Territories has the 
following additional points to raise: 

2.2 PLANNING AND COORDINATION MECHANISMS 

The 1002(h) Report does not adequately address the mechanisms 
that would ensure the proper coordination needed between the develo
pment of nearshore anrl onshore environments. As the Department 
of Commerce has still not formally approved the North Slope 
Borough 1 s Coastal Management plan under the Coastal Zone Management 
Act, the strategic framework to affect this coordination is absent . 

. . . /3 
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2.3 WILDLIFE CONCERNS 

We are distressed to read the statement on page 112 of the report 
concerning the Porcupine Caribou Herd stating that changes in 
habitat availability and value, combined with increased harvest 
could result in a major population decline and change in distributi
on of 20 to 40 percent, based on the amount of calving and 
insect-relief habitats to be adversely affected. This is an 
intolerable figure based on the International Porcupine Caribou 
Management Agreement initialled in December 1986 by both the 
Government of the Northwest Territories and federal government 
of Canada, as well as your Department. 

While the Report acknowledges the potential impacts on the Porcupine 
Caribou herd, there is no mention of the importance of this herd 
for domestic use by the people of the western Northwest Territories. 
This is a particularly glaring omission in light of the above 
mentioned agreement to protect the herd and its habitat and its 
recognition of native use by Government of the Northwest 
Territories. As signatories to that Agreement, we are concerned 
to note the apparent lack of contact between the Secretaries of 
Department of Interior and State Department on this matter, not 
to mention contact with the signatories to the Porcupine Caribou 
Herd Management Agreement itself. 

The Government of the Northwest Territories has offshore responsibi
lities in the Canadian Beaufort for wildlife management, particular
ly polar bear. The Beaufort population extends from Tukoyaktuk, 
Northwest Territories to at least as far west as Point Barrow, 
Alaska. While the oil companies are justifiably proud of their 
safety record (at 1 east no major Arctic spi 11 s), the potentia 1 
mortality from even a localized spill in a denning area could 
be serious. As well, port and harbor development to support coastal 
plain and related offshore development could lead to abandonment 
of denning areas. 

Approximately 1/5 of the total snow goose population of Banks 
Island, Northwest Territories use the coastal plain as a staging 
site in the fall. This is not mentioned in the Report, nor is 
the obligation both nations share under the Migratory Birds 
Convention and North American Waterfowl Management Plan for the 
protection of the species and its habitat. 
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3. CONCLUSION 

The 1002(h) Report admits the importance of the coastal plain 
area to the entire national wildlife refuge. While it is only 
a small portion (5 percent), this area is critical as a calving 
ground and insect-relief habitat for the Porcupine Caribou Herd, 
as migratory wildfowl and as denning grounds for polar bear. 
The full leasing alternative is unacceptable to our government. 

The report includes optimistic projections about the potential 
for oil discovery (a 95 percent chance of the 1002 area containing 
4.8 billion barrels in-place) and much is made of the need to 
safeguard the national interest for future oil supply. We agree 
that these are important considerations, but the transboundary 
risks inherent in proceeding with the full leasing alternative 
constitute unwarranted trade-offs. 

The need for improved consultation between Canadian and U.S. 
interests in this area is apparent, particularly in ensuring that 
mutual obligations for wildlife and related habitat protection 
are met. The Government of the Northwest Territories must be 
involved in any cooperative natura 1 resource management agreements 
that are struck, and policies and guidelines for development affect
ing shared resources should be agreed to jointly. 

This 1002(h) area is arguably the most important part of the refuge 
from an ecological viewpoint. The extent of development proposed 
for this area and its potential impacts must be more carefully 
weighed before an irrevocable decision is made. We urge the accept
ance of Alternative 5, wilderness designation. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE YUKON PRESENTATION TO 

THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR DRAFT ANWR EIS HEARINGS 

(Anchorage, Alaska, January 5, 1987) 

Mr. Chairman, Panel Members, Ladies and Gentlemen. 

Allow me to begin these remarks by sincerely thanking you for the 

opportunity to appear before you today. The Goverrun~nt of the 

Yukon appreciates the privilege you have provided in allowing us 

to make this presentation and we value greatly the growing spirit 

of cooperation that has developed between our two great regions. 

We trust that you will carefully consider both the general and 

specific concerns" that we have identified during our review of 
'' 

the draft EIS. \ , a·-- J _ u.. 
'MI\.~"""-"' v-lMM4. 

In the time available today, I will briefly outline the 

highlights of our general concerns with the EIS, and I will be 

tabl ing a written text of my remarks as well as a more detailed 

written "interrogatory", containing specific technical 

observations and questions concerning a number of specific 

aspects of the EIS. We understand that the detailed materials 

will also form a part of the record of these proceedings, and 

that we can anticipate a written response to our questions in due 

course. 

~o begin, we would like to complement the authors of the report, 

for providing a succinct, well written exposition of the baseline 

envirorunental and socioeconomic datafr~~'e" impact significance 

criteria and the summary comparisons of environmental effects and 

consequences. ' •Al though we are critical of some aspects of the 

EIS, we believe that the public review process and the nature of 

the discussion and inevitable debate is substantively aided, when 

options and opportunities are clearly evaluated in this matter. 

It certainly makes the job of external analysts such as ourselves 

far far easier and we sincerely appreciate that fact. 

Our first major criticism of the EIS as it is now structured 

however, deals not with the present contents, but rather with 

several significant omissions. 

In particular, although the EIS fairly identifies major or 

moderate impacts on the populations of caribou, snow geese ftft6 

~ wilta;~;fo•o!l, polar bears and musk oxen, there is no adequate 
~ 

treatment of the transboundary consequences of those ~ect 

impacts. In each case the populations in question are shared 
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with Canada either as a result of migration (in the case of 

caribou and waterfowl) or as an important constituent of a larger 

regional population (in the case of musk oxen and polar bear). 

In both countries, these four species are valued for their 

subsistence use and for their intrinsic value as part of the 

diminishing wilderness resource 1 of our continent. Yet the EIS 

establishes the significance of the impact solely on the basis of 

the effects of a population decrease in Alaska. 

The best example of this deficiency is provided by the EIS 

discussion of the Porcupine Caribou Herd. The potential decrease 

in herd si:z:e of 20 - 40% due to impacts in the heart of the 

calving area, is very correctly described as a m:ljor impact, 

however, the effects in Old Crow and other largely 

subsistence-based communities in northern Canada are only given 

passing attention in an entirely separate portion of the report. 

Fully four-fifths of the subsistence use of the herd is estimated 

to occur in Canada and there is no treatment of the consequence 

of a major decline in herd size on such use. 

Mr. Chairman, there are similar omissions in the treatment of 

snow geese, polar bear, and musk oxen, which we have elaborated 

in our background submission and I will not discuss further at 

this time. Rather, I want to emphasize with you ti1at the EIS 

appears to nearly completely ignore transboundary effects and it 

cannot be considered complete until this omission is corrected. 

In particular the effects on northern native peoples and their 

hopes for the sustainable development of the renewable resource 

economies must be acknowledged. 

In some ways, Mr. Chairman, we would be happy 

the only one we delivered to you today. 

principles and optimism that lead to the 

domestic Porcupine Caribou Herd Management 

if this message 

In light of 

development of 

Agreement, and 

was 

the 

our 

have 

formed the basis for our negotiations towards an international 

with your country, we believe that trans boundary agreement 

cooperation on resource 

fundamentally important. 

management problems and issues is 

The present omissions from the EIS do 

not well serve our mutual interests and concerns. 

The second fundamental deficiency in the EIS is the lack of 

acknowledgement of the cumulative effects of 1002 oil arid gas 

development proposals with those of the various offshore ocs 
lease sales. Surely the consideration of the effects of the 

developments on several significant species cannot be considered 

to be adequately assessed unless these various proposals are 
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considered together. Incremental direct effects and the 

cumulative effects of habitat loss or modification should ,be 

evaluated, at least addi tively, before any judgements are made 

about the significance of impacts and the ultimate acceptability 

of those impacts. 

In addition it is important that with respect to migratory 

waterfowl, snow geese in particular, it should be acknowledged 

that the 1002 lands are a critically important staging area, but 

are only one part of the habitat of the species. Consideration 

of the significance of cumulative effects should therefore 

acknowledge the potential for habitat loss in other portions of 

the habitat away from the north slope region. Most migratory 

waterfowl species are under considerable stress in the southern 

portions of their habitat and that habitat is increasingly 

reduced or circumscribed by human users. The potential for 

negative synergistic effects if such stress and habitat reduction 

is replicated in the north is considerable and must be considered 

in your analysis and decision making. We were quite encouraged 

to note that last year in the March 1986 issue of Ducks 

Unlimited's journal Assistant Secretary Horn acknowledged that it 

would be necessary to stop the continued loss of some 458,000 

acres of habitat each year in the United States. In response to 

a question about the feasibility of the North American Waterfowl 

Management Plan's ambitious goal of an additional 5 million acres 

of protected habitat by the year 2000 he states that he was well 

aware that there was a need to "arrest the alarming loss of 

wetlands" and "to get the finger in the dike and stop the 

leaking". We suggest that full protection for the · ANWR north 

slope would be a very fine way to achieve this. 

The third major theme which we would like to stress with you 

today Mr. Chairman is primarily a procedural matter. Although 

there are several references to what apparently were informal 

consultations with various Canadian interests, there in fact, was 

no direct consultation with any community, interest group, or 

government agency. Such consultation was mandated in Section 

1005 of the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act, but 

even if it had not been prescribed in this manner the benefits of 

mutual cooperation on transboundary resource management questions 

are such that consultation should have occurred without recourse 

to legislation. 

This point has been raised with your government on several recent 

occasions Mr. Chairman and a formal meeting between the 

Government of Canada and the Government of the United States will 

occur in the near future. While this will no doubt be a 



productive and meaningful session, which will meet the "letter of 

the law" in question, we would like to emphasize our interest-in 

establishing early and continuing formal liaison on such 

questions in the future. The traditional knowledge of our native 

population and the scientific knowledge of our professional 

biologists should be shared on questions of this magnitude, 

Mr. Chairman, in add! tion to our three basic concerns about 

transboundary effects, cumulative effects and the need for 

consul tat ion, we would also like to report to you, a set of 

historical occurences that are both mildly ironic and disturbing 

in light of the recommendations in the draft EIS. 

About the time of the passage of the ANILCA legislation, various 

international bodies, the United Nations included, were 

finalizing The World Conservation Strategy. The wcs is a 

development strategy with the complementary aims of encouraging 

sustainable development of resources, ensuring the protection of 

ecosystem integrity and maintaining species-specific genetic 

diversity. The WCS has been adopted by some 40 countries, 

including Canada, and at the time of the initiation of the WCS, 

the ANILCA legislation was considered a landmark, a significant 

tool that would substantively aid implementation of the WCS goals 

by protecting arctic ecosystems. In June of 1986 a major 

international conference on updating the WCS in Ottawa, 

recommended that the WCS would be improved if a circumpolar folio 

was added to the WCS, outlining the relative importance and 

necessity of viewing northern regions in an integrated and 

holistic manner, leading eventually to international agreements 

on the management of the very species in question here today. 

Unfortunately, oil and gas developments in the ANWR at the scale 

proposed in the draft EIS would be a significant step backwards 

in any effort to achieve such an objective. 

At the present time in the Yukon we are working quite diligently, 

with other government agencies, both territorial and federal, 

towards the implementation of the WCS. This includes 

coordinating initial work on a northern circumpolar conservation 

strategy; working towards a Yukon Conservation Strategy; and 

initiating a local conservation strategy for Old Crow which 

covers much of the Canadian portion of the Porcupine River Basin. 

Development of a conservation strategy in the Yukon and around 

Old Crow will do much to complement the substantive aspects of 

formal land use designations that have been achieved in recent 

years, to truly secure the futurf for internationally significant 

resources like th•' Porcupine Caribou herd. The new North Yukon 
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National Park, and environmental screening and review processes 

established as a result of our Inuvialui t Settlement Agreem'ent 

have resulted in significant protection for the Canadian north 

slope. Such protection was sorely lacking until 1984; we lagged 

behind the progressive steps taken by your governm-nt when you 

established ANWR. It will indeed be ironic if the historical 

circumstances are reversed as a result of this draft EIS, leaving 

Canada with a more complete system of protection for the 

international north slope resources. 

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we would like to restate that the draft 

EIS does not adequately report the international significance of 

the ANWR lands and resources. ANWR is nearly unique in the 

world, intended to protect a complete spectrum of undisturbed 

arctic ecosystems in North America; and the 1002 area is the 

heart of the most biologically productive part of ~~~;wR. Given 

the biological richness of the area and the proposed scale of 

development under the proposed leasing scenario the potential 

adverse environmental effects are unprecedented and, with all due 

respect, unacceptable. 

Although the draft EIS suggests that experience from the Prudhoe 

developments can be used to mitigate the effects of new 

developments, this suggestion is not correct. Such experience 

does not answer any questions about what will happen if the 

Porcupine Caribou herd is substantially displaced from the 

calving grounds and no alternative habitat of similar quality 

exists. 

Mr. Chairman, 

that it is 

it is the opinion of the Government of 

unacceptable for you to allo·..: the 

the Yukon 

proposed 

developments in the heart of the Porcupine Caribou herd's calving 

grounds, and that the draft EIS is deficient in asserting that 

such a displacement, which would lead to a decrease in herd size 

of 20 - 40% is in any respect acceptable. 

Mr. Chairman, the writers of the Executive Summary of the EIS 

assert , (quotes) "development on the 1002 lands •..:ould proceed 

with the goal of no net loss of habitat quality and that 

unnecessary adverse effects would not be allowed to occur" (close 

quotes). We do not believe, given the exposition of facts in the 

main body of the EIS, and our own observations, that such a goal 

is even remotely achievable and the statement stands as a poor 

representation of the reality of the situation. 

Mr. Chairman, there is a continuing need for more research, more 

examination of data, and hard decisions about the future of the 



1002 lands. We believe that, at this time, you should decide,in 

favour of increased and enhanced protection of 1002 lands. 

Cooperatively the governments of the United States of America, 

Canada, Alaska and the Yukon can protect one of the world's 

remaining truly wild places in perpetuity. 

Thank you very much for this opportunity. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE YUKON PRESENTATION To 
THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR DRAFT ANWR EIS HEARINGS 

(WASHINGTON, JANUARY 9, 1987) 

MR. CHAIRMAN, PANEL MEMBERS, DISTINGUISHED OBSERVERS, LADIES AND 
GENTLEMEN! 

MY NAME IS WILLIAM J, KLASSEN. I AM THE DEPUTY MINISTER OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF RENEWABLE RESOURCES FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
YUKON, OUR DEPARTMENT HAS THE PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
MANAGEMENT OF THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD WHEN IT IS PRESENT ON 
THE CANADIAN SIDE OF THE ALASKA/YUKON BORDER. 

WITH ME TODAY IS MR, WILLIAM 0PPEN, THE DIRECTOR OF THE 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS BRANCH OF THE YUKON GOVERNMENT'S 
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OFFICE, MR. 0PPEN HAS THE PRIMARY 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR LIAISON BETWEEN OUR GOVERNMENT AND OTHERS, 

WE WOULD LIKE TO BEGIN OUR REMARKS TODAY BY THANKING YOU FOR THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE THIS PRESENTATION, THE RESOURCES OUR TWO 
COUNTRIES SHARE ALONG THE ALASKA/YUKON BORDER ARE CRITICALLY 
IMPORTANT TO THE PEOPLES OF THE YUKON SO WE ARE TRULY THANKFUL 
FOR THE PRIVILEGE OF REPRESENTING OUR INTERESTS IN THESE MATTERS, 

IN THE TWO PREVIOUS HEARINGS THIS WEEK IN KAKTOVIK AND ANCHORAGE, 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR HAS HEARD PRESENTATIONS BY 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF OF OUR DEPARTMENT, FROM THE PEOPLE AND ELDERS 
OF THE COMMUNITY OF OLD CROW, FROM OUR PORCUPINE CARIBOU 
MANAGEMENT BOARD .. AND FROM THE COUNCIL FOR YUKON INDIANS, As 
WELL, TODAY, WE ARE TABLING A TECHNICAL ANALYStS OF THE DRAFT 
EIS. 

WE ARE HERE TODAY TO REPEAT AND REINFORCE THE COMPLEMENTARY 
MESSAGES IN THESE DIFFERENT PRESENTATIONS - AND TO URGE YOU TO 
RECONSIDER THE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULL DEVELOPMENT CONTAINED IN 
THE DRAFT EIS. WE SINCERELY BELIEVE THAT CRITICAL WILDLIFE 
HABITATS AND RESOURCES ON THE ALASKAN AND CANADIAN NORTH SLOPE 
SHOULD BE STRONGLY PROTECTED, AND THAT THE NORTH SLOPE ITSELF 
SHOULD BE MANAGED ACCORDING TO CONSERVATION-ORIENTED OBJECTIVES, 
ANY DEVELOPMENT IN THIS REGION SHOULD BE PERMITTED ONLY IF Il 
WOULD NOT CONFLICT WITH THE CONSERVATION OF THE WILDLIFE 
RESOURCES, 

WE FURTHER BELIEVE THAT REASONS FOR PROTECTING THE 1002 LANDS ARE 
FAR MORE COMPELLING THAN THE OFTEN LIMITED TECHNICAL REASONS 
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FORWARDED IN THE REPORT I ALTHOUGH THE DRAFT EIS DOES IDENTIFY 

THE TRADEOFFS WHICH WOULD BE REQUIRED TO ALLOW FULL DEVELOPMENT 
IN THE 1002 LANDS, IT DOES NOT ADEQUATELY ADDRESS THE TANGIBLE 
REALITY THAT THE MOST HEAVILY IMPACTED SPECIES ARE TRANSBOUNDARY 
RESOURCES OF CONSIDERABLE INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE, 

WITH RESPECT TO THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD, FOR EXAMPLE, A MAJOR 
IMPACT IS IDENTIFIED DUE TO THE ENCROACHMENT OF DEVELOPMENT INTO 
THE HEART OF THE CALVING GROUNDS, THE EIS SUGGESTS THAT SUCH AN 
ENCROACHMENT COULD LEAD TO A 20-40% REDUCTION IN THE SIZE OF THE 
CARIBOU HERD, FOR THAT REASON ALONE, WE BELl EVE THAT ANY SUCH 
IMPACT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ENTIRELY UNACCEPTABLE, HOWEVER, WE 
FURTHER BELIEVE THAT THE DRAFT EIS CONSIDERABLY UNDERESTIMATES 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF A REDUCTION OF THAT MAGNITUDE TO THE 
SUBSISTENCE USERS OF THE HERD, WHO ARE PRIMARILY LOCATED IN 
COMMUNITIES IN CANADA INCLUDING OLD CROW IN THE YUKON AND FORT 
McPHERSON, ARCTij: RED RIVER, AKLAVIK, INUVIK AND TUKTOYAKTUK IN 
THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, BY IGNORING SUCH TRANSBOUNDARV 

EFFECTS THE DRAFT EIS IS FUNDAMENTALLY FLAWED. 

WE ALSO MUST VOICE OUR CONSIDERABLE DISAGREEMENT WITH THE WRITERS 
OF THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY WHO SUGGEST THAT DEVELOPMENTS ON THE 
CARIBOU CALVING GROUNDS CAN BE UNDERTAKEN WITH NO NET LOSS OF 
HABITAT QUALITY, SUCH A STATEMENT CONTRADICTS THE MAIN BODY OF 
THE DRAFT EIS AND WE BELIEVE SUCH AN ACHIEVEMENT IS LIKELY 
IMPOSSIBLE, 

WE HAVE SIMILAR CONCERNS ABOUT THE OTHER SIGNIFICANT 
TRANSBOUNDARY SPECIES, 

THE MUSKOXEN PRESENT IN ALASKA ARE SLOWLY REPOPULATING THE ARCTIC 
NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE AREA AS WELL AS THE NORTHERN YUKON, 
WHERE THEY WERE EXTIRPATED DURING THE LAST CENTURY, THIS IS A 
VALUABLE AND IMPORTANT OCCURENCE WHICH SHOULD BE PERMITTED TO 
CONTINUE, 

THE MIGRATORY SNOW GEESE POPULATIONS, WHICH USE THE 1002 LANDS AS 
AN IMPORTANT STAGING AREA, ARE ALSO UNDER CONSIDERABLE THREAT 
FROM THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS, AND THERE IS VERY LITTLE 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL IMPORTANCE OF THE SPECIES, 

HOWEVER, WE DO NOTE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
RECOGNIZES THE IMPORTANCE OF WATERFOWL HABITATS, WE WERE VERY 
ENCOURAGED TO READ IN A RECENT ISSUE OF THE DUCKS UNLIMITED 
JOURNAL THAT ASSISTANT SECRETARY HORN IS WELL APPRISED OF THE 
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INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF WATERFOWL HABITATS SUCH AS THE 
ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE NORTH SLOPE, WITH REFERENCE TO 
THE NORTH AMERICAN WATERFOWL MANAGEMENT PLAN, WHICH HAS THE GOAL 
OF PROTECTING AN ADDITIONAL FIVE MILLION ACRES OF HABITAT BY THE 
YEAR 2QQQ, ASSISTANT SECRETARY HoRN STATED THAT "THE PLAN GOES 
AFTER HABITAT ACQUISITION SO THAT WE CAN START TO BUILD HABITAT 
BACK UP, ONE OF THE CRITICAL ELEMENTS IN HELPING PUT OUR 
WATERFOWL POPULATIONS BACK TOWARD THE 100 MILLION LEVEL, TrHE 
OBJECTIVE NOW IS TO GET THE FINGER IN THE DIKE AND STOP THE 
LEAKING", IN OUR OPINION, PROTECTING THE ARCTIC NATIONAL 
WILDLIFE REFUGE COASTAL PLAIN WOULD DO MUCH TO ACHIEVE THIS, 

SIMILARLY, POLAR BEARS PRESENT IN THE AREA ARE PART OF A LARGER 
REGIONAL POPULATION THAT SHOULD BE ASSESSED IN A MORE 
COMPREHENSIVE HANNER THAN THAT PROVIDED IN THE DRAFT EIS, 

CARIBOU, POLAR BEAR, WATERFOWL AND OTHER MIGRATORY SPECIES PLAY A 
CRUCIAL ROLE IN THE SUBSISTENCE ECONOMIES OF THE LARGELY NATIVE 
COMMUNITIES IN THE YUKON AND IN THE NORTHWESTERN CORNER OF THE 
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, IN RECENT YEARS WE HAVE BEGUN TO BETTER 
MANAGE THESE SPECIES, BOTH FOR THEIR OWN SAKE AND TO ENSURE THAT 
THE SUBSISTENCE ECONOMY IS SUPPORTED IN A HANNER WHICH CAN BE 
SUSTAINABLE INTO THE FUTURE, THESE MEASURES HAVE INCLUDED THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NORTH YUKON NATIONAL PARK AND HERSCHEL 
ISLAND TERRITORIAL PARK AND THE SETTLEMENT OF THE INUVIALUIT LAND 
CLAIM, WHICH ESTABLISHES A CONSERVATION-ORIENTED REGIME FOR 
MANAGEMENT OF THE YUKON'S NORTH SLOPE, IN ADDITION, THE 
GOVERNMENTS OF CANADA, THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES AND THE YUKON 
GOT TOGETHER WITH NATIVE INTERESTS TO CREATE AN IN-CANADA 
AGREEMENT ON MANAGEMENT OF THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD, THIS 
AGREEMENT HAS BEEN IMPLEMENTED THROUGH THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU 
MANAGEMENT BOARD, IT IS WORTH POINTING OUT THAT THE STIMULUS FOR 
MANY OF THESE MEASURES WAS THE CREATION OF THE ARCTIC NATIONAL 
WILDLIFE REFUGE IN 1980, AND OTHER CONSERVATION MEASURES ENACTED 
IN ALASKA, 

THESE LAND ALLOCATIONS AND MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES HAVE BEEN PUT IN 
PLACE TO PROTECT HABITAT FOR PORCUPINE CARIBOU AND OTHER SPECIES, 
AND TO ENSURE AN APPROPRIATE, SUSTAINABLE ALLOCATION OF THE 
HARVEST IN THE REGION, THEY ARE AN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THE 
DEPENDENCE OF THE PEOPLE OF OLD (ROW ON THE HARVEST OF THE 
PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD AND AN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THE CONSIDERABLE 
IMPORTANCE OF THE HERD, GENERALLY, TO THE PEOPLE OF THE YUKON, 
THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES AND CANADA, IN ADDITION, THEY ARE AN 
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INDICATION OF OUR GOVERNMENT'S STRONG COMMITMENT TO THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WORLD CoNSERVATION STRATEGY, 

MR. CHAIRMAN, 
IDENTIFIED IN 

NONE OF THESE 
A MEANINGFUL 

VERY 
WAY IN 

SIGNIFICANT 
THE DRAFT 

FACTORS ARE 
EIS, WHICH 

NONETHELESS PROPOSES TO IMPOSE A DRASTIC REDUCTION IN THE SIZE OF 
THE HERD THAT WILL POTENTIALLY HAVE A HUGE EFFECT ON OUR PEOPLE 
AS WELL AS YOURS, 

MR, CHAIRMAN, ALL OF THE SPECIES AT RISK FROM THE PROPOSED 
DEVELOPMENT HAVE BOTH UTILITARIAN AND INTRINSIC VALUE AS PART OF 
THE ARCTIC ECOSYSTEM, THEY ARE INTERNATIONALLY SIGNIFICANT AND 
FIGURE HIGHLY IN THE NORTH AMERICAN UNDERSTANDING OF THE 
IMPORTANCE OF ARCTIC REGIONS, PROTECTING COMPLETE ARCTIC 
ECOSYSTEMS WAS THE PRIMARY VISION OF THOSE WHO DEVELOPED THE 
ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE AND WHO LATER HELPED TO CONVINCE 
THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA TO PROCEED WITH COMPLEMENTARY PROTECTION 
MEASURES, IT WOULD INDEED BE EXCEPT ION ALLY UNFORTUNATE IF THIS 
VISION WERE FORSAKEN, BASED ON AN INCOMPLETE ASSESSMENT OF THE 
VALUES OF THE REGION, 

MR. CHAIRMAN, IN OUR VARIOUS PRESENTATIONS THIS WEEK WE HAVE 
PO I NTED OUT A RANGE OF PROBLEMS WITH THE DRAFT El S: WE HAVE 
TECHNICAL CONCERNS ABOUT ASPECTS OF THE INTERPRETATION OF 
BIOLOGICAL DATA; WE HAVE DISAGREEMENTS WITH THE RATING OF THE 
SIGNIFICANCE OF SOME IMPACTS; AND WE ARE DISTURBED BY THE 
TRADEOFF THAT HAS BEEN CHOSEN BY THE AUTHORS OF THE DRAFT EJS, 
PARTICULARLY IN THE LATTER CASE THERE IS A FAILURE TO ACKNOWLEDGE 
THE TRANSBOUNDARY EFFECTS OF DEVELOPMENT, WHEN ONE CONSIDERS 
FURTHER THAT THERE IS NO ASSESSMENT OF THE CUMULATIVE EFFECTS OF 
DEVELOPMENTS ON 1002 LANDS WITH THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS ON THE 
OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF LEASE SALES . OR OTHER POTENTIAL 
DEVELOPMENTS OR ACTIVITIES IN ALASKA AND THE IMMEDIATELY ADJACENT 
AREAS OF CANADA, ONE CAN ONLY CONCLUDE THAT THE DRAFT EIS DOES 
NOT PROVIDF. AN ADEQUATE ASSESSMENT OF THE NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES 
OF DEVELOPMENT, 

WE WOULD ALSO ADD THAT IF WE CONSIDER THIS UNDERESTIMATE OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS IN LIGHT OF THE EXTREMELY PROBLEMATIC 
NATURE OF THE ENERGY RESOURCE ESTIMATES, WE ARE NOT CONVINCED 
THAT THE TRADEOFF PROPOSED IN THE DRAFT EJS IS EITHER A REALISTIC 
OR A COMPLETELY FAIR EXPOSITION OF ALL THE FACTORS AT RISK IN THE 
SITUATION, 
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THE CUMULATIVE EFFECTS OF SEVERAL DEVELOPMENTS COULD ONLY BE 
DEALT WITH THROUGH JOINT PLANNING WITH ALL RESOURCE USERS ON BOTH 
SIDES OF THE BORDER, THIS RAISES THE ISSUE OF CONSULTATION WITH 
OUR GOVERNMENT AND OTHER CANADIAN JURISDICTIONS, ALTHOUGH 
REQUIRED UNDER SECTION 1005 OF THE ALASKA NATIONAL INTEREST LANDS 
CONSERVATION AcT, NO CONSULTATIONS WITH OUR GOVERNMENT OR OTHER 
CANADIAN AGENCIES, INTEREST GROUPS OR NATIVE ORGANIZATIONS 
OCCURRED, IN THE HEARINGS IN ANCHORAGE ON THE OFFSHORE LEASE 
SALES, WE MADE AN INTERVENTION IN WHICH WE EXPRESSED OUR CONCERNS 
ABOUT THE LACK OF CONSULTATION WITH AGENCIES IN CANADA, WE WOULD 
LIKE TO EMPHASIZE THAT SAME CONTINUING CONCERN HERE TODAY, ONLY 
BY ACTIVE AND ONGOING CONSULTATIONS BETWEEN OUR JURISDICTIONS CAN 
WE ENSURE COORDINATED AND CONSISTENT MANAGEMENT OF THE 
TRANSBOUNDARY RESOURCES THAT WE SHARE, THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA, 
THROUGH THE FEDERAL DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, HAS FORMALLY 
REQUESTED A MEETING OF UNITED STATES, ALASKAN, YUKON AND FEDERAL 
CANADIAN OFFICIALS TO FULFILL THE REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 1005, 
ALTHOUGH IT HAS NOT BEEN CONFIRMED, IT IS OUR UNDERSTANDING AT 
THIS TIME THAT THE MEETING MAY BE HELD LATER THIS MONTH IN 
OTTAWA, 

To SUM UP, MR, CHAIRMAN, WE HAVE THREE MAIN CONCERNS WITH THIS 
EIS, fiRST, WE WOULD NOTE THAT, DESPITE THE REQUIREMENTS OF 
SECTION 1005 OF ANILCA, NO CANADIAN GOVERNMENTS, AGENCIES, NATIVE 
GROUPS, ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS OR OTHER INTEREST GROUPS WERE 
OFFICIALLY CONSULTED ABOUT THE 1002 REPORT, SECOND, THE EIS DOES 
NOT ADEQUATELY CONSIDER THE POTENTIAL CUMULATIVE EFFECTS OF THE 
VARIOUS DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES IN THE ALASKAN NORTH SLOPE AND 
THE ADJOINING CANADIAN LANDS AND WATERS, THIRD, THE 
RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE EIS DO NOT REFLECT THE BROADER ECOLOGICAL 
RESPONSIBILITIES THAT OUR GOVERNMENTS SHARE TO ENSURE THAT THIS 
GLOBALLY-SIGNIFICANT WILDLIFE RESOURCE IS MANAGED TO MEET 
CONSERVATION-ORIENTED OBJECTIVES, 

IN VIEW OF THESE AND OTHER CONCERNS WE HAVE RAISED, MR. CHAIRMAN} 
WE WOULD STRONGLY URGE THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR TO 
RECONSIDER THE SUBSTANCE AND THE CONCLUSIONS OF THIS DRAFT E!S, 
THE RESOURCES AT RISK. ON THE 1002 LANDS ARE NOT SIGNIFICANT 
SOLELY FROM AN ALASKAN PERSPECTIVE, THEY ARE ALSO OF 
CONSIDERABLE SIGNIFICANCE TO CANADA AND HAVE WELL-ACKNOWLEDGED 
INTRINSIC INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE, AND SHOULD BE MANAGED 
ACCORDINGLY, IN THE LAST 15 YEARS, BOTH IN ALASKA AND IN CANADA 
SIGNIFICANT STEPS HAVE BEEN TAKEN TO PROTECT THESE RESOURCES, IN 
OUR OPINION, HOWEVER, THE FULL-LEASING ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDED IN 
THE DRAFT EIS WOULD BE A STEP IN THE WRONG DIRECTION, 
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY, 
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I . 
Superfund comes through 

Af.,.. ~of wrangling over wlw:re the 
"""'" for roxie ........ cleanup -would OllllOO 
from, bo<h Houses of Congas in early 
October passed. by overwhelming margins. 
a joinr confetena: bill aearing an 58.5 bil· 
lion "Superlund" program for cleaning up 
abandoned hazazdoos wasll!> dumps. 

This year's Superfun:l bill, whii:h is sup
poned by environmentalistS as wdl as 
chemical oompanies an:l chemical cleanup 
ficms, provides fi.., times as much """'""as 
the original Superlund creared in 1980, 
which rai5l:d S 1.6 billion. Environmearal 
.lobbyisr Dan !lec.kt:t' of .Environmearal 
Action called it ··a gn:ac improvement" <JVer 

the previous progmm because ir c:atries 
srricu:r mndazds for cleanup. induding a 
requirement chat aU oom:aminarns at the 
sires he rendemi harmless. atnong <Xher 
screngrhening provisions. 

Despite the brood $Upport ot Semll!> an:l 
House ReptJI>Iicans for "Superfund." Presi· 
dent Rapn is ~ to"""' the bilL 
Becau.se the bill was ap~ by rheSenate 
iusr before me end of the session. ·there 
d<isa the possibifity that Rapn might use . 
a "pockr:t vem" against Superfund. l!y the · 
Consriiution, the Presidenr haa 10 days ro 
eithet sign ot Yetu a bill sent ro him by 
Congress. But if CDngra.s is lliJ( in session 
when me - days are up, the bill fails !0 
become a law. 

Repoblians are especially worried chal 
the Presidenr's veto would he pera:ived as 
Repobli<:a.n opposirion to what is generally 
• very 'popolar bill-and therefore hun 
<heir <hancl!s far, n:-el«tioo. Some h(!USe 
mernbon have asked <heir leadetship ro 
delay adjournment ro stop such a move. 
This would be un...W in geoeral. and espe
cially unlik<oly in an eJecrion ymr with Con· 
gra.smen anxious tcr mum home an:l 
cimpaign. . . . . 

-M.v.t N.Uo11 ...J M...t Meld»t>r 

The oompromise bill is many months in 
rhe mailing. havilll! passed the Senall!> on 
Sept. 26,198S and the House Dec. 10, 1985. 
The primary difft'rence between the rwo 
versions was who would pay for the SB.5 
billion, 5·year prugnm. The House bill po< 
much of the burden on the peauchemial 
industry, rhe s.,....., bill on aU industry. The 
final <onicrma: agreement calls for gettin8 
52.75 billion from a ""' on pe<roleurn. $1.4 
billion from a cu; on chemical feedstocks, 
S2.5 billion from a llrood-based indusuiaJ 
tax. $1.2~ billiun from soneral .,....,......, 
an:l S600 million from intmost an:l from 
companies ""'ponsible for roxie dumps. 

Landmark Hydroelectric Bill ~rotects Fish and Wildlife· 

EnvirulllliCIDlisr:s runsider it a victory 
because ir sm.ngrhens the cleanup program 
in .,.tioua wa)lll. The bill prubibia rnnsl>er· 
ring of wasres from one site ro ao<Xher and 
improves liability provisions for pollull!>rS 
by exn::nding n:sponsibility for cleanup (to 

haulers, producers and others liable l for as 
long as the wasres remain toxic. There are 
also statures m aUow citizens to suo: poilu· 
<ers in federal coon (instead of jusr stall!> 
wurts), as well as strung "righr to koow" 
provisions requiring companies to disclose 
what chemicals are ar their sires. ln a provi~ 
sion that industry fought hard against, the 
bill also spetifies mat cleanup sires a.<l.n<l< 
violate any other environmenral laws.. 

For the first lime. the goverrime..r is 
mandated ro JIM! "equal coosidorarion" m 
suc:h conozms as fish an:l wildlife. f:tlll:l'/!'1 
~ an:l reae:ruion ·in lioensing 
hydroelemic !"'"" plara. Ar the ""- of 

. tho 99th Congnss, - ~ fu<wardcd 
ro the President a bill (S.426) making these 
an:l <Xher major environrnenml ceforms in 
the hydroelemic ""....,.. program adminis
t=d by the .f\:doral Energy Regulaaxy 
Cornmission (FERC). • 

For 66 years the FERC and its~
SO<, the Federal Power Commission. have 
tnnduaed hydro dam' lia:nsing with a 
power _first and an environment last 
appruadl. Environmearalisrs have n:garded 
the agency·s actio.,. as conrributing sigmfl· 
antly to large-scale declines in rhe once 
great fisherieo of the Pacific Northwest an:l 
New England. T ou ufren, for questionable 

power bemfits, it haa a.llowed the dcsuuo::· 
lion of recn:ational and $CIIIIIic river areas 
an:l sometimes major JOdverse impacts on 
wildlile. 

This legislarion oow Ollila:o envinxlmm
ral pru<e<tion an explicir 5latUCOry rospoo
siblity of FERCs lioensing 1?<08Bm. Abo. 
'l:bi! bill gready enhances the SC!IIU'I! ot State• 
and federal fish an:l wildlife, aarural 
resouta! an:l n:gi<>nal planning ~ in 
seuing the terms under which hydruelearic: 
dams and ........ diversions ""' built an:l 
operau.d 

For hun7utiliry type prujeca at proposed 
new dams when: !"'"" is $'lid ro utilities 
under special markl:ting in.:entives of: the 
1978 Public Utility Regulatory Policies Ace 
(PURPA), proje:cr:s 111U5nncct a series of 
new environmearal tests. including mania· 
rory oonditioo$ set by fish and wildlib: "11'1'1-

cies, a finding that they are not looned on 

""'"" $CIIIIIic a- ot prureaed areas, an:l 
that projeas mutl nor have .. substanlial" 

emitoomenral. impoa:r. PURP A Projcm 
with alft!adr fdcd litensl!' appliations are 
"'!CffiPC ~ ..... - but rlicy, like aU 
om.ts, must mocr· a new more stringent 
round of: fish and wildlife reviews. 

Ar this wnnng. it ia cxpetted that p,..;. 
door Rapn will sign the bill inro law. 
Sttong credit gues "' il.eps. John Dingell 
(O.Ml) and Edward Mar~ (0.MA), lead· 
m of: the Hou.se Energy an:l Commero: 
Committee, and w Sen. Dan Evans (R
WA) of rhe Senate Energy. and Natural 
Resoura:s Commirree for the rules they 
played in securing these environmental pro
visions in tho bill. 

-fJ.wid Conrilfi 
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PAC Picks .For '86 .. • • . . .. 14-15 
FOEPAC endorsements for the 1986 
elections. 

Real Emerald Cicies 17 
Author Ernest Calle!lbach gives a ".ser· 
monette .. on his vision of Green Cities. 
preaching chat the priva"' automobile is 
rhe dragon we mu5t slay if we are to 
achieve rhem. 

Book' Reviews ............... !8 
The Nemesis Affair, reviewed by Peter 
Wild; Agricide: The Hidden Crisis That 
Aff<a5 Us All, reveiwe<l by Michael 
CavigeUL 

Lem.rs ro the Editor .. .. • .. .. . 19 
The greenhouse effect an:l deforesration 
• Globalcoolingnorwarming • World 
popoJation. 

Cover Phoro: "A Western Slope 
By Andrew GullJicjrd 
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From the editor 

Political Purity 
In a Doooesbwy anooa last mond't, pol

icical c::andiclah! Clyde challenged l.aaey 
Davenpoo:madrugtat,sw~IOfJ&bta 
"dean aunpaifln.'' "Friends, I have (X)me 10 

give a specimen!" he shounod ro chocting· ..-... 
Lite imimr:ed the Cartoon inelectioncam

pai&ns this fall. . as <::an<lidares crusa<jod 
a,pins< cocaine kingpins aoof Ctack .,_, 
and utOI1ed the tnaS$lvedrug bill that roUt:d 
up JWd down Capitol Hill like a baU of 
sw-ro pun intended-~$ L8 bil-

- lion in a matter of weeks. 
Dtup, 10 be sure. are a ~rrrible !T1I!tl3IZ 

and the nwnber of vicams is growif\1! at a 
ruoaway "'"'· But why should this election
- bill. the effm'- of which many 
qu<:9liioo. be the crowning achi"""""nt of 
the sessionr Plus. as bucl "' <he drug prob
lem is. it's certainly noc the only-life-and
<lea.th issue faong voters. 

Drugs might be the .. destroyers of 
Youth; but then what are the countless 
chemicals that the government admits are 
leikif\1! from hwlrdouo wasre d~>mpl into 
dnnlcif\1! warer supplies. or the thouaands of 
pesticides that go l>flt~ by the govern
ment but which lind their war into our 
fruits and ve~ies? }..st because the 
..,.W, of Crack ace more visible and instan
"""""" doesn't mean that envitorunenal 
~~ofwhkh£al<e20ot 
30 yean to show up-atm't every bit as 
deadly. YetasDavidBskerpoinn-inthis 
issue, key enviromnentallaws have failed 10 

maloe hoadway in this Coograa. 

Why don't polirlcians go afner thecum:nt 

• deadena:" wward enviro~ """""'" 
cion widt the 1\er-.or Congress went afner 
drugs or the fury that Ed M«se went afner 
pornography? What do environmenmlisn 
have 10 do 10 give a h.i,gh profile 10 their 
issues? One OJUldn't ask bx mooe whole
some, AII-Amerio:an cam1"'9t material: 
n,., right In bn:adte dean air and drink 
dean waa:r. 10 prorea the health of dte 
dUJdren and dte unborn. Yor despiR the 
conset'Yarive climate,. who1esomcbess·· 
doesn't sell thesot days. n... drug bill alle:t 
bx the desdt peaalr:y !Or drug deaJer5, atld, 
though liberals pcedi<:ll!d this dause would 
kill it, that didn't """" ro. 

II legiolation has ro have a Rambo 
rhythm ro move, why don't<nv~
ists tall bx hanging axpotate pollutm by 
their thumbs. public flaying for midnigbc , 
d..mpe..;> Why not adapt the Supcemet 
court ruling on sodomy ro prosecute poilu= !Or "crimes against nature!" 

Enviroru:nenralist in all serioosoess, 
ought to adopt """" of dte same moral 
outrage char conserv'\fives have applied 10 
campaisns a,pins< smut n,.,y ought to be 
-sing war a,gainst the· perversion" of pol
lution laws, co mengthen <he fiber. oi dte 
laws already on the books, and 10 strialy 
puni.th oln.nd= One~ sign is 
EPA's cradrdown on tozic crime (,... the 
story in this iuue),.wir:b its new twar reams 
In por a:>rpor,..., . poill>o:rs behind . bois. 
Amen. Let • send the pervem ro J>riso!>! 
-FL 

FOE .Hires New Executive Director 
We' no pleased to~ the hiring oi 

Cynthia E. Wilson as the new Executive 
DUectut of Friends of the Eanh. She 
beo:>mes the fust woman ro head FOE and 
will· be the only wuman meml>er ol the. 
so-caJio:l "Group oi Ten" enviromnental 
leaders. 

Ms. WUson, who began work on 
Orrober I, hq been involved with envir
onmental issues sin"' 1965 and has 
worked for citizens groups and the · 
govemmeM. 'T m looking forward to 
helping FOE heonme the hest, most hard
hittiJl8 environmental group in the coun ... 
tr'f;· she :oaid. 'Tve worl«il with FOE'• 
staff over the years and kno"' what a 
great organiZ~~tion this is. The task before 
me is stmightforward; to get usJ>ad: on 
SOI>fld litwxial footing so that POE's 
~<aif can roncentrare 100 pe=t on con. 
KrVation issues." 

As head of the Washington, D.C. office 
of the National Audubon Society from 
1969 to 1977,Cynthia worked extensively 
on pesticides, predator control (the Com
pound 1081l case), the passage of the 
Endangered Species Acr, and ihe Federal 
Lands Managerno.nt Policy Act (I'LMP A). 

She also setved .. As.sWaru "'~ 
oi the Interior Cecil D. Andrus from 1977 w 
1981. ~ at lnreriac . .Wilson coordinated 
the Deparcmeru'; role in dte sua:esslul 
Alaska Lands campaign. Over 100 million 

acres ol federal land were·ulrima!ely desig
oared u new aational patb and wildcmoss. 

Since leaving dte fe:lenl government in 
1981, she haa ~as an environmental 
omsulllln~ opposing efforts "' weal= the 
Endangeml Species ·Act and dte Alaska 
Lands Act. Most n:a:ndy, Wilson cnm
pler:ed work bx the Amerion Sor::ier:y of 
l..and:solpe Arthili!Cls. 

Cynthia taka over dte reins from Acrif\1! 
DUectut Geoff Webb, who rerums ro·his 
fonnet position as Conservation DUectut. 
'Tm Vl!'l'f glad.ro have Cynthia on boou:d," 
said Webb. "POE need& """""""' with her 
experiencE, talent, and eret:f!:f: Webb will 
oversee internatioaal cam.I>Oigrls on odd 
mn, nudcar power and c:ropial defoo:sca
rion 
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EWS BRIEFS 

Nuclear Liability Bill St.Jis 
For years Anti. nuclear activisa have argued 
<har rhe presem S66~ million cap on liabiliry 
for nuclear power facilities is a gross under
esrimare ol rhe porential casrs ol ~ serious 
nuclear aa:idenL The Chernobyl =idem, 
for example, has resulred in an estimarc:d 
S2.~ biUion in properry damagos alone. Leg
islarion ro amend rhe Price- Ander50n Acr, 
which sers rhe cap on liabiliry, failed ro win 
approval in rhis Congress. 

A House bill would have raised rhe liabil
iry cap ro S6.~ billion, bur some congm~sper
sons wanred ro ay and increase rhe uriliries 
liabiliry every five years ro aca>unr for infla
rion The proposed amendmenrs would 
have required roo much rime on rhe floor of 
rhe House, and, wirh Congress rrying ro 
:1djourn' for the year. the Rules Committee 
decided ro posrpone rhe issue unril nexr 
year. Environmencalisrs have been poshing 
for unlimired liabiliry, wirh each uriliry, in 
rhe evenr of an acciden~ purring upS~ mil
lion a year unril all damagos are paid. 

Lort Worldr 
Despire rhe populariry of Banana Repub

lic dorhing srores and Harrison Ford 
movies, srudenrs' understanding of ge<r 
graphy seems ro be appallin~ Thais why 
rhe N arional Geographic Sociery is budger
ing $4 million ro improve geographic edua
rion; rhey are giving geographic merhnds 
workshoP" ro high-schoorinsrrucrors and -
school- year pilot programs in W ashingron, 
D.C and Los Angeles, aca>rding ro News
week. Two years ago, college srudenrs sur
veyed in various srares displayed rheir 
dismal geographical knowledge by locaring 
Africa in Nonh America, pur che .... are .. of 
Arlanra next ro North Carolina, and rhe 
U.S.S.R. on rhe border of Panama. 

RobotJ to the Rercue 
Recognizing rhe limirs of rheir own inrel

ligence, rhe Tennessee Valley Aurhoriry 
(TV A) regards ''ar#ficial inrelligencr .. as 
rhe way ro save nuclear power. 1be publicly 
owned uriliry invesred heavily in nuclear 
power, bur irs seven nuclear planrs have 
been shur down due ro safery problems. 

In rhe fall issue of TV A's joumal,Roben 
E. Uhrig a scientisr ar Oak Ridge Narional 

Ldxnrory, argues rhar an .. expert .. compu
rer sysrem aJUid have saved Three Mile 
Island because ir rould. .. diagncoe rhe unex
~ and perplexing behavior ol rhe 
planL • Uhrig goes one ro say rhar .. artifJ<ial 
iJireili&ence" can .. give operarors [of nuclear 
planrs] rhe assisrana: rhey need ro handle 
any unfonseen diffimlties. .. 

NMA wonders if .. any unfozeeen diffi. 
culries .. includes earthqoakes, wnsumer rare 
shock, or rhe polirical fallour from 
ChernobyL 

Wind Energy Gurtr to New 
High. 

BerweenJanuary.and May of 1986, wind· 
farms in California produ:zd 3S1 million 
lrilowan-hours of· elecrriciry, enough ro 
supply 60,000 California homes wirh elec
rriciry for a year, acruniing ro Tom Gray, 
Executive Direcror ol rhe American wind 
Energy Association (AWEA). lr would 
require 600,000 barrels of oil ro produre che 
same amounr of elecrriciry, which would 
release an esrimared 3.8 million pounds of 
pollutanrs inro rhe arrnosphere. 

Acrording ro A WEA, windpawer output 
in rhis period more rhan <k>ubled rhe 
amounr produced lasr year during rhis same 
rime. Mr. Gray estimares rhar wind~er 
DJUld eventUlllly supply more rhan a rrillion 
kilowatt-hours, rhe equivalenr of 40 percmr 
of cwrenr US. demand 

Dupont Favorr Contt'OI.r on 
CFCr' 

Recognizing rhe advene effecr of chlOro
fluorocarbons (CFCs) on rhe armospheric 
ozone layer, rhe Dupont Company in 
October came out in favor of worldwide 
limirs on producrion of rhe chemicals. 
Duponr claims rhar rhere is no irnme,:liate 
rhreat ro rhe ozone layer from currenr use of 
CFCs, bur acknowledged rhar science had 
nor defined a safe level of produa.ion of 
CFCs. ScienrifiC oonsensus is rhar CFCs, used 
as tefrigeranrs, do deplere rhe ozone layer. 
and furrhermore, conrribure heavily ro rhe 
.. greenhouse effeci' rhar is causing global 
w~ The Company, which invemc:d 
rhe chemicals produceo 20 ro 2~ pen:enr of 
rhe world's CFCs. 

FWS Proposes Reserve Sea Otter 
Breeding (~olony 

The CalifOrnia sea otter, a chrearened spe
cies =kin!J a slow recov~ .from gill net 
fishing and oil spills in rheir limired range 
may soon ger a boosL The U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (FWS) has proposed, ro rhe 
applause ol epvironmenralisrs, ro relocare a 
limited number of sea otters co reroore San 
Nicolas Island ro esrablish a prorecred 
reserve breeding oolony. Explains Marrha 
Naley of FWS's California Orrer olfice, 
.. rhere is a significanr possibiliry ol a major 
lrill from an oil spill ar any rime ... Conserva· 
rionisrs are urging FWS ro move quickly. 
The measure is opposed by some shellfish
ing indusay represenrarives because cxrers 
ear shellfish. 

•WHAT YOU CAN DO: Send your com· 
menrs by November 17 ro Sea Orrer Com
menrs, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Suire 
1692, ~00 N.E. Mulrnomah Srree~ Penland 
OR 97232. 

-John Moon 

Guest Editorial 

Coming of age In Bio-topia 
By Peter Berg 

Whoi~'s "bioregiontJism?" A ,..,.. mow
,_ lhdl origffldled ;, CJifomi4 aboflt 10 
ye.m dgo, ile ooer«rchmg goal is 1o ,.._ 
ltirldJ8 d SBtUB of piAu and d11 aw..nn~JJ of 
b.m.m commlmitws operdlmg within ndiM

f'lli JYII""', ng-as11 of the poliiic4/ hotm· 
d#ries within which they Iii. Peeer Berg. """ 
of <he jrJtmderr, sees <his lllopWn philo
sophy.ulhe moll praaic.Jh.uisforecologi· 
cr11 .aM1m, ;, "" e1147 composed *PO" 
,...,.,.8 from iaJinmmuw't Nonh A mer
;,. Bi<wogimwJ Cot1gre11. 
· Around a decade ago, rhe environmenral 
movement began ro succeed ar esrablishing 
legal credibiliry for basic issues lilre clear air 
and clean warer. Bur ·rhen rhe question 
became: Would <har credibiliry acrually lead 
ro building an ecologically based sociery? 

Some activisrs didn'r rhink so; ir seemc:d 
ro rhem <har rhe furure of rhar kind ol envir
onmentalism wookl find irs limit in litigat
ing coun cases. Rarher <han forging new 
social habits, one-rime volunreers settled 
inro wriring checks ro suppon lawyers pur· 
suing suirs againsr pollurers. There nec:dc:d 
to be, instead, a "pro-active" path for even· 
rually purring ecological considerations ar 
rhe centrr ol social, economic and culrural 
decisions. 

Ten years ago, rooghly, also marked rhe 
birrh of rhe wncepr ol .. bioregions.. and 
"re·inhabiting" one's chosen home. A 
"bioregion" was defined in terms of an 
area's warersheds, native plants and anim· 
als, soils, d~ and other narural fearures. 
B~ OOUflhr <o re!ace rheso ro 
basic human needs such as food, warer, 
energy and shelrer in locally self·relianr and 
susrainable ways. ~ 

1be idea was: If we can recognize and 
adapr ro rhe narural sysrems of bioregions, 
we can "re-inhabit" dtem in a similar spirit 
ro the mntinect's originaJ natives. We can 
rhen sustain ourselves· wirhour desrroying 
rhe life-plaa:s <har ulrimately supporr us. 
Failing ro do rhis, as indusrrial sociery has 
done, will evenrually lead ro clestroying rhe 
entire planecuy biosphere 

Working on local issues close ro home, 
bioregionalisrs are addressing, in a differenr 
way, issues tackled by narional conservation 
groups. Take jusr one exrincrion of rhe 
prairie . 

Wirhin a ~00-mile radius of Kansas, amid 
rhe vasr srrerches of land devored ro com 
and soybean agribusiness, rhe"' mighr only 
be several acres of wilderness prairie .lefr. 
Most visitors to the Midwest don't even 
know rhe ·difference between rhe real 
prairie wirh irs wild grasses and flowers and 
a sorghum field. 

While grouP" lilre rhe Audubon Sociery 
have pushed for legislarion ro prorecr rhe 
Tallgrass Prairie, the Kansas Area 
Warershed Council (KAW) in rhe Prairies 
bioregion has focused on purring r:esidenrs 
in rouch wirh rhe' native prairie rhrough 
narure and culrural awareness programs. 
KA W reaches panicipanrs abour rhe early 
senlers, vasious indigenous rribes (Hidarsa, 
Pawnee and others) rhar firsr farmed rhe 

. area, and native planrs and animals lilre rhe 
Prairie Chicken and- rhe rw:keyfoor blues· 
rem rhar makes up mosr ol prairie vegera· 
rion "By realizing rhar people are only a 
pan rarher <han rhe cenrer of rhe erosys
rem.'' wrore one member,.''we gain a better 
understanding of our life on rhe prairie. .. 

This "bi<Hlenrric .. approach, based on a 
vision ol bringing hwnan beings inro har-

mony wirh rhe overall web ol life, made 
wirhour reference ro existing political insri· 
rorions, made seQSe to people who soughr a 
framework for long·rerm commitment5. lr 
was taken up by self· relianr homesreaders 
worlring on resrorarion of agriculrurallands, 
activistS working on renewable energy, 
warershed grouP" doing warer resting and 
streamside erosion conrroL By rhe rime rhe 
firsr Nonh American Bioregional Congress 
was oonvened in 1984, such goals were 
directing an aurhentic grassroors move
menr. T nday rhere are about n bioregional 
groups. . 

The most disrincrive characteristic of 
bioregional grouP" is rheir idenriftCarion 
wirh a narural place. 1beir names olren 
speak ir ouc Grear Lakes Bioregional Coun
ciL Karuah ( Cherok<e for sourhern Appaia· 
chia) Ohio River BasinlnformarionService, 
Drifrless Bioregional Nerwork ( rhe ungla· 
ciared area of rhe nonhero plains) •nd so 
on. 1be place may be as small as a sing.le 
60-mile long valley (Manole Resrorarion 
Council in norrhern California) or as big as 
Ish River Bioregion (all rhe drainages inro 
Puger Sound). 

There's a strong contrast becween this 
approach and orher grouP"· concern wirh 
some of the same issues. The Siskiyou 
Regional-Educarion Projecr, representing
rile California-Oregon burder mounrains 
area, for example, sees irself as pan of a 
.. new movemenr reaching beyond rhe piece-. 
meal approach frequenrly raken by govern-· 
IDfDt., the private sectOr ard Special interest· 
grouP" ... 

1be group's members, for exam!>Ie. 
actively work ro resrore rhe salmon run and 
do their own warer testing, b\!t dlef don't 
view a project ro restore salmon in the 
native river 35 a single act of conservation 
Rarher, rheir wor:k is pan ol rhe overall 
long-term n:sroration of a whole valley that 
also inclucles erosion oonrroL refo...ration, 
habirar repair, and many orher acriviries. 

This holisric rarher rhan issoe-ro-issue 
view is refleaed in a wide range ol ways. 
Many bioregional groups, for example, 
creare.ma1"' of rheir area along rruly narural 
boundaries, hold equinox and solstia! garh· 
erings, promore cooperatives and land 
rrusrs and srart barrer nerworb ro rrade 
skills and wares. 

·Nor surprisingly, even rhough rhe biore
-gional movemenr is growing. bioregional
isrs insisr on keeping a loose, decenrraliud 
srrucrure rarher rhan ctearing a a:mral 
organizati<Jn. Ar rhe serund N onh Ameri· 
can Bioregional Congress held during rhe 
lasr week ol Augusr near Traverse Ciry, 
Mich., panicipants divided, among several 
grouP", ta.sks like keeping an informacion 
clearing house, preparing a directory of local 
grouP" and developing a skills exchange. lr 

· also creared a new Green Gries oomminee, 
which is srraregizing how ro join urban 
a=s wirh rheir bioregions. 

Regardless of w~rher governmenrs 
have =ognizc:d rhem, biocegions are rhe 
narural .. counrries" of rhe planecuy bios
phere and will remain so. They each pro- . 
vide unique models of ecological self
governance that hwnan activities should 
follow. 

(A ftdl repon on the /Mm hitwegimu 
congre11 wiJI he •~,..jq/4 for SlO-wr-iiB 
"Ainandra Hm/NABC II Prou.Jmgs, 
P.O. Bo:dOlO, ForenviJJe, CJif. 9~36.) 
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Plastic Clogs The Oceans 
Sea liie is dtowni1lg uoder waves of pl&t

li< n:fuoe. As lllOIII}' .. 100.000 ma.ri.ne
mats die each year os a mult of iJJ&ating 
pl.utk. and members of over 50 species of 
><Obird, lllOIII}' akady ~ have 
ditd after iJJ&atin8 pluli< pellecs. 

In addition, enranp.mem in plastic &ill 
and drifmeal (see NMA, May-June 1986), 
last or abandoned traps. and a Yllciel:y of 
pluli< binding ........u.ls rqx:eserus a per· 
sisu:nt threat 10 • multitude of aquatic ot . 

""'""-feeding species. 
100 million pounds of plastic ltOih""""' 

the woricl's ooeans each year, """ including 
last fishing goar. Althoagh the majority of 
plwic pollutants ...., inlrocluao:l from land· 
based """""" (induouial and municipal 
......... WI~ plastic min pel.le<s. 
ete., whidl. corer the oea after "escapmg' 
into adjiiCI!nl stmoms. riven, and aruaties), 
10 pero:t>t ~-due 10 dit= dumping from 
ships. 

Reports from the Environmental 
Pdeose Fund (EDF) indiate that the 
70.000 ships in the world fleet dump up 10 

640.000 plastic a>mainets daily, as parr of 
the six million mns of solid waste aaribulll<> 
ble ro ships each year. . 

Environmentalists are attacking the 
problem in a nwnber of different ways. One 
important roo! is Anaa V ro the 1973 
Imemational Conference on Marine Pollu
tion (MARPOL Conventioo). MARPOL is, 
the primary imemational tteaty foc !""" 
venting and<OIIttOIIing thedischarse of pol
lutants from ships. An""" V would 

False Fronts 
''The Clean Air Aa is working!; pro

claimed the letter in the Congressman's 
mail. with the implied !lleSSa!!" that we 
don't need any more add rain legislation. In 
July members of the House Enetgy and 
Co""""""' Committee ..,..,;ved Standard· 
iz>ed letters like this from COIISrituents 
opposing the pending add rain bill, HR 
4567. FOE's PoUrial Di.rea:of David Baker 
has sincr discovered the cause: "Citizens for 
SensibleConttof of Acid Rain," • ._ lobby· 
ing group thlu has no telephone number 
and gives as its addtess a W ashingron public 
relatioos firm 

"Citizens" is oaually an industry' !toot, 
..,..,;vin.o! the t..dk of im funding from.sev
eral utility mmpanies, including Southern 
Power Company and American Elearic 
Power Company. It is spending $3 million 
10 lobby citizens in key Congtess.iooal dis· 
ttkts with mailers and telegrams whidl. 
''""' that HR 4567, a mmpromise bill 
praised by environmemalists (see May·June 

_,'<M.A), is ovedy apensive and needless. 
'"This is a slide, well put tOgether cunpajgo 
by a group who has seen how ,..,..,.,.ful 
citizens groups have been They anernpc to 
wield powet by manipu.Luing mnstiruetll3; 
explains Bab!r. 

Such gramooci lobbying by phony ear 
groups appears to be on the rise, repun:s 
De!>bi<: Baldwin of Common Cause. "It's • 
ni!W wrinkle on the lobbying S<lOIIC which is 
hard ro defend againsr,: she adds. When 
indusuy lobbies the populus. it causes teal 
citizens to carry that !lleSSa!!" to Congreso. 
"Aad you can' 1 call those citizens fake." 

Em-friendly names have been used 10 

l1'lllllc na.turlll """"""" esploicotion. FOE w...,. lobbyist David Conrad has dismven!d 
that llliiiiY recent proposals for new dam 

escobiish a ;z,.miJe boundaty &om shono
lioos for the dischargillfl oi plastic and 

., nelared polluWlts, and establish more 
· uringent and enforceable diocharse 

guidelines. 
At an August 12 Congtess.iooal hearing 

on "Plastic in the Marine Enviionment," 
held by the House Sulxommittee on Coast 
Gu.ud and Navigation, testimony by repre
senrativa from a 'diverse assortmtnt of 
organizatioos-&om the Narional.Oaianic 
and Atmospheric Adminiscrarioo 
(NOM), Marine Mammal Commissioo, 
US. Coast Guard. and the Environmetltal 
Defense Fund-smssed the need for the 
United s....,. ro itnmedlately .ratify An.-
V of the MARPOL Convenrion. . 
The~oi"""""V""not 

binding until the tteaty is wified by <OWl• 

It~ reptO$eDiing at ~<as 50 pCn:em of the 
world's gross shipping """"'F At present, 
26 countries, t:epR~~eDting 4l5 percent of 
gross IOIIIIIl8"o have mified Anaa V. The 
United Scares has delByed signing onro the 
a:mvention due ro <X>Deetns over MAR· 
POL's effmiveness. Ratification by the Uni· 
ted s....,. would bring the totallllCUlage oi -
signoos to 49 pe=nt, which <Wid inl:hia! 
odler .:amtriel to sign. thus topping the 50 
perc:ent mark. 

While they suppott wffiarion of MAR
POL. enviromnemalists puinr out that dis
charging WOStes further out at 5ea wiD only 
delaY the arrival of plastic refuse 10 wildlife 
feeding areaa and beachea. They argue that 
the best answer is requiring that all ship-

~were made by inveatot groups 
associated with Louis Rooeoman, formerly a 
by emp~ ar the Federa!Encrsr Regula
IDlY Cnn>missioa. whidl gcuxs sud> hydro 
pmnit!. Despia!-lhe ........... that ..... dams 
pose ro riVer ~. Mr. Rosenman's 
venru.res adopted such names u ''St V lain 
Envitonmeru:ali:Ks" "Auburn Natutali.sts," 
and "Henry's Fori< Conservarionis11 I and 
u: The hmet projl0$8l involves building 
two new dams in the T arghee National 
Forest on one of the mosr world IllllOWned 
trOUt streams. the Snaloe River. 

Today' s fabe &onm are particulatly trou
blesome in the area of dOposit legislation foe 
reqdi.ng beverage Q3rnainen. Aa:oo:ling ro 
Jonathan Puth, recycliDj~lobbyist for Envir
onmemal Action, opponents of bxtle bills 
(which call for mandaroty recycling) use 
such nama as "Colocadoa.ol for Voluntaty 
Recycling." ''National Center for Resoume 
Recovery," "CoiiSUme< Alert," and 
"Wuhingron" Committee ro Stop Utter." 
Even the welJ. known "Keep .America Beau· 
tiful" is an industry group opposed 10 bottle 
bills. The lam:r's fumiliar slogan, "People 
Scan: Pollution. People Can Stop It," advo
C3le$ voluntaty l.im:r <Dilttof, and oboaltes 
the main point of bxtle bills, whidl. is 
""""""" rea:>very and reuse, not disposal. 
Puth adds that afl1a so lllUd1 bogus em
lobbying citizens m easily fooled when YO<· 
ing on s'""' and local iniativu. 

Perhaps roday's worst threat lic:s in the 
health sphere. Ametia is flooded by a 
sreody Stream of,pm-industty repun:s 'and 
StUdies dwtned out by academic or scientific 
foundations fronting for big business, 
charges Janer Hathaway of the National 
Wildlife F~ '1< amounts roWlnder· 
ing money for industry," says Hathaway. 

PIUticu.larly villaloous is the "American 
Council On. Scienf;z and Healrh," (ACSH) 
whidl. repun:s favorably on ua:hatin, the 

pesticide EDil. cholcom!rol, and formaide. 
hide building maa~tiab. While cailing itself 
an "independent,. pto-"""'WlWer health 

. organization," ACSH receives major fu.nd. 
ing from - than 100 <l'>l'ptltlllio and 
<D1Dpany-mnaolled foundations who stand 
ro gain &om the Council's repons.Jay Feld· 
man of the National Coalition Against the 
Misuse of Pesticides finds ihat "teal citizens 
groups must spend rime refuting ACSH's 
disinformation.~ • 

1autxb aa imemive study on the environ.. 
mental impaa oi plastic: poilurion. 

Critics ofpbocodegradabilnore that lit· 
tie is known about the OlXidty of the by· 
products. or about their effm on the 
environment. Also, ptioc 10 disintegration, 
oets and ocher tuatmiols wiD still pose 
t1u:ea<s ro wildlife. 

Most emironmentalJsl agree that any 
solution 10 ma.ri.ne plasli< pollution must 
inregrate a variety of appmothes. supple
meming the ~ of MARPOL 
Anaa V with land-based pof.ides and teCh
nologies (such u recycling), bans on plasl:ic 
padtagillfl and .,.,.. and phorodegradatio 

"Whttt You Caa Do: Utse your ei<cted 
~ tO suppolt the ratif!ClKion 
of MARPOL"""""' V; support passage of 
the l'lastic Wasuo Reduaion Aa (8.2596). 

-Joe K.eytllf' 

"WHAT YOU CAN DO: To avoid 
questionab.Lo groups. """""" them and ask, 
'Who started the group? Who's on the 
board and whar are their business ties? Ask 
where the ocganiaation gem ia fundin& If 
theywon'f ...U you the hlw te<prin!s incnrpo
tared groups to pla<r on public file in the 
State of ina>tporation lists of board 
members and souroes of major fundin& 

-/ohfiMOOt'e 

Thais Protest Radioactive Dump 
In the walle of the Shopol disaster in 

India, some Third World citizens m ques
tioning the benefits of modem induouial 
manofactu<ing planes. Last summer a $44 
million metal refltlCr}' was set abla%e by the 
citizens of Phuket Island, one of Thailand's 
moot pupuLu tOOrist l1!;IOCtS. The citizens 
£eared truu the highly IOl<ic chemials used 
ro exmcr tantalum £rom tin ......., might 
poison the popuLuion, pollute the environ
ment and harm the island's thriving tourist 
indusuy. 
, r anta1wn is • heat mistam mot:a1 used in 
<DIIIpute<S. nuclear .....:.0.,. and •arheads. 
It is found abuodantir in the kind of tin slag 
ptOClu!:ed in Thailand, mnsisring of around 
15 perc:ent of the sla,;. The Phuket plant 
would have ~ 76 rom of tantaluro 
per year, whidl. would mean almost 500 
IDOSofwasres, , . 

The run:alum Ole mntains urmium, and 
the - etnim radon and thoron s-. 
both of whidl. em Clll.tlle lung QIDCIOI:. Levels 
of radlation at a similar tin slag dump in 
Penang, Malaysia hod radiation levels 
~ 1.600 and 2,200 millirads per year, 
a<:<OI:ding ID the c.-.mers AssodaQon of 

Penang. Such le-vels are four rimes higher 
than whar the U.S. Enviroomenral Protec· 
rion Agency <X>OSiders safe. RO$idenrs r....red 
that the WIISieS would be dumped around 
the refinery ro be wuhed by rain into 
Phuket's water souroes. 

Besides the radiation, rosidenm,..... wor
ried that the hJ&hly ooi'I'05ive hydrofluock 
acid used ro sepo=e the run:alum £rom the 
tin slag would also pollute the islond's water 
supply. The add is """""""' and em caus<: 
bones tO beame brittle 

The citizens' actions did """ rome Wlt'X· 
pectedly. The~ of Thailand had 
plenty of warning that the people of Phuket 
meant business and did """ want their land 
and livelihoods threatened by radioactive 
andtol<ic wastes. In the sptin& sotne 70,000 
people gathered tO pro!llSt against the phmt 
Olllll.ide the rown hall where a high-w..el 
mlllilllira:e, set up by Thailand's Prime Min
ister Prem Tinsulanonda, met 1D disaw the 
proposed plant On June 2, anarhet 50,()00 
taidena of Phuket ~ against 
the pla.nt. 

~ AJ.m M..ot.o,s;. (FOE-MI/iljti4) 
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Polluters to Prison 
With the aid of an insider' srip and special mono public attention and thecefono a 

night-vision deviczs, federal Environmerual gnoater deterrence factor.·· In criminal 
ProteCtion Aserv;;y officials caught red- trial.t the defendant has fewer grounds 
handed the manager oi a food plant who for delay and dismissal on teehnical 
wao dumping was<es inro a river. William grounds than in civil proceedings. In civil 
Kaser, the manager of a Nabisw plant in trials a small corporation can escape by 
Sumner, Wash. was liter sene "up the claiming bankruptcy, which redUces the 
river"-sentenced in Seprember to a year government to ordinary aed.iror status,. 

and a day in federal prison He was also and allows a polluter to even avoid paying 
fined 55,000 after he pleaded guilty to coo- pollution fines. The bankruptcy alterna-
spiracy ro violate t:he federal Clean Water rive is not available co criminal 
Act and to mail fraud in submitting false defendants. 
reportS to the srau: Deparrmenrof Ecology. Nationally,over the pastyear,ofthe66 

This case is typical of a national move to defendants in federal environmental 
ptt>SeCU~e violators oi pollution srarures for prosecutions, 14 have beenoentenced to a 
criminal, as opposed to civil, laws. Criminal total of over 31 years of jail terms. How-
cases arrj jail terms, civil cases only fines. ever, 26 of those· years are acmunted for 
llccotdingtoRandy!.utz,EPA'sDirecmrof by tW<> terms of 13 yeses each, so the 
Criminal Enforcement in Washington, remaining 12 will average less than 6 
D.C., "prosecutions for environmental months apiece in jail An additional nine 
crimes began on a signilicant scale three to people have received probation 
five yesrs al!o. growing every year." It began Although the jail terms to dare are nor 
with New Jersey hiring roxie "s<rike fum:s" impressive, prosecutors feel mar they 
in 1981. EPA fullowed New Jersey's lead have a high deterrent effect. "A good 
and by 1984 ~ acquired 20 invesrigarurs criminal cUe is worth 10 administrative 
with full powers of U.S. Deputy Marshalls. fine cases for its deterrence value," says 

Jail rime is what's needed ru send the l.urz. Corporations rend ro look at mane-
message 10 other companies and executives rary penalties as jusr part of rhe cosr of 
who are polluting rhe environment "that doing business. 
they should nor continue theil' illegal activi- In Chicago, Ill. rhree rop officials of 
cies," says Assisranr U.S. Attorney David Film Recovery Systems, Inc. were found 
Marshall, who handled the Kaser case in guilty of murder in June of 1985 in the 
Washington srare. Marshall had sought a deaths of immigrant workers (NMA, 
rougher sene"""': 18 months in jail and a Oct. 1985 ). The employees had. nor been 
S25,000 fine. warned of the haaards of handling cya-

Arrorneys says: rhere are many advan- nide used in the company's silver recov-
tages ro criminal prosecutions. "In crimi- ery processes. 
nat rriats;'~ · ·srrnsn- ltthrats-S!trll'atl:1!tnsr---:I!<u,-,a.,siinulriii:tamt-illllinois' ane;- arrnfficet of 
Attorney Jay Magnuson, "thesrarecarries Allied Plating Corp. was recently ...,. 
a bigger srick. There's a faster trial wirh renced to three yeses in prison for order-

ing a laborer to dispose of hazardous 
waues dnwn rhe drain of a local car wash. 
Allied had pnoviously utiliaed toilers and 
garage drains ro dispose of rheir wasr£.. 
1be corporation was also conviCted on 
criminal charges and fined S600,000, in 
addition ro rhe jail reno. 

EPA Bans 
Pesticide 
Dinoseb 

P~g•' 

Lura prediCts thar the number of crimi- Diooseb was used as an herbicide, fungi-
nal convictions will continue ro grow. cide, or insectic:ide on such major aops as 
"Almost all clandestine dumping and soybeans, pora~ cottOil, and peanuts no 
abandonment of drums involves criminal mote. . . . 
inrenr. It's just a matter of finding our Responding 10 StUdies showing thar rhe 
who did ir, .which. is gettiniJ easier as we pesticide dinoseb causes birth defects in lab 

-gam- ex pet •cnee tti:YeSngar:tng --envtron-- ~ ariiitilts. ar low leftls of exp::asun:, the Emir-
mental crimes." ORlllental Prota:tion Agerv;;y (EPA) on 

-Mare Nelso• ~..a John Mo•• October 7 issued an emergerv;;y suspension, 
porting an immediate hair ro the chemical's 
sale, discribution and use. 

New York Passes Environmental Bond Issue The ruxicity studies, done by industry, 
show rhar dinoseb can cause neurological 
damage and skelera.i malformations. 
Purthermore, EPA dncumen"' show that 
diooseb or i"' mecabolires can cause both 
reversible and irreversible sreril.ity in male 
ram and mice, as well as c:anc:er, inununo
rmiciry, and eye damage (car:aracrs). lr has 
been found in rhe ground water of Califor
nia, Wisconsin, Maine, Massachusett.<, and 
New York. 

This November New York vorers have 
rhe opportunity 10 pass rhe largest environ
mental bond offering specifically fur clean
ing up hazardous wa.s(C!:S ever issued in the 
United Stares. A 10tal of 51.2 billion our of 
S 1.4 5 billion will be used to clean up rhe 
esrimared 500 hazardOus waste sires in rhe 
scare and 10 help close municipal landfills. 
The remaining S250 million will be used for 
preserving forest lands, acquiring environ· 
mentally important lands, and aiding his
toric preservation 

Introduced ar the requesr oi Goverrxir 
Mariu Cuomo, rhe bill was passed by both 
stare houses earlier this year and will be on 
rhe November 4 hallor fur ratification by 
the vorers. !lnvironrnentalisr support the 
bill and ezpect ir 10 pass. 

Besides the size of New York's bond 
issue, whar ~ ~ important is that indus
try will be responsible tor financing 50 per
cent of the debe service on the bonds. The 
industry money will come from an increase
in the scare rax on perrolewn and perroleum 
produces and ~ncrease in chemical indus-
try fees. . 

"Bonds allow you 10 raise a lot of money 
fairly quicldy," said Elizaberh Lyons of the 
Environrnencal Planning Lobby, a New 
York environmental group. Lyons said rhar 
raising rhe equivalent amounr through 
exisring """'" wouJcl raJce between 30 and40 
years. "Bur these sires need to be cloaned up 
as soon as possible," she added. "Agencies 
will be able to couru on ceceiving a-specific 
amount of money each year and they can 

' ,< M#'! 
Toxie w.sto d.fJimt ...e piling UfJ fast.,. thtm nater c.m ciurt them "f'· 

plan fur an orderly cleanup." 
Although California and New Jersey 

iss-.Jed bonds a few yeses ago to specifically 
clean up hazardous wasre sires, New York's 
proposal dwarfs the approximately S!OO 
million programs that these srares have. In 
fact, rhe New Jersey As..<embly recognized 
the .limits 10 the presenr program and 
passed an additional S200 million roxie 
waste bond offering bill which will also be 
on the November balloL 

Many other srau:s have tried 10 fmance 
hazardous wasre cleanup programs by insti
tuting "waste-end" """'" on materials being 
depoaired at dumps. ·u sU.lly these fees a"' 
very inadequate for raising the amounr of 
money·scares will need," said Will Collette 
of the Citiaens Clearing House for Haaard
ous W asa:s, a group which represenzs com-

munities living around chemical waore 
dumps. Sue Moreland, of rhe Association 
for Stare and Tertiwtial Solid Waste Man
agers, believes thar bond offerings are prob
ably the wave of the future. 'The waste-end 
"""'" have shown that they can't raise the 
necessary money; and more scares will prob
ably move in rhe direction of New York, 
California and New Jersey." 

The bond issue is parr of the scare's 13 
year, S4 billion clean- up program for 
hazardous waste sires. In addition 10 the 
51.45 billion <aised by the bonds, the scare 
expectS 10 recover S2 billion directly from 
those responsiblr. fur creating the hazardous 
waste dumpa. and approximately 5800 mil
lion from the federal government's Super
fund program. 

This is only the third rime chac EPA has 
issued an emergency suspension fur a pesti
cide (2,4,5-T in 1979andEDBin 1984). The 
EPA action is iroponanr in light of w faa 
thar most reported 'baus" of pesticides 
(through the "cancellation" process) aero
ally allow the produa 10 remain on rhe 
marker and in use for yeses if industry chal
lenges EPA's action 

Under an emergerv;;y suspension, how
ever, rhe ilse, sale, and distribution of the 
pesticide are immediately prohibited and 
mnain so while industry challenges are 
adjudicated. 

In reponse 10 an Augus< EPA warning 
thar ir was considering ralring strong action 
on dinoseh, Rhode Island on September 18 
banned dinoseb and California prohibited 
women of childhearing age 10 mix, load or 
apply the chemical 

Numerous groups, including The 
National Coalition Against the Misuse of 
Pesticides and rhe United Farm Workers 
have called fur an international ~ on 
dinoseb and rhe other dinirrophenyl 
compounds. 

-Sattd·~ MlqtkmJt 
NMiorwl COillition Agaimt the Misare of 

PmiQdet 
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The Mississippi: 
That Old Dammed River 

A r Mark Twain I#W'IIIIJolli th11 "impro11ements" to the MiiJtuippi 
R.Wer carried olll by the Army Co-rp.r of Engineers after the Ci11ii 

War, he commented: 'The military engineer! • .. ha1111 taken upon their 
rhotliderr the job of making the ri11er o11er again-a job transcrmded in Jiz8 

· only by the origi...J job of creating it." 

Since me mid-Nineteenth Cenrury the 
Corps has rransloone:l me Upper Missh>
sippi (the stmd> of the river oorth &om 
the mouth of the Ohio River) itu:o a "stair
<:as<:" of lakes im~ between 26dams 
alld locks. The engineers ba.., lined the 
banks with LMes and built ave: 800 wing 
dikes designed to narrow aad deepen the 
naviglltion channel by ttllpping 5l!dirnent. 
With missionaty zeal the Corps has de
st!O)'ed criciaallisb aad wildlik habiw aad . 
reduad the river to a narrow sluioeway 
whose !IDle function if to laciliratc the sale 
f"'S""'l"'ofbarga. 

Patlldo>cially, "'-'-· now . chat the 
river has been "ramod," the Twain~ is 
appliable again; but chis time for: theoppo
w t:eiiOOD. Now, if envinlnmentalists have 
their way, the ArmyCorpsofE~will 
he forced to ~ the wildlik babiw that · 
its aaivities des.~ 

Ao::ooling 10 the U.S. Fish and Wildlik 
Serv~ (FWS), the Upper Mississippi 
River is ooo:of Coot major flyways for: migra
""Y birds. and pravides important habitat 
for: over 300 species. It is home ro aver 1 ~ 
species' of fish and 50 species of mussels. 
plus rm.tsicrat, heaver and other animals. A 
nwnber of •nc:lan&=d or ~ spe
cies, such as bald eagles. rely on the river for 
feedi.ng and breeding habitat. 

Environmemalists are wocried chat the 
whole ..:osysrcm of the river may he at a 
crirical jw:lctw:e. whom: the effeas of put 
dunges ro the river enviroruneru are .begin
ning to he felt, with<lrasticconscquenc;m for: 
animal and fish popuiatio_ns. 

One example of the impaa of the Corps' 
activities oa wildlife pop.Uations is the can· 
vusbad< dudt.1n 1969 a million canvasbad< 
ducks ..,_ ""'-"l'<d in""" day on a stretch 
oi the river -.- La Crosse, Wis. Now you 
.can cwnt only half as many. Env.ironmen· 
ralists poinr 10 other riven where Corps' 
~ has decimated ~ 
lisb populations Aa:x>rding to the FWS, the 
~ fish cau:h on the nearby Illinois 
Rivor; whid> has """"barge aaffic than the 
Upper Mississipp~ has plummet.d from 
4f.7 kilograms per heaare "'only 4.1 kiJo. 
gtlllllS per b=are. The FWS blames barge 
traffic for: the dedin<. 

This year was the first year in a ten year 
effort to - wildlik and fish babil:3t 
aJoog the Upper Mississippi Rive:. The 
Upper ,\tississippi River System Environ
,..._ra~ Manogemeru: Proswn (EMPl was 
paa of the 1985 Supplemental Appropria
lioms Bill whid> provided funds for: the 
Corps oi ~ tO (I)IIStftiCt • 600 foot 
lod< adjai:Enl: to the 1200 foot lod< at Alton, 
Illinois. Aa:x>rding "' the Jesislarion, these 
tw() projeas - "' he given equal funding. 

The EMP is implemenn:d by the Corps 
of Engineet:s and the U.S. Fish and Wildlik 
Serv~ aad has five wmponenrs: 
babiw nehabil.iwiOn, long-tern~ teSOilt(l: 

a us 

rnoni!Dring. n!Cn!llrion projeas aad naviga
tion aaffic monicnring. Mast of the money, 
$177 OUt of $180 million. will he spen1 on 
habiw ralnnttion projc;:u and """"""' 
moniro<in&-

Disa>u.raged by the slow I""" in <he lim 
year of <he program. ~ts are 
worried chat the Corps isbadcrracki.n&on its 
cnnunitment: to !he EMP, and, <hey are dis
mayed by the fact !hat the FWS only 
~ hired the perlOil who will_,..., 
the projea. The Corps has inir:iaa:d only 
rwo rntorarion pro~ it spent. 
around $900,000 in 1986. "As fat •I an 
see, they baven'rdonuwhole lor," said Paul 
Hansen of !he lzaak Walton l..eap. 
Aa:ording 10 A1 Behm of the Corps. the 
program is 'just in the mn up SIJI&C. How 
many projects are we planning on doiD,s? It 
all depend:~ on how much rnoney ...., wanr 
to spend on each ooo." 

The EMP';nlesijplld'11l'~·and 
~ bodrwan:r .-.The pi of R!ha· 
biliration projc:as would he "' inal'ase the 
depth of bodrwan:r llti!IIS, so.me of whid> are 
presently around one foot deep, 10 between 
Coot aad six feet. In some """" cliltei and 
LMes would he bWitrokeepsUr laden wamr 

OUI Of important bad;wlW!1:' habitat areas. 
Such levees would also provide prorccrion 
&om waves and tw:bulence an.....:! by wind 
aad mwboar wash. Islands would he ~ 
sa:uaed 10 doa-.. wind aad wave erooioo, 
and 10 give large open wan:< a- a1m, 
bad<wlW!1:' swe. 

Al!hough for: most species the dam base 
is thin, scientists do know chat Corps' pro
jeas can create a:IC>dirions harmiu.l "' fish 
and wUdlik. Badrwal:er habitat an:as, the 
areas 10 the side of the. main navigation 
chmnel. - being filled in by sediment
most of whid> results from erosion-prone 
upland farming pncric:es-at a race of one
half to """' rwo inches a year. Uniess 
dunges are made in the way the river is 
managed and the land is farmed, much of 
this impomnr habiwwillbt!a:>nle>manh in 
the """' 50 "' 100 years. Sedimentation 
aearcs • soft bottom subsrratc chat is WISIIit· 
able for root emergent. aad submergenr 

2 tz:z au a a 

,._ ..-a MmiiiSSIPPt RIVIER SYSTEMI 
An.A-RUOI.IIC£ 

plants; Such plana - """ of ihe !ounda
lioms oi the riverine emsysrcm. 

lmpon:anr shoreline babiair. is dest!O)'ed 
by LMes designed to pta'ent flooding. flue· 
ruaring river levels due "'dam rdeases, aad 
by Waft aainn from heavy barge rraffic. 
Increased mrbiclicy ~by dr(dg-
in&- the passage of rowboila, and increased 
........, uprive<-blod! 00( light and lower 
the bel of disoolvGd 0/Ji.'flfii'SI, both of whid> 
iiR detrimental co·fislnmd1'1ants: Shoteline ' 
onim&ls such as rnuslaat aad beaver suffer 
&om flooding of deoning habitat· and 
reduad - qwtliry. . •• 

Scientists have a very poorunderswlding 
of thefish aad wildlife pop.Uations depend
ent on the. Upper Mississippi. The Long-

'~\--

Term Reloura: Monitoring Program is a 
viral component of the EMP. The two main 
"""""""' areas "' he addressed by the moni· 
!Dring program will he the environmetlral 
impact!l caused by sedimentation and the 
increaed C...ll of navig;o<ion. 

The EMP was the product of years of 
negotiation aad la'lli'SUits around the coo
ffias i:Jerwl:l:n ina'eased navigation and the 
.-1 to prorccr the fish and wildlife of the 
river. In 1974 the Corps planned !Dquadru
ple the capacity of Lock and Dam 26 at 
Alton, Ill., bur thelzaakWolronl..eaguesued 
aad won, arguing char the Corps had no< 
CDDSidered the env.ironmenral impaas of 
lod< expansion, &ause A110n is just below 
me point whom: the Mississippi and Illinois 
rivers come ~. it is a stnr.egi( point 
for thooe who would increase or decn!ase 
barge ttaffic on the river. 

With the Inlands WatctWIIJ Aaof 1978. 
a a>ngre~Sional ~ was ~ 

allowing the Corps to build one 1,200 foot 
lock at Alloo. but required chat a rompre· 
heosive muter plan for: rhe Upper Missis· 
sippi Rive: system would have to he 
appraved br;fun,. sea>ndlodc.wuld he built. 
The masre. plan was completed in 1981 bur 
has never been aud>orized by Congross. 
Authoriaation for the masre. plan is in the 
Omnil:us Rivers Resouta::s Bill, ~1hich has 
pasoed both houoes· of Congres/1 and is in a . 
~commictee 1 " --·~r .... :-· - ,..: t 

In 1985 the Congress did an end run 
around the 1978 law and authorized the 
second lod< along with the envimnmenr:al 
manage:nenr plan .takm from the r=tn· 
inendarions in the unpused master pia!I
Sripulations were included requiring that 
the EMP and the semnd lod< """ive equal 
!u.ndin& 

Bur, for: 1987, the Corps has budgetted 
around $4 million for: <llll.SUU<tion of the 
semnd lode and only $2 million for: the 
EMP. The master plan, as aurhoriz:ed in the 
Omibus Bill rerom~ $4 million for: the 
EMP in 1987. 

Consrrucrion on the serond lock should 
no< he allowed "' mntinue on the Upper 
Mississippi until the Corps has aggressively 
implemented, and Congress has oqu.ally 
funded, a a:>mprehensM: EMP. U niess such 
a pian is implemented fiSh aad wildlife pop
ulations will probably ~lie- decimated The 
FWS has es<imared chat the rosts of mitigar· 
ing the probable envitor.menral ronsequeat
a:s of building the semnd lod< at Al10n 
wuld he "S29- 75 million or more annually." 
The fWS states in their "Draft Fish and 
Wildlife Cootdination Acr R.epot:t" on the 
semnd lod< arA1ron (released in June), that 
without a "strong <XIOlmitment" from the 
Corps "we can only conclude chat the 
impoas of any incnooses in navi&l'rion rraf. 
lie will no< he adequacely mitipred and 
balanced ...., of this nationally significaru 
mull:ipurpose """""""'will no< be~· 

*WHAT YOU CAN DO: Write ro 
your Senalors and Rep....,..ratives aad urge 
rheic support for: the Upper Mississippi 
River Sysaom Environmental Ma.nagement 
Program in the Omnibus Rivers Resoora::s 
Bill Remind them dui< both the I'M" aad 
the sa:ond lod< should he oqnally funded. 

Dtm Pmu it fOEs Midwes< R#pt'BsiHJi&. 
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Bro~er Bids Adieu 
David Brower !IllS resJsned from bod> 

the FOI! aod FEF bauds. One of the found. 
""'of Frien:ls of the &.n:h, aod irs first chief 
executi.e, Brower aDII<lllllCI!d last Marcil his 
in~entioo 10 resign if he loot the r=ll ,..,.., 
in the April FOI! eleaioos. He submitted 
his lettets of resignation in Sepumber. 

"Tm sony !hac Daw kels heCIIliliX work 
with the boa.al," said FOE OWt Daniel 
~..well. ''FOI! !IllS eooered a new aode:u:iting 
phase. aod Dow's crv:rgy aod ideas -.ud. 
have been wluect l think l QO lpeal< for an 
mombers of both the FOI! and FEF i:loa<ds-' 
in wishing him ....U." 

FOE International ~eets in Malaysia 
' . 

Pelegams from Friends of the l!arth 
group; around the world me< this fall in 
Peiiii.Oi. Malaysia "' di5cu:u enviroommtal 
issues and Wlllpaail ooces from the various 
FOl! txllllllric:s. !.a addition lD tho hosts, 
Sahabot AJam Malaraia <FOI!·Malaraia), 
other COWllria ~ iOOuded Bel
giwn, Australia, Japan. Holla.ad,Spain, Can- · 
ada, Brazil, Hong Kons. ~ fo&latd, 
s-Jon, ll&ly,Ftalllle,Sc:odand.and the u,;. 
cl!dS..u:s. 

The coolen:DCe followod • t:bteo: day 
lllll:'eting'on tho crisis oi tmpica1 deimesm· 
cion Malaysia aod other pens oi S<Althealr 

. Asia are bomc: 10 ..,.,.. oi the oldes< (100 
million years). de-. and ra.lll!lt tropical 
~in the ,..,..ld, s.-..nl·FOI!.Ioadcn 
'smyl!d afler the~ 10 vUic the.iun· 

r • 

gle on a four-day explotacory nip 10 Taman 
Napr.o, a Malaraian national park. 

lntcrnational t:imbot ~ in tropical 
....ado, si1orMem1 agticultural VOOIUJ:CS 
(including cattle l!11111ChiDj fm: beef expom), 
large dambuiJdin& aod massive population 
..memenr projoas cwnula<ively puse ·a. 
massive assualt upoR the world's mnai1ting 
~ 

Otbet ..;p.;. oi high priority ro FOI! 
groups......., an inrematiooafadd rain cam· 
pai&n and discussion oi the year's biggest 
~ - the Soviet nuclear 
- aa;idont at Ci>ernobfl 

Because acid ntin. air pullution and the 
arixxl diuxide bolilcNp pcoblem are truly 
~ .-, Primds of. the Eanh 
.lnromatiunal!IIIS made acid min a top cam· 

pai&n priority. Scvaal I!u.ropean groups 
n:po.rred ltla::ess in. organizing Acid ll.ain 
Week activities last spring. but sirxe they 
appeared 10 be limicl!d ro Europe and Hong 
Kong, with no inajor actions in the US. or 
Canada, tho campaign hal ""' yet been able 
lD claim global publicity. 

Ci>ernobf~ on the other hand, produced 
an avala:x:he of pn:ss auention and public · 
ouray. The European groups in particular 
have benefited from anwtpouringof public 
oucrage aod ooncem. Sino: Friends of me 
Earth hal been wamiDj of the dangen of 
nucltar. power lor years, it hal been weU· · 
positioned to tab a high profile on tho 
ISSue. . 

With these and other environ.rrienw 
dangen esa.iatingworldwide, tho FOEdeJe.. 
gams agteed on tho imperative ro improve 
joint rommonic11ion aod ro work tOj!Othet 
in campaigns. In the coming year, FOI!lwill 
atmnpc ro expaod irs campaigns on acid 
rain aod rropi:al min.lorars aod briDj 
member groups rogether for a specialll'll:m
orial observance on tho anniv""""'Y of the 
Ci>ernobfl cawrrophe 

FOJ!..US CoQSel'\fllcion Director Geoff 
Webb joilll!d fiw: otheiS in being el«tod 10 

tho FOEII!.uo.uive Committee. On behalf 
of FOI!-US he J>ledlled ro if~C~l/:l~Se coopera· 
tion and activity witb the international net· 
worlc, indudiDj FOI!·US involvement with 
the international acid rain campaign, joint 
planning fur • Olernobyl eut:nmmlU<lltion, 
publicity for tho tropical rainforest issue and 
i:ovoraw= of the aa:iviries of FOE groups 
around tho world in tho paao:s ol N01-
Ap•rt. 

TJ 
~ In the Shadow of the Shenandoahs 
...... 

'This is ""' a retreat, it's an advaocr," 
bugled FOI! Chairman Dan Lw= ln the 
shadow of the Shenadoah Mooniaim staff 
and board inomber5 gathered inanokl Vir· 
glnia farmhouse m help laonch a new begin
ning lor FOI!. They Ol!1lC from an across the 
countr:y--California W ashinpln. Kansas, 
Massachusetts, New York, l.ousiana, aod 
W ashingmn. D.C.-10 weicomtt new Excco
tive DiR!ClD! Cynthia Wilson 10 the helm oi 
Friends of the l!atth. 

Conservation smif reporrl!d on t=t 
events as weU as aa:omplishmems n.f. the 
past year. In 1986 FOI! played a vital role in 
trying m pcevem weakening of the new 
pesticide control bill. and rewriting the Fed· 
era! Power Act wich drastically improved 
prorecrions for fish and wildlik habitat. 
whicll had finaUy f'OS'Od. FOI! staff had 
played pivotal roles in baalos to abolish tho 
Synthetic Fuels Cotporation and prorect 
us. coastline:t from wnolesale oil leasing. 
Our dean ......... lawsoio against poiJu!r:n 
"""" proving very sucassful, as was our 
involvement in the passage of the Safe 
Drinking W arer Ace. ln thes.t and other 
efforts, FOE's fidd staff and ~ 
worked lDj!lt:lhet "' acbieve n:so1ts. 

The adminiltrative and financial sinla· 
lion, always a staple of such ,_mgs. was 
nwiewed. FOI! !IllS OYerbaulod iB adrnini$
trative depmmont. bringia,g on Wilsoo u 
~ Dica:loc ia.nd Pot AnlDI:Iiae, f<x. 

Clodwite fr<»/1 U>f1 kfi: Smior 114fer &.mJ Pr~liUnl Sl.t-, FOE Bo.lntMilmher En.U..L8&poltJ, Filtld 
Ref>'"s.-;,, Dfllllitt a-- tmJ. Poliliul ~ D.wiJ B,J,,.. PhoiQgrllf'hl by Geoff Webb. 

merly Of the Y ooth Project. .. Conuoiler. 
Boo:h spoke af the ~ to save money aod 
10 fondra.ise, in on:ler to briDj FOE into a 
new era af financial aa:tlW1tability. 

}usc bod< from Malaysia, Geoff Webb 
reporrl!d on the FOI! lnt=~ational meeting 
and his nip m the Taman Nagam rainfor. 
est. He laid that FOI! lncemarional cam
paigns vrould be given a oons.idetablo boost 
if FOI!..US .Jocidos m fl1!f involved. The 
group agteed "' give priority lD developing 
joint aaiom with FOE! on issues such as 
acid rain aod nuclear power(- IIOXXIIDpan-

ying artidc). 
Building on FOE's hismry of leadership 

in water policy and rivers pmcoaion, 
Michael ~o of the Northwest Office 
and David Conrad from Washington, DC 
reported on wara they are working 10 help 
revolotionize tnoditional methods oi river 
pro<e<tion. -

According to Rostotto, 1987 prc:>misc:s 10 
be a big year fo< the Northwest Riven Pro
i= Their approildt il-bogintting 10 fl'I'D"t• 
..., gwsroors ociremeru in Washinpxl. 
0rqoo. Idaho, and Monw>a, whenl river· 

by-river pmcoaion <DOld be """'loracl!d 
through • pioneering regiona.l miew and 
broad scale pro<e<tion p<0C100$. 

Spirits were high aod a feeling of opcim· 
ism pervaded the~ Cynthia Wilson . 
epitomized this attirude. Around her ned< 
she wore a ned<laoe thar said, "Coyotes Can 
Win." "O...pite an !hac humans have done. 
the C!!lfOie !IllS Nrvived and, in faa. is 
inaeasing irs range." she remad<ed. "With 
hard work aod dediation, r m ronvirxed 
that FOE's furore is a.llo very bright.· ' 

-Mart Silbmn.m 
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Locking_Horns Over Caribou 

''At the peafl of the last lee Age, rome 18,000 year.t ago, mud; of 
intenor .mJ no11hem A/asl/4 .mJ a .rm40 pa11 of the adj4unl 

Canadian interior were not c0'f/111'ed by ice, Jthough 11 huge ice sheet lay to 
the ea.rt. During this time large tndmmai.r floumhed in nonhem Alasll.z, 
which WIIJ' conneaed to what i.r now Aria by a land "bridge." Rangi/er 
t<trandu.r, known III aribou on this continent and reindeer in Europe, were 
well .ruited to the conditiOns that ex:i.rted:. ~ 

Today the 180.000 caribou oi the Poror 
pine herd, named for • tTibuwy of the 
Yukon River within theirrange,coorinll;,to 
thrive as they have fur thousands oi Y"""'" 
J:J..- Je.~·..J.-.-~nd m. 
culture of the indigenous peoples· that 
depend on- this herd-is threatened by 
mounting pressures 10 exrraa oil dut may 
lie under the herd's calving grounds. 

At the,.._ rime. Narive peoples in nartb
eascem Alaska have helped convince the 
State of Alaska 10 support an international 
~nt with Cal"lada for ptoteaing cari· 
bou habitat. But. while that agreement is 
now under <l)IISidera.rion by the U.S. Stare 
Oepittment, the Swc of Alaska mi the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Washing
ron, D.C. now are aaively ne,goriating 
whether or not to retain strong provisions 
for habitat pn>recrion. 

On amthet front, L5 million acres of the 
Arcric Narional Refuge, whldt includes 
parts of the o;aribou's coastal c:alvins 
grounds. would be protected in a wilderness 
biU that has rea:ntly · been introdu..ed in 
Conf!!""U. 

ern Alaska were satisfied with ext<fl5ion of 
the refuge but weren'c.very involved in the 
politics until a HOWle O:nnminee passed 
their version of che bill in March 1978. Sud
denly rhe <Oot.Stal pla.in ol rhe An:tic Refuge 
was opened 10 oil and gas exploration and 
development The area of the coa5Clll plain 
within the refuge is part of the calving 
grounds of the POtlllpine caribou herd 

Local Nar:iv<: people unanimously felt 
rhar oil development in the calving grounds. 
because of the complicated and fragile life 
cydl! of the herd (see sidebar) would likely 
lead to the demise of a healthy Botrupine 
caribou herd Although caribou will praai; 
c:aUy walk through villages and camps while 
migraring. wws and calves are easily dis
turbed by aaiviry during the calves' first 
months Of life. . 

Although villagers and envirorunerual
iscs ·opposed it, and the Catwlian Cabinet 
withdrew Canadian lands lying adjaCent 10 

the refuge in 1978, ANILCA (section 1002) 
mandated oil exploration in the· coastal 
plain of ANWR, subject tO a repocr made tO 

Inuit peoples began renewing oldefforts fut 
inrernationaJ ptQtl!ction. Family and politi
cal ties - ~ed and strengthened 
ICl'OIIS the borde<. imjX>ltallt relationships 
with narional, ~and Canadian envir• 
onmenral gloups """" begun: • . 
- Discussions of an "'International Conven
tion fur the Conservation of MigraroryCari
boU" reac:hed top L:ve!s oi govemmems ill 
the United Stares and Cal"lada in short order. 
By 1981, however, the political dimare had 
cha.nged, and ~ af the·fntetiot 
]amos Wan brought an end tO the prooess. 

Village in<C!I'eSt, however, <0<1tinued on 
bo<h sides oi the borde<. In o.a.mhet 1982 
lnWt and Athubaskan ~Jtati¥1!$ ftom 
both aiuntrles formally created the IM!rtlll
tional Porcupine Caribou Commission 
(IPCC). The IPCC gradually tt..lped build 
SUpPort ill Alaska fur a caribou creaty, and in 
June 1984 Alaska Governor Bill Sheffield 
announced formation of a Stare Working 
Group oo the l'oralpille Caribou Herd. 
Representing local Nativ<: peoples, recrei.
clonal hum.:rs, and environmencalists, the 
group ~ with representarives from 
the Alaska Department of Fiah and Game 
to arrive at a ~ position. 

A.foor 1111U1f ~ the Sw.. ol Alaska 
"""" out ill favor of inrernarional pro«c
tion ofthe Porcupine herd In Match 1986 
the Governor approved the ""State Negotiat
ing Position fur a United States-Canada 
Porcupine l!aribau Herd A~· 

Alaska's position iadudcd StTOngsupport 

The N ariYe peoples of northeastern 
Alaska have long been pofiticaUy aaive in 
trying to protea the habitat of the Po=· 
pine .caribou herd in Cal"lada ami Alaska. 
These eiforu have alsO involved wildlife 
biologists, govemrnents, and environmen· 
talists on both sides of the border. 

~ Alaska fears that federal officials won't 
push for ~trong protection of caribou. 

During the debare over the Alaska 
National Interest Lmds Conservation Act 
(ANILCA), passed in 1980, expandifig and 
prorecring the wilderneis of the entire Arc
tic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) 
bcpune a hotly contested issue. That refuge 
cohtains the calving grounds for the migrat
~ herd (see nup).But issues raised 
in char debate renuin unresolved today. 

Sa& in 19SO,.Narive leaders in llOI"tileaot-

Congress. That reporr, due in Seprember 
1986. was pas~ W'llil the spring at 
1987 a:lter a sw:a:ssful lawsuit brought by 
Defenders of Wildlife and others charged 
that the Fish and Wildlife Service didn't 
allow public participarion in the writing of 
the r!!pott. When the long-awaited rq>r>n: is 
r!!l<:ased. Congress will make the decision 
fur proceaion or dew:lopmeru. 

At the same time that Nariv<: peoples . 
hearne involved in the poficics of ANILCA 
in the spring at 1978, the Gwir:hen and 

fur habiw proreaion and subois"""" use, 
along with future bilareral di$cussions oo 
designarion of an inrernational arctic wild
life ranse- The habitat prorecrion provi· 
sions would ensure the best possible 
prorecrion fur Po=pinr caribou and their 
habitat if any development aaiviries are 
ever permitud It would ~ the best 
available cochnology, mitigaring -
and methnds of operation, along with m.,. 
bilitation of disturb<:<! areas. Activiri<:s 
woold be s<:heduled so the seasonal par!l:tDS 

of the Porcupine HeN would not be 
interrupted.. 

Since the spring. """'-"· the State of 
Alaska's position has been under n!\'Oew by 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USF&WS). The USF&Ws has in rum pro
dua!d its own "Proposed Principles to Serve 
as a U.S. N<:goriaring Position for the U.S.
Cal"lada .Pon:upinr Caribou Hen! Agree
menL" The draft principles produced by the 
USF&WS Alaska Region included much of 
the scare's position as a result of joint efforts 
tO resolve major dilm'ena:s. But much sub-

- stanao.has been lose following revisions by 
the Depar:tmen< of the Interior ill Washing.. 
roo, D.C. 

In the new federal position, the Interior 
Department oliminares a provision agree
ing to "avoid where possible, aaivities 
which may signifiOIJl'tly impede. delay, Qt 

disrupt the migrarion or other =rial 
hehavioc panerns of the PCH [ Porrupine 
Caribou Herd)." 
· Other references to habiw ptoteaion, or 
even idenrification of sensitive habitat, have 
been removed, including requiring the use 
of the best available cochnology, mitigaring 
...........,, and ll1t!<'hnds of opera.tinn during 
development activities. A priority for sul>
sistena! · rise and bilateral discussions on 
designation of an international amic range 
are also miss~ The resulring position has 
few ptoteaions left for preserving Porcu
pine caribou or the people dependent oo 
them 

AI press titncl, the stare was very oon· 
cm>ed thar the U.S. Fish.and Wildlife Ser
vice would not bade off on irs intention to 
remov<: habitar proteaions. A 1erter from 
Bill Horn, the Assistant Seaetary of the 
Interior, ro the governor delivered a veiled 
bureaucraric thteat: "Any insisretlO!thatoor 
negotiating position contain items incor>< 
sistenr with established laws or policies . , . 
wiU only prevent the initiarion of tallcs and, 
ill rum, ~ ac risk the dependency of rural 
Alaskan residents of the herd" Yet thesra"' 
hasn't proposed anything inconsistent with 
establish<:d law. lr's ironic that rhe 
USF&WS would suggest that habitat pro
tection is not within their polky. 

In an iniortnaJ meeting last l:leo;ember, 
Canadian officials expt<:S$Cd their willing-
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ness co negoclaca immediately with repre
sentatives from the Alaska Stare Pon:upine 
Caribou Hetd Working Group, the Alaska 
Departmeru of Fish and Game, and the l.fS. 
Fish and Wildlife Servia: Alaska Region. 
Although additional informal technical 
mceritJBS have oa:urtcd since then,. Canada 
is waiting for the US. position 10 be final
ized so formal negotiations an begin. So 
far, the position of rhe US. Fish and Wild
life 5!:rvia: in Washington remains the larg
est obsr:ade to establishing strong pro<a:· 
rlons for caribJu. 

In Canada, there has been steady progress 
for wilderness pro<eaion. A propooed oil 
port at Stokes Point in the Yukon Terriwry 
was defeared, partially throogh efforts by 
Friends of the·Earrh And in the summer of 
1985, after rhe Canadian government con
cluded a long sought settlement with the 
lnuvialuit Commit«< for Original Peopla 
Emirlemem (COPE), a Wilderness Park 
w~ ~te1.i,n ~-coas~;p_plajn of the ooftb. 

1 '· 

sage of the Safe 
force the Environmema. 
10 set standards for pu. 
water, bur oo program existS .: 
pollution of underground sou.tCL 

ing warer:.~ 
• Endaogered Species-The 

gress will fail to reaurho<ize the Endan~ 
Species Act because of dispores over loa. } 
developmetu projects in Idaho, Texas, 
Wyoming and Ala.biima that threaten 
endangenod species. Senalr Majority Leader 
Robert Dole (R-KS) has refused to bring up 
me bill because of objections by senarors 
from these stares. 

At press t:ime, the Superfund ·program 

L 

The Poro1pine Caribou Hetd is the 
"l'mbol-and essence-ol An:ric w.ikler
ness..Jt is one of the largest and healthiest of 
the remaining great animal herds OD the 
North Ameri<an ooruineOL Land char is the 
homr of these aribou represerns some of 
the fioost wilderness in the world. This is 
also the home of polar and grizzly bears, 
musk ox, Dall sheep, wolves, and moose. 
1bousands of ducks, swans, and loons sea
sonally share the ooastal plain with the ari
bou herd This burst of summer life has 
been decribed as the "Arctic Serengeri." In 
the fall, migrations of hundreds of thou
sandS of soow geese are as. vivid as the lint 
sprinkle of snow on rhe Arctic tundra. 

The Porcupine aribcu (named for the 
... P"'"""'--P'=+ ' c::~ 
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LCV-. 
wholeHou., 
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)'the move
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-My Gwichen grandmother 
The caribou and the indigenous peoples 

of Alaska and Canada have aa ancient rela
tionship. Atd!eological finds in the Old 
Crow 1'lals in the Yukon Terri10ry have 
pushed bad< the date of me earliest known 
human p<esen<Z. Among the anides reco
vered from the permafrost were a:i>Js made 
from the leg bones of caribou. One of these 
is fashioned to scrape flesh from animal 
skins. It is dated at between 25,000 and 
29,000 years old. ' 

This skin scraper iuhnost ideru:ial !D 

that uoed by my Alaska Gwichm vitsuu 
(grandmother), Sarah Frank. Lasr summer, 
between 103 and 109 years old and unable 10 
a>ntinue ranning moose and aribou skins, 
she gave me this prized rool. If this skin 
scraper was perfected 25,000 years lJ80. hOw 
long had it been uoed before thaL' How long 
had the inreracrion between Gwichen and 
cariboU c:xisa:d? 

-MH. 

The Cycle of the Caribou 

~ Col::loo habitat o-•--@.JIIIINaY..-.;a... 
!._JIOQIC!CaD«**ft~-

p po -·-·--
joined by othe< bands aklng the way-many 
of which Ofjmer in Alaska. 

In May the aribcu begin to give birth. 
The calving grounds ak>ng the ooastal plain 
are among the ftrSt snow-fn:e areas, provid-. 
ing the caci!:ou with new plant growth as 
well as esape from predators, which oome 
large and small By the time they get to the 
plain, usually the wolves have stopped !QI
lowing rhe caribou in the hiUs. The winds 
on the ooasral plain provide relief from mil
lions of smaller pmlarors--mosquiroes and 
flies, which are apable of killing young 

alves. 
After calving, and resting along the ooast 

and swring fat, the caribou again flow 
together in large post-calving groups or 
"aggregates," as biologistS r:fer to them, 
and begin their migrations southward 

By early August large groups begin break· 
ing up and dispersing. In fall they a>ntinue 
south, with major migrations aossing the 
Pon:upine, Driftwood, and Blow rivers. In 
Mar.f, the cycle begins anew, as females 
begin the 400 mile journey to the ooasL 

-M.G. 

-~---------------------
-~ 
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D a-mel Webster ots&B a~ked, ''Whal do we Wtmt wilh lhfs 111Uf
wonhless ~his f'llgion of ttJ.vages tmd Ulild beaJtJ, of desem of 

thi/tmg ttinds ,.,a whirlU!indt of duii, of caaus tmd /Jf'tlirie dogr?" He uw 
_;peaking of the gf'llal derolals fron#Br thai Congreu opened »J1 to~ 
in the l4tte'l' 19th cenlll'fY; wilh ltJ.wr lo promote tettlemsnl uf the Wen. 

In 1902 <hi: us. R.e::lounarion Servia: 
(now known as cite llun!au ot Rodama· 
tion) was aea12<1 ro make awilable and 
1118l'lal!" cite mast SQil:CI!, crirical ~ 
.....,.-and lD "make cite desert bloom." 
FIISt it built small dams, ro divett """"" ro. 
irrigation. Then, under cite New Dtal, it 
built cite larp dams---lim~
then Gtand Coulee. Shasta, and Booneville, 
across cite "un!llll'Oible • rivers ot thi: Colo
ratio and Columbia-lall!t thouands more, 
fi"" dozen 00 the Missouri &;..,.. S)'Stem 
a!Oill!. 1be West as -w.: know it grew by 
"""PPing imelf around these hujp: """"' 
faua<S. 

Sinoe tht: 1960s. ~ the llun!au bas . 
faced criticism by environmentalists and 
ea>!Xlmists alike, who argue thadm initial 
miSsion of developing cite West has been 
largely fulfUied and question whether many 
new'agricultuta! projects ore justifl«lPtesi· 
den< Jimmy Carter's "hi< list" of western 

wacer projeas began the ttend <oward lisal 
mnservatiom. 1be Reagan administration 
has aifiC!IlCd <lw policy. Yet cite srory of 
water projects. is a sroty ot enrrencbed 
im:erescs--and one projea, cite wmrover
sial Anin:la&-la Plara projea in 50<Itllwest
em Colotado, is managinj ro stay afloal: 
despite the sinking fa:tunes ot most adlet 
fedet;U ......,. projects. -

Up a gravel road, <hrou&h a dry brushy 
canyon a few mila sooth of Durango, Colo
rado, lies • brood valley banked bj • high 
loog ridge 1be llun!au of Redamation 
wams ro flood this valley for the proposed 
Anlm.u-la Plara te5etVllit and irrigation 

· systenl. which would criss- cross IIlilte than 
Ol,rn:J oms of land with hundreds ot mila 
ot irrigation channels, across Colondo and 
New MIOtim, serving an atCII 50 mila 
~ 

Mtn<ioo cite Animas-La Plara around 
Duratl&o and,.,.. may un<Xl\'ft emotions-.. 

inlenseaa dteeeroiledbyGlmCanyonDom 
in the 19'0.. • projea larget and lDil<'C des
~ Those wbo want the dam say it 
would Stimulate the farm eax10111f and tho 
business ot tho ~ Critics, howeYer, 
da.im that the Animas-La Plara projea 
would banlaupt fatmets.. saddle tho rown 
with huge IXl!l($ b water they doli< t:llle<l · 
and generace environmental problems in 
tho _pro<:l:!:L 1be project, which still awaits 
Congttssional approval and funding bas 
divided fatmt'I'S and businesspeople, Native 
Ameriaul tribes and environmentalistS. · 

first wnaeived ii> 1904. the Animas-la 
]>lara was Ol'le nf cite very first Buteau of 
Redamatioo projeas. If it does ~ in 
getting fuoding, it may also be OM of the 
last. No major funding for fodc:ral water 
projeas passed through Congress between 
the years 1972 ana 1982. MOlt tea:btly the 
Reagan Administtation bas cut bu<JFts 
futthet and ~ <DSI·shating by State 

_ and local recipients. And now, during the 
las< year, many fatrnets-the orisinal bene
ficiaries of tho projeas-have begun to 
romplain that they <llOllO< afford RJ:clama. 
cion Water, 

Whether Ot no< Animai-La Plara --
' ceeds or ~ will measun: tho strenji.th of 

the llun!au's rationales for their whalc>sized 
projeas versus the .- economic critique 
Water projeas faa!. This valley offtn a 
dose-up look at bow the Buteau. known no< 
so affeaionately as "Bu Rec," builds water 
projeas people love and hate, why it is 
faltering, and wbctbcr it will 1118l'lal!" ro 
k<q> damming. 

One Wet, One Dry 
1be Animas and La Plara rivers, ttiba<at

ies ot the Colotlldo, tush sooth into the high 
mesa """""Y around Dw-anso and Conea, 
then -*< 50<Itll into tho New Meaico 

siv.1Jb dosen. 1be rivets run rousbiY patal· 
le~ abo~!< 15 mila apart The Animas .....,. 
abmdaot.ly all rl-.e vny, but the La Pl ..... 
which begins much fatthet !lOUth. dries up 
in midsummer, utlilbll<ro mile< tho demand 
lOr -....er from !li!IUby toWOS. TI\at is tho 
_problem. 

The U.S. Reclamation Servia: first 
nocicod this problom in 1904, when it began 
dafticga plan to.-.: Animasllim'_fttlr 
into. the La Plaia d:la.nnd. Ai'dlouBh the 
projea was ori;!inally slltl!d tO provide 
Water lot irrigarion. today, 80 years """"'·it 
iS plannod to supply warer fot ~ ro 
provide city and ~ warer supplies, 
and, (perhaps moo< important for its appro
val), to satisfy da.ims for water rights by 
Native Amerian tribes. 

Bu R« ~""~"""~' diverting tho wmr in 

The ~ of imt/Miml wJ.y it "ltm4 
of SC4ry. • tqs dr:rl-d f- Bob T ll)'k>r. 

irrigation, municipal. and industrial w ...... 
Y e<, as critia point ouo:, if Phase 2 is ~ 
built, the water will remain sron:d 30 mila . ·-r. from tbcit teSetVlltiOns--usable only 
for >ale, to wal axnpanies. for eaample. 

The Anin:la&-La Plat~ project is likely to 
wme up foe funding next year now that the 
m.teS and ie<!enl gove:nmet1t have wme 

The Animas La Plata stays afloat 
while most other projects sink. 

two, large suges. In tho lirso:, a 13-pomp 
pomping plan<. just swth ot Durango. 
would lift_ Animas water up 525 r.... 
through • 2 -mile ~ ro create a 2270. 
acre lake-Ridges Basin Reservoir
plugged by • dam 313 r.... hil!h- In tho 
sca:>nd stage, a serond pomping plant at the 
ieot:rvoir would lift the water anochet :>30 
feet, straight through a ridge thtee mila by 
tli!Ulel and OUt into a 20-mile anal <ha< 
crosses tho La Plata. Fiv~ mote pomping 
plants, • sca:>nd ll!Seri'Oir, ""' - dalns, 
twO }-mile anals, and 200 miles ot lateral 
din:bcs would provide irrigation ......,., 
Because ot Q)""""" about its' Cll5t, tho pro
ject was spiit in two, bm: Phase 2, which is 
no< fedonlly lundcd, may never be built. 
The Ul6 million projea would send ""' 
pipelinos ro Outango. one di=dy ro tho 
rowo and tho other to tho """""it, as well 
as pipelines to the downstream Ne:w M.,.. · 
ico towns of FarmingtOn, Anec. and 
Bloomfield. 

But the moo< aucial a:>mponent nf tho 
projea is that it would settle da.ims for 
w..- rights by ""' Nan.., Amerian 
tribes--the Ute Mowttain Ua:s and the 
Southern Utel-lly providing therA with 

up with a <XlSt-shating plarL 1be is5u!' now 
is o- Indian water rights and whether or 
no< tho stateS will .agroe <0 let the Indian 
tribes c:part the Water OW of state. The 
Indian ttibeo would like to use tho "'"""' to 
develop theit wal ~ 

Bur tho project wuld still fall if it loses its 
local support Eveo alter other agreementS 
are ~ YOtetS in the district will have 
to decide whether Ot no< to "~!""" to the 
<Illltilla which setS the """" fot repaying 
construction ).nd. operations for 'the 
project-tho cost of eadl &ar/foo<of water. 
And flll1tl0tll ore beginning to balk a< its 
a>s<S. 

The Water Barons 
I.oc:al booatm of the dam think i< is 

wonlt the eapense. for Frank "Sam" 
Maynes, a ~-er in Durango and perhaps 
the most outspoken local proponent, 
rnooey is no nhjea. "Cost is a relative term. • 
Sayl! Maynes. "Compat<d ro what? Com
pat<d to fOreign aid? To Stat Wan? ... I like 
......,.. proj«:ts. some big city legislaroBiike 
welfare programs ... evezybody' s go< that 
ttPe nf thing.. 



pportm believe that the region fao:s 
us """"" supply problems and that the 
;a -.ld solve than in one,"""' pod:
Maynos feels the Indian settlcmem is 
!'lOSt audal o:>mponenc. '1f the Indians 
pre tO <IlW't,. ho Ja)'ll. "they may well 

ended up with a waa!r 'right which 
d bavt' caken away tho"'""" from peo
who had UliC:<I the water for over 80 
•. • Mayne( interet in the Indians is no< 
:ising. His firm spedalizes in Indian 
wacer lav and represent~ both the 

na&-l.a Plara w..., Conservancy Dis
and the Southern Uta 
llOther supporter is John Murphy, pn:s
: of the wooer disai,;t, who g:ew up on 
'OtySlde," the dry pia<<a~~ land along 
.a Plata River. When Murphy returned 
1 the Army iP. the 1940s. he decided ho 
101 wanr. ro "gamble with the ,.,.,... 
y of the wooer supply.'' Rather than 
·ning to the farm, ho wenr 10 wock for 
'lata Eleari<:, wllere he became man
Now mired, ho refers 10 projea oppo

s as "negative th.i.nkfts. .. ' 
· urphy defends the emrmoussizeof the 
xr fur one reaoon- stor:age. a cun<ept 
h serves llS a kind of reinin when he 
. about Animas-La Plata. "You'd havt' 
oig storage: projea our there you an call 
)C wab:X'. You can't beat it. .. 
:her proponent~ suppott rho projea 

moro skepticism. Bob Taylor, • La 
'farmer, says that cr.,. projecr "isn'crhe 
solution. Bur iis the only one If tho 
cion bocomcs, why don"r they gn to an 
·nacive, they"d have co gn bod< to ground 

They would'vt' lost millions of dollats. 
I'm a/raid if they Started over, wed not 

mything." 
et a growing numher of critics say there 
ieasiblc: alremariva, such as expanding 
·ing supplies and relying on dryland 
1ing and oonsetVarion. The Taxpayers 
che Animas·La Plata Referendum 
R), a group with about l ~ acrivt' 
nbers which claims hundreds of supper-

charges that the <Xlldy federal wa""' 
prove Ulllll!<llSSaty and· unaffotdab!e, 

that inevitable inflation wiU drive CDBt> 
1 higher than projected. TAR agrees 
Durangn will requ;n, """""water in tho 

re than itS exisrir.g facilities can provide, 
not nearly the quantity that Bu Rec 

ns ir will need 'fAR believes that 
.mgn will inc:ur huge cosa fur elearicity 
·omp wa""' uphill. where much of it will 
:nused. 
The Bureau totally blew it on tho popula· 

esrima""' [for wacer den1andj," says 
Maris, local chair of TAR. An ex· 

Allteocher and · now a cabinecmaker, 
;is first joined TAR in !979 bec:ause of 
•ronmenw ~ptilly the 
.1ity aru!- heavy · metals ooruaminarion 
-.ld be inereased because of the pro-
He says. however, that as he learned 

:e, the latger issue became the poot eoo
:U.:. of the projc:a. TAR argnes that ir is 
>pcopriate for ~"""' disai,;t, which 
()( elected by oupayers bur is staffed by 
ointed officials, 10 askcitizms to foot the 
fur a projea they planned (see story 

'page) . 
. 'wo independent engineering studies, 
tmissioned by the city, cunduded that 
:angn oould gradually expand itS facili· 
to meet future needs, far more cheaply 

n participarion in the project. Further, 
; TAR. warer oo!IS<'t'Vation has been c,.,_, "" M• 11 

: 

A local watt!r . cocserva.oc:y disrrict lvlll 
about tO he formed. which would have, -
among other powers, the power co levy 
property ·tamo to t:uJld the Animas-La Plata 
irriFion proi= Tho flt:dgling group 
thought they would nij>this pbur in the bud 
hy spending a W.. days cin:ulating aJIIIKCt'

pctirions in the a:>lliiJlW1ity" 
"We """" ..,. naive," n!Cli.UsJeon McCul

loch, one of the original members and irs 
pre.<ent coordinator, whose home """""" 
bles • regional switchhoard, political hoard
ing house and activist library all rolled into 
one." And heft: we are seven years la"'r still 
f'!lhting-this dam! And we've mer evt'tY 
Tuesday evening all these years em:p< 
when we were in w ..ningcon, o.c lobby- • 
iris againsr iL" 

They call chemsel..,. TAR and it's an 

cor of the""'""' distria was ~ co say. 
"I bet it WliSil'r even ..,._" 

Nothing is more galling to TAR 
members than that they .... being'"""" by 
t10IWit:md districts, whld:!, in tum, rure • 
legion of _, anorneys, enginoea, and 
deoelope<s toP"""""" projeas of question· 
able .a~ue. "These wa~~:r dismas ha.., <Dll· 
rion and a:mdemnarioo powers." says Jean 
McCulloch, "but their hoards of directtn 

· are appoinred by local judges and cuuruy 
officials. Of <lJII1'Se they appoint .,.,.., good 
al' boys who persist in lobbring the federal 
gnvernmeru co t:uJld """" dams ro sup
posedly keep California from raking- our 
waoer.~ 

When TAR losr their tty at fun:ing a 
~odum """' 10 ptevent the Animas. 
LaP lata. ..,...r disttia from being foanod, 

.. Ridicule ,is man's most potent weapon." 
-Saul Alinksy 

\ 

' appropriate name, since no citizens group 
has stud< ro their task more persistently 

· than the oollecrioo of folks in southwest 
Colorado that malr.e up '"Taxpayers for tho 
Animas·La Plara Referendwn." No other 
group in hisrury has attempted a frontal 
assaulr on tho a:>rnerstone of the Sl:llROS 

water e$tablishment-the undemocratic 
formation and operarions of non. elo:re:l 
water districts. In their quest to defeat the 
poweiful water development interestS, 
they've UliC:<I tho organizing <a<:rico best for
mulared by famed community otgll1liz.er 
Saul Alinsky. 

Carrying ali< Alin.sky's dictum that "Rid
irule is man's most po"'nt weapon," TAR 
Staged a Boston tea potty in O..:..mher 198S 
to protest tho water district's "taxation "'ith
oot representation.·· Orupping boxes of tea 
into the Anir:Jas River, they decried tho 
appointed hoards and their latk of" a((DUR· 

!ability." And they raised the hackles of the 
opposition in the proa::so. "That's part of 
their ongoing cheap propaganda; the direc-

they decided ro go to cuun. They belleved 
the ... .., law in question was so biased in 
favor of water <jevdoproent in"'rcs"' that 
they had a good case in chaUenging ia con
stirurionafuy. However, although their suir 
went all the way to an appeal in federal 
<IlW't, it WllS IIlClOtl!d because the Colorado 
Stare legislature passed a bill re-establishing 
all warer districts in the state in one feU 
swoop. 

TAR's current efforts are di....:red at gain· 
ing grassrooa suppon for """' legislariw\ 

P•g• II 

to requ;n, electioos for water disuias, as 
,.-ell .. to opp<liR the disrria's ability w levy 
new w:es for cunstnletionof water projeas. 
Tho group is also lobbring the federal 
gnvemment to ptevent further funding for 
Jl.nimas-La Plata. 

But tho water distria has tried to thwart 
their effortS ar evt'ty turn, using w:tia some 
TAR members consider illegal TAR 
aiJqjel that tho distria has denied informa
cion to thorn under the s""" public m:ocda 
3(t and violated rho •""" s "open meetings' 
act. In just one cue, member Preston EJJs,. 
"""h. tells how he was lod<ed out of an 
Animas.LaPiara water disrria meeting
"esecutive session" they claimed. Not being 
one to give up, Ellsworth got duwn on the 
floor and eavesdropped on tho IIICeting 
from • cnck under tho door. One of tho 
more interesting tidbitS he said he heard 
was the disrria's h9ord members discussing 
"how they were going to ger." TAR 
members Jean and Tom Mt.<:ulloch. 

Like many citizens: groups. TAR is 
'loosely structUred with a small bard-<ore 
jp:wp-abour 1 ~-that dues most of the 
stra"'&izing. bur the group's growing sup
~·in rho liOUthwest region number in 
the huodreds. Some, however, du oo men: 
than send anonytnou~ donations, because, 
for political and f......:ial teasom, they can' r 
afford to.he associated with TAR in a com
munity .oomrolled by pru-wa""' project 
politicians. 

As a n::spons~: to a>na:rns about public 
...OO.rion with their "radical" group. TAR 
<Wveloped a unique fut-m af activist 
~amesmaoship-a "non-membership" 
card. by which people who are a~ an 
whip our and show tho aa:user the "card· 
hearer has never been a member <*TAR." 
In no way, though. is tho hearer restricted 

·from "oppo$ing tho Animas. LaPlaca water 
project 0< similar boondoggles." 

OffiCial metl'lber>hip in TAR <llfltinues 
to he una:nain; supporters rome and gn in 
the ~ Oespi"' the group's "collecti.., 
anarchy," as one supporter describes ir, 
TAR seems united behind a <rucial Alinsky 
dim:tive "rho price of a suct.lOISfulattack i .. 
cuns~ alternative." It has devt'loped a 
set of recommendations that would elimi
nate the mojor dam and canals in the 
Jl.nimas-L:il'lato proj«r, ~ sriU deliver 
"'"""' ro rowns and reservations and fill the 
Indian claim• to reserved water rights. (See 
relared story). 

TAR has carried on ia long srruggle in an 
isoJared _corner of the West. but its 
platform-sedting the dernocraric elecrior.s 
of boord memhets fur the water ronser
vancy districts-has couched a chord 
th.toughout the region. In Garfield County, 
l~O miles away, fO< enmple, cuunry com
missioners last August passed a n::solution 
ll!CO!IUilO<nding that _..,, disrria hoards he 
elected. So the issue is catching fire across 
sagebrush counrry. · 

*WHAT TO DO: For more informa
tion on how you can help d<fear dam build
ing in the Wesc, OO!Ulll;t: Jean Mc:Culloch, 
Taxpayers for the Animas· LaP lara Refer
endum, 2914 Aspen Or., Durango. co 
81301. 

Co""ie 11/hm:ht ir the Wertem W..ur 
Repreren141We for Frierldr of the &nh. 
She h4f been an adopted m(lm/Jer of TAR 
for tom(l time .mJ ret:tm~ly moved to 
v..r ... go, Colo. 

-



ignored as a """''iY -"' increase wll!l!l' 
supply, ...,.,., r~ ~ pn!Se11tly 
loses 011er cm.e half of i<s w~ through irs 
municipil system. 

TAR ronrends thou:' the original purpose 
of the projccr, iJ:rigation. makes the least 
sense of all ''The Dryside," is a dry plamw 
at 7500 foe<, hemmed in by mesa, where 
""l'"' and some juniper grows wild. 'No ro 
look at, hard ro farm,- says Jean M<Culloch 
ofT AR. I.irnited by a 100-day growing-
son and frequent o:>ld nights in ~. 
crop yields, even wilh irrigation, an. inher· 
ently low. Opponents £.el thar hmnjj more 
.,....... wouldn't make it substantially -
productive. 

Bob Taylor, a ''Dryside"fllrmer who sup
pons the project primarily beause the 
Indian settlement -woold ...:ure La Plata 
water righa, is just .. glad his dry farm gx . 
boorod intO Phase 2, whkh is DJ( £ederalJy 
funded. "Right naw," he says, "the-. 
ia of po!tting water on is kind of scmy; J.a 
1977, whenBuR«drew up ils p.lallsforthe 
Dryside, the farm ea>nomy was in a heallhy 
bloom. Now it is not. 

Farmers staving nff ~-and 
<here•are plenty in the ....,.._..,;u be hard 
pressed co buy new sprin.lder systemO and m 
pay for water pumped uphill from an adja· 
cent river valley. l'u.rthennote, the . lew 
aops that grow weU on the Dryside, partic
ularly aUaUa, are now in surplus on the 
national madre~ Other ~eden~ agencies are 
payi'l!l lim:tlt:n "' """' land out of produc
tion. in the same set of CDW!Iies where llu 

· Rei: proposes 10 inaease productivity wirh 
irrigation. 

But while other water proje<ls are stalled 
in pan beause of the una:rtain ecooomia 
for farmers, the Anima.t-La Plata dam has 
rllll<le it this far, proponent:! and opponems 
agree. ''beause of theindians." "We've gx 
the swe of Colorado, the gm:rnot, the state 

. legislature, the Atromey General, all saying 
mar lhey'rewilling tO spend $6J million in 
OJISt-sharing ro build this Animas-La Plata 
project. And why? ll<cwse it's going ro 
solve the Indian water- rights issue," says 
Maynes. 'You know, without the Indians 
involved in this thins. hey, this woold be 
jusr another garden-variet}' typo water ~ 
jcct mar hasn't been and isn t going any
where over the last lew years." 

J.a 1\XlS, the Supreme Cllurt lw1ded 
down the Wmrers ~ whkh implied 
mar many Indian tribes hold earlies< water 
rights on some rMrs. In 1976. the U.S. 
Arromey's officz filed da.ims on behalf of 
tribes on virrually every river in soulhwat· , 
em Colorado. II the u..,. should proos their 
claims, !hey aJUid suhstanrially dry up 
Anglo rights on the Anitnas and La Plata 
rivers.· In rerum for the Anima.t-La Plata 
project. the tribes would sign off on their 
Winters claims. 

Yet opponents question lilst, whether 
supplying water to the· tribes warrants a 
project of this size, if other reasons aren't. 
justified: and se:ond, whether _!he lndians 
are really gaining that much from i~ 

Ironically, che Indian rribes are not a<ru· 
ally gening Ani.mas-La Plata warer deli
vemi 10 theit teserva<ions. The delivery 
sysrems were kicked into Phase 2 of the 
project and are thus, as opponentS charge, 
"paper water." Under the plan, water is 
being stn!JIIi for them, whicn they pian on 
seUing to a>al oompanies in or out of Sl:llte 

(depefldingon how thedisprueaverexport· 
ing water is scrtlcd). Additiooally, the tribes 
<ea!ive several provisions in the dam 
agreemenr-$60.5 million in. development 
funds, and a domestic-water pipoline for the 
Ute Mountain Ute.s from the Dolo= p,.. 
jea:. a newly-rompleted Bu Rec project on 
the nearby Dolores River. 

A sky bigh stOrage vat 
The rosr-sharing agreement hetween the 

""""' and the ~eden~ goverrutll!llt ~ 
d>i.s .........,... divided the project into Phase 
1, aating the 227{}-la)<e Ridscs Basin, all 
built with federal aid; and Phase 2, lifting 
water ro • semnd pumping plant, robe built 
at """"' 1.111SpodftC<i Ia= dale, without fed. 
era! funds. Of the Phase 1 water-: 22 per· 
a!m is being ston::d for the tribes m use at 

somr furun! dale, and IIIIII:jtof thewarer for 
the rowns is being stored ro meet ._u of 
furun! growth thar may never oa:ut. 

Only 16 per=< of the mral in Ridscs 
Basin ;. deiinirely schedoJed 10 be uoed for 
irrigation. Yet this wauer Bu Rei: plaris m 
pwnp uphill an """"' 330 f- As much as 
75_pen::enr of the water may tle'Ve< be uoed 
for • least 20 years. 

All told. Rid&'s Basin ~·rmda"' 
be an emrmous ~ Vllr; a pretty laU 
rudtCd under .. oonifer.velveoed, dark-green 
ridge and holding a lo< of water slaaod. for 
Sourhwestern Colora<b !hat may very w.U · 
- be "'PPC"i Fdty {out pera!.tlt of the · 
wll!l!l' is "dead srmage," uoed ro lld:IJeve a 
Cl!rtain laU ~pumped in once and never 
pumped ou~ Twenty six pera!.tlt <if the 
"acti~ storage" water for Pliase 2 ir<igat:ion 
will be stored idle, ro wait for furun! am
srruction mar woold depond on the laklt 
of the sra,..·s eoonomy. "M"fbe Phase 2 wilf 
ileverbebuilc," admitsSamMaynos. '1doo't 
know." 

s.inrimenr for StOring as much warer os 
possibl.i echoes up acd down the Western 
Slope That mindset has exisced for decades. 
A local farmct says, "More people'll light 

~you more than anything else o<ier water. 
We've been programmed sina! we wos mar 
high: [to wam:] w....-:· Coloradcens fcnhe 
last """"'Y nave been sensitive ·obJur the 
Water mar flows fresh out of their high 
CDWIIrf, ..:mss SWIIlina, andinro the fields 
and ..... systemS . downstn:om. And 
down below, Caliiomia acd Arizona have 
always itched ro get mar war.ee You can 
mark himri:al time in the West by several 

. aimpattll l1lll<ie ID divide the Colorado 
River between the Uppor Basin and lower 
Basin StateS. • 

Having a ready supply of water was a 
major nWo.nale for Bu R.ec projects. Atr..r 
the 1930s, when Bo R.ec prOved it rould 
work wonders for Western growlh and 
suboii<iize it, wilh Hoovef Dam """ othets, 
- projects, wri..,. Mad< ~ in his 
bed< ~ IJ,ten, bcc:ame •• kind 
of currency, like wampum." What 
had begun as an emergency prognm r.o put 
the CDWIIrf bock ro worlt," wria Reisaer, 
•... grew into • """""'~ 'II'IOtlOy· 
eati'l!llllOflllla' ... "Donald Worster, in 
Riwrt of Empint. t:rad<s the faa: of the 
small farmer, who, he says, got drowned in 
the expense of Bu Rec water and was 
in<:reasingly replaced by the corporate 
farm« mar oou.ld afford the warer, and the 
migrant worlcer. 

Desert Revolution 
Yet a change in thinldn;tmay b:f;overta.io

ing small farmeJS. Anxious to kee-p their 
farms, !hey' re beginning ro rejea ezpensive 
wll!l!l'. Tha~ at least, seems ro be the way the 
issue is being resolved in a similar situation 
in neighboring Moncczwni and Dolon=> 
counties. Those- C~JW~ties are dry places, like 
La Plata County. S~h lines the dirt 
CDW11f roads and pinro bead fields, Settled 
against the mesas, rum yellow under a lam
AIJ8UKsky, nearly l1!lldy for harves~ BuR.ec. 
just built the multi-purpose Dolon=> irriga
r:ioa project for $461 million And aver 
thete, the fttmets are in revoir. 

The Dolon=> projccr, similar in size and 
intent to Anima.t-La Plata was built iii large 
pan to irrijplte dry-farm land similar ttl the 
Dryside. It wos also built for municipal 
water supplies and tO settle U,re MOuntain 
u,.. Wll!l!l' claims. Costs acalatcd from a 
pmjeaed $186 million tn $446 million. Cor

. tel:, the major munidpal recipient, dai.a>cd 
it <Illlid-afford the water, and sina:popo
lation growth-es~ had not marerial
ized. did - llCI!d much of: it aoyway. 
Two-lhitdt Of the farmo:n asked for relief 

. from their repayment a>ntraCIS. 

One far away from the lim deli¥ery of 
Wll!l!l', a group of recipiem farmers plaas m 
sue the local warer oonse<Van(.y d.istria and 
Bo R.ec tO be ~ from its repayment 
ron<nas. J.a 1977, the~ nearly 
all for it-19 OUJ of._., 20 fttmets signed 
(X)Ittt'a<:l5, wirh ao ""'' ....amg on repay· 
menr. a.. Rei: role! them that incr:eascd 
yields, plllll a more diverse aop set woold 
make for l!eirY prolits--and mar warer 
woold.IXIII:orily $19 per O.:..,.ioor.InSpring 
1986, .,....... tiJISI5 reac;bed $4() tO $45 per 
acre-fooc; and with their crops in surplus, 
rwo thUds of the 1.'8 fanners pedtiot>ed for 
relief, and one-rhitd do not wam the wa<er 

ar aiL Due ro insufficient funds. iho> pipoline 
10 the Ute Mounrain Uu. Reservation was 
never built..:.Ohe same pipeline """' tadted 
on m the Animas-La Plata project. • 
I'~ !here <llnlider dry land larming 

r.o. be more eoonomicai in the shott run. 
They arelxlbaered by a 1986 srudy done by 
Colorado Scatc University, whid:l ~ 
mar isrigarion fanning won't yield a profit, 
si-t aop pria:s. ptodt.iaiviiy oomttaints 
and the tenl1S of the repayment wntracts. 
~ R;R. junior: Hollen, who 

farms 1000"""" of pimo beadnnddryland 

Not Mm Ap..n. S~""""""Oaobwl986 

omy !han the tiJISt of water." HoUen dis
agrees. Bu R«, he contends, did an 
e:ttraortlinarily shabby job on the. fessibility 
smdies. The smdies mention neilher the 
growing season noc. the altitude, and~ 

• timatlO the aop yields, he maintains. "They 
have lhings in there, like sorghum. mar ralcc 
a 160-day seaion," says Bessie WJUti, 
Hollen's sis,... who farms down the road. 
''They say, well, !hey project long rerm I 
say, well, maybe they'll change the growing _ .. 
. These farmers pn!Se1lt a major threar ro 

Bu Rec' s rationale. After all. Bu R.:c, imbued 
wilh a mong Jeffezsooian spirit, meant ttl 
opon up rho! West for the independent 
farincr. Even with the advmr of the multi
purpose project, irrigation mnailel the 
~purpose and it has aa::ountcd for 
the limil' share of. the ideology, if not rhe 
~ 

Doiom lim:tlt:n say the Bu Rec projea is 
sending mern into debt. "Theydidn'rbuildit 
for the farmers. They built it as a monu
ment to the .8unmi of R.cdamar:ion," .says 
Hollen. "As long os lhey've gx a worlong 
projea in hete," .says White, "they don'r""" 
who owns the farms, or how many titnes 
!hey change hands ... The'B""""' of Recla· 
marion '-" {the farms] so they am build 
lhese projects . .'' They dest:roy the lim:tlt:n 
in the P""""' and !hen they move on." 

The roming election over Anirnas-La 
Plata wil) be teUing Some Arumas-La Plara 
formers ate listening ro the Dolon=> farmers 
romplaints. They're wondering ifthey oou.ld 
have some of the same problems 12 years 
from """'· The irrigation systems of bo<h 
are nearly identical ~ • no guatllllt"" 
mar Bu Rec's feasibility smdies ate any 
better •• 

~er .. made ·it sound so good that I was 
greedy. No~ ~!n· like a mouse in a trap." 

wheat, belilms mar formers who-~ 
m buy the """""'• and the """"""""<are-<>£. 
the-art sprin.lder sys111111, the same systems 
slated for Anima.t-l:a Plata, will faa!. haak
ruptty. The locaJ bonlcs have already made ir 
kncwn thar !hey will-make loans for the 
system. ''They made it sound so gone~.:' says ' 
Hollen, "mar Jl11!'50'1'1lly,I was greedy. Now 
r rn like the lllOUS<! thar gcu cougkt in ar "}!' 
wilh d-. .says to heU with the d-. get • 
me ouna this trap." 

To explain the pli&hr of the farmers, Bu 
R.ec and the 0o1on=> Water Conservancy 
Disaia bltlme the lllltional farm economy. 
"The problems wllh ihe Dolores,.. .says 
Rep Leach, Plaaning Team leader ar Bu 
Rec, "have more m do .,ith the farm ecnn-

It's queationable whether settling Indian 
da.ims will oomponsare for the disintegta· 
tion of the right-sounding purpose of irriga· 
lion for the fatnily Iarmer. Many feel thar it 
is unlikely mar the Animas-La Plata aJUid 
go through wlthout the support of the Dry· 
side fanners. Even if farmers stid< wilh it, 
despite the general rise in dioounnont with 
the tiJISI5 and proaicality of Rerlaroation 
wa.'l:r, and if the Animas-La Plata flonds a 
river valley, the projea-onc of the flt!lt on 
Bu R.ec' s drawi'l!l boards-may be one of 
the last. 

],.q.,. l'ric6, is " tift."'- writer liW..g 
.in N""'M""""'. 
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ELECTION SPECIAL 

The Unfinished Agenda 
David Baket' 

I n a report on the upcommg ekaionr, a neum:aster !l*i?Ped. 
"Wha: would happen if JON held an eloairm, .-1 nobody showed 

up?" Voter tumcus in a non-ptwidential eleaitm yur ir tmklily light, bus 
in ~~ a&ror: America thir yur the ts.-moll/. has !Nen even 1111m1 
dir11Uti than u11141. 

Pundits gi"" mar.t explanations for this 
voter ip.my. The oominued <11tren<hment 
of the "me generation;" che selling of a "feel 
p:>d about Am•rica" suategy by the Presi· 
dent; and, as many ~= have noted, 
the lack of any theme to describe di<Se elec· 
tions. Others are ignoring this year's elec· 
tions and are focusins on the 1988 
Presidential race. 

It's easy fur environmentalists to fall into 
this trap of looking to 1988, in our eager· 
ness to see the end of the Reasan .. reign of 
error" on environmental issues. However_ 
ignorins the l986elections wookl be a disas· 
crous mistake fur, environmenralists. The 
last few rears have seen some major pollu
<ion com:rol laws passed. sucll as reauthori
zations of cl1e Safe Drinking Wa!'<'r Aa 
($OW A) and the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Aa (RCRA), but the stakes 
fur the ecosphere are still hi!lh. Many pieces 
of impon:ant legislation will be left for 
aetion by the tOOth Congress. These 
U'ldudr: 

• Peni~fhe House and Senate 
!lave b.,h passed mmprumise versions of 
the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and 
Rodenticide Act. It itunrlear at press time 
whether Congress will be able to iron out 
differences between the two bills before 
they •djoum. 

• Cl<an Air-A compromise acid rain 
oontrol bill garncrt<l over 175 ""'f'O""""' in 
the Hous<o but has been SUCil!SSfully srall<d 
by oppor.ents in rummittee. But the issue is 
sure ro be revived in 1988 "' presidential 
candida""' give their suppon ro oontrols ro 
be rompttitive in the first primary in New 
Hampshire. 

• Toxic: Chemicals-The Toxic Sub
stariCleS Co<ltrol Act, the prinlary law fur 
screening and regulating chese materials, 
will rome up for reauthorization in the next 
Congress. 

• GrQundwater Prou:ai01>-The pas· 
sage of the Saf<' Drinki'l!! Water Aa will 
force the l!nvironmental Protection Agency 
to set standards fur purifying drinking 
water, but no program exists for preventing 
pollution of undergrouru:l swr<rs of drink· 
ing Watero 

for cleaning up abandoned haaa!:OOus waste 
dumps had passed che Senate (88-8) in a 
samning victory for envirorunentalist6 (see 
""""' story, page l ). But President Reag.m 
d}rearened 10 veto che bilL l:ikewise, Con· 
gress finally reauthorized the Cltm W arer 
Act, calling for SIS billion in sewage mat· 
men< over the next eight· y<ars. but it too 
cook! be vetOed by the President. 

This smggering agenda suggests what is · 
at stake foe environmentalists in the 1986 
election. The winnets will determine how 
this legislation is designed and how mucll 
money EPA and other federal agencies will 
have for implementing and enforcing envi
ronmental progtams. Numerow~ ~ on 
weapons systemS and the 1lesgon "Stat 
Wat>" cnuld ·determi.,. lXXiling less· than 
the fate of the earth. The:le laws hang in the 
baJana: because of many dose' VOla in this 
sha.tply divided Congn!ss. The prospeall foL 
passage of strong versions of chese laws 
rests heavily on the OUl1:QfTie of this 
November's elections. 

Uxlming over this Wldone environmen
tal agenda ""' several poomtial chanp in 
the next Congress. These dlangel have 
~sucll Ul'I!Jel:tain<y that it is impossible 
ro predict what will oo:ur next year. If the 
Senate changes from Republican to [)eroo. 
aaric rono:ol it <DUld rompletely overtUro 

che cumn< political coalitions now blociclng 
the passage of envitonmenral legislation 
lilu: the new acid rain .bill However, J:>em>. 
cratic ieodership would displaa! the chairs 

-of key committees like dte Environment 
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Committee, which has been l<d by pro
envirorunem Sen Robert Stafford (R·VL) 
sinal 1980. lmponatlt cJ:unges ,.ill oo::ur in 
the ~p of che H"""' of Representa· 
rives. S~ of che ~::!at- Tip O'Neill is -
retiring .and probably will be replaa:d by 
a:ltlSerVative Majority l.$:ler Rep. Jim 
Wright of Texas. a longtime friend. of oil 
in-

The oonvergenao of legislative fAix.and 
• voter apathy are a poresttial sign of aoobled 

times, but it also~ many opportuni
ties for environmental aaivists to get. <1\e 
most out of' oor issues. By e!erring more 
environmentalists to Congress we can <alae 
~ge of the ;xilitical va<uwn a:eated by 
dlanp in leadetship. We need to win ooJy 
a few, lriey Houoe,...,. iUld.ooe oc"""' 
Senate ..... to make the~ 

Although tnudl attemlon has been given 
ro. the battle between Dornocrat:t- and 
Republicans·for.amtrol of theSenare, envi· 
ton!llentalists are fi!lhting dleir own battle 
to ostal>li:sh a bipartisan majority fur the 
envkt>runeru. ~of which party is in 
c:Dtll:tOL Local 3l;riotl an WI""""' national 
politics as never before. The lack of a 
national <heme means that local at1d 

• regional issues, and """' local groups and 
individuals, an have a larger. impoa: on 
Congressional.l'liO!:S. 

Outing the early 1970's the envirofunet>. 
tal movemem changed the way Cor:tgtess 
looked at issues involving the enviro<lmertt: 
Vor.e:s on water projects changer.! from 
dehares on aansportation and irrig.l:ion to. 

I II I I . A- .I • --. .. 
• Ropl-
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.. ill .... .... ~~"'1 

.... I"' ~ .... 1--!t--1 • Eru:L..1'gem! Species-The 99th <:nn· 
gress will fail to reauthorize the End.u1gered 
Species Aa because of disputes over local 
development projects in Idaho, T e:xas, 
Wyoming and Alabama that threarea 
endangeted species. Senate Majority l.$:ler 
Robert Dole (R-KS) has relused ro bring ~p 
che bill because CJi objeaioas by senawn 
from these ......... 

'72'74'75'76'77'78'79'80'81 '84'85 
Year 

At pres5 time. the Suptrfund program 
LCV •ociag l'OCI>Ids fo< Houoo R.pubiiculo, House Deo:nocDu. aoad tho- fo< tho 

whole H.,._ ol a.p-..o-. 1972-3,. 

P"{!e l3 

dehares on d;mage to wamsheds. Votes on 
lOXia changer.! from dobates on jobs ro 
debates on health. Votes on nuclear ~ 
pons changed fMm debates on national 
defense to debates on survival. 

This change oa:ured for two reasoos. 
F!l!lt, everus like Earth Day fostered the tise 
of an O<g1ill1ized environmental movement 
that changer.! how people viewed isstleS 
involviog the planet as a "'bole. Seoond, the 
oil crisis and world economic depression 
~ an awareness of che fltWicial need 
w pmt«t our re:souroes. 

lndusa:y can no longer afford waste. Re
cydiilg and reduction oi ,-..,.,;, streams will 
bealrne not ooJy !'flvirorunentally and aes
theti<:ally desirable, but eronomic:ally essen· 
tial lor many busillcsscs. 

Ronald Reagoll llm!mpred ro te~to~:e the 
old o<der in 1980. Althou!lh he has set th• 
debate on nuclear weapons issue;, he has 
been repelled on most other environmemal 
fronts. Fonner EPA administrator Anne 
Gotsud>-Burfurd ttied ro. evisamte rhe 
Clean Air Ac:t, while forn>er lnl'<'tior Secre
tary James Watt attempted ro sell off huge 
drunks of the plblic estate fur energy devel· 
opmenL 1hoir efforts were d::feared, and 
ultimat<-.ly both were forced by public pres· 
sur<' and scandal ro resigtL 

Wich their resignations, the first g..-..r 
battle at the Reasan anrH:mirorum:otal era 
was wOn. However, the war continues. We 

·have made some progress and passed a few 
.laws. bur eadl day the Reag.u1 EPA and 
other oget.!des either refuse or are fi5cally 

• unable to enfuro: d"' lawt they ""' dlorged 
with administeting. We stand on the >e<ge 
of getting rougher Congressional te<j!Jin:. 
ments for environmental pmteaion, but 
our sua:ess <DUld hinge on ,.ho win; and 
loses in this fall's elecrioni. 

·In any eleCtion wheie vo"'r turnOU£ is 
law, the side that wim is the one most able 
to mobilize its people. If we can energize 
those who are COOCI'rned about environ· 
mental f"'l"'C'Cn and get. them out to voce, 
we can make tbe l or 2 pera:nt diffeten.:e 

. that cook! swing a dose eleCtion. Your voce 
rounts like never before. On the following 
page:~ are the 1986 fOE endorsements for 
elected office. Please voce for these candi· 
dares. Lend them your volun=r suppon 
a.lting che final days of the campaign when 
get.-<JUt-the-vore efforts will be critical. 
Please support the•• candidates and 
fOJ;P AC in our struggles to P""""""" and 
protect che erospbere. 

D!Wi4 Baker is Frief!lds of Jhe Emb't polili
c.ldw.-. 
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Election '86 

Fear of Losing on the Campaign Trail 
In Republican and Demoaatic ...,... 

alike, where polluted grounc:j war<!' and 
hazardous -~ dwnps an! increasingly vis· 
ible, VOteD Want action, 00< g<andstandi"8 
and posturing. These FOE-endorsed candi· 
dates for the Hwse of Represenmti""" fir 
that bill. 

House Challenges 
Pror.:s.ot David Price of North CaroJi. 

nas Fourth District has been riding a wave 
IJI>opposition to DOE's proposed •iri"'l of a 
nuclear ,......, dwnp in local crystalline rock 
formations. l'riao has lltU3CII:<I the support 
of environmentalisti wirh his adVOCliC)I of 
tx:JUgher Clean Ak and Clean w...,. Acts; he 
is also a believer in a strong Superfund. 
Incumbent Rep. Bill Qlbey is.out of step 
wirh the elecrorate on this issue. His LCV 
rating ""'8"5 from 20 to 50. He has vored 
wnsi:srendy against toltic wasre cleanup 
appropriations-

The llrh district of North Carolina is 
il<>me ro some of the stare's most •JlO!Ct'I'U" 
lar wilderness aXC!3S, and fotmer Rep. James 
Clarke has worked effectively in the past to 
proserve them. .From 1982 ro 1984, CJa:ke 
oat on the Hou.<e ltm:rioc Committee, 
where he led the Norrh Carolina Wilder· 
ness Act ro passage. He also earned the 
axnmined support of environmental acri· 
vistJ by blod<i"'l oonsrruction of theecologi· 
caJiy damagi"'l Horsepasrure Riv.,. Dam. 
Rep, Bill Hendon's reputation as a "Reagan 
robut'' should garner him fewer voo.s this 
year rhan it did in '84. Clatke has an eJO:!el· 
lent cru...., ro regain his posirio" as the 
leadi"'l environmentalist of the North 
Carolina delegation. 

Over strenuous local objections, the 7th 
district of Minnesma has been targeted by 
DOE as a possible nuclear waste sire. Tin. 
h'"' met wirh considerable antinuclear pulit• 
ical posruri"'l by bmh candidates, but only 
Collin Perer:son's ptmestl have Cn!dibilicy. 
Peterson built up an outstandi"'l record in 
the Minnesota State Sena~ as an environ-

mental leader: he helped draft the '"'"'' 
"Superfund" biU. wC!tlands protection laws, 
prairie pro<eccion laws, and legislation 
aimed at ~ local wildlik Rep. Sc!nge
land has ~ with the Reagan AdmirJis. 
tr.o<ion againot pesticide wntrols, clean 
water legislation, roxie waste wntrols, and 
has voted for all major nuclear weapons 
programs. An agent of Ronald Reagan's 
environmental policy, Stall8<1and has not 
acted in the inreteslS of his consiruenlS. 

Rosemary Pooler of 5yracwlerould bring 
environmenralisB an important victory in 
New York's 27th disttitt As a utility com· 
~ rhis factory toWn, Pooler de
...Joped a popolar reputation for standi"8 up 
ro local industry in support of consumers' 
rights. Republican incwnbent Fred Wortley 
has no such grassroo<s support. Low envir
onmental ratings include votes against the 
toXic wasre "righr to know" bill and legisla
tion enabling victims of chemical poisoning 
Ill press their claims in lederal cuun. 

The ~rh District of Indiana is no ho<bed 
oi environmental activism, but Democratic 

• 
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Seate Sen Jim Jona ruuld shalte things up. 
His approach ro campaigning is as energetic 
as his approach to environmental legisla· 
rion, and boch have aught voren' imagina
tions. In the Indiana State Senate, jom:z has 
sponsored or authored the solar •lll!l'8Y tax 
credir. improved toltic waste laws, the Jndi. 

his seat Cot years, and they are a:ying again 
in 1986. 

Peter K<lounaj'U's informed approach 
to river and wedands pmervarion has 
Oill:l1l!d him the support of environmentally 
~ ritiltens in the Republican 8rh 
District of Pennsylnnia. He has been cam· 

I EII'Viroa.menml Aa:ioo's Dirty J:)o.zoa: The Top 12 Comril:>wing .I .. 
Peaoc:hemial IQd Nudeor PACs ol rhe 116 Clllltplip . 

I 
PETROCHEMICAL . NUCLEAR INDUSTRY I 
PACS PACS 
1. Tenneco· $91,.500 7. GeDetal. EICaric $74,650 l 

I
I 2. A.moce $76,000 8. So Cal Edison $41.750 

3. Shell Oil $56,250 9. Westinghouse $38,125 

4. u.s. Steel 

5. bow Chemkal 

6. Chevron 

$53,300 

$45.000 
$40,265 

ana Yourh Conserntion Corps. the Wildlik 
Habitat Act. and.hulmlouo -lllllllifeK 
traeking and rax Jesislation. The in<umbmt 
Cangm.vnan is retiring, and joruz's elec
tion would be a major improvement Cot the· 
district. 

Akron Mayor Tom Sawyer has been 
endorsed by tetiri"'l Ohio Congressman 
John Sieberli"'l in his bid for the Hoose. 
Sawyer shares his predeo:ssor's rommit· 
menr ro a stto"'l Superfund program and 
public lands pro=ion. 

House Incumbents 
In addition r.o supporting clta1len.!lers 

who,' we hope, can bring valuable pro
environmental vom to the House; FOE 
endorses 50 incumbent· Represcruarives 
seeking reelection. Here i3 a sunpling: 

10. Southern Company . $28,250 

ll. Florida Power $21,250 

12. Texas Utilities $21,250 

paigning han! agai~ the Point. Pleasant 
Djversjon~deaipodtopUfllp~mil· 
lion gallons of the Delaware Rioer duwgh 
the proposed l.imerid< nuclear JlOW"" plane. 
That project, now cominj! befo'te. public 
hoearings. is opposed by local residents and 
environmentalists. Kostmayer has also 
been a mocivating fon:e behind the Dela· 
wan: River Wiklemess PIOO!Ction Bill 
which gi""" the UpP"" and Middle portions 
of the Delaware Riv... status as a wild and 
scenic ......-way. The Kostmay...-spon· 
SOI'ed Pennsylvania Wiklemess Bill set 
aside""""' 70.000 >£n!Sof national park and 
,... the ficst of ;,. kind in the '"'"'' Kost· 
mayer, like Edgar in the neighbori"'l 7rh 
di.srrict, has. a permanent po5irion on anti~ 
environmental hit lists. 

Richard. Smllings is a voice of mndera· 
tion in an Idaho district which has in the 

DIRTY DOZEN TAKERS 

past been held by rabid anti-environmental· . 
ists. Stallings beat wnvicted felon George 
Hansea by just over 100 vu<es in 1984.lt i3 
important ro the environmenraJ cOmmun~ 
icy that he main his """' in 1986-Ji Go>er· 
nor John Evans can win the Sena"' Seat and 
Stallinss mums to the House, an effective 
Idaho Wiklemess bill misht be passed in 
the IOOrh Congress. -

Senate Incumbents 
Among Senate incumbenrs, Patrick 

Leahy and Alan CmDStOn.-1 no intnxh>c· 
tion They haw been valuable allies in 
nuclear and environmental issues for years, 
and they will no doubt wminue supponi"'l 
our caUses in the Senare-. Dale Bumpers also 
~ our endotsemenL In addition to 
aa.wnula<i"'l an emellent LCV record (94 · 
percznt in 1984), Bwnpers has played a key 
role on the Energy Commi.-, challengi"'l 
Ronald Reagan's energy and public land 
policies. Wyche Fowle.r of Georgia is chal· 
lengi"'l Sear War> advocate ioounbent Sen 
Matt .Mattingly. Fowler has worked on rhe 
Howie Ways and .Means. Couunit~a a<.,t,. 
pushed Cot energy """""""'ion tax credirs 
and sofat power subsidies. 

A final expression of support goes out w 
Mark Green. Detnoa:uic Senate candidate 
from New York. He is faced wirh a formida· 
ble Republican war chest, but his Cn!dentials 
as an. environmental candidate are ttuly 
impressive. G=n worked for 16 years as 
the organ!= of Ralph Nader's Co"'lress 
W ao:h. He has been a leader in the fight for . 
Superfund, against nuclear power, and 
againor acid rain. Green's ""'P<rtise is 
marched only by his demmination. He won 
the Democraric nomination againot a man 
who spent S6 million compared to Green's 
$500,000. With his grassroots approach 
Green could surprise ill(Umbent Sen. 
Alfonse. o· Amaw in November. 

Les Aucoin of the Ore&<><is .Firn Dis
trict. is a key environmental advocate on the 
lnroric< Appropriations Subcommittee. He 
has worked to prot:ect America's shontlill<.'S 
from wholesale oil leasing plano pushed by 
the Reagan Administration The Columbia 
Gorge Protection Bill and the Oteson Wil· 
demess Bill are among his """"'' accomp
li.shments. This year, as always, Aucoin is 
under fire from pnwerfu1 On:gon timbot 
imerar.s. 

Top Twet.e Seoaro<s Aa:q>c:iag Campaip Comribwions from Nudeor 
lodmuy and Peaochemial PACs 

Howard Wolpe of Michigan is the only 
member of Conan:ss w tC!tain a 100 percznt 
LCV ra<i"B oveT four aJ<lSa:Utive years. 
Wolpe led the fight to cur fundi"8 from rhe 
dangerous Qinch River B......!er R.e..aUr 
and ~ in repliati"'l rhat coalition in 
the lo"'l 1latrle "' deaurhotizc the us. Syn
m...ic Fuels Corporation. With Rep. Dan 
Glickman of Kansas. he authored and engi· 
neen!d the sua:ess.M passage of the Soil 
Conservation Bill Wolpe has a perfuct 
SANE rati"'l and has been a leader in the 
~nal :llorrro halt nuclear prolikra· 
tion. He i3 simply amo"'l the vecy best in 
the US. Congnss. R.ightwi"'l PAC. have 
tried ~ft.illy ro knock Wolpe OUt of 

l. James Broyhill (R-NC) 
2. Srew Symms (R-ID) 
3. Bob Dole (R-K.S) 
4. Dou Nickles (R.QK) 
5. Frank Murkowski (R-AK) 
6. Jim Abdnor (R..SD) 
7. Arlen Speaor (R-PA) 
8. Rep. Henson Moore (R·LA) 
9. Alphonse D' Amato (R·NY) 
10. Dan Quayle (R-IN) 
11. Bob Kasw1 (R·WI) 
U. Slade Gorron (R·W A) 

$84J25 
~78,735 
$76,900 
$64,569 
$64,141 
$57,550 
$50,775 
$48,116 
.$47,550 
$45J35 
$44,008 
.$42,169 

Contributions examined from Jan. l, 1983 through June 30, 1986 for Senate inaJm.. 
benti and candida"" other rhan """"' who presently hold House seats. Contributions 
to candidates now in the House of Representatives wen: reviewed from Jan. l, 1985 
through June 30, 1986-

i 
i 
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A Greer:t CitySermonene 

W e cculd have green citier, it reemr tp mil: citier habitable f()f' the 
human rpecisr. My fJINticN/4,. fafll:ti.Ber along llmlmtt- citillr fiiJsd 

with trees that comfof't t.IS hy t'eminti.ing t.IS of 0, origins m the fore#. 
Protecting tn from wind and JmOg and the dllllneu of OIW rectangtllat
rm:hitect-_. I would like 10 see green citi8s with m~ekl 1'111ming throt4gh 
them- not f111t into piper-ro that the Wtllllf' wotJd rtnn4nd tn of OIW 

eternal dependence on the great cycle of 111/d['oration and Nin and aJJ the 
riv,.r returning 10 the sea. ~ .. 

I want gn:cn cities with piazzas, plazas. 
spacious and pmt<l<lCd from an-lively 
with the naturlll sociability of our spocies, 
giving -~ to our neighborhoods. Plaa5 
wh<fe we can mee< eadt other at cafes and 
mtiiW'liJ1tS so we C... eat together, lxeak 
bread rogetlu:r. Plaa5 to have the spon~ 
ous cultural and blsincss conversations thar 
lead to the kind ol pmi<ula.r liveliness that 
cities contrillute m our civilizarion. 

I want gn:cn cities with markt:l:s with 
ln!sh fruit. Foods grown in the nei&hJlor· 
hood, or grown near the city, fresh and 
W1COilllllllina I would like to ..., cities 
with tra~~~porwion $'flltemS d'lat move 
goods in and out undergrow>d. out of sight. 
invisibly. And ..,.,... po:opleqWckly al<ll1lld 
the surf= in mini- buses, ca.b.lean, -
cars and buses. Maybe even free bicycles on 
the ·• Ams....-.!am Plan .. -bikes that you. 
would pick up when you need them and lay 
them <lawn when yu.ire finished so some
body else ""' ..... them. 

We need cities that encourage wallcin& 
Streets thar are safe for loitering. as the 
great film direttor jean Renoir said. Cities, 
in short, clillr offer the privileges that are 
taken for granted by village dwellers in any 
heai<hy peasant society. 

We need cities with residential sttu<:t1JreS 
that are integrated with commercial, arnuse
m<nt, and light industrial uses on the wdl
tried European mode-l-nor zoned into 
great ghettos far apart. with cat travel 
required m get from home tif job to 
shopping. 

We need cities with a dea:ttt deosity to 
rnalu: all these things possible, to be energy· 
m~~ and.peop~c We need 
many wlld plaa5 in our cities, shorelines. 
parks, ravines and <:>:1lek-a.nyons where we 
an share pans ol our cities with wild crea· 
rures so that we're constantly reminded that 
we are not the only species m live here. 

If we have, too much conc:rere, break itup 
and rnalu: a..rodc garden. Wherever possible 
plant narive plants that don't need irtiga· 
rinn. ill Gaty Snyder says. leaming the 
plan111 that naturlllly grow in our area is the 
fust step mw'\ld getting to know where you 
really live. Plant edible plants: artichokes 
and aspillllglll for shrubbery; kiwis and 
grapes for vines; strawberries for ground 
cover; ow: and fruit trees for shade. U your 
smoec lades trees, get into your city tree
planting program. Tum out to help do I!JU• 
dming in the pam which are sW"Ve<l for 
money . almost ...-.rywhere. Help swt a 
community vegoablo: garden. 

And iiCI:iDjj as citizens <lw:te's lou more 
that we can do. We can pur pressun! oa our 
plaonin,g depan:mont and plannning (D!\'1-

rnissioos. Help get them oft the steel-and
~ kid<. We can form neighborhood 
associarinos to ina1!as£ our poiiticll!cver, 
ase oa city haiL We can get arrive in parl< 
and rcuestion departments. ;rhete'$ a 
whole lot ol gn:cning of our cities that we 
can aaomplish through thia kind of work. 

Bw: in any ser:moo aboUt a gri!en pondise, 
we abo have ro deal with the devil, right? 
And one happens m be ready It hand- the 
private Qlr. The main enemy of gn:cn cities 
is. in fact, the privlltl! Qlt, The """ is f!'let:y· 
where triwnphanc lndeJ:d cities evety· 

where on earth. - ;- in Ama:ica, are 
heing OYerrllll by CII'.L The greatest cities 
that humans have oonrrived in the whole 
hismry of. our speries ...,.in danae<- Cats.,._ 
multip¥n!!; faster riwl people. 'J.'boy're our.: 
breathing us, mo. They're usizl& up our land 
.irea. They're using up Ou.r economic 
saenp. 

'I'here was a prt>l\:uoc IW1IOd Donald 
AppJeoyw:d who stUdied in great, careful, 
obje<rive and ...-en · rnathemarial doW.! 
eua:jy how inc:re&sizl& traffic Nins a saoet 
and desa:oyo ~ and neighborhood 
vitality. He did his worlr in San Fllll1cisco, 
and he published these saJdies in a book 
a.llcd ~ Slf'fltllr, endizl& the book 
with some wonderful e:umples from.Dutdl 
cities of <Ul*saa Q!.lled "woonerfs" 
where tnffic can only come in slowly, is on 
an f!'letl footing with pedestrians. indoding 
childm>, and geoeraUy doesn't wnd the 
neighborhood. Appleyard knew <lw:te.,.. a 
crucial. difference in driaembip berw<en 
driven and wallten. Driving. even the best 
of us are;- poss.ing tbtougb. We don't live 
there. We can't care for the plooe we are 
driving through as horne. 

In sd>et liunl faa, it is them or us: an 
or people. Bw: ol c:ourse it's abo a:ue. u 
Pogo liRs 10 say, that "We are them." PfOb.. 
ably 111011t of us here toni&bt who have come 

Pogt 17 

The privare automobile is the dragon we must slay. 

10 Cl!lebrate· thia great asrronomial turning 
point came by Qlr-a mighty colleaive self. 
oontradiaion. 

Let me remind you. . what our au:s are 
-doing ro us and to the prospeas of green. 

inhabitable cities. For 001: thing. if you. do 
much driving. you. know they're ruining our 
civility, our feeling ol shared civilized terri· 
tory. Behind the wheel ""'all have a temble 
a:ndoenty "' bc:con:w: signal-jumpers and 
pedesttia& clippers. 

Cats wnd< ·our · baJ.a.oa: of trade as a 
nation. We are selling our ~Ril'!lell 
imo wrn and soybeans-to pay for the forty 
billioo dollars a year of imponed'Oil that we 
need to support our Clll habit. Catsa~~~S~~me 
an eigbdt.,.. more oi all ow:.•a<iot!Oiwealth, 
our national inalml!: Fat many indivaws 
it is even more in the coot of. inswlulre, 

repain. - and police. Lila:- milital)' 
oudap, an impoverisb our rwional 

e<XII'lOitiY· 
Cats are, al leas< in the vision of this 

Ewcoplan Prather, mobile .-yesot~5. They 
are $hinf, ungainly, srne.lly, and dangerous 
-killio;!: more than 50.000 of us -n year 
and injuring almost twO million ~ 
roll enonnously grr:atl!1' than that of any 
rnilhty war in our history. That is. as 
Hobbes said about human heings at theit 
nastiest, "• war.of all a,gainst all" 

'I'here is llO CSOiping the terrible india
mont ol the mtotnobil.e--our joy and our 
destrOJU. We lave the thing that will des
troy us, it bas been said. and this is indeed 
the ase here. Veq likely our socio!l:y will go 
<lawn if we do - somebow ronfrom the 
Qlr and comrol it. The cat is the dragon we 
have wslay if""' are going 10 ao:h.ieoe gn:cn 
cities. 

We can seek ways w rnalu: life more 
difficult tor cars and easier for people, plants 
and ~ 1 like pmi<ula.rly the .. slow 
_ .. idea that has been propoood by the 

Urban Erology orpn.ization in Berkeley. 
This is not ro barricadoe a sme< the way We 
have tlied in Berkeley and """"'other citier. 
But simply ro rnalu: a sme< difficult for an 
10 pass through quiddy, so no driver in hi$ 
or her right mind would tty 10 go that way 
in order 10 ger,iomi!Where. They would only 
so in if they tived there. 

This means speed bwnpo.lt means dlok· 
etS that rnalu: the area for a cat narrower, 
planll!fS and barriers that drivers have to so 
around. And potholes. U the traffic seems 
100 fast Oil your- you. mig!tt want to so 
out and help """"' of tiQJC P'adcs tum into 
.....t potholes. That will persuaile people to 
drive somewhere else; or f!'len - ro drive 
at all 

But JDOS< of all, we have to tty and kick 
the Clll habit in our owo .daily lives as far "" 
we ao. Nobody's going to be perf«t in this. 
r m - "*in& super1nunan dodia.tioo and 

alxtegacion, bur we am all 6nd ways 10 be 
less dependent on cars. We can tty ro live 
oear our work. We can relearn how to walk, 
as even New Y odoers do. We can etplore 
and ~ with the nearby resouro:s 
of our neighbothoods-<he shopping. and 
roant.ion. and friendships, and cotnmllllity 
aaivities thar are dose at hand with people 
whom we mighr learn 10 rely on and have 
them.rely on .-in~ rothingsthat 
are happening aaoss rown. 

We can have gn:cn citier. We must have 
gn:en cities if we want them once more m 
feel livable, - fatniliat-dties that will 
feel like horne. 

·-~-
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The Nemesis 
Affair 

BJ DtWid M. R411if' 

W. W. Nonoa,N""' York 
1986, Sl4.95, 220 porges 
Revi......t by Petw Wild 

Here ir Cl1l11e!, folks. Ne""""'- . ''The 
J:)eath Star." lis rocket:Jng toWard me Oort 
Cloud, a cluster of a>metS parked near our 
sun. The speeding stat wiU arrive like a 
runaway eighteen-wheeler smashing inro a 
lot fuU of cars. Comets will fly off every
where. Inevitably, ar least ooe will plow inro 
0\lf earth. 

At that, life on rhis planet, as rhey say, 
will never be the same again. In fact, there 
may no< be much of it left. 

The whim-wham of a sci·fi writer? The 
hoped-foe disaster oi the gloo<il·and-doom 
set/ 

No, but a scenario espoosed by some of 
the most careful authorities in the field. 
S!:ienrisr~ ar &,rkeley, Harvard, and rhe Uni
versity of OUcago are baddog rhe astral 
script; they claim ir's happened before. 
Every 26 million )"!!tS ot so an erraor bil
liard ball from ourer space slams inro ow: 
soft, vulperoble globe. Hena:, the periodic 
demise of dinosaurs and other =arures that 
had scientists scratching their dlins unril 
this n:a:rn rheocy offered an explanarion. 

Why read about it? Raub goes beyond his 
admirable building of a scilid we for Ner=-
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sis, and..ao a participant in thetbeocy_.s birth, 
jives IJ!I the reporrussions of its~ 
menL Early oompwer rnoddins on Neme
sis led Carl Sagan aod ocht!B into futrher 
srudies of the environmcntaJ impactS of 
aromic ..,...can,, From that grew the m:em 
debaa:s on nuclcat wimer. And char in tutn 
led ro fresh loob at the ongoing ravishmcm 
of the earth's rain forests. 

Much r.o our fun:her inotnJCrion, aod 
sometimes ~r. Raub seu himself the 
aa:ompanying wk of showing how ..:ien<% . 
works in aca:pcing o< rejecting new ideas. 
At times, it works in the same Muchi.avel
li.an atmosphere that poisons other human 
ende1tvors: back stabbing. smear tiCtics, 
downright egomania. Srill, he mncludes, it· 
does work, bomping and lurching. 001: 
finally, belaboredly, grinding we rhe rrutb. 

The medi:is strange <.'Oinbinarion of 
hunger for sensationalism aod yawnins 
nonchalance doesn'r help til<: proa~SS- On 
the one hand, relcvision wams experiments 
with "flashing lights rhat make loud noioa.." 
On the orhe"r, sighs ILwb, a major news-
paper ran irs report of rhe Nemesis theory 
next to "a pio:un: of an unidentified lwdooy 
fan in rhe act of baring her breast ro distna 
the Edmonton Oilm." 

With IUub as our guide rhrough..:ien<%'s 
hair-rearing lah!rrinrhs, wemme away from 
this buol< not only with a better apprecia
tion of how asrrophysicisl5 and miaoblolo
jisrs labor, bur derermil'le<! to have a kindly 
word lot the next scieilrin we meet. 

Peter WiJdiJ a/r<~qwmt comri!JfltMID Not 
ManApm. 

Agricide: The 
Hidden Crisis 

That Affects Us 
All 

BJ Michael W. Fox 

The current aisis" in agricultu.re is more 
than a remporary lapse in an induo<ry 

whose hismty is plapd by c;ydical higha 
aod Jow,s. As Wes Jad<son has said, it is a 
Wlw-e of ~ especially that aopect 
whid> Micas our telatbnship with-. 

To Mid!ael Fox, veterinarian, SOcnrific 
Director of rhe Hllll1Ull! Society of the U ni· 
red Stares. rhe moe of rhl:l problem is our 
desUe 10 dominare nature. Pox'. putpooe in 
writing this buol< is 10 • mnvi""' aU sectors 
of agril:>uliness. as well as ootlSUtllet$, rhar a 
sysrem of agriadwre has evolved over rhe · 
poor rwenry )1!ltS whid>is so flawed u 10 be 
ulrimarely self-destructive." In ow: quest to 
be in a><1trol he says, we have been blind 10 

rhe laws of nature and have aa:epied, often 
ill the expense of all other values, the indus
rrialmncepr that ever greater ea>riomlceffi
cietx:y will solve all ow: problems. 

Applying this «mer to our food produc· 
rion has given us a myriad of te:hnologies 
which have ove~mphasized efficiency, 
r:o<t.-1 the human element in farming. des· 
uoyed rural rommuniri<s, inaased socio
economic safely, aod further separated us 
from the laod that susrains us. The result is 
an agric;ukure that is not sustainable over 

~~the ..,;..·with ~istics 
about the environnv:m::al, political, social, 
ewoomic, and spiritual ills of our current 
agricultural sys<em, most of whid> ~ 
will be &miliac with. He discussa, for 
example, agrichemical mnta.mination of 
wllll!l', soJl, aod food; the inremarionaliza· 
tion of d:lemical- and capi<al-intl!nsive agr>: 
culture; and the increasing nlll1lbet of pests 
'!'hid> are developing resistane10 ro pesri
cides. Pox also touches on k:ss &miliac top
ics: The imldequace nwririon.of oommercial 
per foods; rhe gross itlild<qwlcy of the fed. 
era! moat inspection program; and the a>n· 
neaiuns between rhe arms raa:, rhe federal 
defici~ _ aod the do!dining tiUlllber ol farms 
and larmt'!'S. 

These topics are aU important and rele
vanr. but Pox attmlp15 to rover too mud> 
6fWod in only 176 pages. As a result .lie's 
fon:ed to jump !tom IOpi< ro ropic. often 
without rhe benefit of inrroducto<y or tran
sitional senrences, and he speods too much 
time on some rupia. e~pecially rhe more 
familiar ones, while he does nOt rover oth
ers in sufficient depch. 

Mosr regrerrably, even Pox's unique 
messagc--<bat rhe mis<reat:rnl!ot of aolm· 
als in agriculture is one of rhe more signifi-

cant, disturbing abuses resuking from our 
deiiiation of efficiency- """"""" buried 
beneath this barrage of swiscia aod undear 
connectioos. Even the dlaprer derocled 10 
the edlia of ouc ttllditiooal exploitative 
relationship with animals fails 'tD molui a 
strong case for this position. This is unfottu· 
nare beatuse animal welfare is usually· Pox's 
forte, and it is a ropic which tll:ed$ further 
illten<ion in the growing lireratu.re on alter
nariveagriwltute. 

Fox condudes by listing a tiUlllber of 
a<rions rhar <DtlSillllC:!'S aod ptoducers can 
take in c=uing a more susWnable food 
produaion sysrem. He advocares vegerar· ' 
zanism, buying locally giown food aod 
organic food, aod eduauing yourself about 
rhe true narure of our agriculrural system. 
Regrerubly, alrhoogh rhe issues are impor· 
tam aod are gaining populariry, the pn:re:l-
ing d>apws do tlot form a <Dmpelling 
argument for his viewpoinL 

MkhMI Cwig•/Ji ii • ~ wri&IW' liv-
;,g ;, Whiting, K-sas. . . 

New & Noteworthy 
Bank:rolling DisiJJtorr 
By Steve SdlwattZman 
Sierra Qub, San Francisco 
1986, $3, 32 pages 

Mud> attention has been tocu.ed on the 
role of inremarional lending institutions, 
like the World Bank. in the destruction of 
tropical rainforests. This Sie<r.l Oub boo
klet explains bow rhe varions development 
banks work and shows how concerned citi
zens am iofluence their leoding ,decisions. 
Includes a partildlist of groups aodindividu
als in O<her <OODtries working on de-vclop' 
menr issues, and select.."<! readings. 

Prootm. Pm/ilt From Pol/IliUm ~ .. 
Institute Fnr Lxal Self-Rclian<e 
Washingmo, OC 
1986, 316 pages, $2650 

The Environmc:ntal Pro<ection Agency 
will soon issue stricrrr regulations for dis
posing of roxie was..,., whicll will make it 
more expeasive for oompanies to dispooc 
of their ref.- p,.,,., Profitt is ammpila· 
cion of case stodies of bow different oom· 
panics ,have reduc:cd wasre in their 
prodnaion p~ aod increased profits 
at the same rime. 

lwh~~e There's a Will 
If you don'r wrire a.wiU, the stare you live 

in has already writren one for you. A bro
chure called "Another Way of Giving," pro
duced by Friends of the Earth Foundation, 
describes rhe advantages of writing a will 
and describes various rechniques for rhose 
considering leaving part of their estatl! ro 
Friends of the Earth or its fwndatloi.. 

There are many rechniques available for 
writing your will- uests of varkus 

rypes, testamentary trusts, and pooled 
inoome funds The field of "planned giving" 
is a romplicared but probably necessary ooe., 
and we think you should be aware of rhe 
choi«S available. For a mpy of "Another . 
Way of Giving," '"'"""' Deborah Ogden, 
Development Deportment, FOE, 530 7rh 
Street, Washington, OC 20003, (202)543· 
4312. 
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To the <diror: . . 
I wasn't planaitlg on amttihutiog any 

more, because 1 was so pissed off about how 
you kepc members in the. dark while you 
wasted our a:>ntributions" on an internal 
power s<ruj!gle. 

But I've relented-your iatelligent cover· 
•!!" of rhe ozone depletion in the laa!sr N01 
Man Apar~ 0011Vinoed me. I think global 
warming ra.nb with overpopulation as one 
of the rwo most imponam ea>logical prot,. 
!ems of this centuty (I lis< overpopolation 
boause of habitat desrru<tion in the Third 
World.) I hope NMA tuns more attides on 
rhis is• Keep up the good wodc! 

-Dr. Prancer Vmer · 
~ Sp..;e Flighl c

N.sicMI A-ia and Sp..;e 
Admini11ralion 

• 
Dear E<liror: 

As usual. your roon recent edirion,July
Augus~ was helpful and iniorm.ttive, but 1 
found it iroriic that you failed rohij;blightor 
even mention the oonnea:ion between rwo 
of the major is$ues dealt with in the issue. 
That is, the climatic change resulting from . 
rhe "~ effi:a" and the roleoftrOp-

E.adt month we bring you hun· 
dredo of job 1nd ihlemship Opp<lrtu• 

nlties in soda) d\anp work Ntionwide. 
c.,,.,,uucUy fobs beHeves in work that makes 
a difference, job& are av«ilabte ire 
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ical cainforosts in ~-this effe<;t. 

While Fl'&IICC!ill:a Lyman docs liiiiQtion 
rhe "Kiontific unam:aim:i;,s ..• It what rate 

rhe oceans and forests will swp absorbing 
emissions oi. carbon dmide," """"' is it 
dearly stated that trOpjcal rainforosa fix 
carbon dioxide. rhus funaioning ro lower 
aunospheric C02. The CDntinucd destruc

. -.ion of rhe fllinforests, rberefo<e, ~in 
~ rhe penhou...effin For lad< of 
a 'berrer cerm, I have oome ro all this the 
~~ofthe~effe<x. 
· As rhe nations of the world evenllllllly 
reaUte the disastrous results of global warm
ing. this connection ohould help ro serve as a 
major atgu.ment for rainfoteSt pt'O(ection. 

-JIHI~ 

~E<litor. 
The July I August issue had considorable 
~ of one o( mY main areas of CDn· 
cern: the ....,.rher. I found thm: interesting 
articles on the ~. but all with the 
same theory: the earth is warmin& I think 
that if you .,., going !0 ff:ally \l)Ve1' • subi«t, 
you obould investigate nthet pointS of view. 
Such an opposing theory is that of John 
Hamaker and Don Weaver in rhe book The 
s....,;,;,; of~ published in 1~. 

The news n:ports &orn rodio and TV 
seem ro be reponing one disuter after 
:u:JO<her. Hamala:r asks, "What docs snow 
on the Rivecia have ro do with rhe droughr 
in Erhopia? What docs a recent l'oo!st fire in 
Borneo, rhe IMJ11'5' l'oo!st fire in l'1!(X)I'ded 
hisrory, have ro do with rhe dying of the 
Black Forat in Gemwlyl As you .....; 
Hamaker and W-.;r rhe reasons~ 
dear. 

Hamaker says.., interglaQal period 110('

mally lastS from 10,000 w 11.000 yean, and 
we are 10,800 Y""'" inro rhe pn:seru oae. He 
adds thar during an Ice Age, rhe glaciers 
crush rode orno rhe oattl\• surfoa: and this 
blows ro all pam of the globe, providing the 
lertile !IOil needed during inrrrglacial peri
ods. At the end of an interglaQal period a 
aitical srage is reached in which the avaJia. 
ble minerals bea>me so S<::~~«e thar mos< of 
the minerals in the soil are .....! up. Don 
Weaver,a>-audiO< with Hamaker,ec:piains: 
'This gradual process over 10,000 yean 
leaves a sluinking. sid<ening. very frogile 
wocldwide plaot/~< oover which grows 
increasingly sllSCI!ptible m . . . insects, dis
...., llcid rain, climatic ~ and fires, 
and looc5 its apadry 10 utilize arbon diox
ide as it cnuld earlier in rhe ~ 
period. 

Could rhe odd ....,.rher conditions of the 
last two decades-the <irou&h'" in Africa, 
rhe severe winters in New England, and 
the ,_... cxx:essive rains in California--be 
harbinger$ of another period of glaciation} 
Some thirty times already glad= have 
Wille down from the North." 

-VM.mM-.ksr 
HaiMs, AJ.sk4 

The -hrw ~spond1: The<e's 110 qrws
lion th.s tropicaJ tU/(}f'fls:witm lui greatly 
added to almosphsric '-"on dioxitk. 
Th.s't why lhe llliitOf''! 1WH! (p. 2} tlaliNJ 

th.s lhe "gnmh011.1e rlfm" iir. is "a 'kll· 
llfllll Ct>mf>t'1lio" to lhe ~·of t1Y>Jii· 
cJ def()f'(lrtalioro, a vikJ "'mpaign isftN! /rw 
"""'1 FOB I~ srollfls, s:iroce Clil· 
ling these /fmlsts ir a f>time conlribtttor to 
the gnmh011.1e effea problem . . . tnes 
,J,sod7 """""' iboxids, )'Ill thfl]' release il 
w/wrJ lhfl]''fff. Clll down." 

If my 1- on the po/iliu of lhe 
tkbal• sliglmtd tht! j()f'(lsl issw il's "-se 
lhe -~ now it th.l ~ are 
fowll.y ltwking seriotuly .s ~. p.t.r
rit;rJ..rlj chloro/l110rot:4rbom and otJx.r 
ga~es, whidl <~&eo-jOf' 41~ ar n-h as 
aP C02 emission fJ11t ,togtnher. Defonma
lion it tho"ifhl 10 be " .IOIIrte of only U 
pemm~ of the C02. Ont~ t<....UII, George 
WoodweJI of Woods Hole, Oceanographic 
l~fsti~Mu, hOfJNVer, cJ.mu th• fig""''! "'?"' 
!i4. 50 ~- &I it'r agreed lh.s it will 
1H kut of a ciilpm is the /lltlml far lhtJ tad 
fiiiUOflt 1h.s "wt'll- - of foretls lit/Qf'e 
we rrm- of co.ti," a.i oM EPA o/fit;i4i fJ11t 
is. • ' 

in any C4Se. Jhere are 1W NSY aNUIII'fT. 

IJ't cJu,.th.s a rolt4Mm will h4f'e to come 
from ....Wiis maugies-ps, h4/ling d4fo· 
111s:witm and c~ng 1YI/~nllalion, bill 
pmnarily changing SO&i<lty to rtldiKe •mil· 
Nt:ms -t g-.JJy , ro11tnw. OtiHr:wiu, 
the fo#itstr Wfl ~ abo111 is tiH /Ill
will ""' IH lhoi'e · tomeo"" had the choiu 
of Cllltisg doum bill tho!# th.s di<l ow, 
li/irhled by st...,ge dimtll8 shifts. .. · 

0.. the ;eamd fJOitll: the st:Umlifo: e~ 
liihmeftl h4t · O'lliy m:~~r~~ly nnbr!lalfll the 

lheory th.s we - ~g • "''"'"' 
wiZI'ming t"""'- FrtJ"i the 19401 I!> the 
1960s, 11H lli<mlifo: estillbliJhmettltlio.gbt 
the dimale """ coo/mg. &lth• l<B Ag• 
lheoriu of /olm H-..Mr tksmbed is tht! 
abtwe letter do - htWe ""T ~is 
U>d.ty'; Nlllimwi A ""'-ry of S"""'-, 

. ~g 10 Su,.,. Seidttl. oj'EPA.I myself 
Me - mwmsllled the ~ of 
lhue•thefxrrn. 

• 
Dear Edil'Or: 

I grimaced when I sa;., the llip headline 
on your lead story in the July·Angusr issue. 
'World Popolation Hits Higb five" had the 
mark of an artidt: gleaned from the daily 
press and fleshed our with information 

· from rhe World Almanac. While the popo· 
latinn explosion is Cl!'rntinly a problem thar 
we all nee! ro know more about and SIJl>se.._ 
quenrly address, this artidt: pmends !0 

explain in six short paragraphs one of the 
mooroomplinw:d global problems we face 

I Jived in Banglad<sh, rhe epicenter of the 
popolation explosion, for two years. and 
have spent leuer amountS of time in India, 
Hair~ and either areas of rhe Third World 
where I wiu:loss<:d the effects oll'irst World 
solutions on rhe ~ves of very n:<il Third 
World people. ' 

family planning in those countries docs 
not mean making a visit ro your friendly 
Planned Parenthood oounselor for SOil'l¢ 

· oompassion.ue planning advice. lt is more 
likely ro mean an uno:xpecrX, and,_ unweJ.. 
corned, visit ro your village lrom a member 
of rhe elite class, a person w ""J'J'.t3%Cd from 
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you by caore and eulrure thar nonnal social 
interaction is Uftheatd of. Flmily planaitlg 
in this siiuarinn bea>mes roore a case of rhe 
landowner class telling rhe peasant class 
what to do with <heir li..,., again. And sina 
pills Cl!'rntinly won't be effective {how an 
you be sure rhe women will take them day 
airet day without your pr<sena!? ), it falls w 
either of rwo m•"hods to ~~"' the job done: · · 
srerilization or injecrable cont~ves
Steriliution. roo often bea>mes a tool of 
ooerdon, with monecary rewards or puni· 
tive Jaws serving as the carro<. and rhe sridt. 

The seoond "choice" i> a long-rerm coo
~ive that i> injecred ona: every two or 
thm: months. The problem here is thar roo 
often these contraceptives are still being 
t05<ed on lab animals in the U.£ while theY 
are being administered en masse m TIUn:l 
World oountri<s. 

1~ How the Olher H.Jf Di•s. aurhur 
Susan Grorge expiains the situation very
succin<tly. "If we stnppe<! looking jusr for a 
moment at what we consider robe the prot,. 
lelll$ nf the poorest people ("roo many 
children") and tried ro look at lifefrornmeir 
point of view ("my childn:n an: my only 
wealth*), then we might realize that [fmilly 
planning] without· social changes makiilg 
children 1esJ ~cannx possibly have 
any effe<x." In sbon, we wwld be fur better 
advised m loam why poor people want and 
need children rhan ro wony about alarming 
popolarion figures. I applaud rhe decision to 
cover global popolarion in rhe pages of 

NMA, bot please, "''"' rhe ropic with at 
least as llliArh resean:h as you wwld an 
environmental dueat rinser ro home. 

-D.widP~ 
MimMks, Mont.ana 

CJaSsifieds · 
R.ECYtUD PAPER. m:c ruB aaa.q ul cnviRZIIIZIIIW 
~-~utfaandpnnting:piif~Ct.~ 
~ Earth ~ PI).*, 32~·113 Bm:h L.nc. HatJot 
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FOR RELEASE 

January 6, 1987 #005 

CONCEBNS RAISED ABOUT PROPOSED ALASKAN OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION 

WHITEHORSE - Renewable Resources Minister Dave Porter ann

ounced today that the Yukon goverP~ent is increasing its efforts to 

persuade the United States Department of the Interior to not allow 

oil and gas e;<ploration and development in the Artie National 

Wildlife Refuge in Alaska. 

Porter told the Yukon Legislative Assembly today that present

ations are being made to implement a unanimous motion of the 

legislature that was passed in December in opposition to the U.S. 

proposals. 

Concern has been expressed on both sides of the Yukcn/rUaska 

border that the proposal will have serioub conseguer:ces on the 

future of the Porcupine caribou herd •,.,rhich uses the proposed ragio:-. 

as its calving grounds. 

The renewable resources minister told the legislature that an 

official from his department had made a presentation yest~~~ay to a 

hearing in Anchorage, Alaska and had pointed out a number of 

serious omissions in the draft enviror.mental impact statement. 

" A presentation was also m:~de by the Council for Yukon 

Indians and additional interventions are being made tonight in the 

village of Kaktovik, Alaska by the l?orcupine Caribou r'!anagement 

Board and the band council of Old Cro~." Porter said. 

"On Friday of this week my deputy minist~r and 3 rapr~sa~t-

vention in Washington, D.C. 

. ..... /2 
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"Further to these initiatives, the federal government hopes to 

present its position on the issue to the U.S. Department of the 

Interior at a meeting in Ottawa on January 23. The Yukon goverTh~ent 

will also be represented at that meeting," the minister said. 

Porter told the legislature that it was ironic and disturbing 

that the U.S. government was proposing to reduce protection for the 

wildlife in the Arctic coastal plain after years of urging Canada 

to do a better job of protecting resources on its side of the 

border. 

"It is even more disturbing that they would write an impact 

statement which only makes passing reference to the e£f.ects in 

Canada, when, in fact, several important subsistence species are 

involved and most of the negative socio-economics effects '"'ould be 

experienced in Canada generally and by Old Crow in particular. 

"The Yukon goverTh~ent is deeply concerned about moves toward 

oil and gas drilling in Alaska that could have unfortunate and 

unnecessary long term effects en the ability of the Old Crow pe0ple 

to harvest the Porcupine caribou herd as they have traditionally 

harvested the herd for generations," the minister said. 

Dennis Senger 

Public Affairs Bureau 

(403) 567-5431 

- 30 -

Goverr~ent of Yukon 

Box 2703 

'l'ihi tehorse, Yukcn, YL:l. 2C5 
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MINISTERIAL STATEMENT 

DATE: 06 JANUARY 1987 

BY: HONOURABLE DAVID P. PORTER 

RE: YUKON GOVERNMENT PRESENTATIONS TO U.S. 
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR HEARINGS ON THE 
FUTURE OF THE ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE 
REFUGE, COASTAL PLAIN 

MR. SPEAKER, I AM PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE TODAY n:AT I H/;VE TAWJ 
STEPS TO ENSURE THAT THE YUKON GC\'E,qN!!,ENT, AS \oiELL AS SEVE~,'..L 

MAJOR INTEREST GROUPS, APE MAKING COMPREHENSIVE PRESENTATIONS TO 
THE UNITED STATCS GOVERNMENT, OP~OS!NG THEIR PROPOSAL TO OPEN UP 
THE HEART OF THE PORCUPINE CARISOC HERD CALVING GROUNCS TO OIL AND 
GAS DEVELOPI·:ENT IN ALASKt.. THESE PRESENTATIONS REPR::SE~~~ THE 
ACTIONS WE ARE TAKING TO IMPLEMENT THE UNANIMOUS MOTION OF THIS 
HOUSE SEVERAL WEEKS AGO. 

YESTERDAY IN ANCHORAGE, OFFICIALS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF RENEWABLE 
RESOURCES SPOKE TO A NUMBER OF VERY SERIOUS OMISSIONS IN THE DRAFT 
ENVIRONi~ENTAL IMPACT STATEi"ENT. THE DEP;\RTMENT OF U1TERJQ,q :s 
PROPOSING TO OPEN UP A VAST AREA ON THE NORTHERN SIDE 0~ THE 
ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE TO OIL A!\D GAS LEASES: \•!!THOUT 

EFFECTS ON CANADA; AND WITHOUT LOOKING AT THE TOTAL CUMULATIVE 
EFFECTS OF ALL THE DEVELOPMENTS ON THE CARIBOU, POLAR BEA~S, S~O~ 

GEESE AND M~SK OXEN. 
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A PRESENTATION WAS ALSO MADE SY THE COUNCIL FOR YUKON INDIANS A~D 

ADDITIONAL INTERVENTIONS ARE BEING MADE TONIGHT IN THE VILLAGE OF 
KATOVIK, ALASKA BY THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU MANAGEMENT BOARD AND THE 
BAND COUNCIL OF OLD CROW. ON FRIDAY OF THIS \o.'EEK MY DEPUTY 
MINISTER AND A REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OFFICE 
WILL MAKE A FURTHER-INTERVENTION IN WASHINGTON, D.C. FURTHER TO 
THESE INTIATIVES, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HOPES TO PRESENT ITS 
POSITION ON THE ISSUE TO THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR AT A 
MEETING IN OTTAWA ON JANUARY 23. THE YUKON GOVERNMENT WILL ALSO 
BE REPRESENTED AT THAT MEETING. 

MR. SPEAKER, IT IS A LITTLE I0 0NIC AND VERY DI5TURBUIG THA.T THE 
U.S. GOVERNMENT IS PROPOSING TO REDUCE PROTECTION FOR THE WILDL:FE 
OF THE ARCTIC COASTAL PLAIN, AFTER YEARS OF URGING CANADA TO DO A 
BETTER JOB OF PROTECTING RESOURCES ON OUR SIDE OF THE BORDER. NOW 
WE HAVE A NATIONAL PARK AND S?~CIAL MANAGEMENT MECHA~IS~S IN PL4CE 
AND HAVE IN EFFECT CAUGH~ UP WITH THE U.S.; THEY SEEM TO BE HE~JED 

IN THE ODPOS!TE DIRECTION. 

IT IS EVEN MO?E DISTUP.SING THAT THEY WOIJLO \IP:TE Ari U':?ACT 
STATE~'ENT WHICH ONLY MM~ES P~SSING REFERENCE: TO THE E'F:::CTS l'l 
CMADA, WHEN, IN FACT, SEVERAL IMPORTANT SUBSISTENCE SPECIES ARE: 
INVOLVED AND MOST OF THE NEGATIVE SOCIO-ECONOMIC EFFECTS WOULD BE 
EXPERIENCED IN CANADA GENERALLY, AND BY OLD CROW IN PARTICULAR. 
THE YUKON GOVERNMENT IS DEEPLY CONCERNED ABOUT MOVES TO~ARD OIL 
AND G~S DRILLING IN AL~.SKA T.'i.~.T COULD HA'/E UI\I'O;nur;~TE A,'i::J 
UNNECESSARY LONG TER"1 EFFECTS ON THE ABILITY OF THE OLD C~OA 

PEOPLE TO HARVEST THE PORCU;:,INE CARIBOU HERD AS THEY Hn.'/E 
TRADI7!0NALLY HhRVESTED T~~ H~RD FOR GEMERATJONS. 

IN LIGHT OF THESE CIRCUMSTANCES ~E HAVE INSTRUCTED OUR OFFICIALS 
TO MAKE VERY STRONG STATEMENTS ON BEHALF OF OUR GOVERNME~T AND IN 
THE INTERESTS OF THE PEOPLE OF OLD CROW A,'!D THE PEOPLE OF Tf-'E 
YUKON AND THE NORTH. COPIES OF THE STATEMENT MAD~ IN A~CHORAGE 

ARE AVAILABLE FOR YOUR REVlE~. 
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STATEMENT BY THE 

GOVERNMENT OF THE YUKON TERRITORY 

IN RESPONSE TO THE 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

DRAFT ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, ALASKA, 
COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 

PRESENTED BY: 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
JANUARY 9, 1987 

W.J, KLASSEN, DEPUTY MINISTER, 

DEPARTMENT OF RENEWABLE RESOURCES 

W, 0PPEN, DIRECTOR, INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS BRANCH 
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OFFICE 



GoVERNMENT OF THE YUKON PRESENTATION To 
THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR DRAFT ANWR EIS HEARINGS 

(WASHINGTON, JANUARY 9, 1987) 

MR. CHAIRMAN, PANEL MEMBERS, DISTINGUISHED OBSERVERS, lADIES AND 
GENTLEMEN: 

MY NAME IS WILLIAM J, KLASSEN, I AM THE DEPUTY MINISTER OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF RENEWABLE RESOURCES FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
YUKON. OUR DEPARTMENT HAS THE PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

MANAGEMENT OF THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD WHEN IT IS PRESENT ON 
THE CANADIAN SIDE OF THE ALASKA/YUKON BORDER, 

WITH ME TODAY IS MR, WILLIAM 0PPEN, THE DIRECTOR OF THE 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS BRANCH OF THE YUKON GOVERNMENT'S 
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OFFICE, MR, 0P?EN HAS THE PRIMARY 
RESPONSIBILITY FQR LIAISON BETWEEN OUR GOVERNMENT AND OTHERS, 

WE WOULD LIKE TO BEGIN OUR REMARKS TODAY BY THANKING YOU FOR THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE THIS PRESENTATION. THE RESOURCES OUR T\'10 

COUNTRIES SHARE ALONG THE ALASKA/YUKON BORDER ARE CRITICALLY 
IMPCRTANT TO THE PEOPLES OF THE YUKON SO WE ARE TRULY T!-fANKFl.lL 
FOR THE PRIVILEGE OF REPRESENTING OUR INTERESTS iN THESE MATTERS, 

IN THE rwo PREVIOUS HEARI~GS THIS W[EK IN KAKTOVIK AND ANCHORAGE, 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR HAS HEARD PRESENTATIONS BY 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF OF OUR DEPARTMENT, FROM THE PEOPLE AMD ELD~3S 

OF THE COMMUNITY OF OLD CROW, FROM OUR PORCUPINE CARIBOU 
MANAGEMENT BoARD, AND Fr.J; .• THE COUNCIL FOR. YuKON INDIANS, As 
WELL, TODAY, WE ARE TABLING A TECHNICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DRAFT 
EIS. 

WE ARE HERE TODAY TO REPEAT AND REINFORCE THE COMPLEMENTA3Y 

MESSAGES IN THESE DIFFERENT PRESENTATIONS - AND TO URGE YOU TO 
RECONSIDER THE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULL DEVELOPMENT COMTAI~ED i~ 

THE DRAFT EIS. WE SINCERELY BELIEVE THAT CRITICAL W:LDLI?S 
HABITATS AND RESOURCES ON THE ALASKAN AND C.l\NADIMI NoRTH SLOPE 
SHOULD BE STRONGLY PROTECTED, AND THAT THE NORTH SLOPE ITSELF 
SHOULD BE MANAGED ACCORDING TO CONSERVATION-ORIENTED OBJECTIVES, 
ANY DEVELOPMENT IN THIS REGION SHOULD BE PER11ITTED ONLY IF IT 
WOULD NOT CONFLICT WITH THE CONSERVATION OF THE WILDLIFE 
RESOURCES, 

WE FURTHER BELIEVE THAT REASONS FOR PROTECTING THE 1002 LANDS ARE 
FAR MORE COMPELLING THAN THE OFTEN LIM! TED TECHNICAL RE,\SONS 
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FORWARDED IN THE REPORT, ALTHOUGH THE DRAFT EIS DOES IDENTIFY 
THE TRADEOFF$ WHICH WOULD BE REQUIRED TO ALLOW FULL DEVELOPMENT 
IN THE 1002 LANDS, IT DOES NOT ADEQUATELY ADDRESS THE TANGIBLE 
REALITY THAT THE MOST HEAVILY IMPACTED SPECIES ARE TRANSBOUNDARY 
RESOURCES OF CONSIDERABLE INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE, 

WITH RESPECT TO THE PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD, FOR EXAMPLE, A MAJOR 
IMPACT IS IDENTIFIED DUE TO THE ENCROACHMENT OF DEVELOPMENT INTO 
THE HEART OF THE CALVING GROUNDS, THE EIS SUGGESTS THAT SUCH AN 
ENCROACHMENT COULD LEAD TO A 20-40% REDUCTION IN THE SIZE OF THE 
CARIBOU HERD, FoR THAT REASON ALONE, WE BELIEVE THAT ANY SUCH 

IMPACT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ENTIRELY UNACCEPTABLE, HOWEVER, WE 

FURTHER BELIEVE THAT THE DRAFT EIS CONSIDERABLY UNDERESTIMATES 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF A REDUCTION OF THAT MAGNITUDE TO THE 
SUBSISTENCE USERS OF THE HERD, WHO ARE PRIMARILY LOCATED IN 
COMMUNITIES IN CANADA INCLUDING OLD (ROW IN THE YUKON AND FoRT 

McPHERSON, ARCTI~ RED RIVER, AKLAVIK, INUVIK AND TUKTOYAKTU:< IN 

THE NoRTHWEST TERRITORIES, BY IGNORING SUCH TRANSBOUNDARY 

EFFECTS THE DRAFT EIS IS FUNDAMENTALLY FLAWED, 

WE ALSO MUST VOICE OUR CONSIDERABLE DISAGREEMENT WITH THE WRITERS 
Q;. THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY WHO SUGGEST THAT DEVELO!"MEi'!TS GN IHE 
CARIBOU CALVING GROUNDS CAN BE UNDERTAKEN WITH NO NET L.GSS OF 
HABITAT QUALITY, SUCH A STATEMENT CONTRADICTS THE MAIN BGDY OF 
THE DRAFf EIS AND WE B~LIEVE SUCH AN ACHIEVEMENT IS LIKELY 
IMPOSSIBLE, 

WE HAVE SIMILAR CONCERNS ABOUT THE OTHER SIGN IF I U>.NT 
TRANSBOUNDARY SPECIES, 

THE MUSKOXEN PRESENT. IN ALASKA ARE SLOWLY REPOPULATING THE ARCTIC 

NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE AREA AS \'/ELL AS THE NORTHERN YUKON, 

WHERE THEY WERE EXTIRPATED DURING THE LAST CE~TURY, THIS IS A 

VALUABLE AND H!PORTANT OCCURENCE WHICH SHOULD BE PER11ITTED TO 
CONTINUE, 

THE MIGRATORY SNOW GEESE POPULATIONS, WHICH USE THE 1002 LANDS AS 

AN IMPORTANT STAGING AREA, ARE ALSO UNDER CONSIDERABLE THREAT 
FROM THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS, AND THERE IS VERY LITTLE 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL IMPORTANCE OF THE SPECIES, 

HOWEVER, WE DO NOTE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
RECOGNIZES THE IMPORTANCE OF WATERFOWL HABITATS, \'IE WERE VERY 
ENCOURAGED TO READ IN A RECENT ISSUE OF THE DUCKS UNLI11ITED 
JOURNAL THAT AssiSTANT SECRETARY HoRN IS WELL APPRISED OF THe 
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INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF WATERFOWL HABITATS SUCH AS THE 
ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE NORTH SLOPE, WITH REFERENCE TO 

THE NORTH AMERICAN WATERFOWL MANAGEMENT PLAN, WHICH HAS THE GOAL 
OF PROTECTING AN ADDITIONAL FIVE MILLION ACRES OF HABITAT BY THE 
YEAR 2000, AssiSTANT SECRETARY HORN STATED THAT 11 THE PLAN GOES 
AFTER HABITAT ACQUISITION SO THAT WE CAN START TO BUILD HABITAT 
BACK UP, ONE OF THE CRITICAL ELEMENTS IN HELPING PUT OUR 

WATERFOWL POPULATIONS BACK TOWARD THE 100 MILLION LEVEL, THE 
OBJECTIVE NOW IS TO GET THE FINGER IN THE DIKE AND STOP THE 
LEAKING 11

, IN OUR OPINION, PROTECTING THE ARCTIC NATIONAL 
WILDLIFE REFUGE COASTAL PLAIN WOULD DO MUCH TO ACHIEVE THIS, 

SIMILARLY, POLAR BEARS PRESENT IN THE AREA ARE PART OF A LARGER 
REGIONAL POPULATION THAT SHOULD BE ASSESSED IN A MORE 
COMPREHENSIVE MANNER THAN THAT PROVIDED IN THE DRAFT EIS, 

CARIBOU, POLAR BEAR, WATERFOWL AND OTHER MIGRATORY SPECIES PLAY A 
CRUCIAL ROLE IN THE SUBSISTENCE ECONOMIES OF THE LARGELY NATIVE 
COMMUNITIES IN THE YUKON AND IN THE NORTHWESTERN CORNER OF THE 

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, IN RECENT YEARS WE HAVE BEGUN TO BETTER 
MANAGE THESE SPECIES, BOTH FOR THEIR OWN SAKE AND TO ENSURE THAT 

THE SUBSISTENCE ECONOMY IS SUPPORTED IN A MANNER WHICH U,N BE 

SUSTAINABLE INTO THE FUTURE, THESE MEASURES HAVE INCLUDED THE 

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NORTH YUKON NATIONAL PARK AND IIERSCHEL 

ISLAN~ TERRITORIAL PARK AND THE SETTLEMENT OF THE lNUVIALUIT LAND 

CLAIM, WHICH ESTABLISHES A CONSERVATION-ORIENTED REGIME FOR 
MANAGEMENT oF THE YuKoN's NoRTH SLOPE, IN ADDITION, THE 
GOVERNMENTS OF CANADA, THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES AND THE YUKON 
GOT TOGETHcK WITH NATIVE INTERESTS TO CREATE AN IN-CANADA 
AGREEMENT ON MANAGEMENT OF THE PoRCUPINE CARIBOU HERD, THIS 
AGREEMENT HAS BEEN IMPLEMENTED THROUGH THE PoRCUPINE CARIBOU 
MANAGEMENT BOARD, IT IS WORTH POINTING OUT THAT THE STIMULUS FOR 
MANY OF THESE MEASURES WAS THE CREATION OF THE ARCTIC NATIONAL 
WILDLIFE REFUGE IN 1980, AND OTHER CONSERVATION MEASURES ENACTED 
IN ALASKA, 

THESE LAND ALLOCATIONS AND MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES HAVE BEEN PUT IN 
PLACE TO PROTECT HABITAT FOR PoRCUPINE CARIBOU AND OTHER SPECIES, 
AND TO ENSURE AN APPROPRIATE, SUSTAINABLE ALLOCATION OF THE 
HARVEST IN THE REGION, THEY ARE AN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THE 

DEPENDENCE OF THE PEOPLE OF OLD CROW ON THE HARVEST OF THE 

PORCUPINE CARIBOU HERD AND AN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THE CONSIDERABLE 
IMPORTANCE OF THE HERD, GENERALLY, TO TH:O PEOPLE OF THE YUKON, 
THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES AND CANADA, IN ADDITION, THEY ARE AN 
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INDICATION OF OUR GOVERNMENT'S STRONG COMMITMENT TO THE 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WoRLD CONSERVATION STRATEGY, 

MR. CHAIRMAN) NONE OF THESE VERY SIGNIFICANT FACTORS ARE 

IDENTIFIED IN A MEANINGFUL" WAY IN THE DRAFT E I S1 WHICH 

NONETHELESS PROPOSES TO IMPOSE A DRASTIC REDUCTION IN THE SIZE OF 
THE HERD THAT WILL POTENTIALLY HAVE A HUGE EFFECT ON OUR PEOPLE 

AS WELL AS YOURS, 

MR. CHAIRMAN 1 ALL OF THE SPECIES AT RISK FROM THE PROPOSED 

DEVELOPMENT HAVE BOTH UTILITARIAN AND INTRINSIC VALUE AS PART OF 
THE ARCTIC ECOSYSTEM, 
FIGURE HIGHLY IN THE 
IMPORTANCE OF ARCTIC 

THEY ARE INTERNATIONALLY SIGNIFICANT AND 
NORTH AMERICAN UNDERSTANDING OF THE 

REGIONS, PROTECTING COMPLETE ARCTIC 
ECOSYSTEMS WAS THE PRIMARY VISION OF THOSE WHO DEVELOPED THE 
ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE AND WHO LATER HELPED TO CONVINCE 
THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA TO PROCEED WITH COMPLEMENTARY PROTECTIO~ 

MEASURES, IT \~OULD INDEED BE EXCEPTIONALLY UNFORTUNATE IF THIS 
VISION WERE FORSAKEN1 BASED ON AN INCOMPLETE ASSESSHE~lT OF THE 
VALUES OF THE REGION, 

MR. CHA!R:1ANJ IN OUR VARIOUS PRESENTATIONS THIS WE::OK WE HAVE 
POINTED OUT A RANGE CF PROBLE1,1S WITH. THE DRAFT E!S: WE HAVE 
TECHNICAL CONCERNS ABOUT ASPECTS OF THE INTERPRETATION OF 
BIOLOGiCAL DATA; WE HAVE DISAGREEi'lENTS HITH THE RATING OF T.'-lE 
SIGNIFICANCE OF SGME IMPACTS; AND WE ARE DISTURBED BY THE 

TRADEOFF THAT HAS BEEN CHOSEN BY THE AUTHORS OF THE DRAFT E!S, 

PARTICULARLY IN THE LATTER CASE THERE IS A FAILURE TO ACKNOWLEDGE 
THE 1 RANSBOUNDARY EFFECTS OF DEVELOP11ENT, WHEN ONE CONSIDERS 
FURTHER THAT THERE IS NO ASSESSMENT OF THE CUMULATIVE EFFECTS OF 

DEVELOPMENTS ON 1002 LANDS WITH THE PROPOS~D DEVELQPMENTS ON THE 
OUTER CoNTINENTAL SHELF LEASE SALES OR OTHER POTENTIAL 
DEVELOPMENTS OR ACTIVITIES IN ALASKA AND THE IMMEDIATELY ADJACENT 
AREAS OF CANADA1 ONE CAN ONLY CONCLUDE THAT THE DRAFT E!S DOES 
NOT PROVIDE AN ADEQUATE ASSESSMENT OF THE NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES 
OF DEVELOPi·1EiH, 

WE WOULD ALSO ADD THAT IF WE CONSIDER 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS IN LIGHT OF THE 

THIS UNDERESTI.\lATE OF 
EXTREMELY PROBLEMATIC 

NATURE OF THE ENERGY RESOURCE ESTIMATES~ 'liE ARE NOT CONVINCED 
THAT THE TRADEOFF PROPOSED IN THE DRAFT E!S IS EITHER A REALISTIC 
OR A COMPLETELY FAIR EXPOSITION OF ALL THE FACTORS AT RISK IN THE 
SITUATION, 
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THE CUMULATIVE EFFECTS OF SEVERAL DEVELOPMENTS COULD ONLY BE 
DEALT WITH THROUGH JOINT PLANNING WITH ALL RESOURCE USERS ON BOTH 
SIDES OF THE BORDER, THIS RAISES THE ISSUE OF CONSULTATION WITH 
OUR GOVERNMENT AND OTHER CANADIAN JURISDICTIONS, ALTHOUGH 
REQUIRED UNDER SECTION 1005 OF THE ALASKA NATIONAL INTEREST LANDS 
CONSERVATION ACT, NO CONSULTATIONS WITH OUR GOVERNMENT OR OTHER 
CANADIAN AGENCIES, INTEREST GROUPS OR NATIVE ORGANIZATIONS 
OCCURRED, IN THE HEARINGS IN ANCHORAGE ON THE OFFSHORE LEASE 
SALES, WE MADE AN INTERVENTION IN WHICH WE EXPRESSED OUR CONCERNS 
ABOUT THE LACK OF CONSULTATION WITH AGENCIES IN CANADA. WE WOULD 
LIKE TO EMPHASIZE THAT SAME CONTINUING CONCERN HERE TODAY, ONLY 
BY ACTIVE AND ONGOING CONSULTATIONS BETWEEN OUR JURISDICTIONS CAN 
WE ENSURE COORDINATED AND CONSISTENT MANAGEMENT OF THE 
TRANSBOUNDARY RESOURCES THAT WE SHARE, THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA, 

THROUGH THE FEDERAL DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, HAS FORMALLY 
REQUESTED A MEETING OF UNITED STATES, ALASKAN, YUKON AND FEDERAL 

CANADIAN OFFICIALS TO FULFILL THE REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 1005, 
ALTHOUGH IT HAS NOT BEEN CONFIRMED, IT IS OUR UNDERSTANDING AT 
THIS TI:.lE TH!.T THE MEETING MAY BE HELD LATER THI'S i·lONTH IN 
OTTAWA I 

To SUM UP, MR. CHAIRMAN, WE HAVE THREE MAIN CONCERN!> WITH THIS 
EJS. fiRST, WE WOULD NOTE THAT, DESPITE THE REQUIREMENTS OF 

SECTION 1005 OF ANILCA, NO CANADIAN GOVERNMENTS, AGENCIES, NATIV~ 

GROU?S, ~NVIRONMENTAL GROUPS OR OTHER INTEREST GROUPS WERE 
OFFICIALLY CONSULTED ABOUT THE 1002 REPORT, SECOND, THE EIS DOES 
NOT ADEQUATELY CONS! DER THE POTENTIAL CUMULATIVE EFFECTS OF THE 
VARIOUS DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES IN THE ALASKAN NORTH SLOPE AND 
tHE ADJOINING CANADIAN LANDS AND WATERS, THIRD, THE 

RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE E!S DO NOT REFLECT THE BROADER ECOLOGICAL 
RESPONSIBILITIES THAT OUR GOVERNMENTS SHARE TO ENSURE THAT THIS 
GLOBALLY-SIGNIFICANT WILDLIFE RESOURCE IS MANAGED TO rlEET 
CONSERVATION-ORIENTED OBJECTIVES, 

IN VIEW OF THESE AND OTHER CONCERNS WE HAVE RAISED, MR, CHAIRMA~, 

WE WOULD STRONGLY URGE THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR TJ 
RECONSIDER THE SUBSTANCE AND THE CONCLUSIONS OF THIS DRAfT EI$, 

THE RESOURCES AT RISK ON THE 1002 LANDS ARE NOT SIGNIFICMlT 
SOLELY FROM AN ALASKAN PERSPECTIVE, THEY ARE ALSO Or 
CONSIDERABLE SIGNIFICANCE TO CANADA AND HAVE WELL-ACKNOWLEDGED 
INTRINSIC INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE, AND SHOULD BE MANAGED 
ACCORDINGLY. IN THE LAST 15 YEARS, BOTH IN ALASKA AND IN CANADA 
SIGNIFICANT STEPS HAVE BEEN TAKEN TO PROTECT THESE RESOURCES, lN 
OUR OPINIONJ HOWEVER, THE FULL-LEASING ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDED IN 
THE DRAFT EIS WOULD BE A STEP IN THE WRONG DIRECTION, 
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY, 

i 
I 

/ 

I 
I 
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SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL ISSUES AND CONCERNS 

Following a technical review of the draft EIS by the professional 

staff of the Department of Renewable Resources and the 

Intergovernmental Relations Office, the Government of the Yukon 

offers the following comments and concerns which should be 

addressed in the final EIS. 

A. GENERAL 

The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) is nearly unique as a 

conservation system that is intended to protect a complete 

spectrum of various undisturbed arctic ecosystems in North 

America; the 1002 area is biologically the most productive part 

of ANWR. Given the biological richness of the area and the 

proposed scale . of development under the full leasing scenario, 

the potential adverse environmental effects are unprecedented and 

not at all analogous to the Pruchoe Bay (PB) Development. 

The pro-development nature of,the Executive Summary is in direct 

contrast: to the rather. well balanced section on Er.vironmental 

Consequences prepared by the ~SFWS. DOI proposes full leasing of 

1002 lands and to control development by "imposing appropriate 

mi t:igative mea!"iures". DOI ~dl! de this by ensuring that 

"unnecessary adverse effects on the environment are avoided and 

that compensation for una~oidable loss of habitat occurs". These 
I 

are reassuring words but fundamentally impossible to implement. 

There is a lack of strategi 

North Slope that confounds 

land use planning on the Alaska 

ability to predict effects of 

development. There appears to be no coordination between 

landowners or proposed oil/ leasing schemes (OSS sale'97, 

sales on private or State la dsjwaters, etc.). The cumulative 

impacts, and their effects on ukon North Slope development, muot 

be considered before one can raalistically evaluate environmental 

impacts. Site-specific mitigJtive measures ~re rendered useless 
I 

when regional development as on 1002 lands, is uncontrolled. 

As with the OCS sale '97, no Canadian agencies, governments, 

native or environmental groups were officially consulted on the 

1002 report. 
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B. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

Caribou 

Seventy-eight percent of the core calving area for the Porcupine 

Caribou Herd lies within 1002 lands; the proposed east-west 

running pipeline/haul road could affect access to 80% of coastal 

insect-relief habitat. Displacement from the calving area 

represents a complete loss of habitat that cannot be mitigated; 

the magnitude of adverse effects is speculative but sui table 

alternative calving areas for the Porcupine Caribou Herd are not 

apparent. 

Loss of calving habitat and barriers to free mover.1ent would 

reduce access to insect relief and feeding areas and result in 

increased levels of stress and disturbance. Cumulatively, these 

effects would reduce both available habitat and habitat values on 

remaining areas, resulting in population declines. 

Repeated references in the Executive Summary to the Prudhoe Say 

Oil Field (PBOF) and its "minimal" impact on the wildlife 

resource, are misleading and not applicable to the 1002 landc for 

the following reasons: 

1. The C~ntral Arctic Herd (CAH) has n~t iocreased because of 

oil development; its growth is due to high calf 

"' production/survival and relatively light hunting; t!"l.e PBOF 

has displaced CAH calving without apparent adverse effects 

because only a small part of calving grounds are affected 

and suitable alternative high quality habitat is available. 

There are a lot fewer caribou in the CAH (13,000) than the 

PCH ( 180,00Cl) and the CAH is not yet using the available 

habitat to capacity. 

2. The partial habituation to oil development apparent in C~H 

(particularly among bulls) that may spend r.1ost of th~ 

summer, and some all year, near PBOF or the pipeline is not 

is transferable to PCH. PCH 

on 1002 lands in much higher 

necessarily 

spend only 

evidence 

1 2 

that 

months 

densities and in much larger groups (linear developments are 

more likely to become barriers to large groups of caribou); 

thus habituation to oil development is less likely for th~ 

PCH particularly since it consists mainly of pregnant cows 

or cows with calves. 

3. The TAPS corridor runs north-south along the migration route 

of CAH. The proposed road and pipeline on 1002 lands runs 
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east-west and separates calving area from coastal insect 

relief, habitat and is therefore more likely to become a 

barrier. 

4. Experiences with PBOF and CAH do not answer questions of 

what happens when caribou are displaced from their calving 

ground; concerns over similar developments on other herds 

are still valid. 

The stated intent, under the full leasing scenario, is to leave 

the PCH calving area until last to allow experiences from the 

rest of 1002 to be used in developing mitigation for the calving 

area; this would protect calving area but still inhibit access to 

coastal insect relief habitat. 

The importance of the PCH for subsistance use in Yukon and 

western N.W.T. must be stressed; in some years up to 80% of the 

harvest occurs ln Canada; thus adverse effects on the ?CH will be 

magnified in Canada. 

Muskox 

Impacts on muskoxen are considered major as they will be ex9osed 

to year-round activity throughout most of their exis~ing habita~. 

There is no information avail~ble en the res~cnse of ~usk0xen to 

sustained oil development activities but given their 

non-migratory, localized ·""feeding behavior and conservative winte:

energy budgets, one could expect a major change in distribution 

and population growth. The herd on the coastal plain is t~e only 

population on the Alaskan North Slope and groups or individuals 

have moved across to the Yukon where a subpopulation may now be 

establisher]. The continued expansion of this muskox population 

is unlikely given full scale development. 

Protection of the PCH calving area would only protect a s:na:Ll 

portion of muskox population. 

Polar Bear 

The Beaufort Sea popula·tion of polar bear ranges from Barrow to 

Tuktoyul<tuk and numbers about 2000 bears. The population is 

currently stable and cannot withstand further mortality without 

resulting population decline. We have concerns over direct 
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mortality from oil spills and we can foresee abandonment of 

maternal denning areas. The only significant onshore denning area 

is on, and adjacent to, 1002 lands and both proposed marine port 

sites are confirmed denning areas, especially Pokok on the east 

side of 1002 lands. 

Most denning occurs offshore and sites have been 

throughout the OCS Sale '97 area; a good example 

cumulative impact of two developments (1002 plus Sale 

the potential for major adverse impacts on an 

subsistence species shared internationally. This 

addressed in the EIS. 

Waterfowl 

confirmed 

where the 

'97) has 

important 

is not 

Ninety-nine percent of 1002 area is considered wetland which is 

often considered critical habitat for breeding, moulting, staging 

and migrating tiirds. A major is expected on snow geese 

that breed on Banks Island and use 1002 area as st~ging site in 

the fall; between 100-300,000 snow geese or 15 - 20% of the Banks 

Island population use the are~. Th3se birds are a shared 

resource with considerable subsistence value. The subsistence 

issue is not addressed in the EIS, nor is the international 

significance adequately covered. 

Further it is not apparent that the EIS adequately considers th3 

potential volumetric dem·and for drilling water nor the spatial 

extent of the impacts of stream diversion and potential damming. 

Seasonal flow patterns of coastal streams are quite :~kely to be 

modified and the effects of this are as yet unassessed. 

C. CONCLUSION 

The draft EIS confirms the considerable biological signficance o£ 

the ANWR lands, and the fact that most of the ?orcupine Cari~cu 

Herd {PCH) calving area and insect-relief habitat is located in 

the 1002 lands {78%). However, based on the initial winter 

seismic exploration of the 

predict that there is a 19% 

oil reserve {at $33.00/bbl). 

region, the DOI computer models 

change of economically recoverable 

Asst:.ming Oil is discovered the 

computer model predicts there is a 95 percent chance that 0. 6 

billion barrels of recoverable oil is available and there is a 

five percent chance of 9.2 billion barrels available .. Given the 

shape of the probability distribution, the most likely discovery 
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will be 3.2 billion barrels of oil under the plain. U.S. demand 

for oil is estimated at 16 milli on barrels per day by the year 

2000. If the ANWR area were developed and the ·oil discoveries 

were indeed achieved, the total U.S. demand would be met for 200 

days. 

The Department of Interior takes the position that the likelihood 

of discovery of oil, outweighs the acknowledged negative 

environmental impacts, including a 20 - 40% decrea~e in the size 

of the PCH. 

We do not agree that the very uncertain potential for recovering 

3.2BB is balanced by the loss of 

1. a significant portion of the PCH calving area 

2. the continued expansion of the only North Slope muskox 

population 

3. an unknown but potentially important segment of the 

Beaufort Sea polar bear population 

4. wetland habitat for internationally important migratory 

snow geese 

5. wilderness values in an e~ologically unique area 

6. subsistence lifestyle not only in Kaktovik but also in 

Old Crow that have few alternatives to the PCH. 

To suggest, as is done in the Executive Summary, that 

"development on 1002 lands would proceed with the goal of no net 

loss of habitat quality and that unnecessa-cy adve::::se effects 

would not be allowed to occur" is an unfortunate 

misrepresentation and will not be achievable. 

We believe the draft EIS should be amended to account fa::: the 

various technical points raised above. If the Department of 

Interior disagrees with any of the technical points we have 

raised we would appreciate receiving a written explanation of the 

reasons for the disagreement. 

Thank you. 
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and graduated as a lawyer. Now, to sit there as a Member of the 
¥ukon Legislature would give me great pride and great pleasure. 

We hope that the costs involved will not be prohibitive, and I 
have no hesitation in directing the House Leaders to make every 
possible effort to reach an agreement by which a sitting could be 
arranged to take place in Dawson in 1987. Thank you. 

ApplaiLf.? 

Hoo. Mr. Klmmerly: I am glad the previous speaker men
tioned costs, because that is part of the subject of my addition to 
this debate. When we get to it in the Capital Supplernentaries, 
Members will discover that there is money allocaied in Justice for 
this building. What we are going to do is reconstruct the old desks, 
which existed there in the Chambers' heyday. This will be, of 
course, a little more expense than buying modem furniture, 
however it will enable local economic stimulation in that the cabinet 
work can be done in Yukon and we can copy the old desks. I am 
told that two of them exist, which are in poor shape, but it is 
possible to reconstruct that old furniture. 
" Hon. Mr. Kimmerly: This will. of course, add to the tourism 
potential of that room, especially in that building, as it can be a 
room that can be displayed to tourists. It will also be used for the 
circuit court when it sits in Dawson if the court consents to sit in a 
room that displays a crest, which exists in the building as well. 

Hon. Mr. Peniltett: I would like to join this debate briefly. 
Unlike the fort:mate Member for Porter Creek West, my education 
is not complete and in some way one might argue that daily 
attendance in this House contributes to that process, but ! must say 
that it is a toss-up some days as to which was the more pleasant of 
the two experiences, school or this institution to which I now 
attend. 

Let n;e soy quite simply tha: havi:~g mcved the motion referred to 
by the Me;nbers here and having been joined in debate on that 
occasion by the then Minister responsible, the Member for 
!liverdale South, and seeing the readiness to respond to this 
i:~itiative, I am, as ti'e Mil;ister of Renewab!: Resources said, 
extr~ordmarily pleased to i1ave been blessed with the opportunity in 
my present role to see it through to completion. 

Let me say without hesitation, in my view. that this is the most 
beautiful building in the Yukon Territory. Architecturally I think it 
is the most appealing. I also think the use of fir and native woods 
throughout is a wonderful example of what can be done, or what 
was done, by our forefathers with local materials and the building 
materials of the day. 

On the last occasion that I was in that building, which, as the 
Member for Porter Creek East said, the locals refer to as the 
Museum Building, I wandered up into the Legislative Chamber. It 
was, as I said in 1983, a very sad occasion for me. As someone 
w::.o is perverse enoagh to acluzlly iike !egi>lators and is 
monomaniacal on the subject not to have visited every single one in 
this country at one point or another, and is even soft-hearted enough 
to feel quite sentimental about such facilities and their importance 
to our culture and civilization, and not just our political life, I was 
disturbed by the condition of the Chamber as it was then. There was 
furniture on its side with cobwebs and dust. It was in a general state 
of disrepair. 
" Even though the Chamber is not yet furnished, even naked like it 
is, it is a beautiful si~ht. It is wonderful to see what has been done 
in the restoration of that building. I, for one, will look forward with 
great anticipation to the opportunity of holding a silting, even a 
brief one, even a ceremonial one, at some occasion next vear in that 
place. ' 

I think it is important that, as a Legislature, we do that, not just 
as a gesture, as the Member for Faro suggested, towards a rural 
visibility. I think it is also important for us to do to maintain a 
sense, as few Members - save and except the Leader of the 
Official Opposition- will have, of the continuity and the longevity 
of this institution. I think you can make a convincing argument, for 
example, that this Legislature, as an institution, is older than 
Saskatchewan's. That is something that I think few Canadians 
would appreciate. 

Because we are in a new building, in a new facility. in a new 
capital, I think we lose the sense of that. We lose touch with the 
past. I think it is as dangerous to neglect one's history as it is to be 
absentminded about one's future. I think it is very important that we 
celebrate the past - the roots, if you like - of this institution by 
having at least a ceremonial sitting in that place. 

I would like to join the observation of the Member for Porter. 
Creek West, with respect to the building not being just a building 
that has been restored and silting there. It is not a dead ar1ifact. It is 
a living, breathing building. Not only are museum people there, but 
offices of several government depar1ments are there. I think it will 
be a building that is used and enjoyed and treasured by not only the 
people of Dawson and the people of the Yukon Territory, but by 
many visitors, as well, for years to come. 

I think it ought to be a source of pride to the people of this 
territory that the territorial government did this restoration, l':lther 
than Parks Canada. The work we did in this case is commendable. 
It is something that is laudable, something about which we should 
feel very proud. 

I would want to pay tribute to the architects, the !'"dale 
partnership of Vancouver, BC and the gener.~l contractors, Klon
dike Entetprises, and the workers who perfonr.ed so marvelously in 
the job. As we comment on the facility today, and the prospect of 
having this House sit there, I can only resume my place with much 
appreciation of the fact that the desire to go there is st:ared on dl 
sides of this House, and I welcome the day when we arrive :md 
relive, in some sense, :he experience cf our predecessors in •his 
institution. 

Speaker: The honouraDie Member will close debate if he now 
speaks. Does any other Member wish to be heard? 

Mr. Webster: Judging fror,l ti1e remarks during debate. it 
appears that this motion has been received favourably. and ' 
welcome all of you to the special sitting in the old council chambers 
in the OTAB. hopefully some time next year. 

One of the difficultie: or hardships facing a representative of the 
Klondike riding is the fact that the workploce. the Yukcn 
Legislative Assembly, is 330 miles from home. For once. it will 0, 
interesting that Members of the House will themselves experience 
commuting to and from work. For this reason, among others. I am 
very much looking forward to this special occasion. 

Morion agrud ro 

Motion No. 65 
Mr. Clerk: Item No. 3, standing in the name of Ms. Kassi. 
Speaker: Is the honourable Member prepared to proceed with 

Item No. 3? 
Ms. Knsi: Y ~s. 
Speaker: It has been moved by the honourable Member for Cld 

Crow: 
THAT this House requests that the Government of Yukon seek 

immediate communication by the Government of Canoda to !he 
Government of the United States expressing the deep concern of 
this House and of Yukon people over activity in Alaska which may 
harm the Porcupine Caribou Herd, a resource that people of bct:1 
countries depend upon; Jnd 

THAT the Government of Canada be s;:ecif:cally requested to 
emphasize the importance of concluding an international agreement 
on caribou prior to the United States making any decisions on 
activity in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge which may h:um tl:e 
herd. 

Ms. Kassi: This motion is before the House today because of 
events in the United States, which may lake place in Alasb in the 
near future. These events concem the Porcupine caribou herd, 
which many people rely on. I think all honourable Members are 
aware of the importance of this herd to my people as well as to t~e 
people nearby in the Nonhwesl Terrrtories and Alaska. 

We are talking about the proposJI by the Department of the 
Interior of the United Stares government. Thrs proposal suggests 
that the United State> government allow or! and gas explor.~uon on 
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the Alaska Nonh Slope in the ca:lving grounds of the Porcupine 
caribou herd. Most honourable Members are aware that the calving 
grounds of this herd are limited a great deal by geography. 
" There is a fairly narrow strip of coastal plain between the British 
Mountains and the Beaufort Sea that are used for calving grounds. 
Simply put, if the caribou lose the use of these grounds for 
whatever reasons, then the population of the herd will be reduced, 
perhaps drastically. That means that a lot of nonhern people will 
suffer as a result. This exploration will take place between I'Tudhoe 
Bay, the Yukon border, and the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, an 
area that the US federal government has control over. 

The repon resulted from the Alaska National /nuu:sr Lands Act 
of 1980, which required detailed assessment of the impact of oil 
and gas potential in the area involved. This report has been 
released. It states that full-scale petroleum exploration should 
proceed. They say that in doing this the impact on the caribou herd 
would be to reduce its population, and they seem to think that this 
is tine. 

Obviously, the US Depanment of Interior did not consider the 
costs to my people or to other Yukoners, pemaps not even to 
Alaskans. As well. the people of Old Crow will not benefit from 
this petroleum exploration in Alaska. l doubt if Alaskans will in the 
long run, as welL The point is that the actions of this government 
could well hurt my people by hurting the caribou herd. Right now 
we have achteved a management agreement for users of the herd in 
Canada. This is a great accomplishment, and, once again, I 
commend all concerned. including our Yukon and federal govern· 
ments. 

At the moment, negotiations are underway between Canada and 
the United States for an agreement between these two"countries on 
the international management question. This is because both 
countries recognize how imponant this herd, this great natural 
resource, really is. and because interntttiona! management ts what 
we must achieve to protect the herd for our children and our 
children's children. 

However, now we find a US government depanment deciding 
that the herd is not worth saving or. at least. that jeopardizing its 
future is an acceptable risk for a few barrels of oiL From my point 
of view. and from the pmnt of view of my people, the natural 
environment, which has meant a continued survival for so many 
years, is too often threatened by industrial development. Pollution, 
over·population, and all these sons of problems around the world 
mean more and more natural wildlife habitats disappear each and 
every year. We see that every day when we look to the south; it 
goes on here in the nonh. as well. 

My people, the Gwich'in, have cherished and protected our lands 
as long as we have been here, and we will continue to do so. We 
will work to ensure the preservation of a natural habitat for the 
wildlife forever. The land and the natural habitat it provides is our 
Sf)irit, our culture, and our way of life. We hold a moral obligation 
to respect and preserve this natural environment, which we are a 
pan of. The circumpolar north is the only vast wildeJ'TieSs left. and 
we must tight together to preserve it as long as we can. 
,. The caribou are our main livelihood. The caribou are ous life. It 
has never been otherwise in my village of Old Crow. Caribou have 
migrnted near our village for many thousands of years, and this is 
why the village is located where it is today. Our people have hunted 
this herd and depended on it for many thousands of ye=. We have 
conserved that herd. We have our ways to do so, and it remains the 
main source of food and clothing for my people. 

The coastal plain is critical to th~ life cycle of the caribou herd. 
Calving time in that pan of the year when the young c:J.ribou are on 
the calving ground is very critical to the health of that herd. The 
Caribou are extremely sensitive to intrusions at this time. Explora
tion in this area would cause disturbance and harm to the herd. 
Their food bas~ would be diminished. dis..:••es will set in and, as a 
result, the population will become more vumerable to predators, 
and the population would decline. The Porcupine caribou still range 
freely. but they are being attacked from all sides, from Pn•dhoe 
Bay. from the Beaufon, from the Dempster, and from the 
Nonhwest Territories. The herd are under pressure now; they 
should not be squeezed anymore. The caribou have roamed freely 

for centuries in nonhern Yukon and Alaska. We should leave them 
free and healthy. 

The intent of my motion is to express. through the proper 
channels of the Depanment of External Affairs. to the United States 
government the imponance of this herd to all Yukoners and the 
imponance of achieving an international agreement on the Porcu· 
pine caribou before decisions can be taken on the petroleum . 
exploration on the Alaska north coast and in the Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge. With that, I will end my opening remarlr:s and ask 
all hon. Members for their suppon to this motion. 
ltpplaus~ 

Mr. Phelps: I would like to begin by thanking the Member for 
Old Crow for bringing this motion forward. It concerns a very 
imponant subject matler not only to the people of Old Crow, whom 
she represents, but, of course, to all Yukoners, all northerners. I! 
really deals with a significant and unique world resource. 

We have, and I have. a spe<:ial interest in the Porcupine Caribou 
Herd because of the lime that I spent, along with many other 
people, working to try to bring together a management agreement 
on the Canada side. That agreement was finally achieved and signed 
in Old Crow just a little over a year ago time flies by. 
" All the community user groups had representatives from the 
Canadian side, and some from the Alaskan side, present at that very 
imponant signing. I want to express my appreciation for having 
been invited by the Minister of Renewable Resources. I accept that 
as a very gracious gesture. 

l was pleased, at that time. to meet with many of the Elders of 
Ole Crow whom we have had negotiations with; they have been at 
the table on numerous occasions. many of the Elders from the other 
communities, such as Fort McPherson and Ak.lavik and lnuvik, who 
have panaken o[ the strenuous ongoing negotiations. and to meet 
with some of the otner n~gotiators. such as Bob Deleury frorr. th.: 
COPE peorle, Grafton Njoot!i had carried th•; ball for a consider· 
able period of time, as well a~ then Chief Johnny Able. later 
Stanley Njootli. There was a tremendous number of people from 
Renewable Resources, from this government, who were involved 
and very dedicated in attempting to find a solution, which was very 
difficult to achieve, given the conflicting prol>lems that all panies 
had. 

There were so many user groups, each trying to get a fair share of 
the resource. There were territorial rights to sort ou!. There were 
the differing interests sometim~s between the governments because 
of their special concerns. 

All involved realized that these kinds of competing interests had 
to be put aside for the betterment of the herd. 

What was achieved, as the Member for Old Crow has ably 
expressed this afternoon, was a partial solution, !x:cause it de.all 
only with the Car-adian side. As most people know, th: herd ranges 
across the international border into Alaska. A significant area for its 
calving grounds are in Alaska. The next step is to try to achieve 
agreement internationally with the State of Alaska and the us~r 

groups and then the federal governments, as well, bri,1ging 
everything together into an internattonal treaty. 

It is a huge undenaking. We have come part of the way, but it is 
almost overwhelming when one really sits down and considers all 
the various parties that attend and have significant intere$IS in 
arriving at a solution to try to ensure that this herd is and will be, in 
perpetuity, protected as well as it can be within the competency of 
mankind. 
" I am pleased to sec that there are some people from Old Crow in 
the audience today. It is a significant fact that O!d Crow's 
dependency on the herd is unique, unique in that, of the co=unity 
user groups, it is the community that relies on the the herd. 

The communities in the NWT have other herds that they do hunt 
that they can turn to. It is that unique de!'Cndency that made us 
extra careful in negotiating the a~reement to ensure that that was 
recognized and that. if there were hard times dunng any period of 
years, Old Crow's interests would be protected in a very, very 
careful fashion. 

I am convinced that. because of the work done by all of the 
people who were in attendance at the meetings, we did accomplish 

I 
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that very important goal. What has happened now has to be of 
tremendous concern to us all. lt has to be partiicularly alarming to 
the Old Crow people whose very lifestyles are dependent on the 
health of the herd. Again, I thank the Member Member for Old 
Crow for pointing out some facts that I will repeat, in part at least, 
bec.11.use they are significant ones and they have been very correctly 
staled. 

'The lust point that people have to be awiU'C of is that this large 
herd C3lves in a very restricted physical area, restricted because it is 
a IWTOw coastal plain, tbe Beaufort Sea oo one side and the 
mountains on the other. When activity does take place, it certainly 
does not leave much room for that herd to get out of the way of 
mankind's development. That has to be of tremendous concern, not 
only to us, but especially to the Old Crow people. 

The Member for Old Crow has spoken about the possible 
reduction of the herd, and that is certainly one consequence. Yet 
another consequence, and one about which we must really be 
alarmed about, is the potential for the herd to change its migratory 
patterns. 
,. This has happened already, from time to time, often for reasons 
th:lt the biologists do nut know. 'There is a large degree of 
unpredictability. It is a difficult situation to manage for that re.uon. 
lf the migratory patterns change, they could bypass Old Crow at 
such a distance that it would have the same effect as a disaster to 
the herd itself. so that has to be a sincere concern shared by all of 
us. 

I take a great deal of pleasu"' in ~landing up to support the 
motion. I am sure that it will be passed unanimously in the House. I 
am sure that that very fact will have some significance on the 
political process whereby the Government of the United States will 
be making its determinations reguding the possibility of allowing 
oil prod~ction on the no!'!h coast. 

Once again, we will be fully in support of this imponant motion. 
Applauu 

Hon. Mr. Porter: Like the previous speaker, I, too. would like 
to acknowledge l~e presence in tl>e g2.1lery of tile representatives 
from the community of Old Crow and would like to welcome those 
individuals to these Chambers. I think their being here today makes 
a statement as to the degree of concern that they have on this issue 
and, more specifically, on the future of the Porcupine caribou herd. 
Maybe their presence here today might mean that there will be some 
dry meat on my desk when I get back. I will have to wait until the 
break. 

With respect to this particular question, I was contemplating an 
announcement earlier on with respect to the initiatives that this 
government is undenaking regarding the international talks. It was 
during the discussions with the department concerning the drafting 
.,r that anncur.c~r..er:t that we learned of the most recent events. b 
the last two weeks we have become aware that a new draft report 
from the US Department of the Interior recommends a major 
expansion of oil and gas leasing and exploration of some critical 
portions of t!le Porcupine caribou herd's ran~e. particularly the 
c:l.lving grounds. 

Needless to say, it is a disturbing development that, potentially. 
runs counter to many of the incremental habitat protection 
improvements that have teen achieved on both sides of the border 
in recent years. 
,. The US report acknowledges that there will be negative effects on 

the Porcupine herd and thereby there are potential negative 
consequences for the people who use that herd. I think we have 
heard in earlier debates the imponance of the Porcupine caribou 
herd to all of the people who live in the area of the caribou habitat. 
and I think that we are very well apprised of what that particular 
resource means to those people. 

For me. as the Minister of Renewable Resources, there are at 
least two necessary reactions to the announcement made by the US 
Department of the Interior. 

First. I think we have to redouble our efforts to negotiate an 
effective international agreement, and. secondly, l believe that this 
House should make its immediate concerns about the proposed oil 
and ~as leasin~ clearly known to our US friend>. We have an ideal 

opportunity to do so because public hearings are to be held in 
Kaktovik, Anchorage and Washmgton, DC before January 23, 
1987. 

I have outlined before that in our International Management 
Agreement we need the strongest possible assurances of the 
strongest possible habitat protection measures. We need an equit
able management and allocation system, and we need to ensure that· 
the use of the herd can be sustained in perpetuity. 'These mess.ages 
must also be taken as dilectly as possible to the United States 
bureaucratic decision-makers and the politicians. We need to ensure 
that the decision-making that is now taking place truly reflects tl'le 
needs of Alaskan and Canadian users of the Porcupine herd and to 
ensure thai the precedent that could be established, if the 
Department of Interior report is accepted, does not destroy our 
ability to joi11tly manage tt.e herd before the agreement to do so il 
even negotiated and signed. 

AlmoSI seven years ago, the United States government passed the 
Alaslw.n National Interest Lands Conurvation Act after years of 
effort to protect the incredible wilderness resources of Alaska. 
Traditional subsistence activities were designed into the m~nage
ment of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, but the f~ct th~t u~" 
area became a wildlife refuge with only 50 percent zoned 
wilderness was the result of a major political compromise. T.:e 
coastal plain remained in limbo, and the Department of Interior was 
asked to study the oil and gas issue in more detail before any 
decisions were made. 

Now. after seven year:: of wrnnglin'g and negotia~ing, their repcrt 
basically states the well-known fact that heavy development wili 
have negative effects on the Porcupine herd and obviously negate 
the wilderness characteristics of the coastal plain. but it is a value 
judgment. 

Hard evidence of oH and gas is not available. The pre!iminaq 
results of seism1c work and drilling on private land near Kaktov1x 
were inconclusive, and the repon says there is 95 percent chanco or 
a relatively small oil field and a five percent chance oi a large o!l 
and gas field. I basically think that the value judgment that we ue 
.jiscussing l>~re, which is b<-ing !"lade in other ~arts of the world, is 
a very critical one, and I think that when we do ma'<::: thot 
judgment, we have to balance the interests of the people of that 
area, the caribou and, as well, the wilderness values of Liat 
particular region. 
" It is ironic that for many years the Americans, specifically the 
Alaskans, have asked us to do something about joint protection. 
The Arctic International Wildlife Range idea was hashed over m::.ny 
years ago, and the US made most of the early tangible strides to 
gain real protection for the Arctic landscapes. Now we are 
potentially faced with a real decrease in the level of US protection 
while we, in Canada, at this time have quite good and improving 
mea!ure~ tl>at ue being incorpcrated 'Jnto our books on laws and 
regulations. 

l have often mentioned that we need to speak about environment 
and development nther than always thinlting in terms of environ
ment against development. As Donald McDonald stated in the 
recent Commission on the Canadian Economy. "Although tr.e 
Government of Canada has talked about balanced d~veloorr.ent, not 
enough has been done to protect areas of outstandi~g natu!3l 
signific:!nce. \Ve must recognize the intrinsic values of the ncrther:1 
ecosystem. We must all learn to value the wild<rness and th.: 
unspoiled aesthetic vinues of the north. The environment is the very 
ground of our existence and intrinsicly wanting of our respect ::u;d 
even of our awe ... 

I want to express the them~ once again and argue to all Members 
of this House to consider this tnQtion and to give it unanimous 
consent. In conclusicn. I think that what the Leader of the Official 
Opposition has said about the intentions of his party to support this 
measure is welcomed by this side, parttcularly myself. 

I would also like to convey a statement of congratulations to the 
Leader of the Official Opposition for the way in which he 
approached. and spoke to, this measure. l believe the Leader of the 
Official Opposition when he says that he has the best interests of 
those people at heart. I believe the Member has some verv real 
honest concerns with respect to the whole quest1on of the ·Nonh 
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Slope and its development. I think it is an imponant statement 
today that over the last couple of days we may have been wrangling 
about what some may deem as to be pelly and inconsequential 
adminsitrative issues that we can come together on a substantive 
issue of policy and philosophy and make a joint statement. I think 
that demonstrates to t.he people, whom we represent, that the 
system does work. 

With respect to the motion before us, I would thank the Member 
for Old Crow for doing the work to bring this motion to the 
attention of the House. I would like to !.hank all Members for giving 
their suppon to this issue. 

Thank you. 
" Motion No. 65 agrud to 

Mollon No. 6Z 
Clerk: Item number 7, standing in the name of Mr. Brewster. 
Speaker: Is the hon. Member prepared to deal with item 

number 7? 
Mr. Brewster: Yes, Mr. Speaker. 
Speaker: It has been moved by the hon. Member for Kluane 
THAT this House urges the Canada Mortgage and Housing 

Corporation and the Yukon Housing Corporation to amend the 
current Rural and Native Demonstration Program to provide a 
thirty-year. no interest loan rather than an outright grant for 
building materials. 

Mr. Brewster: I presented this motion to help straighten out the 
important housing situation that exists in Carmacks as a result of the 
Rural and Native Demonstration Program provided joi~tly by 
CMHC and YHC. 

If Members have been JUding the local newspapers. I am sure 
they have noticed a whole series of letters to the editor explaini~g 
both side~ of this issue. A major controversy about the yro~ram is 
cut"rently ragin6 in Carmlcks. I had l talk with many people about 
the program, and most people agree ihat there is considerable merit 
to it; however, where the problem ~omes in is !low the program is 
implemel'!!ed. 

1ht: major objections to the program concerns its giveaway 
nature. There is no return to the taxpayers. How can the program be 
perceived as being fair when outright &rants are being given that 
enable the recipient to have title within five years. The average 
homeowners are locked into a 25 to 30 year mongage and have to 
pay a substantial amount of interest before they receive t;tle to their 
house. 

It should be remembered, as well. that il IS the average 
homeowner who is paying for this program through their taxes. Tbe 
cum:nt program, besides being unfair, is seriously flawed. Theore
tically, a person who receives one of these houses could sell it after 
five years and make a substantial profit, cou"esy of the taxpayers. 
This jlist shc:lld n.:~t be. 

I have also heard that the people who will receive these houses 
effectively pay for them through their labour. something called 
sweat equity. Well. I just do not buy that argument. I know of very 
few homeowners with mongages wilo have not done a great deal of 
wort. on their own home, and they are not getting any credit for 
their labour. 

The program is well-intentioned. but it is flawed. The motion I 
have presented to you for your consideration would correct the 
situation and make the program more acceptable to everyone .. The 
support of this House would certainly help the proposal being 
adopted, and I call upon you all for your unanimous support. 

Hon, Mr. McDonald: As the Member for Klu:111e pointed out, 
the Rural ar;td Native Demonstration Program has been the matter of 
some controversy in Carmacks and on the front pages of the paper 
and in the media generally over the past few weeks, largely because 
there has been some concern expressed by the criteria supporting 
the program, a program which is sponsored by CMHC. 
" The program, in its original incarnation. which was not panicul· 
arly long ago. and is a ptlot project after all. was sponsored 
primarily to encourage a self-help home ownership program in the 
interests of social housing. Clearly, many of the programs across 

the country have not encouraged the home-ownership aspect in 
social housing and have not done enough to encourage the self-help 
approach to housing development. This program was meant to be 
modelled after a similar program currently existing in the Nonhwest 
Territories to encourage both those components: self-help and home 
ownership. 

As the media has pointed out. and as the Concerned Residents of. 
Ca.rmacks Committee has pointed out in the media. there are some 
legitimate concerns with respect to the criteria associated with the 
program. In order to ascertain what the concerns are in some detail. 
officials of the Yukon Housing Corporation have travelled to 
Ca.rmacks to speak personally with the Concerned Residents of 
Ca.rmacks Commiuee and also to speak to others in the territory 
who have expressed a desire to make improvements to the program. 

The motion before us today calls on the Canada Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation and on tile Yukon Housing Corporation to 
amend t.he program to provide specifically for a 30-year. no-interest 
loan rather than an outright grant for building materials. 

The wording is very. very ti~ht and very, very specific and 
clearly. as the Member for Kluane pointed out, there are a number 
of concerns with respect to the criteria upon which this program is 
based. I have not heard any criticism with respect to the general 
principles supporting the program, but primarily the criteria. 

The pointed points from the Member are well taken in that 
respect. I would recognize. however. that in the motion itself the 
recognition of the desireability of a no-interest loan is. in fact. a 
grant of a kind. but it certainly i~ something that is wort.h pursuing 
and doing some number crunching on to determine whether or not it 
is the best approach to take. 
,. As the Member has pointed out, there are other criteria changes 
that may be worth ahering in the interests of making this pilot 
project a wonhwhile program for the territory. The Yukor. Housing 
Cllrporation ~..s alt:!ad;- clear::d with CMHC the r.e.;essary si~ps to 
make sure t!la: criteria can be changed and can make litis program a 
true Yukon program. 

The Housing Corporation Board of Directors has taken it upon 
th~mse!;·es as well to review t!le progrlm. They have been m:udng 
some suggestions for improvements to the program. recognizing 
that a financial analysis of the various opiions should bo! undertaken 
prior to any representation being made to CMHC. I understand that 
they are currently reviewing a number of the criteria in order that 
the program can be made better. Those include the payback 
provisions that the Member mentions. the eligibility requirements 
IIJid the method of selection, which has also been expressed as a 
concern, as well as the flipover provision. 

There has to be some obligation on the part of the Housing 
Corporalion, and housing programs generally. to review, develop 
and implement programs with a mind to local mart.et conditions in 
any communitv. 

in response to the motion. we, as a government, have asii:ed the 
Housing Corporation to ensure that consultation done for this 
program, and other programs in the future, be done thoroughly, and 
they have taken it upon themselves to do just that. The Housing 
Corporation is currently in consultation with the concerned resi· 
dents of C:um:~cks. and there will be other meetings that will !;e 
addressing this and other issues. l would, therefore, thillX it to be 
somewhat inappropriate: to simply design amemdments to t.':e 
progr:un without completing the consultation with people who 
brought many of the problems to our attention. 

For that reason, I would be premature to impose a provision, 
whether it be the issue of payback, the issue of eligibility 
requin:ment. or the issue of met.llod selection, on C.\!HC llf the 
Yukon Housing Corporation, until such time as consultation h.as 
been conducted. 
, I do not think that there is any doubt in our minds th~: 

improvement c:>n and should be made to this program. I think that 
the general principles of self-help and home ownership are valuable 
principles to promote. For that reason, I would hate to see a good 
program go down because the ~riteria had not been altered to speak 
to the problems. 

In the interests of ensuring thlt consultation does take place and 
so that people do not feel that we are simply imposing a solution or 
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REPLY TO 
ATTI!NTION OF': 

Regulatory Branch 
Special Actions Section 

2: ~; J,q;v 1987 

Director, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Division of Refuges 
Room 2343 Main Interior Building 
18th and C Street Northwest 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

This letter is in response to the Draft Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge (ANWR), Alaska, Coastal Plain Resource Assessment, Report and 
Recommendation to the Congress of the United States and Legislative 
Environmental Impact Statement, published in November 1986 (1002 H Report) 
and to your notice in the Federal Register on November 24, 1986. 

The 1002 H Report is well 
reference for the ANWR area. 
need clarification. Enclosed 
the report. 

written and overall is a good source of 
There are some points of uncertainty that 
are detailed comments on various aspects of 

In addition to the enclosed, I want to highlight several of the 
comments: 

a. I support most of the expected impact conclusions (although in 
some respects they are overly pessimistic) as being a worst case scenario 
for the on-shore development. However, the potential for substantial 
impacts due to marine development has been understated or avoided. 
Additional discussion of potential causeway related impacts should be 
included in the final report. 

b. I recommend you avoid extensive monitoring programs to determine 
mitigation by assessing expected impacts and required mitigation up-front 
before allowing development, if possible. 

c. Needed mitigation should be part of specific U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) authorizations to the maximum extent possible and 
not rely solely on our permitting process to determine and require 
mitigation as a permit condition. 

d. We request to be a cooperating agency for any future Environmental 
Impact Statement that may be prepared. This is due to our expected 
regulatory role for most of the projected development proposals. As the 
1002 H Report has correctly stated, a major portion of the 1002 H area is 
under Department of the Army (DA), Clean Water Act Jurisdiction and DA 
permits will likely be required for most development activities. 
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e. I want to point out the existing regulatory mechanisms (tools) 
available to us to tailor our Regulatory role to that needed to serve the 
public interest. Our options, which we would coordinate closely with you 
covers the full range of programmatic general permits, an Abbreviated 
Processing Procedure (APP), advanced identification of generally suitable 
and unsuitable disposal sites with the Environmental Protection Agency, 
and a Special Area Management Plan {SAMP) option. All of these or any one 
of them can be applied as appropriate to protect the public's interest in 
these areas. 

Your 1002 H Report, with few exceptions, has presented a clear and 
reasonable picture of potential environmental consequences for 
Congressional consideration. If Congress decides it is in the public 
interest that the ANWR 1002 H area be developed for oil and gas 
production, we agree it can be accomplished satisfactorily in a carefully 
planned and regulated manner. Together we have sufficient regulatory 
tools and restraints in place to minimize potential impacts and to ensure 
the public interest will be protected. 

We look forward to working with the USFWS to ensure our respective 
interests and authorities are well coordinated and to ensure concurrent 
and timely development decision if Congress gives the 11 go ahead .. to 
development. 

I am forwarding a copy of this correspondence to the agencies on the 
enclosed list. 

If I may be of further assistance please contact me directly. If your 
staff has questions concerning the comments or Regulatory process they 
should contact Larry L. Reeder, Chief, Special Actions Section, Regulatory 
Branch, at the address above or by telephone at (907) 753-2712. 

Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

Wilbur T. Gregor , Jr. 
Colonel, Corps of Engin ers 
District Engineer 
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Commander 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
ATTN: DAEN-CWO-N 
20 Massachusetts Avenue, Northwest 
Washington, D.C. 20314-1000 

Mr. Robert Jacobson 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Alaska Regional Office 
1011 Tudor Road 
Anchorage, Alaska 99503 

Tony Booth, Assistant Field Supervisor 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Fish and Wildlife Enhancement Ecological 

Services/Endangered Species Branch 
101 - 12th Avenue, Box 20 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701-6267 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Refuge Division 
Alaska Regional Office 
lOll Tudor Road 
Anchorage, Alaska 99503 



Alaska District U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Comments on ANWR 1002 H Report 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

l. Page 1, 2d column, 3d paragraph: ..... developing mitigation for 
activities in the calving area ..... and •• ••• require compensation in the 
event of significant unavoidable losses of habitat quality ... 

These statements imply a monitoring program would be established to 
determine mitigation needed at a later date. I recommend and urge 
that expected impacts be determined up-front and that appropriate 
mitigation be determined in advance of work authorizations being 
granted. Monituring programs, in our experience, can be as costly as 
the mitigation itself and indicate that you may not have enough 
information available to make the development decision. Avoid 
monitoring programs, for the purpose of determining mitigation, if 
possible. I agree that monitoring should be done to ensure that 
development is being accomplished as authorized and that required 
mitigation has been accomplished (and to see if more may be needed), 
but it is preferable that mitigation decisions be made in advance, not 
after the development has occurred. 

I also note on page 111, lst column, 2d full paragraph, that 
11 Mitigation of the loss of caribou habitat in Resource Category l ••• is 
not possible ... This statement (which is likely correct) contradicts 
the inference made in the Executive Summary. A statement should be 
made that expected losses will be mitigated to the maximum extent 
practicable (obtainable?), however, some losses will occur that cannot 
be compensated. 

2. Page 1, 2d column, 5th paragraph: 11 
••• some long-term effects on the 

area's water resources ..... (emphasis added) 

This statement should be clarified to include loss of resources due to 
both direct and indirect impacts of fill placement and dust and 
disturbance impacts. The 1002 H Report adequately covers these 
impacts in its discussions, but the ambiguous 11 Some 11 needs to be 
expanded in the Executive Summary. 

3. Page 2, lst column, first full sentence: 11 Most adverse effects would 
be minimized or eliminated through carefully applied mitigation using 
the lessons learned and technolo acquired from development at 
Prudhoe Bay ••. • emphasis added 

While I agree that impacts can be minimized or avoided through 
carefully applied onsite mitigation measures, this statement implies 
that we already have 11 rnitigation 11 techniques developed that will 



compensate (eliminate?) unavoidable impacts; this is not the case. In 
fact, in light of industries' reluctance to develop and use 
compensatory mitigation/restoration techniques, none has been applied 
on the North Slope of Alaska, except to a very limited experimental 
extent. The technology has not been developed at present. Other than 
onsite, project specific design mitigation, what "carefully applied 
mitigation" is hinted at to compensate for unavoidable losses that 
will occur? Also see comment 1. 

4. Page 2, 1st column, 1st paragraph: "Hence, it is reasonable to assume 
that development can proceed on the coastal plain and generate similar 
minimal effects." (emphasis added) 

5. 

6. 

While it can be supported that minimal effects should occur on-shore, 
there is no mention here that the likely required near-shore marine 
structures (causeways) to support the on-shore development has 
potential for more than minor impacts. This is based on our 
experience with the existing causeways, particularily West Dock, and 
the monitoring program which has not yet concluded that minimal 
impacts have occurred. Depending on the location and extent of needed 
docking facilities, impacts could be substantial. This should not be 
overlooked in the impact analysis for the final 1002 H Report. 

Page 3, 1st column, 1st two full sentences: "Only a few large 
lakes ••• " and "A few shallow thaw lakes are found .•. " (emphasis added) 

While the meaning of a lake may be semantical and rests with the 
definition used for "lakes", "a few" is a relative term and not very 
descriptive of the area. The coastal plain has numerous open water 
bodies used as habitat by various species of wildlife. This is 
discussed in some detail on pages 34 and 35 under sections on BIRDS; 
SWANS, GEESE, AND DUCKS; AND SEABIRDS AND SHOREBIRDS where tundra 
wetlands and their value are described. The discussion on use of 
these areas infers that there is open water or emergent marsh type 
wetlands present. Whether they are lakes or not is moot--they are 
important aquatic resources (see page 36, 1st column, first full 
paragraph). Using the word "few•• tends to either under emphasize the 
importance of their occurrence or to over emphasize them because they 
are scarce, depending on the perspective of the reader. I recommend 
"a few" be deleted from the second quotation and a sentence added that 
points to their significant resource value that should be protected, 
consistent with reasonable development, if allowed to occur. 

Page 4, 2d column, FISH: 

No mention is made of the important year-round fishery that exists at 
the Sadlerochit Spring area. Although it is discussed on page 26, a 
sentence stating its existence should be added to the Executive 
Summary. 

2 



7. Page 6, ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF OIL DEVELOPMENT ON THE 1002 AREA: 

No mention is made of the potential substantial effects of any needed 
causeway at the docking facilities. Even with substantial breaching, 
adverse effects are expected. The magnitude will depend on specific 
siting and extent of extrusion into the marine system. Also see 
comment 4. 

COMMENTS ON THE REPORT 

8. Page 9, Chapter 1, INTRODUCTION: 

It appears that leasing the 1002 area would not be contrary to any of 
the stated purposes of ANWR per ANILCA. None of these purposes would 
prevent reasonable development for oil and gas if Congress chooses to 
allow development. If so, the regulatory framework and tools already 
exist to allow reasonable development to occur in a timely manner 
under the Clean Water Act. 

9. Page 11, 2d column, lst partial paragraph: "The FWS carefully 
monitored all activities and no adverse effects to fish and wildlife 
were observed." (emphasis added) 

Although this statement may be correct in the context of the 
paragraph, it could be easily misread as applying to all exploration 
activities or to other times of the year. Suggest you add to the 
sentence, " ••• from helicopter supported surface exploration during 
the summer months." The need for this is supported by the statement 
on page 118, lst column, first partial paragraph, which indicates that 
a female polar bear may have been disturbed from denning in the area 
by winter time activity. Although it is not conclusive that winter 
exploration activity was the disruptive influence, the discussion in 
this section should mention the possible disturbance to denning polar 
bears from even a carefully controlled exploration activity. 

10. Page 12, 2d column. STANDARD FO~ ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION: 

This section discusses the implementation of the FWS mitigation 
policy. The FWS is encouraged to fully implement needed mitigation 
into their respective development decisions. If the determination 
for needed mitigation is to be deferred until site specific 
development is proposed, then the FWS special use permit should 
include all needed mitigation measures. Per 33 CFR 325.4(a)(2), the 
stipulations on the FWS authorization would be conditional on our 
permits in that "material changes in, or failure to implement and 
enforce such program or agreement will be grounds for modifying, 
suspending, or revoking the permit." The FWS should seek needed 
mitigation through their own specific authority for refuge management 
rather than rely on the Department of the Army (DA) permitting 
process under the Clean Water Act. This point is not made clear in 
the referenced discussions. 

3 



11. Page 12, 2d column, last paragraph: "Leasing and operations would be 
subject to all appropriate Federal and State Regulations ••. " 

I agree with this statement that proposed development would be 
subject to Federal regulations under DA control. We have in place 
the necessary regulatory framework and "tools" we need to ensure 
reasonable and timely development. 

12. Page 13, lst column, second sentence: " ••• and a 
development/production proposal will require a site-specific EIS." 

Due to the Corps• expected regulatory role with DA permits being 
required for most future development, the Alaska District should be 
included as a cooperating agency in future EISs. As mentioned on 
page 25, WETLANDS, a major portion of the 1002 H area is wetlands and 
is thus under Corps jurisdiction. 

13. Page 13, lst column, 2d paragraph: " ••• all applicable Federal and 
State regulations would apply ••• unless they were superceded by the 
legislation enacted by Congress ••• ". 

While Congress does have the discretion to "supercede" application of 
the Clean Water Act regulations, and others, to the proposed 1002 H 
development area, the DA already has in place the necessary 
regulatory framework and mechanisms (tools) to fine tune or tailor 
our regulatory role to allow timely development to occur. Through 

7'1 appropriate use of programmatic general permits, an Advanced 
tn Identification of Generally Suitable and Unsuitable Disposal Sites 
~ process, an Abbreviated Processing Procedure, and/or a Special Area 

Management Plan (SAMP) process, important natural resources can be 
protected while allowing reasonable environmentally sound development 
to proceed on a timely basis. As experienced in the Prudhoe Bay and 
Kuparuk developments, appropriate authorizations can be expedited if 
site conditions allow and the process will aid orderly, well planned 
development with full public participation. 

14. Pages 34 and 35, discussions on avifauna: 

15. 

As previously mentioned in comment 5 above, the discussions on 
"Tundra wetlands" infers the inclusion of tundra ponds and other open 
waterbodies. This should be clarified and expanded upon in 
appropriate paragraphs. In particular, page 34, 2d column, 3d 
paragraph presents a fair description of the value of the lagoon 
system, but it fails to mention the value of the tundra ponds and 
drained lake basins. Although probably not as important as the 
lagoon system, they should at least be mentioned. 

Page 76, lst column, last sentence: "Because of uneven ground, the 
pad-cover thickness may range from 6" at one edge to 3•-5• at the 
opposite edge." 
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If this gravel covering is not removed before breakup, there is a 
potential for permafrost degradation to occur. The discussion does 
not mention restoration of the exploratory pad. If you are to allow 
a persistent, multi-year pad to remain in place, then a minimum of ~· 
of gravel or equivalent insulation will be needed to minimize 
permafrost degradation. The section should include a discussion of 
restoration for both single-year and multi-year pads. 

16. Page 81, 2d column, MARINE FACILITY: 

This section does not include any discussion of the expected need for 
causeways to be constructed in order to allow movement of heavy 
modules from the dock to shore. Access to a sufficient water depth 
will be required and it is likely that a gravel causeway will be 
industries• choice. The need for beaches in these facilities has 
been established. This is mentioned on page 101 under conseqences. 
However, this has been a controversial issue with past developments 
and should be discussed in tllis section. Also see comments 4 and 7. 

17. Page 85, lst column, SUBSEA MARINE ROUTES, 2d paragraph: 11 A marine 
pipeline presents significantly higher environmental risks than does 
an onshore pipeline ... 

This statement as written implies that in all circumstances an 
onshore pipeline is to be preferred over a subsea pipeline. Although 
this statement can be supported for the ANWR situation where a 
pipeline of approximately 150 miles is involved and would cross many 
unknown or uncertain areas within the ocean, it is not necessarily 
true for shorter routes in areas where shore fast ice exist and the 
likelihood of deep ice gouge is remote. With the current level of 
state-of-the-art technology, the potential for a significant leak of 
oil (oil spill) or failure of a properly bedded, deeply buried subsea 
pipeline is almost nil, especially one where proper leak detection 
monitors are used and automatic shut off valves are employed. If 
these conditions are present it is unlikely that even a small leak of 
oil would occur for a long enough period of time to allow a 
significant amount of oil to escape. Although it is correct there 
are presently no subsea pipelines in the Alaskan Arctic, there are in 
fact the equivalent of subsea pipelines presently in use in the 
Canadian Arctic in the Mackenzie River oil and gas fields. It 
appears to be just a matter of time before industry will choose the 
subsea pipeline as their preferred means of transportation from 
off-shore oil prospects. It is premature to suggest these proposals 
would in fact present ••significantly higher .. environmental risks than 
present on-shore pipelines until we have an opportunity to analyze 
proposed design criteria. It is also worthy of note that the subsea 
pipeline alternative was the environmentally preferred alternative .. 
in the EIS for the Endicott proposal in 1984. It was the unanimous 
choice of Federal resource agencies over a quasi (or at least similar 
to) on-shore buried pipeline within a proposed gravel causeway. The 
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causeway is a manmade peninsula of land that provides access and the 
pipeline would be buried in it. This discrepancy should be clarified 
for the record in the final report and not left as an emphatic 
statement that cannot be supported by rigorous analysis at this time. 

The remainder of the discussion does accurately reflect the unique 
engineering challenges industry will need to meet to successfully 
design a subsea pipeline. However, indications are that with 
favorable economics, the technology exists today. 

18. Page 9~, Chapter VI, ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES: 

This chapter is well written and presents a supportable scenario of 
developmental consequences. In some respects, with the projected 
development given, expected impacts are over estimated to some 
degree. However, the consequences described are usuable as a worst 
case scenario and is therefore appropriate for Congressional 
consideration. 

Conclusions drawn are supported by past experience with similar 
development in other areas. 

6 
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IN REPLY REFER TO 

United States Department of the Interior 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT FWS/RF (918) 

Alaska State Office 
701 C Street, Box 13 

Anchorage, Alaska 99513 

February 6, 1987 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Director, United States Fish and Wildlife Service 

From: State Director, Alaska 

Subject: Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska; Coastal Plain Resource 
Assessment and Draft Legislative Environmental Impact Statement 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft of the Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, Coastal Plain Resource Assessment. Our general 
comments are listed first, followed by page specific comments. 

In Chapter Three there are very few references in the bibliography that 
support the discussions on geology, geophysics, and geochemistry. Most of the 
references listed are related to the quantitative resource assessment and the 
economic analysis. This is a problem because the text introduces new or 
uncommon stratigraphic nomenclature (such as the Canning formation and Hue 
Shale) for the Brookian rocks with nothing relating them to previous 
terminology. 

Chapter Three also suffers from the lack of geologic and geochemical data. 
One plate shows interpreted seismic lines with minimal annotation. The well 
cross section (plate 4) shows none of the structural deformation. We suggest 
inclusion of a plate showing a composite of geological and geochemical data 
(attached) to compare and contrast the petroleum potential of each rock unit 
in relation to the other information. 

Chapter Four contains a formal determination for Alternative A with respect to 
ANILCA, Section 810. We are not familiar with the USF&WS format for 
Section 810 compliance, but from our review the determinations are unclear for 
two of the alternatives, Band C, and missing for Alternatives D and E. We 
recommend that specific findings be made for each alternative. 

Max Brewer of the US Geological Survey should be added as an author of 
Chapter IV. 



Two critical points have been missed or under emphasized in the draft that 
should be expanded in the final report. These points are 1) the timing of 
ANWR oil production in relation to TAPS through put and 2) the most likely 
exploration scenario for ANWR, which is that there is an 80 percent 
probability that no development and production will occur from the coastal 
plain. The case in point 1 is that if production does not occur soon after 
the year 2000, TAPS oil through put will rapidly decrease causing 
transportation tariffs per unit to increase. This increase would reduce the 
probability of economic oil development in ANWR. 

A fold out plate or full page size map of the topography and physiography of 
the 1002 area is recommended. It should have more detail than the map on 
p. 15 of the report. It would be helpful when the text describes locations of 
gravel sources or deep lakes. We also recommend showing the location of the 
KIC well on the map on page 52 of the report, even if no 
geological/geophysical information is available. 

Our specific comments are as follows. 

Page Paragraph 

49 Paragraph 1 Delete "for the Department" in the 3rd sentence. In 
the same sentence, substitute "of that information" for "of that work". 

49 Paragraph 4 Change the second sentence to read "These 26 prospects 
were subjected to petroleum engineering and economic considerations resulting 
in estimates of conditional recoverable resources." 

50 Paragraph 2 
the second sentence. 

50 Paragraph 2 
sentence. 

We recommend restating the time period considered in 

Delete the word "economically" in line 4 of the first 

50 Figure 111-2 The shading in this diagram is misleading. The black 
shaded areas on the left and right hand sets are not equivalent as the shading 
suggests because the histograms are not dealing with the same kind of 
information. Only the histograms on the right are from McCasin, 1986; the 
histograms on the left are PRESTO outputs from BLM, Anchorage. The word 
"recoverable" should appear under the left side of the figure and in the 
statement after "Figure 111-2". 

51 Paragraph 1 Delete the word "extensive" in line 4 of the first 
sentence. 

51 Paragraph 6 In the last sentence, insert the word "reservoir" 
after "Furthermore,". 

51 Paragraph 8 This paragraph is unclear and appears internally 
inconsistent. It states that "these rocks are not considered prospective for 
oil and gas." Yet the paragraph goes on to point out that there are oil and 
gas reservoirs northwest of ANWR in similarly described basement rocks which 
implies that they are or should be prospective for oil and gas. 
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51 Paragraph 9 "At least 6,500 ft. of carbonate rocks ..... "Is 
or could tectonic thickening involved? 

51 Figure 111-4 The figure does not show the Sabbath Creek 
conglomerate (over 10,000 feet thick) and does not show the Pt. Thomson sands, 
a major play. Also, we question whether the basement rocks are shown properly 
as the Ellesmerian overlays both the Katakturuk Dolostone and Argillite on the 
North Slope near the ANWR 1002 area. 

54 Paragraph 3 Change the penultimate line, "If most of the ... ", 
to read "If the prime reservoir Ellesmerian rocks are largely missing from the 
eastern 1002 area, both the in place and recoverable hydrocarbon reserve 
estimates will decline significantly. 

54 Figure III-5 Well data show truncation of Ellesmerian west of ANWR, 
however, outcrops south of ANWR show no truncation. Both are from 
allocthonous blocks. 
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55 Figures III-6 The truncations may be incorrectly shown. Seismic data 
and III-7 show the strike of truncation to be more north-south trending, and 
there is only one outcrop of the Sadlerochit Mountains which may be 
truncated. Truncations should not extend much further east of Marsh Creek. 

58 Paragraph 3 Change "the sea oscillated back and forth" to "the sea 
level fluctuated" or "the depositional centers moved across the area". 

58 Paragraph 4 In the second line substitute the word "extensively" 
for the word "complexly". In the third 1 ine delete the word "complexity." 
Also, the Brookian rocks may be more complexly folded and faulted because of 
multiple phases of faulting rather than because they are largely incompetent. 
The older rocks have undergone fewer phases of deformation and are less 
deformed. (See also paragraph 7) 

58 Paragraph 5 The reference, Plate 5, depicts seismic sections. A 
structure map would be a better reference. Also, "what is called a 
fold-and-fault belt" we suggest be "called a foreland fold-and-fault belt". 
Finally, the sentence beginning "The thrust faults originate .... "should 
be changed to read "The north verging thrust faults originate at depth, tend 
to cross shales at low angles and cut up-section more abruptly in overlying 
sandstone an~ siltstone layers." 

58 Paragraph 6 As noted for paragraph 5, a structure map would make a 
better reference than the seismic map used. 

58 Paragraph 7 Change the first sentence to read "Seismic reflections 
as well as outcrops indicate that Cretaceous and Paleocene rocks are generally 
much more deformed than either the underlying pre-Kingak or overlying 
post-Paleocene section." 

58 Paragraph 8 The Eocene rocks are "only moderately deformed" in the 
beginning part of the paragraph, but are dipping 60° at the end of the 
paragraph. This does not clearly state that the structural deformation was 
episodic and not the same across the ANWR area. 



62 Paragraph 1 The text in the geochemistry discussion makes no 
attempt to relate thermal maturity to structural domain; i.e., nothing is said 
to the fact that the outcrop samples from allocthonous rocks are all 
overmature, and cuttings samples from autothonous blocks are mostly immature 
or mature. 

64 Paragraph 5 The text implies that oils with 21° to 27° API gravity 
and one oil with 44° API gravity have the same source. Without other data, 
this information would indicate two distinct oil types and possibly oil from 
two sources. 

65 Paragraph 1 Oil in the Pt. Thomson-Kemik should have oil with a 
35° to 45° API gravity, or as low as 18° API gravity and is supposed to have 
the same source rock as oil in the turbidites which was described as 21° to 
27° API gravity. It does not follow that the source rocks are similar as the 
two API ranges do not overlap. 

63-69 This section describes the seven plays, based on 
stratigraphy, and six prospects, "potential" objectives, but does not explain 
why or why not the terms sometimes overlap or are entirely different. 

70 Paragraph 6 The terms "probability of occurrence" and "geologic 
risk factor" should be more clearly defined. 

76 Paragraph 4 The estimate of 10 acres of ground covered by the pad 
may be overestimated. The Brontosaurus well on NPRA was drilled from an 
icepad with ancillary structures which encompassed 3.5 acres. 

76 Paragraph 6 The material excavated from the reserve and flare pits 
is not necessarily ice-rich. The phrase "ice-rich" should be deleted. 

76 Paragraph 7 The water shortage situation may be overstated, 
especially where drilling operations are concerned. This scenario does not 
account for possible high tech drilling fluids or the use of sea water for 
drilling versus fresh water. Since the large quantities of water may be 
required, low water availability exploration scenario could be presented. 

76 Paragraph 8 Drilling from shorefast sea ice implies that the 
drilling is done offshore. Are offshore sites included in the area considered 
in the report? 

77 Paragraph 5 This discussion on multi-winter drilling methods 
should include the method used by Chevron for drilling the KIC well near 
Kaktovik. This well was drilled from a wood and timber platform, which 
provided a thaw-stable base during the summer months without using gravel. 

78 Paragraph 8 Drilling technology has continued to advance on the 
North Slope. The angle of deviation has probably increased from 0 to 
45 degrees to 0 to 60 degrees, and the maximum practical angle for drilling is 
90 degrees or horizontal drilling. The horizontal drilling technique is used 
for improved oil production and recovery and would surely be used in the 1002 
area if production occurs. 
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99 Paragraph 9 The reader may benefit from a brief but more specific 
discussion of the nature of the adverse effects of a significant water loss in 
the area. 

100 Paragraph 3 The "button up" method of abandoning a wellsite is 
incomplete and does not consider newer methods. Five feet of fill is required 
in order to insulate the pit contents sufficiently to guarantee freezeback. 
However, if revegetation can be accomplished over the reserve pit, less fill 
is required for insulating the pit contents, due to the insulating properties 
of vegetation. Reclamation of the Brontosaurus wellsite included filling in 
the reserve pit with excavated material, making sure that the original top 
organic layer was put on last, thereby facilitating revegetation efforts. 
Revegetation of the pit has been successful in the sort term, and it appears 
that freezeback of the pit contents has been achieved. In any event, even if 
freezeback is not accomplished for a reserve pit, filling it with overburden 
will prevent the formation of a long term pond with subsequent breaching of 
the berms and loss of fluids to the tundra. The experience on NPRA with the 
Button up technique may be limited because it was not common practice at that 
time. The pit at the east Teshekpuk site was covered, and, although some 
settling occurred, the site is the only one recently tested that has little to 
no contamination locally. Other open reserve pits had local contamination 
that do not meet EPA water quality criteria. 

101 Paragraph 3 Part 2 should be expanded to include the potential for 
gravel mining adjacent to river beds affecting water recharge to the river 
bed. This would effect any fish eggs or overwintering fish that may be found 
at these sites. 

102 Paragraph 7 Foam insulation can break down and erode to smaller 
pieces that can be very difficult to effectively remove from the tundra. 

145 Stipulation 3 We believe ice pads should be considered preferable to 
gravel, foam and timber pads. 

1 At t achmen t : 

Arthur Hosterman 
Chief, Office of Management, 

Planning and Budget 
Acting 

1- Composite Geochemical Profile for ANWR (1 p) 
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U. S. E N V I R 0 N M E N T A L P R 0 T E C T I 0 N A G E N C Y 

REPLY TO 
ATTN OF: M/S 635 

REGION X 

1200 SIXTH AVENUE 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 981'0i 

February 6, 1987" -- ' 

Honorable William P. Horn 
Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks 
United States Department of the Interior 
18th & C Streets, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Re: Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, 
Coastal Plain Resource Assessment 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

I" 1 

' 

This letter and the accompanying enclosure provide the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency•s comments on the draft Legislative Environmental Impact 
Statement concerning the proposal to allow oil exploration, development and 
production within the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. 

EPA believes the Department of Interior needs to revise the Legislative 
EIS so that our agency would have a better understanding of the environmental 
impacts. A number of impacts are not discussed fully, and some foreseeable 
impacts are not discussed at all. 

There is no discussion in the Legislative EIS of air quality 
deterioration, the effects of noise upon wildlife in the refuge, or of the 
consequences of marine transportation facilities on fish populations. The 
Legislative EIS acknowledges that water supplies may be inadequate to support 
all the activities associated with oil development within the refuge, but does 
not discuss how overcoming these shortfalls will affect the available fresh 
water resources. 

EPA also believes more discussion is needed about impacts on the refuge•s 
core caribou calving area. The core calving area may be of concern to 
Congress when it considers the development proposal because the area has been 
designated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) as a unique and 
irreplaceable wildlife habitat. Since it is clear from the LEIS that the pro
posal, if adopted, will result in loss of habitat, we believe that Congress 
needs a more thorough discussion of the consequences of full leasing 
compared with leasing on a smaller geographical scale, and how the proposal 
relates to the USFWS Mitigation Policy, particularly concerning Category 1 and 
Category 2 habitat. 
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In reviewing the Legislative EIS, EPA did not expect the document to 
contain the 1 evel of detail normally found in project-specific impact 
statements. That level of detail would be provided later in subsequent impact 
statements if Congress were to approve, as a matter of policy, that the 
leasing should proceed. However, for Congress to make its policy decision, 
more information and discussion are necessary now. Congress, EPA, and other 
regulatory agencies need to be fully aware of the environmental implications 
of oil development in the refuge. 

Because of the incomplete discussions in the Legislative EIS, EPA is 
rating the document in the following manner: 

-Alternative A (full leasing): E0-2 (Environmental 
Objections-Insufficient Information) 

-Alternative B (limited leasing): EC-2 (Environmental 
Concerns-Insufficient Information) 

- Alternative C (further exploration): LO (Lack of Objection) 

If the Department of Interior has questions about EPA 1 s comments, please 
feel free to direct members of your staff to contact me or Alvin L. Ewing, 
EPA•s assistant regional administrator in Anchorage. We look forward to 
answering your questions and helping you prepare a final Legislative EIS that 
will enable Congress to make a reasoned decision. 

Si nc1rel. 
i 

Enclosure 
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Review Comments 

Our review has identified the following general informational needs which 
we believe are necessary for informed decision making. 

1. Analysis/Assessment: Clarification is needed in the assessment of the 
effects of the alternatives addressed in this document. Some examples of 
areas that need further analysis are: 

The draft LEIS acknowledges {p. 6, Executive Summary) that there 
will be indirect effects from the proposal. Either of the leasing 
alternatives could cause increased pressure to develop the Canadian 
Arctic, state lands to the west of the Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge {ANWR), and portions of the Beaufort Sea outer continental 
shelf {OCS). The potential development infrastructure in the 1002 
area could provide the major impetus for development in these 
adjacent areas. These indirect effects are not truly discussed in 
the environmental consequences section. 

Cumulative effects should he more 
separate section with the report. 
address the cumulative effects of 
combined with those heing assumed 

clearly defined and included as a 
For example, the report should 

existing North Slope facilities 
for ANWR. 

Clarification is needed about the relationship between displacement 
or distribution change of caribou versus population changes of 
caribou. 

The analysis of subsistence impacts is focused primarily on 
Kaktovik with only general and brief mention of other native 
settlements. The draft LEIS indicates that the primary reason for 
focusing on Kaktovik is its proximity to the 1002 area. Settlements 
located further away {Arctic Village, Venetie, Fort Yukon, and Old 
Crow in Yukon Territory, Canada) are also be dependent upon the 
caribou herds. According to the draft LEIS, residents from these 
settlements harvest the caribou when they have migrated out of 
1002. However, the draft LEIS does not examine the dependence of 
these inland settlements on caribou. Because of their inland 
location, the residents of these settlements could he more 
dependent on the caribou since they do not have easy access to 
coastal fishery resources. Thus, the final LEIS should fully 
examine the effects on the inland settlements of a decline or 
change in distribution of caribou. 

In many instances, the draft LEIS uses the phrases "unnecessary 
adverse effects" and "significant unavoidable losses'' or 
"significant adverse impacts." The final LEIS should orovide some 
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framework for the assessment of the terms .. unnecessary .. and 
11 Significant. 11 What criteria are used to determine if impacts are 
unnecessary or significant? A discussion of the criteria used to 
establish either condition or a definition of each term, if 
possible, would facilitate the review of this draft LEIS and 
support the rationale for selecting a preferred alternative. 

The final LEIS needs an air quality discussion. It should include 
present estimates of the maximum mass emission rates for oxides of 
nitrogen, total suspended particulates, carbon monoxide, non-methane 
hydrocarbons, sulfur dioxide, and lead, as well as any potentially 
hazardous pollutants listed in EPA 1 s Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration (PSD) regulation [40 CFR51.24(b)(23)(1)] or covered by 
the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
(40tCFRtPart 61). 

In addition, any existing ambient air quality data for the 1002 area 
should be presented and compared to the Alaska ambient air quality 
standards (AAAQS). Worst case ambient air quality modeling results, 
using a suitable EPA approved model, should also be presented and 
discussed in the final LEIS. Modeling results should be compared to 
the AAAQS and available PSD increments. Mitigation measures 
sufficient to show attainment of all standards should be presented. 
Any pollutant emitting activity would need to comply with 
requirements of the Alaska State Implementation Plan. 

The draft LEIS does not provide any discussion of the potential noise 
levels associated with exploration, development, and production. 
Noise can cause adverse impacts to many of the bioloqical 
populations. Although disturbance is incorporated into the 
environmental consequences discussion, the final LEIS should provide 
a general discussion of present noise levels and the potential noise 
levels associated with the oil and gas exploration, development, and 
production. 

A more detailed analysis of water supply is needed. Under the 
proposed development alternative, substantial quantities of fresh 
water may be required for construction of anci 11 ary support 
facilities, transportation systems, exploration drilling, and field 
production facilities, including ice roads, ice airstrips and 
drillinq pads. The draft LEIS notes that water sources in the 1002 
area include surface resources and ephemeral lake sources. 

While the draft LEIS clearly states the potential for a major 
shortfall of natural water sources necessary for the construction of 
ancillary features and drilling needs, the document does not 
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adequately discuss the potential impacts of the schemes proposed to 
supplement those resources. A generic discussion of the options for 
useahle water collection or production should be included in the 
final recommendation document. In addition, an assessment of the 
effects on habitat of using the available water is needed. How might 
the surface hydrology be changed, and how will that change affect 
waterfowl, shorebird and other habitats? 

The ootential effects of marine transportation facilities such as 
docks, causeways, and staging areas on the near shore and on shore 
environments need to be identified and assessed. Such analysis 
should address individual imoacts, as well as cumulative effects, 
with existing North Slope facilities, such as the causeways huilt 
into the Beaufort Sea. There should also be a discussion of whether 
the deletion or change of a suggested marine scenario may alter the 
viability of any of the alternatives. 

2. 1·1itigation: Clarification is needed to identify the net effect of 
proposed mitiqation. Each alternative component should be outlined without 
mitigation, with mitigation, and the two compared. 

Any proposed mitigation that is being considered in the assessment of 
impacts, to offset negative effects, should a) be clearly identified, 
b) have effectiveness studies referenced, and c) identify regulatory 
responsibility (strategy) for implementation. 

Interrelationships between mitigation measures and subsistence uses 
should be identified and assessed. 

3. Wetlands: Virtually the entire 1002 area can be classified as wetlands. 
It appears the Legislative EIS only considered direct impacts from 
construction and other develop~ent activities. Secondary and cumulative 
impacts such as those associated with road and pad construction should be 
discussed in general terms to identify their impact on the larger scale 
hydrologic functions of wetlands in the 1002 area. 

4. Regulatory Processes: The discussion of the regulatory process and its 
relationships to the alternatives needs to he exoanded. As charged in Section 
1002 of ANILCA (p. 12, Executive Summary), the LEIS should orovide an 
assessment that supports the Secretary's recommendations and " ••. what 
additional legal authority is necessary to ensure that adverse effects ... are 
avoided or minimized." The discussion on this point is unclear, vis-a-vis, 
the need for additional legal authority. Further clarification is needed 
through discussion and assessment of: 
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The existing regulatory process including examples of how existing 
regulations are applied on the North Slope for oil and gas 
develooment. 

The Section 404 program, in particular the success of the Abbreviated 
Permit Process. This procedure was specifically designed to expedite 
oil and gas development on the North Slope. 

The potential applicability and use of the advanced identification 
process (40 CFR 230.80) for advanced planning. 

The rlraft LEIS mentions that "deferred leasing 11 will be used to delay 
leasing in more sensitive habitat areas, the idea being that delaying 
leasing will allow more time for advancements in either mitigation 
technology or oil and gas exploration, development, and production 
technology. The final LEIS should provide a more detailed discussion 
about what it means, how it will work, and what parts in the 1002 
area may be subject to this leasing approach. 

We believe that the LEIS will be the first in a number of 
environmental documents that will examine the impacts and 
consequences of the proposed oil resource recovery activities in the 
1002 area of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. It is our 
recommendation that specific EIS documentation for exploration, 
leasing, and production from oil reserves in the area, and 
construction of pipelines or marine docking facilities be performed. 
To effectively address and protect the natural resource value in the 
1002 area, the USFWS should approach evaluation of these activities 
in a coordinated manner. Such an approach would more clearly 
delineate the cumulative impacts of the various interrelated aspects 
of oil exploration and development in ANWR. 



MARINE MAMMAL COMMISSION 
1625 EYE STREET, N.W. 

WASHINGTON, DC 20006 

The Honorable William P. Horn 
Assistant Secretary for 

Fish and Wildlife and Parks 
Department of the Interior 
18th and C Streets, NW 
Washington, DC 20240 

6 February l~.B 7-

Attention: Division of Refuge Management 

Dear Mr. Horn: 

The Marine Mammal Commission, in consultation with its 
Committee of Scientific Advisors on Marine Mammals, has reviewed 
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Coastal Plain Resource 
Assessment. This report was prepared under section 1002(h) of the 
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (hereinafter 
referred to as "ANILCA"). 16 u.s.c. §3142(h). It assesses the 
fish and wildlife resources and oil and gas potential of the 
Arctic Refuge coastal plain (hereinafter referred to as the 11 1002 
area") and sets forth recommendations to Congress for future 
management of the area. A legislative environmental impact 
statement has been integrated into the Assessment. The Assessment 
recommends that Congress open the entire 1002 area to oil and gas 
leasing, subject to environmentally protective restrictions. 

The Assessment indicates, among other things, that: 

-- fourteen species of marine mammals, including walrus, 
beluga whales, polar bears, and the endangered bowhead whale 
occur in or near the 1002 area and could be affected by oil and 
gas exploration and development in that area; 

-- many of the potentially affected marine mammal and other 
wildlife species are hunted by Alaskan Natives for subsistence 
purposes and the availability of these animals could be affected 
by the proposed action; 

-- activities associated with exploration and development 
could cause female bears to avoid or abandon important denning 
areas; 

those activities also could attract polar bears and 
jeopardize the welfare of both oilfield workers and bears; 

-- it apparently is not known how many polar bears den in or 
near the 1002 area or how disturbance and habitat alteration in 
the 1002 area, combined with subsistence hunting, disturbance and 
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habitat alteration in the Canadian Arctic and other parts of 
Alaska, might affect the size, agejsex structure, and productivity 
of the Beaufort Sea polar bear population; 

-- it is not known whether frequent or continuous vessel 
operations would cause bowhead whales or other marine mammal 
species to abandon important habitat areas or lower their 
reproductive fitness; 

-- because the 1002 area has not been fully explored by means 
such as exploratory drilling, reliable estimates cannot be made of 
the nature and extent of the recoverable oil and gas resources 
located there; 

-- because the nature and extent of the resources are not 
known, it cannot be precisely determined where or how much 
development is likely to occur in the area; 

-- an annual sea lift would be the most economical means of 
transporting supplies, productionjsupport modules, and other 
cargo. It therefore would be necessary to construct one or more 
port facilities. At present, however, it is not possible to 
determine precisely what or where port facilities would be 
required; and 

-- development of port and other support facilities likely 
would encourage other activities and additional exploration and 
development activities in adjacent offshore and onshore areas. 

In consideration of these and other uncertainties concerning 
the nature, extent, and effects of exploration and development 
activities in the 1002 area, the Marine Mammal Commission believes 
that additional studies and assessments should be conducted before 
the 1002 area is made available for oil and gas recovery and 
utilization. As discussed in greater detail below, we consider it 
necessary to conduct further analyses of the potential impacts, 
including cumulative and indirect effects, of exploration and 
development on marine mammal populations, especially polar bears, 
located in and near the 1002 area. Similarly, additional 
assessment of the impacts of the development scenarios on 
subsistence uses of the affected marine mammal populations appears 
necessary. If exploratory drilling is to be conducted as part of 
the further assessment, we believe that it should be undertaken in 
a manner that would not interfere with these studies or 
compromise the wildlife and other resource values that are subject 
to the ongoing impact assessment. 

Section 1002 provides for a cautious, step-by-step analysis 
of the fish and wildlife resources of the coastal plain of the 
Arctic Refuge. Consistent with that approach, the Commission 
believes that further studies are necessary to determine the 
numbers of polar bears, bowhead whales, and other species that 
could be affected by exploration and development, identify the 
nature of those impacts, establish protective restrictions and 
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mitigating actions (if exploration or development is to occur), 
and develop monitoring programs to detect possible unforeseen 
effects before they reach unacceptable levels. In addition, if 
exploratory activities can be authorized consistent with the 
resource protection guidelines described in this letter, more 
reliable estimates of the quantities and locations of recoverable 
oil and gas resoruces would be acquired. As a result, it would be 
possible to better determine how the resources of the coastal 
plain of the Arctic Refuge can best be utilized in fulfillment of 
the objectives specified in section 1002 of ANILCA, whether that 
be through wilderness designation, full leasing and development, 
or some other alternative. In our opinion, there is insufficient 
information to make that judgment at this time. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

In both ANILCA and the Assessment, it is pointed out that 
marine mammals are resources of special concern in the 1002 area. 
As a general matter, and with respect to marine mammals and 
subsistence uses of marine mammals in particular, the Assessment 
does not adequately analyze the possible cumulative impacts of oil 
and gas exploration, development and transportation along the 
coast of the Beaufort Sea. In addition to the activities that may 
occur in the 1002 area, a comprehensive assessment of the 
environmental consequences of the Recommended Action must take 
into account existing and reasonably foreseeable oil and gas 
activities in the region. This kind of analysis is required by 
the Council on Environmental Quality National Environmental Policy 
Act regulations and case law. See, ~, 40 C.F.R. §§1502.9, 
1502.16, 1508.7, 1508.25; Kleppe v. Sierra Club, 427 u.s. 390 
(1976); North Slope Borough v. Andrus, 642 F.2d 549 (D.C. Cir. 
1980). 

To satisfy this requirement, the Assessment should address 
the environmental impacts of industrial activities that presently 
are occurring and are reasonably foreseeable in the National 
Petroleum Reserve - Alaska, Prudhoe Bay, state lands subject to 
leasing and development along the Beaufort Sea, and areas in the 
Canadian Beaufort that have oil and gas potential. If the 
resource assessments necessary to analyze these cumulative impacts 
have not been conducted, this information should be required to be 
obtained as part of the additional studies that we have 
recommended. 

The Assessment's discussion of the impacts of the Recommended 
Action on polar bears provides an example of why analysis of 
cumulative effects is necessary. Page 118 of the Assessment 
states that, "[b]iologists believe that the Beaufort Sea 
population can sustain little, if any, increase in mortality of 
females because population surveys and calculations show that the 
number of animals dying each year is approximately equal to the 
population increase from reproduction." Even though the Beaufort 
Sea polar bear population is found throughout areas of existing 
and potential oil and gas activities that could result in 
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increased female mortality, the Assessment only addresses the 
prospect for such a problem developing within the 1002 area. As a 
result, no information is provided on whether or not female polar 
bears will experience population pressures and mortality as a 
result of industrial activity in other areas. Moreover, although 
the Assessment notes on page 118 that a decline in polar bear 
natality is not likely to affect the species• overall survival "so 
long as similar intensive developments did not occur along the 
entire northern coast of Alaska and Canada," no information is 
provided on the amount of development that could occur outside of 
the 1002 area. 

The Commission considers this information essential for an 
adequate review of the environmental consequences and subsistence 
impacts of the alternatives presented in the Assessment. In 
addition, this information should be available to Congress when it 
considers what action to take with respect to the future of the 
1002 area. If the analysis of cumulative impacts demonstrates 
that the Beaufort Sea region will be subject to intensive oil and 
gas activity, it may be necessary to postpone or prohibit 
exploration and development in the 1002 area to provide a 
protected area for wildlife resources. 

In addition, consideration should be given to reasonably 
foreseeable indirect effects. For example, no consideration is 
given to the effect that disturbances and oil spills could h~ve on 
the food web that is relied on by polar bears and other marine 
mammals. Other indirect effects that should be evaluated include 
possible changes in the behavior of seals and bowhead whales 
caused by industrial activity and marine traffic and the manner in 
which these changes would effect the availability of the affected 
populations for subsistence uses. Such an analysis is required by 
40 C.F.R. §1502.16, and we recommend that the required information 
be obtained and analyzed. 

Finally, if additional seismic or other exploration is 
undertaken, it should be designed and carried out in a manner that 
would not interfere with the additional wildlife assessments being 
conducted by the Fish and Wildlife Service and other parties. In 
this regard, if it has not already been done, the Commission 
believes that it would be desirable to authorize a single 
exploratory survey of this area, rather than allowing each 
interested entity to conduct separate surveys. In addition, we 
believe that the data obtained from this survey should be made 
available to and analyzed by the Department of the Interior. The 
resulting estimates of possible resource levels should be made 
available to Congress and the general public. Furthermore, any 
exploratory work should be regulated and monitored by the 
Department so as to minimize environmental impacts. 

SPECIFIC COMMENTS 

Page 1, column 1, 4th complete paragraph For purposes of 
calculating the "Net National Economic Benefits" of the projected 
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recoverable resources in the 1002 area, the Assessment us~s values 
of $33 and $40 per barrel as the price of oil. The present price 
of oil is substantially below these estimates. As a result, it 
appears that the benefits of developing the 1002 area have been 
overestimated. 

Pages 12 - 13, column 1, carryover paragraph -- This 
paragraph states that this legislative environmental impact 
statement will suffice for initial leasing and that future 
development will be tiered on the present document. As noted in 
the general comments, this document does not address the possible 
cumulative effects and some of the important indirect effects of 
oil and gas activity in the Beaufort Sea area. Until the 
information is incorporated into the document, it should not be 
used for lease issuance or other decision-making actions. In 
addition, it should specify the actions that will be taken at the 
leasing, exploration and development stages to ensure compliance 
with the requirements of section 7 of the Endangered Species Act. 

Page 13, column 1, 1st complete paragraph -- The Endangered 
Species Act and the Marine Mammal Protection Act should be added 
to the list of statutes that apply to Federal oil and gas 
activities in Alaska. 

Page 27, column 1, 1st complete paragraph-- The Convention 
on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and 

~ Flora should be added to this discussion. 
m 
~ Page 33, column 1, 3rd complete paragraph -- This paragraph 

indicates that 87% of the polar bear dens located in 1983-85 were 
offshore and that the most consistently used land denning areas 
were on and adjacent to the 1002 area. It does not indicate: 
what onshore and offshore areas were surveyed; how dens were 
located; whether dens that were located represent all, a known 
proportion, or an unknown proportion of the dens in the area 
surveyed; whether the proportion of bears denning onshore and 
offshore is affected by ice and weather conditions or other 
variables; whether exploration and development activities in 
Prudhoe Bay and other areas in the Alaskan and Canadian Arctic may 
have resulted in more offshore denning; and how reproductive 
success might be affected by den location. 

Without this information, it is not possible to make a 
meaningful assessment of the possible effects of the alternative 
development and exploration scenarios on polar bears. Thus, a 
more complete description and evaluation of the existing 
information and uncertainties concerning denning locations and 
requirements should be provided. If information essential to such 
an assessment is not available, the necessary research and data 
gathering should be conducted. 

Page 33, column 2, 3rd complete paragraph -- This paragraph 
states that the Beaufort Sea is ice covered year round. This is 
not accurate. During the summer, the southern edge of the ice can 
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be 100 or more miles offshore. The resulting expanse of water 
cannot be correctly termed a·shore lead. 

Page 33, column 2 1 4th complete paragraph -- This discussion 
should be expanded to 1.ndicate how polar bears are "protected" 
under the Marine Mammal Protection Act. Such a discussion should 
emphasize the prohibition on taking (including harassment), the 
goal of the Act to restore and maintain marine mammal populations 
at their optimum sustainable population levels, and the 
subsistence opportunities that are provided to Alaskan Natives. 
Because these requirements apply to all marine mammals, it may be 
useful to insert this discussion at the beginning of the Marine 
Mammal section on this page. 

Page 34, column 1, 1st complete paragraph -- This paragraph 
states that bearded seals are chiefly associated with the pack ice 
edge throughout the year. This statement is not accurate. 
Bearded seals are widely distributed over the shallow continental 
shelves of the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort Seas. 

Page 34, column 1, 4th complete paragraph -- This paragraph 
refers only to subsistence whaling activities at Kaktovik. 
Discussion should be added concerning subsistence activities at 
other locations that could be affected if whales are adversely 
affected by activities in the 1002 area. The same applies to the 
analysis of subsistence impacts of other migratory wildlife 
populations that move outside of the Arctic Refuge. This approach 
has been followed for analyzing the effects on caribou (see, ~' 
page 39, column 1, 2nd complete paragraph), but not for bowhead 
whales, seals and polar bears. 

Page 39, column 1, 1st complete paragraph -- The subsistence 
provisions of the Endangered Species Act and the Marine Mammal 
Protection Act should be included in this discussion. 

Pages 81 - 82, carryover paragraph -- This paragraph 
indicates that two marine facilities may be necessary under the 
full leasing and development scenario. The two sites identified -
- camden Bay and Pokok Lagoon -- also are known polar bear denning 
sites and may be important bowhead feeding areas. The likelihood 
that these two sites would be developed highlights the need for 
more detailed assessment of both polar bear and bowhead behavior 
and habitat requirements. In addition, it suggests the need to 
consider alternative locations for these activities. This is 
especially important with regard to the requirements of the 
Agreement for the Conservation of Polar Bears, which directs 
member nations to take special steps to protect polar bear denning 
locations. As noted on page 27 of the Assessment, section 303 of 
ANILCA requires that the Arctic Refuge be managed to fulfill 
international treaty obligations. The Assessment should discuss, 
either here or in the Environmental Consequences section, how this 
Treaty obligation and the concomitant duty imposed under ANILCA 
would be satisifed with regard to the polar bear dens at Camden 
Bay, Pokok Lagoon and elsewhere in the 1002 area. 
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Page 96, Table VI-1 -- This table defines long- and short
term effects as impacts that last more than 20 years and less than 
20 years, respectively. We believe that an effect that lasts up 
to 20 years cannot be considered short-term. A more appropriate 
approach would be to define short-term effects as those that last 
for up to two years, intermediate-term effects as those that last 
up to 10 years, and long-term effects as those that last more than 
10 years. 

In addition, neither the text of the Assessment nor the 
Table indicate what is meant by the terms "widespread," "local," 
and "considerable severity." To provide a more meaningful basis 
for judging what the Department of the Interior considers to be 
major, moderate, minor, and negligible effects, these terms should 
be defined. 

Page 118, column 2, Mitigation -- This section should be 
expanded to include the following mitigating actions: 

1) Workers in the area should be instructed on polar bear 
behavior and habitat concerns and the procedures to use when bears 
are encountered. 

2) Bears that come into contact with camps and development 
sites should not be allowed to become habituated and lose their 
fear of humans. When possible, they should be frightened and 
driven several miles away by use of a snow machine or helicopter. 
In addition, encounters should be discouraged by use of trip-wire 
alarm systems and other polar bear deterrents. 

3) Seismic and exploratory surveys should be coordinated and 
limited to the number necessary. Repetitive surveys by 
independent companies should be avoided. 

The final sentence in this section, which states that only 
Natives may kill polar bears, is not accurate. There is limited 
authority under the Marine Mammal Protection Act for the lethal 
taking of bears by government officials when necessary for the 
welfare of the animal or for public health and welfare. 16 u.s.c. 
§1379(h). In addition, bears may be taken for scientific research 
and public display purposes. 16 u.s.c. §l37l(a) (3). This 
sentence should be revised to read: "Except for purposes of 
scientific research or other authorized takings under the Marine 
Mammal Protection Act, nuisance bears would have to be trapped and 
relocated, except in extreme situations where other methods of 
humane taking are necessary for either the welfare of the animal 
or the protection of the public health and welfare." 

Page 118, column 2, Conclusion -- This paragraph states that 
the "exclusion of only one or two bears from areas consistently 
used for denning would be a moderate impact on that segment of the 
Beaufort Sea population . . " Lacking is a discussion of what 
the impact would be if more bears were excluded. In addition, due 
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to some of the information gaps and concerns identified elsewhere 
in this letter, the Commission regards the conclusion that "only 
one or two bears" would be excluded to be speculative. 

on 25 April 1986, the Council on Environmental Quality 
published a revised regulation to govern the consideration of 
issues for which there is incomplete or unavailable information. 
51 Fed. Reg. 15,618 - 15,626. That revision to 40 C.F.R. 
§1502.22 requires that impacts that have a low probability of 
occurrence but catastrophic consequences if they do occur should 
be evaluated if the analysis is supported by credible scientific 
evidence. 51 Fed. Reg. 15,625. The Commission believes that the 
exclusion of additional polar bears has a sufficient degree of 
probability and adverse environmental consequences to require 
analysis in the Assessment and recommends that appropriate steps 
be taken to address this possibility, through additional research 
(if necessary) and revisions to the document. 

Page 119, column 2, Conclusion -- This paragraph states that 
the behavior of "dolphins, porpoises and seals in coastal marine 
habitats with high levels of industrial activity and marine 
traffic" suggests that behavioral changes by marine mammals using 
the Arctic coast would be minor as a result of development in the 
1002 area. Although it is true that some dolphins, porpoises and 
seals are able to live in areas with relatively high levels of 
human activity, it does not necessarily follow that Arctic seals 
and whales, which have had relatively little exposure to such 
activities, also would be unaffected. 

Page 127, column 1, Subsistence Use-- As noted above in our 
comment on Page 34, column 1, 4th complete paragraph, the 
Assessment should be revised to address the impacts on subsistence 
uses of marine mammals in villages outside of the Refuge. This 
would include, but is not necessarily limited to, Barrow and 
Nuiqsut. 

I hope that these comments are useful. If you have any 
questions, please contact me. The Commission looks forward to 
working closely with the Service in addressing these concerns and 
other marine mammal issues associated with the 1002 program. 

Sincerely, 

~~H~f~an, Ph.D. 
Scientific Program Director 
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To: 

From: 

Subject: 

United States Department of the Interior 
MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20240 

FEB - 6 1987 

Director, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

: :::::::~ : Mi ::::~: :::::::.:: v ::::~ c~~v~/L./.-O<l~v'"--...111:..----) 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska; Coastal Plain Resource 
Assessment and Draft Legislative Environmental Impact Statement 

The Minerals Management Service (MMS) has reviewed the above document, and our 
comments are attached. 

The MMS fully supports the Department of the Interior•s (DOI•s) recommendation 
to Congress for pursuing energy resources development in the coastal plain of 
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR). This document has demonstrated that 
development of the ANWR•s oil resources is vital to our national interest and 
that mitigation measures are available to ensure minimal adverse effects on the 
environment . 

._ In the attached comments, we have identified several sections of the document 
II I 

CD that can be enhanced with additional discussions and/or clarifications. In 
CD particular, we have concerns on two major topics discussed in the document. 

First, the various sets of figures used for resource estimates and economic 
benefits, as discussed in Chapter III, should be more clearly explained to 
indicate how these figures, which appear confusing and occasionally are 
inconsistent, were developed. Second, the method for impacts assessment and 
discussions of potential environmental effects in Chapter VI should be 
clarified to show how the conclusions are related to development scenarios and 
assumptions. We have provided in the attached comments specific references to 
those chapters, pages, and paragraphs where we have questions, concerns, and 
suggestions. 

As a result of our responsibilities for overseeing energy resources development 
on the Outer Continental Shelf, the MMS has considerable experience in oil and 
gas leasing and environmental effects monitoring offshore Alaska. To the extent 
that any of our program activities or expertise may be of assistance to you in 
the furtherance of the DOI•s efforts for potential energy development in the 
ANWR, please feel free to call on us. If you have questions concerning our 
comments, please direct them to John Gall, Chief, Offshore Environmental 
Assessment Division (Room 2042, Main Interior, 343-2097). 

Attachment 

---·······----



COMMENTS BY THE MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE ON 
DRAFT COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE ASSESSMENT, 
ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, ALASKA 

General Comments 

We note that the draft document has been prepared to fulfill the requirements 
of section 1002(h) of the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation 
Act (ANILCA) calling for a recommendation by the Secretary of the Interior to 
the Congress on whether the coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge (ANWR) in Alaska should be opened for oil and gas development. The 
geographical area addressed by the document is referred to as the "1002 area.'' 

The Minerals Management Service (MMS) recently gained much relevant experience 
with the preparation of ANILCA section 810 subsistence analyses. Accordingly, 
we have focused our review on the suitability of the socioeconomic information 
needed for such analyses. The information in this document is comprehensive; 
it properly includes the required analyses of the abundance and availability of, 
and access to, subsistence resources. The document references much original 
literature regarding the North Slope Borough (NSB), but we note that it 
unfortunately references only one study from the MMS Social and Economic Studies 
Program. 

In our specific comments that follow, we have noted, where appropriate, that 
additional information is available. To assist in making the information base 
for this document more comprehensive, we have attached a current MMS studies 
list for the Beaufort Sea Planning Area. 

As implied in this document, an ANILCA section 810 analysis will be conducted 
prior to a lease sale. Although the applicability of ANILCA to Federal offshore 
oil and gas lease sales in Alaska is still to be clarified by a pending 
decision by the Supreme Court, the MMS has, under the advice of the Office of 
the Solicitor, prepared ANILCA section 810 analyses for several lease sales. 
Our most recent analysis is found in the Beaufort Sea Sale 97 draft 
environmental impact statement (EIS) published on November 7, 1986. 

Chapter IV 

A discussion of "Development and Transportation Infrastructure" should consider 
other oil development projects adjacent to the 1002 area that could affect 
caribou and other wildlife on the refuge. Federal and State offshore oil and 
gas activities as well as Canadian oil and gas activities should be considered. 

Chapter VI 

The analysis of environmental consequences, as a whole, contains one major 
methodological deficiency that should be corrected. The potential impacts of 
the proposed action are analyzed assuming mitigating measures are in effect. 
The proposed action should be analyzed two ways, first without any mitigating 
measures in place and then with mitigating measures because the inclusion of 
mitigating measures in a lease is a discretionary action of the leasing 
official. 
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If the 1002 area is opened to hydrocarbon exploration, development, and 
production at sometime in the future, it is very possible that the final leasing 
decision may not include all of the 32 potential stipulations noted on 
pages 145-147. If this happens, the subject resource assessment would not 
present a true analysis of the potential impacts of the proposed action since 
all the 32 potential stipulations are assumed to be in place for the purposes of 
the analysis. 

Another reason for analyzing the proposal with and without mitigating measures 
is to facilitate evaluation of the effectiveness of each potential mitigating 
measure. At the present time, there is no analysis of effectiveness in the 
resource assessment. If a mitigating measure is not effective in reducing 
potential environmental impacts or facilitating lease administration, it is 
doubtful that it should be included in a lease. 

The discussion of effects does not adequately address oil spills, nor is oil 
spillage estimated. Pipeline spillage could be estimated from the trans-Alaska 
pipeline system (TAPS) data held by the Bureau of Land Management. 

There are major analytical problems throughout Chapter VI. The first is 
in the last paragraph of page 95 which outlines the assumptions that guide the 
analysis of environmental consequences. The paragraph states that the 
scenarios for development in Alternatives A and B are treated as if all three 
portions--western, eastern, and southern--of the 1002 area would be developed 
concurrently. The analysis then acknowledges that, 

.•• In fact, however, development would likely occur sequentially. 
[Emphasis added.] Therefore, the analysis and consequences may 
represent a higher level of development than may actually occur at 
any specific time if the area were opened to leasing. This factor 
was recognized, and because any prediction as to the various stages 
of development at any given time on the 1002 area would be highly 
speculative and perhaps misleading, the FWS chose to perform the 
analysis as if concurrent development were to take place. 

We recognize the very real difficulty that the authors undoubtedly have in 
trying to second-guess the prospective development of the 1002 area, but we are 
concerned that the "concurrent development" assumption would simply overstate 
the extent of environmental consequences far beyond reason. 

There is a nearly 20-year history of exploratory drilling and developmental 
operations in the nearby Prudhoe Bay oil fields. We believe that an examination 
of the Prudhoe Bay development history should provide some indications of how 
the 26 seismically mapped prospects in the 1002 area might be developed under a 
reasonable sequential development scenario. We acknowledge that the existence 
of the TAPS would likely help to speed sequential development of the 1002 area. 



The analysis of environmental factors affecting the behavior patterns of the 
caribou and muskoxen herds in the 1002 area is well-documented, and the 
discussions of how prospective exploration and development operations might 
affect these herds are complete. Also, the discussions on page 111 of possible 
mitigating measures for reducing disturbance to caribou herds and for enhancing 
their migrations across roads and pipelines seem reasonable and well-supported 
by the analyses contained on pages 105 through 111. These discussions provide 
invaluable information on how to manage oil and gas development activities to 
minimize disturbance to the species under consideration. 

We are concerned, however, that the conclusions about impacts to caribou and 
muskoxen contained on pages 112, 113, 132, and 144 do not seem to be substan
tiated by the analyses contained in the draft document. What are presented on 
these pages amount to ••worst case" or catastrophic conclusions arrived at 
without the support of sufficient information. We suggest that the authors 
reexamine these conclusions in light of the revised Council on Environmental 
Quality and National Environmental Policy Act regulations on "Incomplete or 
Unavailable Information" (40 CFR 1502.22) that became effective on May 27, 1986 
(51 FR 15618-15626). 

Our specific concerns are as follows: 
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Page 112, left column, 3rd and 4th paragraphs--These paragraphs refer to the 
presence of up to 6,000 people, use of up to 25 percent of the Porcupine caribou 
herd (PCH) core calving area, and reduction or elimination of 29 percent of the 
coastal insect-relief habitat for the PCH. These factors are based on an 
assumed scenario of concurrent development throughout the area, a scenario that 
the FWS has stated is unlikely. The fourth paragraph concludes that these and 
other factors "could result in a major population decline and change in 
distribution of 20-40 percent, based on the amount of calving and insect-relief 
habitat to be adversely affected." There is no analysis in the report to 
support this conclusion, and it is, therefore, conjectural. We note that on 
page 106 the draft report cites a growth in the central Arctic caribou 
herd (CAH) population from 6,000 to between 12,000 to 14,000 individuals during 
the period 1978-1985--in spite of the range of CAH calving and insect-relief 
areas westward toward the vicinity of the TAPS and developed oil fields at 
Prudhoe Bay. We recognize the draft report assertion on page 106 (left column, 
1st paragraph) that "Analogies comparing the effects of current oil development 
on the CAH and the PCH must be drawn with caution." However, no clear reasons 
were given on how the proposed development would result in seemingly dire 
consequences to the caribou in opposition to what is encouraging and objective 
evidence. Dire predictions also were made for the caribou prior to construction 
of the TAPS, but the population of these animals has increased rather than 
declined. 

Page 113, right column, first paragraph--This paragraph again uses the 
concurrent development scenario to argue that "muskoxen would be displaced 
from approximately 53 percent" of their year-round habitat and up to 
75 percent of their "high use habitats in which calving occurs." Again, 
the analysis contained in the report does not fully support such negative 
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conclusions. In fact, page 112 of the draft report indicates that from 1969 to 
1985, the muskoxen population of the ANWR grew from 69 to 476 individuals-
representing a nearly sevenfold increase--in spite of the development at 
Prudhoe Bay and construction of the TAPS. 

These unsupported conclusions are evident as well in the executive summary of 
the draft report (page 6, right column, 4th paragraph) where it is stated: 

Long-term losses in fish and wildlife resources, subsistence 
uses, and wilderness values would be the inevitable 
consequences of long-term commitment to oil and gas 
development, production, and transportation. 

We do not see any convincing analysis in the draft report to indicate the 
long-term losses in or consequences to these resources and uses would be 
"inevitable•• as a result of oil and gas development in the 1002 area. We 
suggest that the experience of the past 20 years indicates otherwise. 

Chapter VII 
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In view of the fall in oil prices in 1986 and the unprom1s1ng view for increases 
in the near future, the resource and economic benefit methodology and 
assumptions should be reviewed and perhaps redone to reflect more realistic 
numbers. Also, some of the tables need to be updated and care taken concerning 
the fact that Prudhoe Bay was a major discovery; other areas may not be, i.e., 
Mukluk. 

This chapter should include a discussion of the enormous investments--billions 
of dollars in private investment and millions of dollars in Federal 
administrative costs--that truly make the TAPS a national resource of tremendous 
value. Although the report correctly notes that the productivity of Prudhoe Bay 
oil fields will begin to decline in a few years, it fails to consider the 
ramifications of this fact. 

Letting the TAPS lie idle for even a few months would inevitably result in 
physical deterioration of the system under harsh Arctic conditions. 
Reconditioning the system to transport production from the 1002 area after only 
a short period could require expenditures of millions of dollars. Idling the 
TAPS during a year or more of public debate until a decision is made to produce 
the oil could result in scrapping sections of the TAPS and spending billions of 
dollars to build new sections. Congress should be made aware of this through an 
analysis in the final report that describes the ramifications of idling the TAPS 
prior to development of 1002 area oil fields. If a decision were made now to 
proceed with leasing and development of the 1002 area, the hydrocarbon resources 
from that area could begin to flow into the TAPS at a time when production 
activities at Prudhoe Bay would be down significantly. 

We note that Table III-1 on page 50 compares the estimated mean economically 
recoverable oil resources of the 1002 area with planning areas of the Outer 



Continental Shelf. The estimate of 3.2 billion barrels of economically 
producible oil for the 1002 area is significantly larger than the 2.66 billion 
barrels estimated for the central Gulf of Mexico, where about 90 percent of all 
oil and gas production has occurred. This comparison provides strong 
encouragement to begin exploratory drilling in the 1002 area. 

Specific Comments 

Executive Summary 
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Page 1, 4th paragraph--This paragraph should be revised to indicate the marginal 
probability and amounts of both in-place and economically recoverable oil and 
gas. This paragraph could be misleading to the reader. There is not merely a 
5-percent chance of finding 29.4 billion barrels of oil and 64.5 trillion cubic 
feet of gas. There is a 19-percent chance that hydrocarbons will be found. If 
hydrocarbons are found, there is a 5-percent chance that the estimated resources 
will be found. 

The "3.2 BB of recoverable oil resources" in the 12th line should be "3.2 BB 
conditional mean of recoverable oil resources." The net national economic 
benefits resulting from development of these recoverable resources are estimated 
to be from $79.4 billion, based on an oil price of $33 per barrel. In light of 
the recent decline in per-barrel prices, the net national economic benefits 
would be about half of $79.4 billion. 

Page 1, 6th paragraph--"Exploratory wells" should be "stratigraphic test wells". 

Page 4, 2nd paragraph--" 
How much more? 

Page 4, 6th paragraph--" 
ecosystem or to humans? 

their cubs probably spend more time .. 

.. are of lesser importance •.. " . ' to the 

" 

Page 5, 6th paragraph--It is incorrect to say "Federal Lease Sale 71 in 1980 
resulted in two discoveries." Sandpiper was the only discovery from this sale. 
The authors may be referring to the Seal Island discovery which is on Sale BF 
leases. 

Page 8, last paragraph--The "$15 billion" in line 6 is different from that 
discussed on page 1. An explanation should be provided concerning the method of 
deriving these estimates. 

Chapter II 

Page 33, 2nd paragraph--Under 11 Marine Mammals, .. humpback whale, fin whale, and 
hooded seal should be deleted from the sentence that states they are only rarely 
seen. It is doubtful that they are seen at all in the region. 
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Page 34, 2nd paragraph--Stoker (1983, cited in Braund et al ., 1984) shows seals 
comprising 11.5 percent of the Kaktovik subsistence diet. This conflicts with 
information stated in this paragraph. 
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Page 38--Decreases in NSB revenues, decreases in capital-improvement-projects 
employment, lack of diversification in community economics, and other factors 
will probably cause an outmigration as families leave to seek employment. The 
rate of outmigration will probably be higher than the rate of natural population 
growth. Many communities will experience net population losses. This analysis 
should be incorporated under the discussion on population. 

Page 39--Under 11 Subsistence Use, 11 it should be noted that the residents of 
Nuiqsut also harvest caribou of the central Arctic herd for subsistence uses. 

There appear to be omissions in the sociocultural information. The Inupiat 
culture should be discussed to include such things as social organization, 
cultural values, and political systems. A discussion of the current 
sociocultural system is necessary in order to assess changes caused by oil- and 
gas-related activities within the 1002 area. Because subsistence is the central 
core of the Inupiat way of life, major effects on subsistence would cause 
effects on the sociocultural system. 

Chapter III 

~ Page 49, 1st paragraph--The marginal probability (MPhc) for these estimates 
m shou 1 d be given in the text. 
<0 

Page 49, 4th paragraph--The chance that economically recoverable oil is present 
is stated as 19 percent, on page 68, while the probability given on this page is 
20 percent. 

Page 50, Figure III-2--The caption should read 11 Conditional oil resources of the 
eight largest prospects in the 1002 area assuming commercial resources exist in 
each prospect • . • • 11 A 1 so, the end of the caption has 11 M, mean. 11 It appears 
that something is missing. This figure could be misleading to the reader. 
Marginal probabilities should be provided for individual prospects in the 
1002 area. 

Page 50, 3rd paragraph--Obviously, these comparsons are valid only if each 
prospect has commercial resources; therefore, some mention should be made of 
prospect risk. There is a remote chance of the 5-percent case occurring. The 
second sentence should read 11 If oil resources are present in the prospects, 
there is about a 5-percent chance . . . . 11 A 1 so, according to Figure I I I -2, the 
largest prospect, if productive, has greater than a 5-percent chance of having 
more resources than Prudhoe Bay, and the second largest prospect has less than a 
5-percent chance of having more resources than Prudhoe Bay. 

Pa-ge 50, Table III-1--The first part of the caption should end with 11 
••• and 

elsewhere (unleased lands). 11 The last sentence in the second part of the 
caption should read 11 0ata for Outer Continental Shelf resources from Cooke, 

~~--



1985. 11 Also, there should be a column for the corresponding MPhc; otherwise, 
the table is somewhat misleading since the planning areas estimates do not 
compare directly. 

Page 51, 2nd paragraph--Should state minimum accumulation size assessed. 

Page 52, Figure 111-3. Should plot location of the Japo River well drilled by 
Chevron on Native lands (KIC lands) east of Kaktovik and about 14 miles east of 
Barter Island. Chevron spudded the well in mid-February 1985 and drilled to 
below 11,000 feet before suspending operations due to spring ice breakup. 
Chevron has not released any drilling and testing results, because the well is 
a 11 tight hole. 11 

Page 60, Figure III-9--Should plot location of the Jago River well. 
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Page 61, Table III-2--For prospect 3, it appears that the lowest closing contour 
should be 14,000 instead of 14. 

Page 62, 8th paragraph--It would be extremely useful if the 11 information on the 
size, distribution, and numbers of petroleum accumulations 11 was provided. This 
information is critical and would be invaluable in making judgments concerning 
the in-place resource potential. 

Page 68, 2nd paragraph--Should read 11 no current economic interest 11 instead of 
"not current economic interest 11

• 

Page 68, 3rd paragraph--The chance that economically recoverable oil is present 
is given as 19 percent while the same probability is shown as 11 about 20 percent .. 
on page 49. 

Page 69, Figures 111-17 and 111-18--Regarding the mean estimates and pie 
diagrams for plays 1-7, this is only justified for the risked estimates, but we 
assume MPhc=l has been used for each play in the calculations. 

Page 70, 8th paragraph--Regarding the last two sentences, prospect risk, that 
is, the probability that the prospect does not contain hydrocarbons as modeled, 
should be assessed at the threshold. For additional discussion, see R.A. Baker, 
H.M. Gehman, W.R. James, and D.A. White, "Geologic Field Number and Size 
Assessments of Oil and Gas Plays, 11 AAPG Bulletin, volume 68, no. 4, pp. 426-437. 

Page 70, last paragraph--Area geologic risk should be based solely on the 
probability of at least one accumulation, as modeled, existing in the area under 
consideration. Economic risk is handled by the model based on tests of minimum 
economic field size and presented as a model output. 

Page 72, Table III-4--We have compared the constant oil prices generated with 
those forecasted by the Department of Energy (DOE) for the Annual Energy Outlook 
1986 and by Data Resources, Inc. (DRI), in the Autumn Energy Review (1986). All 
figures are in 1986 dollars. If they were in 1984 dollars, the numbers would be 
even smaller. 



Oil Prices (1986 dollars) 

DRI DOE 

1990 17.61 17.84 
1995 22.37 26.61 
2000 32 0 73 32.87 

Thus, $33 and $40 per barrel are much too high. Also, the inflation figures do 
not make sense. Generally, the higher the inflation, the higher the oil price; 
the lower the inflation, the lower the oil price. This document shows a higher 
inflation rate for the lower oil price and vice versa. As for the discount 
rate, somewhere in between 0 and 8 percent is more realistic than 10 percent. 
The use of 10 percent should be justified. Also, the marginal probability of 
19 percent differs from 20 percent on page 49. 

Chapter IV 

Page 84, 2nd paragraph--The discussion under 11 0il Spill Contingency, Including 
Leak Detection 11 should state the minimum daily leak rate that would not be 
detected under the automated system. 

Chapter V 
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Page 91, 1st paragraph--The specific boundaries of Alternative B (Limited 
Leasing) are not adequately presented. Plate 2A is not specific enough. We 
recommend adding a half-page-size map showing the boundaries of Alternative B at 
the beginning of the discussion of Alternative B here and on page 132. 

Page 91, 1st paragraph--How were these estimates derived? If they were 
developed by PRESTO, they should have a different MPhc from those on page 49. 

Chapter VI 

Page 119, 2nd paragraph--Finley and Davis (1984) reports a strong avoidance by 
beluga whales to icebreaker noise at 35 to 50 kilometers. This is in conflict 
with the information reported in this paragraph. 

Page 119, 3rd and 4th paragraphs--The reports by Fraker and others (1981, 1982) 
are somewhat outdated. Bowhead whale reaction to closely approaching vessels 
appears greater than their reaction to any other industrial activities except 
marine-seismic surveys. Based on sound measurements in the Alaskan Beaufort 
Sea, Miles et al. (1986) estimate that about 50 percent of bowheads exposed to 
tug noise would react to the noise at a distance of 2.5-13 kilometers 
(1.6-8.1 miles) from the source. In the Canadian Beaufort Sea, some bowheads 
observed in vessel-disturbance experiments began to orient away from an oncoming 
vessel at a range up to 4 kilometers (2.5 miles) and to move away at increased 
speeds when approached closer than 2 kilometers (1.2 miles). Closely 
approaching vessels temporarily disturbed activities and sometimes disrupted 
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social groups, as groups of whales sometimes scattered when a vessel approached. 
Generally, bowheads stopped swimming away from a vessel within minutes after the 
vessel had passed, but scattering persisted for a longer period. Based on these 
observations, bowheads appeared to be more sensitive to vessel traffic than 
some other whale species and could be displaced by repeated vessel disturbance 
(Richardson et al., 1985). Occasional vessel disturbance would not be expected 
to seriously disrupt or displace the bowhead-migration corridor or cause 
significant adverse effects on the bowhead population. 

Page 125, 2nd paragraph--Arctic char should be analyzed more similarly to 
grayling, since new U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service research (funded by the MMS) 
indicates that individual river stocks occur. This finding suggests the 
separate stock is more vulnerable to local disturbance. 

Page 125, 7th paragraph--Docks and causeways are mentioned as potential parts of 
the scenario at Camden Bay and Pokok port sites; however, only docks are 
mentioned in Chapter IV. Since the potential effects of causeways on anadromous 
fishes are not clear--and this is a major issue in the Beaufort Sea--the 
discussion should be clarified with supporting analysis regarding causeways that 
may be built. In the last sentence, location should be added to the dependent 
variables of time, amount, and type of material spilled.· 

Page 126, last paragraph--Decreases in NSB revenues, decreases in capital 
improvement-projects employment, lack of diversification in community economics, 
and other factors will probably cause an outmigration as families leave to seek 
employment. The rate of outmigration will probably be higher than the rate of 
natural population growth. Many communities will experience net population 
losses. This analysis should be incorporated under the discussion on 
population. 

Page 127--There is no analysis of sociocultural effects under "Subsistence Use." 
If moderate to major effects are anticipated on the CAH, it is unclear how 
Nuiqsut (not mentioned) would be affected. 

Page 129, 3rd paragraph--As stated in the first sentence, development activities 
could substantially increase employment and cash flow in Kaktovik. It would be 
useful if a description of these employment opportunities were included. This 
document states that effects (from employment and cash flow) would be unevenly 
distributed within the community. However, because of the cultural value of 
sharing (subsistence food, etc.), these effects would probably be experienced to 
some degree throughout the community. 

Page 130--Reference is made to State and local economic benefits. Depending on 
what system is used for leasing (i.e., Mineral leasing Act or separate 
legislation), the economic benefits would be quite different. Under the 
Mineral leasing Act, the State of Alaska currently receives 90 percent of rents, 
bonuses, and royalties from Federal leases. Under a separate congressional act, 
leasing of the National Petroleum Reserve-Alaska provides 50 percent of rents, 
bonuses, or royalties to the State of Alaska. 
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Page 132, 2nd paragraph--This paragraph repeats the unsubstantiated conclusion of 
a 20-40 percent reduction in caribou population and distribution cited in our 
general comment for page 112. 

Page 132, 4th and 5th paragraphs--These paragraphs basically repeat the 
unsubstantiated conclusions on impacts to muskoxen that are described in our 
general comment for page 113. 

Page 138--This document would be strengthened in its analysis under 11 Effects on 
Socioeconomic Environment 11 if specific numbers for population increases and 
employment estimates were provided. A sociocultural analysis should be included 
in this section. 

Page 142--Under 11 Biological Resources, 11 effects (due to causeway construction) 
on planktonic and benthic organisms are discussed. Fish should also be 
discussed, and a sentence regarding the migration of anadromous fish (i.e., 
Arctic cisco) should be included. 

Page 144, right column, 2nd paragraph--This paragraph basically repeats the 
erroneous conclusions concerning caribou and muskoxen described previously. 

Page 145--There is a summary of recommended mitigation for the 1002 area that 
includes safety and environmental stipulations applicable to oil and gas 
exploration, development, production, and transportation on the 1002 area. A 

~ stipulation concerning oil spills should be added. On page 84 of this document, 
~ there is a discussion on the requirement that oil spill contingency plans 
~ include provisions for oil spill control. A stipulation to address concerns of 

oil spills would enhance a positive leasing program. 

Chapter VII 

Page 162, Table VII-2--The numbers should be updated. 

Page 163, Table VII-3--The finding rates should be updated if available. 
Additional source information, if available, should be provided. 

Page 164, last paragraph--The Federal deficit and import numbers should be 
updated. 

Chapter VIII 

Page 169, 6th paragraph.--How were the figures of economic benefits at $8.1 and 
$14.6 billion developed? There is no explanation of the methodology used for 
economic benefits. Also, it should be stated that 3.2 BBO are conditional mean 
estimates. 



Beaufort Sea Environmental Studies List 

Identification, Documentation and Delineation of Coastal Migratory Bird 
Habitats in Alaska, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, NOAA/OCSEAP Research 
Unit Nos. 3/4, September 1980. 

Distribution, Abundance, Community Structure and Trophic Relationships of the 
Nearshore Benthos, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 5, 
December 1981. 

Distribution, Composition, and Variability of Western Beaufort and Northern 
Chukchi Sea Benthos, Oregon State University, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 6, 
June 1~84. 

Summarization of Existing Literature and Unpublished Data on Distribution, 
Abundance, and Life Histories of Benthic Organisms of the Beaufort Sea, Oregon 
State University, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 7, January 1977. 

Assessment of Potential Interactions of Micro-organisms and Pollutants 
Resulting from Petroleum Development on the OCS in the Beaufort Sea, 
University of Louisville, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 29, December 1982. 

Analysis of Marine Mammal Remote Sensing Data, Johns Hopkins University, 
NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 34, April 1977. 

Trace Hydrocarbon Analysis in Previously Studied Matrices and Methods 
Development for (a) Trace HC Analysis in Sea Ice and at the Sea Ice/Water 
Interface and (b) Analysis of Individual High Molecular Weight Aromatic HC, 
National Bureau of Standards, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 43, January 1980. 

Environmental Assessment of Alaskan Waters - Trace Element Methodology 
Inorganic Elements, National Bureau of Standards, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit 
No. 47, May 1977. 

Coastal Morphology, Sedimentation, and Oil Spill Vulnerability, RPI, Inc., 
NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 59, April 1980. 

Migration, Distribution, and Abundance of Bowhead and Beluga Whales in the • 
Arctic Oceans, National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit 
Nos. 69/70, October 1981. 

Lethal and Sublethal Effects On Selected Alaskan Marine Species After Acute 
and Long-Term Exposure to Oil, National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA/OCSEAP 
Research Unit No. 72, April 1983. 

Sublethal Effects of Petroleum as Reflected By Morphological, Chemical, 
Physiological, Pathological and Behavioral Indices, National Marine Fisheries 
Service, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 73, June 1982. 

Identification of Major Processes in Biotransformations of Petroleum HC and 
Trace Metals, National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit 
No. 74, June 1982. 



Assessment of Available Literature: Oil Pollution Effects on Biota in Arctic 
and Subarctic Waters, National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA/OCSEAP Research 
Unit No. 75, November 1976. 

Beaufort Shelf Surface Currents, United States Coast Guard, NOAA/OCSEAP 
Research Unit No. 81, April 1977. 

Interaction of Oil With Sea Ice in the Beaufort Sea, University of Washington, 
NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 87, May 1982. 

Dynamics of Nearshore Ice, U.S. Army-CRREL, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 88, 
Ongoing Study. 

Current Measurements in Possible Dispersal Regions of the Beaufort Sea, 
University of Washington, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit Nos. 91/151, January 1981. 

Dynamics of Nearshore Ice, Flow Research Co., NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit 
No. 98, March 1979. 

Delineation and Engineering Characteristics of Permafrost Beneath the Arctic 
Seas, U.S. Army-CRREL, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 105, May 1982. 

Seasonality and Variability of Streamflow Important to Alaskan Nearshore 
Coastal Areas, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 111, 
March 1977. 

Natural Distribution of Trace Heavy Metals and Environmental Background in 
Three Alaskan Shelf Areas, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit 
No. 162, May 1979. 

Shorebird Dependence on Arctic Littoral Habitats, University of California, 
NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 172, September 1982. 

Study of Microbial Activity and Crude Oil/Microbial Interactions in the Waters 
and Sediments of Cook Inlet and the Beaufort Sea, Oregon State University, 
NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 190, December 1980. 

Morbidity and Mortality of Marine Mammals, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP ~ 

Research Unit No. 194, December 1980. 

Distribution, Abundance, and Feeding Ecology of Birds Associated with Sea Ice, 
College of the Atlantic, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 196, January 1983. 

Offshore Permafrost Studies, U.S. Geological Survey, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit 
Nos. 204/473, Ongoing Study. 

Geologic Environment of the Chukchi and Beaufort Sea Shelf and Coastal 
Regions, U.S. Geological Survey, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 205, Ongoing 
Study. 

Avifauna! Utilization of the Offshore Islands Near Prudhoe Bay Alaska, 
University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 215, March 1977. 
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The Natural History and Ecology of the Bearded Seal and the Ringed Seal, 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 230, 
May 1979. 

Trophic Relationships Among Ice Inhabiting Phocid Seals and Functionally 
Related Marine Mammals in the Arctic, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, 
NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 232, February 1982. 

Beaufort Sea Estuarine Fishery Study, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, 
NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 233, October 1977. 

Study of Climatic Effects on Fast-Ice Extent and its Seasonal Decay Along the 
Beaufort Sea/Chukchi Sea Coasts, University of Colorado, NOAA/OCSEAP Research 
Unit No. 244, March 1979. 

Relationships of Marine Mammal Distributions, Densities, and Activities to Sea 
Ice Conditions, Alaska Department of Fish and Garr.e/University of Alaska, 
NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit Nos. 248/249, June 1980. 

Mechanics of Origin of Pressure, Shear Ridges, and Hummock Fields in Landfast 
Ice, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 250, Ongoing Study. 

Subsea Permafrost, Probing, Thermal Regime and Data Analysis, University of 
Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 253, Ongoing Study. 

Morphology of Beaufort, Chukchi, and Bering Seas Nearshore Ice Conditions By 
Means of Satellite and Aerial Remote Sensing, University of Alaska, 
NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit Nos. 257/258, September 1978. 

Experimental Measurements of Sea-Ice Failure Stresses Near Grounded Struc
tures, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 259, June 1978. 

Baseline Study of Historic Ice Conditions in Bering Strait, Chukchi Sea, and 
Beaufort Sea, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 261, 
September 1977. 

In Situ Measurements of the Mechanical Properties of Sea Ice, University of 
Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 265, Ongoing Study. t 

Operation of an Alaskan Facility for Applications of Remote Sensing Data to 
OCS Studies, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 267, Ongoing 
Study. 

Arctic Offshore Permafrost Studies, Michigan Technical University/University 
of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit Nos. 271/610, September 1982. 

Hydrocarbons: Natural Distribution and Dynamics on the Alaskan OCS, Univer
sity of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 275, February 1981. 

Preparation of Illustrated Keys to Skeletal Remains and Otoliths of Forage 
Fishes in the Beaufort Sea, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit 
No. 318, March 1977. 
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Determine the Frequency and Pathology of Marine Fish Diseases in the Gulf of 
Alaska, Bering, and Beaufort Seas, National Marine Fisheries Service, 
NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 332, January 1980. 

Transport of Pollutants in the Vicinity of Prudhoe Bay, Environmental Protec
tion Agency, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 335, March 1976. 

Seasonal Distribution and Abundance of Marine Birds, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 337, October 1978. 

Review and Analysis of Literature and Unpublished Data on Marine Birds, U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 339, December 1980. 

Migration of Birds in Alaskan Marine Waters Subject to Influence by OCS 
Development, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit 
No. 340, May 1978. 

Feeding Ecology and Trophic Relationships of Alaska Marine Birds, Population 
Dynamics of Marine Birds, and Catalog of Seabird Colonies, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit Nos. 341/342/343, October 1978. 

Marine Climatology of the Gulf of Alaska, Bering and Beaufort Seas, Arctic 
Environmental Information and Data Center/National Climatic Center, NOAA/ 
OCSEAP Research Unit Nos. 347/496, December 1977. 

Literature Search and Data Conversion on Density Distribution of Fishes of the 
Beaufort Sea, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 348, March 
1977. 

Environmental Assessment of Selected Habitats in Arctic Littoral Systems, 
Western Washington State University, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 356, 
Ongoing Study. 

Beaufort Sea Plankton Studies, University of Washington, NOAA/OCSEAP Research 
Unit No. 359, February 1981. 

A Study of Beaufort Sea Coastal Erosion, Arctic Research, NOAA/OCSEAP Research 
Unit No. 407, September 1976. · 

Influence of Petroleum on Egg Formation and Embryonic Development in Seabirds, 
University of California, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 423, May 1979. 

Zooplankton and Micronekton Studies in the Bering-Chukchi/Beaufort Seas, 
University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 426, March 1977. 

Ice Edge Ecosystem Study: Primary Productivity, Nutrient Cycling and Organic 
Matter Transfer, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 427, 
March 1979. 

Modeling of Tides and Circulations, Rand Corporation, NOAA/OCSEAP Research 
Unit No. 435, Ongoing Study. 

Beaufort Sea Barrier Island-Lagoon Ecological Process Studies, LGL Ecological 
Research Associates, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 467, Narch 1980. 
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Characterization of Organic Matter In Sediments from the Gulf of Alaska, 
Bering and Beaufort Seas, University of California, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit 
No. 480, June 1981. 

Evaluation of Earthquake Activity and Seismotechnic Studies of Northern and 
Western Alaska, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 483, March 
1980. 

Natural Distribution and Environmental Background of Trace Heavy Metals in 
Alaskan Shelf and Estuarine Areas, Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, 
NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 506, 1979. 

A Geographic Based Information Management System for Permafrost Predictions in 
the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas Part I and II, University of Colorado, NOAA/ 
OCSEAP Research Unit No. 516, 1978. 

Nearshore Meteorologic Regimes in the Arctic, Occidental College, NOAA/OCSEAP 
Research Unit No. 519, 1984. 

Characterization of the Nearshore Hydrodynamics of Arctic Barrier Island
Lagoon System, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 526, March 
1981. 

Sediment Characterization, Stability, and Origin of Barrier Is land-Lagoon 
Complex, North Arctic, Alaska, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit 
No. 529, August 1982. 

Geology and Geomorphology of the Barrier Island-Lagoon System Along the 
Beaufort Sea Coastal Plain, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit 
No. 530, July 1981. 

Oceanographic Processes in a Beaufort Sea Barrier Island-Lagoon System and its 
Surroundings; Numerical Modeling and Current Measurements, Kinnetic Labora
tories, Inc., NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 531, June 1982. 

Nutrient: Dynamics and Trophic System Energetics in Nearshore Beaufort Sea 
Waters, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 537, Ongoing 

[ Study. 

Oil Pooling Under Sea Ice, U.S. Army-CRREL, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 562, 
March 1980. 

Transport and Behavior of Oil Spilled In and Under Sea Ice (Task I), Flow 
Research C0., NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 567, January 1983. 

Transport and Behavior of Oil Spilled In and Under Sea Ice (Task II and III), 
ARCTEC Incorporated, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 568, September 1980. 

Multivariate Analysis of Petroleum Weathering in the Marine Environment-Sub 
Arctic, Science Applications, Inc., NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 597, 1983. 

Baffin Island Oil Spill Project, Environmental Protection Service (Canada), 
NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 606, February 1984. 
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Biodegradation of Aromatic Compounds by High Latitude Phytoplankton, Univer
sity of Texas, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 607, April 1982. 

Arctic Offshore Permafrost Studies, Michigan Technical University, NOAA/OCSEAP 
Research Unit No. 610, September 1982. 

Biological Investigation of Beluga Whales in the Coastal Waters of Alaska, 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 612, 
December 1983. 

Investigations of Marine Mammals in the Coastal Zone During Summer and Autumn, 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 613, 
September 1982. 

Baffin Island Oil Spill Project. Hydrocarbon Bioaccumulation and Histo
pathological and Biochemical Responses of Mollusks, Battelle Northwest 
Laboratories, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 615, Ongoing Study. 

The Nature and Biological Effects of Weathered Petroleum, NOAA/Northwest and 
Alaska Fisheries Center, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 619, December 1983. 

Storm Surge Modeling, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 627, 
~lay 1984. 

Belukha Whale Responses to Industrial Noise in Nushagak Bay, Alaska, 1983; 
Hubbs-Sea World Research Institute, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 629, June 
1984. 

Geophysical and Biological Reconnaissance of Rock Habitats in Eastern Camden 
Bay, University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 630, July 1983. 

Fish Survey: Shoreline From Harrison Bay to Point Barrow, LGL Ecological 
Research Associates, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 631, Ongoing Study. 

Ecosystem Characterization: Eastern Beaufort Sea, LGL Ecological Research 
Associates, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 632, September 1983. 

Direct Effects of Acoustic Disturbance Sources on Ringed Seal Reproductive 
Behavior, Vocalization, and Communication, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, 
NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 636, Ongoing Study. 

Permafrost: 4th International Conference, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 637, 
July, 1983. 

Predictive Model for the Weathering of Oil in the Presence of Sea Ice, Science 
Application, Inc., NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit Nos. 640/664, 1984 and 1986. 

Oceanographic Data, Brown and Caldwell, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 642, May 
1984. 

Beaufort Sea Monitoring Program, Proceedings of a Workshop and Sampling D~sign 
Recommendation, MMS-National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, NOAA/ 
OCSEAP Research Unit No. 652. 
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A Markov Model for Nearshore Sea-Ice Trajectories, University of Washington, 
NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 654, February 1985. 

Lethal and Sublethal Effects of Oil on Food Organisms of the Bowhead Whale, 
Fishman Environmental Services, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 662, 1986. 

Remote Sensing Data Acquisition, Analysis, and Archival for Alaskan OCS, 
University of Alaska, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 663, Ongoing Study. 

Ringed Seal Monitoring, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, NOAA/OCSEAP 
Research Unit No. 667, Ongoing Study. 

Marine Meteorology Update, National Climatic Data Center, NOAA/OCSEAP Research 
Unit No. 672, Ongoing Study. 

Arctic Ocean Buoy Program, University of Washington, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit 
No. 674, Ongoing Study. 

Ocean Circulation and Oil Spill Trajectory Simulation, Applied Science Asso
ciates, NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 676, Ongoing Study. (See RU 435.) 

Oil-Ice-Sediment Interactions During Freeze-up and Break-up, Science Applica
tions Inc., NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 680, Ongoing Study. 

Effects of Petroleum-Contaminated Waterways on the Spawning Nigration of 
Pacific Salmon, Battelle Laboratories N.W., NOAA/OCSEAP Research Unit No. 681, 
Ongoing Study. 

Arctic Fish Habitats and Sensitivities, No Contractor Yet, NOAA/OCSEAP 
Research Unit No. 682, Ongoing Study. 

Interpolation, Analysis and Archival of Data on Sea-Ice Trajectory and Ocean 
Currents from Satellite-Linked Instruments, Ice Casting Inc., NOAA/OCSEAP 
Research Unit No. 683, Ongoing Study. 

Investigation of the Occurrence and Behavior Pattern of Whales in the Vicinity 
of the Beaufort Sea Lease Area, Naval Arctic Research Laboratory, MMS Con
tract, 1980. 

Aerial Survey of Endangered Whales in the Beaufort, Chukchi, and Northern 
Bering Seas, Naval Ocean Service Center, MNS Contract, Ongoing Study. 

Development of Large Cetacean Tagging and Tracking Capabilities in OCS Lease 
Areas- I, Oregon State University, MMS Contract, May 1981. 

Computer Simulation of the Probability of Endangered Whale Interaction with 
Oil Spills, Applied Science Associates, MMS Contract, Ongoing Study. 

Tissue Structure Studies and Other Investigations on the Biology of Endangered 
Whales in the Beaufort Sea, University of Maryland, MMS Contract, June 1981. 
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Environmental Assessment of the Alaskan Continental Shelf: Interim Synthesis 
Report Beaufort/Chukchi, NOAA/OCSEAP, 1978. 

Beaufort Sea (Sale 71) Synthesis Report, NOAA/OCSEAP and USDOI/BLM, December 
1981. 

Historical Review of Eskimo Information - Bowhead Whale, Alaska Eskimo Whaling 
Commission, MMS Contract, 1979. 

Beaufort Sea Seismic Monitoring and Bowhead Whale Behavior Studies, Naval 
Ocean Service Center, MMS Contract, October 1985. 

Oil/Suspended Particulate Matter Interactions and Transport, Science Applica
tions Inc., MMS Study, Ongoing Study. 

Coastline and Surf Zone Oil Spill Smear Model. Application, RPI, MMS Con
tract, Ongoing Study. 

Vertical Turbulent Dispersion of Oil Droplets and Oiled Particles, Delft 
Hydraulics Laboratory, MMS Contract, Ongoing Study. 

Development of Large Cetacean Tagging and Tracking Capabilities in OCS Lease 
Areas - II, National Marine Mammal Laboratory, MNS Contract, March 1981. 

Effects of Whale Monitoring System Attachment Device in Whale Tissue, Woods 
71 Hole Oceanographic Institution, MMS Contract, 1982. 

~ Effects of Oil on the Feeding Mechanism of the Bowhead Whale - Baleen Fouling, 
Brigham Young University, MMS Contract, June 1983. 

Investigations of the Potential Effects of Acoustic Stimuli Associated With 
Oil and Gas Exploration/Development on the Behavior of Migratory Gray Whales, 
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., MMS Contract, August 1984. 

Beaufort Sea Monitoring Program Analysis of Trace Metals and Hydrocarbons from 
Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) Activities, MMS Contract, Ongoing Study. 

Possible Effects of Acoustic and Other Stimuli Associated With Oil and Gas -
Exploration/Development on the Behavior of the Bowhead Whale, LGL Ecological 
Research Associates, MMS Contract, 1985. 

Beaufort Sea Basin Petroleum Development Scenarios for the Federal Outer 
Continental Shelf, Interim Report, Dames & Moore, USRA, CCC/HOK, MMS Technical 
Report No. 3, December 1977 (out of print). 

Prudhoe Bay Case Study, CCC/HOK, MMS Technical Report No. 4, February 1978. 

Beaufort Sea Baseline Studies: Interim Report, CCC/HOK, MMS Technical Report 
No. 5, December 1977 (out of print). 

Beaufort Sea Petroleum Development Scenarios, Dames & Moore, MMS Technical 
Report No. 6, April 1978. 
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Beaufort Sea Region - Man Made Environment, Alaska Consultants, Inc. , MMS 
Technical Report No. 8, April 1978. 

Beaufort Sea Region Sociocultural Systems, Worl Associates, MMS Technical 
Report No. 9, June 1978. 

Beaufort Sea Region Natural Physical Environment, Dames & Moore, MMS Technical 
Report No. 10, May 1978. 

Beaufort Sea Region Socioeconomic Baseline, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., MMS 
Technical Report No. 11, July 1978. 

Anchorage Socioeconomic and Physical Baseline, Policy Analysts Ltd., MMS 
Technical Report No. 12, June 1978. 

Anchorage Impacts of the Beaufort Sea, Petroleum Development Scenario, Policy 
Analysts Ltd., MMS Technical Report No. 13, August 1978 (out of print). 

Governance in the Beaufort Sea Petroleum Development Region, Institute of 
Social and Economic Research, University of Alaska, MMS Technical Report No. 
16, July 1978. 

Economic and Demographic Impacts of the Beaufort Sea Petroleum Development 
Scenarios, Institute of Social and Economic Research (ISER), University of 
Alaska, MMS Technical Report No. 18, June 1978. 

Man Made Environmental Impacts of the Beaufort Sea Petroleum Development 
Scenarios, Alaska Consultants, Inc., MMS Technical Report No. 19, August 1978. 

Transportation Impacts of the Beaufort Sea Petroleum Development Scenarios, 
Dennis Dooley & Assocs. , MMS Technical Report No. 20, August 1978. 

Natural Physical Environment Impact of the Beaufort Sea Petroleum Development 
Scenarios, Dames and Moore, MMS Technical Report No. 21, June 1978. 

Sociocultural Systems Impacts of the Beaufort Sea Petroleum Development 
Scenarios, Worl Associates, MMS Technical Report No. 22, April 1978. 

~ Summary of Socioeconomic Systems Impacts of the Beaufort Sea Petroleum Devel
opment Scenarios, James Lindsay and Associates, MMS Technical Report No. 23, 
December 1978. 

Socioeconomic Impacts of Selected Foreign OCS Developments, Habitat North, 
Inc., MMS Technical Report No. 28, April 1979. 

Beaufort Sea Statewide & Regional Demographic & Economic Systems, Institute of 
Social and Economic Research, University of Alaska, MMS Technical Report 
No. 62, August 1981. 

Beaufort Sea Sociocultural Systems Update Analysis, Worl Associates, MMS 
Technical Report No. 64, November 1981. 
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Forecasting Enclave Development Alternatives and their Related Impact on 
Alaskan Coastal Communities as a Result of OCS Development, Louis Berger and 
Associates, Inc. , MMS Technical Report No. 76, December, 1982. 

Beaufort Sea Transportation Systems Analysis, Peter Eakland and Associates, 
MMS Technical Report No. 65, December, 1981. 

A Description of the Socioeconomics of the North Slope Borough, Institute of 
Social and Economic Research, University of Alaska, MMS Technical Report No. 
85, September 1983. 

A Description of the Socioeconomics of the North Slope Borough: Appendix: 
Transcripts of Selected Inupiat Interviews, University of Alaska, ISER, MMS 
Technical Report No. 85a, April 1983. 

Diapir Field Statewide and Regional Economic and Demographic Systems Impacts 
Analysis, University of Alaska, ISER, MMS Technical Report No. 88, June 1983. 

Diapir Field Anchorage Impacts, Kevin Waring Associates, MMS Technical Report 
No. 94, March 1984. 

Nuiqsut Case Study, Research Foundation, SUNY Binghamton, MMS Technical Report 
No. 96, January 1984. 

Nuiqsut Case Study Summary, Al Dekin Jr. , MMS Technical Report No. 96a, 
November 1985. 

Barrow Arch Transportation Systems Impacts Analysis, BRE Systems, Inc., MMS 
Technical Report No. 104, Ongoing Study. 

Diapir Field Transportation Systems Impacts, Analysis, Louis Berger, Inc., 
MMS Technical Report No. 105, February 1984. 

Beaufort Sea Area Monitoring Study, Kevin Waring Associates, MMS Technical 
Report No. 107, January 1985. 

Review of Cumulative Impacts Assessment Literature and North Slope Borough 
Development Projects, Maynard & Partch et al., MMS Special Report No., 

r February 1985. 

Monitoring Methodology and North Slope Institutional Change, Chilkat Insti
tute, MMS Technical Report No. 117, September 1985. 

Economic and Demographic Systems of the NSB, University of Alaska, ISER, MMS 
Technical Report No. 120, June 1986. 

Alaska Statewide and Regional Economic and Demographic Systems: 
OCS Exploration and Development, 1986, University of Alaska, 
Technical Report No. 124, July 1986. 

Effects of 
ISER, MMS 

Barrow Case Study, Chilkat Institute, MMS Technical Report No. 125, 1986. 

Workshop Proceedings: Monitoring Sociocultural and Institutional Change in 
the Aleutian-Pribilof Region, Impact Assessments, Inc., MMS Technical Report 
No. 126, 1985. 
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Technology Assessment and Research Program Technical Reports 
for Offshore Minerals Operations 

Information regarding the status of the TA&RP reports may be obtained by 
telephone from Mr. Charles Smith, Program Manager, Technology Assessment and 
Research Branch, (FTS) 928-7865 or (703) 860-7865. 

Underwater Inspection/Testing/Monitoring of Offshore Structures, Busby Asso
ciates, Technology Assessment and Research Program (TA&RP) Project No. 1. 

Dynamic Response of Offshore Structures, Massachusetts Institute of Techno
logy, TA&RP No. 2. 

Incipient Crack Detection in Offshore Structures, Daedalean Associates, TA&RP 
No. 3. 

Cavitating Water Jet Cleaning Nozzle, Daedalean Associates, TA&RP No. 4. 

Attenuation of Surface Waves in Localized Region of the Open Ocean, Stevens 
Institute, TA&RP No. 5. 

Research Program Advisory, Marine Board, TA&RP No. 6. 

Unmanned Untethered Inspection Vehicle Technology, Naval Ocean Systems Center, 
and Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL), University of 
New Hampshire, TA&RP No. 7. 

Blowout Prevention Procedures, Louisiana State University, TA&RP No. 8. 

Ultrasonic Flowmeter Evaluation, Harry Diamond Laboratories, TA&RP No. 9. 

Subsea Inspection, Harry Diamond Laboratories, TA&RP No. 10. 

Portable Data Recorder for USGS Inspectors, Harry Diamond Laboratories, TA&RP 
No. 11. 

Technology Assessment, Harry Diamond Laboratories, TA&RP No. 12. 

Fluidic Pulser for Mud Pulse Telemetry, Harry Diamond Laboratories, TA&RP 
No.13. 

Fluidic Sensor for Hydrocarbon and Hydrogen Sulfide Gas, Tri Tek, TA&RP 
No. 14. 

Hardhat Communicator, Harry Diamond Laboratories, TA&RP No. 15. 

Technology Assessment for OCS Oil and Gas Operations in the Arctic Ocean, 
Energy Interface Associates, TA&RP No. 16. 

Fire Suppression Technology, Harry Diamond Laboratories, TA&RP No. 17. 

Overpressured Marine Sediments, Texas A&M University, TA&RP No. 18. 
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Hurricane-Driven Ocean Currents, Shell Oil Co., TA&RP No. 19. 

Toxic Effects Of Drill Muds on Coral, USGS, TA&RP No. 20. 

Underwater Acoustic Telemetry, Ocean Electronic Applications, TA&RP No. 21. 

Pattern Recognition Technology, General Sensors, TA&RP No. 22. 

Incipient Structural Failure by the Random Decrement Method, University of 
Maryland, TA&RP No. 23. 

Technology Assessment for Estimating Hydrocarbons Lost During a Blowout, 
Coastal Petroleum Associates, TA&RP No. 24. 

Overpressures Developed by Shaped Explosive Charges Used to Remove Wellheads, 
Naval Surface Weapons Center, TA&RP No. 25. 

Detection And Suppression Of Wellhead Fires, National Bureau of Standards 
(NBS), TA&RP No. 26. 

Technology Assessment for Cementing Shallow Casings, Maurer Engineering, TA&RP 
No. 27. 

Casing Wall Thickness Technology, NDE Technology, Inc., TA&RP No. 28. 

Deepwater Structures Technology Assessment, Battelle-Houston, TA&RP No. 29. 
(Cancelled.) 

Acoustic Imaging Technology for Underwater Inspection, Naval Ocean System 
Center, TA&RP No. 30. 

Technology Assessment for Offshore Pile Design, Carnegie-Mellon University, 
TA&RP No. 31. 

Recapture Of Oil from Blowing Wells, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
TA&RP No. 32. 

Vibration Monitoring of Offshore Structures, Aerospace Corporation, TA&RP 
No. 33. 

NDE Round Robin, Mega Engineering, TA&RP No. 34. 

Powering The Cavitation Erosion Cleaning Nozzle, Naval Surface Weapons Center, 
Daedalean Associates, TA&RP No. 35. 

Marine Riser Strumming Experiment, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
TA&RP No. 36. 

Structural Materials for Arctic Operations, NBS, TA&RP No. 37. 

Statistical Risk Analysis for Determining BAST, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, TA&RP No. 38. 

Cryogenic Control of Blowing Wells, BDM, TA&RP No. 39. 
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Mechanical Properties of Sea Ice, CRREL, TA&RP No. 40. 

Ultrasonic Inspection of Underwater Structural Joints, Drexel University, 
TA&RP No. 41. 

Arctic Underwater Structural Inspection, Busby Associates, TA&RP No. 42. 

Ice Forces Against Arctic Structures, University of Alaska, TA&RP No. 43. 

Environmental Effects of Wellhead Removal by Explosives, Woods Hole Oceano
graphic Institution, TA&RP No. 44. 

Field Study of the Dynamic Response of Single Piles and Pile Groups in Stiff 
Clay, University of Houston, TA&RP No. 45. 

Behavior of Piles and Pile Groups in Cohesion less Soils, Texas A&M Research 
Foundation, TA&RP No. 46. 

Study of Method of Design of Piles in Clay Soils Under Repeated Lateral Loads, 
University of Texas, TA&RP No. 47. 

A Study of Structural and Geotechnical Aspects of Tension-Leg Platforms, 
Sandia Laboratories, TA&RP No. 48. 

Fitness-For-Service Criteria for Assessing the Significance of Fatigue Cracks 
in Offshore Structures, TA&RP No. 49. 

Development and Testing of an Ice Sensor, CRREL, TA&RP No. 50. 

Engineering Properties of Subsea Permafrost, CRREL, TA&RP No. 51. 

Dynamics and Reliability of Compliant Drilling and Production Platforms, and 
Oregon State University, TA&RP No. 52. 

Behavior of Concrete Offshore Structures in Cold Regions, TA&RP No. 53. 

r Pile Foundation Design for Ocean Structures, Naval Civil Engineering · 
Laboratory, TA&RP No. 54. 

Fracture Analysis and Corrosion Fatigue in Pipelines, Lehigh University, TA&RP 
No. 55. 

Assessment of Structural Icing, CRREL, TA&RP No. 56. 

Static Lateral Load Tests on Instrumented Piles in Sand, Earth Technology 
Corporation, TA&RP No. 57. 

Wave Forces on Ocean Stru:tures, Oregon State University, TA&RP No. 58. 

Foundation Stability of Jackup Platforms, Det Norske Veritas, TA&RP No. 59. 

Tension Pile Test, Joint Industry Project, Conoco Oil, TA&RP No. 60. 
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Superstructure Icing Data Collection and Analysis, CRREL, TA&RP No. 61. 

Southern Bering Sea Production System Study, PMB Systems Engineering, TA&RP 
No. 62. 

Assessment Criteria for Environmental Cracking of High-Strength Tensioned 
Members, Naval Research laboratory, TA&RP No. 63. 

Caisson Monitoring Project, W. S. Atkins, Inc., TA&RP No. 64. 

Deicing and Prevention of Ice Formation on Offshore Drilling Platforms, 
Clarkson College of Technology, TA&RP No. 65. 

Evaluation of Structural Concepts for Norton Sound, Chevron Oil, TA&RP No. 66. 

Rig Mooring Reliability, EG&G Washington Analytical Services, TA&RP No. 67. 

Seafloor Seismic Data Study, Sandia National Laboratories, TA&RP No. 68. 

Reliability of Gravel Mat Foundations for Arctic Gravity Structures, TA&RP 
No. 69. 

Trace Elements for Detecting Cracking in Weldments, Colorado School of Mines, 
TA&RP No. 70. 

Assessment of Analysis Techniques for Compliant Structures, Naval Civil 
Engineering Laboratory, TA&RP No. 71. 

Torsional Evaluation of Stiffening Members in Marine Structures, Lehigh 
University, TA&RP No. 72. 

Soil Flow on Pipelines, Texas A&M University, TA&RP No. 73. 

Drag and Oscillation of Marine Risers and Slack Cables, Naval Research Labora
tory, TA&RP No. 74. 

Remote Corrosion Monitoring of Offshore Pipelines, Tradco Chemical Corpora
tion, TA&RP No. 75. 

Damage Mechanisms in the Placement and Repair of Pipelines in Deep Water, 
Starfire Engineering, Inc., TA&RP No. 76. 

Ice Stress Measurements, CRREL, TA&RP No. 77. 

Structural Concepts for Lease Sale 87, Brian Watt Associates, Inc., TA&RP 
No. 78. 

Offshore Pipeline Transportation Study for Lease Sale 87, R. J. Brown and 
Associates, TA&RP No. 79. 

Development of a New Philosophy for Effective Underwater Inspection, Under
water Engineering Group, TA&RP No. 80. 
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Fatigue of Selected High Strength Steels in Seawater, Florida Atlantic Univer
sity, TA&RP No. 81. 

Numerical Wave Force Simulation, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, TA&RP 
No. 82. 

Modeling of Ice-Structure Interaction, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
TA&RP No. 83. 

Surface Oil Spill Containment and Cleanup, Veritas Technical Services, Inc., 
TA&RP No. 84. 

Subsea Collection of Blowing Oil and Gas, Brown and Root Development, Inc., 
TA&RP No. 85. 

ATOS (Antiturbidity Overflow System) Experiment, USGS, TA&RP No. 86. 

Mechanical Properties of Saline Ice, Dartmouth College, TA&RP No. 87. 

Inspectability of Tension Leg Platform Tendons, John E. Halkyard and Company, 
TA&RP No. 88. 

Wave Erosion of a Frozen Berm, Arctec, Incorporated, TA&RP No. 89. 

Evaluation of Short, Large-Diameter Piles for Arctic Applications, The Earth 
Technology Corporation, TA&RP No. 90. 

Underwater Subsea Production System Inspection, Busby Assor.iates, TA&RP 
No. 91. 

A Theoretical Investigation on The Behavior of Compliant Risers, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, TA&RP No. 92. 

Site-Response, Liquefaction, and Soil-Pile Interaction Studies Involving the 
Centrifuge, The Earth Technology Corporation, TA&RP No. 93. 

Dynamic Motion Study of a Large-Scale Compliant Platform, Naval Civil Engi-
neering Laboratory, TA&RP No. 94. ~ 

Structural Icing Study, St. George Basin, CRREL, TA&RP No. 95. 

Probability Based Design Criteria for Ice Loads on Fixed Structures in the 
Beaufort Sea, Det Norske Veritas, TA&RP No. 96. 

Engineering Properties of Multi-Year Ridge Sea Ice, GEOTECH, TA&RP No. 97. 

Punching Shear Resistance of Concrete Offshore Structures for the Arctic, 
TA&RP No. 98. 

Measurement of Ice Stress Around a Cassion Retained Island in the Beaufort 
Sea, K. R. Croasdale and Associates, TA&RP No. 99. 

Feasibility of Production, Loading and Storage Systems for the North Aleutian 
Basin, Brian Watt Associates, Inc., TA&RP No. 100. 
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Residual Strength of Offshore Structures after Damage, Lehigh University, 
TA&RP No. 101. 

Analysis of Oil-Slick Combustion, Center for Fire Research, TA&RP No. 102. 

Ocean Wave Simulation Model, University of Wyoming, TA&RP No. 103. 
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Unite~ States Department of the Interior 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

AIR QUALITY DIVISION 
P. 0. BOX 25287 

lN REI'LY REFER TO: DENVER, CO 80225 

January 20, 1987 

N3615(475) 

Memorandum 

To: Division of Refuge Management, Fish and Wildlife Service 

From: Chief, Air Quality Division 

Subject: Draft Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, Coastal Plain 
Resource Assessment and Legislative Environmental Impact Statement 

The Air Quality Division has reviewed the draft Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge, Alaska, Coastal Plain Resource Assessment and Legislative 
Environmental Impact Statement (LEIS). We offer the following comments. 

The discussion of air quality impacts of the proposal is inadequate. Air 
quality effects are dismissed as minor gaseous and particulate emissions 
which will "temporarily degrade local air quality". No data are included in 
the LEIS regarding emissions of specific pollutants such as sulfur dioxide, 
hydrogen sulfide, particulate matter, nitrogen oxides, and volatile organic 
compounds (the latter two being precursors of ozone). The proposal includes 
several sources of such pollutants either six or seven large central 
processing facilities, two small central processing facilities, between 30 and 
60 permanent drilling pads, diesel engines, motor vehicles, and between 35 and 
50 million cubic yards of gravel for construction, operation, and maintenance. 
There is also no discussion of any mitigating measures to be applied in order 
to reduce the air pollution from those sources. 

The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge is a class II clean 
Air Act has established increments for sulfur dioxide 
which cannot be exceeded once baselines have been 
pollutants. Those baselines may have been established 
obtained from the energy related activities at Prudhoe 

air area. The Clean 
and particulate matter 
established for those 

through monitoring data 
Bay. 

The final LEIS should be revised to include a more detailed air quality 
analysis. Monitoring and modeling data should be used to calculate existing 
background air pollutant c.oncentrations and to determine the potential 
additional impacts of emissions resulting from the proposal and all 
alternatives. The analysis should also include a discussion of the possible 
impacts of the air pollution on the physical environment, including in 
particular, impacts on sensitive plant and animal species. In addition, the 
analysis should include a discussion of the mitigating measures to be applied 
to reduce or eliminate air pollution. 



2 

We hope these comments will be helpful to you in preparing the final document. 
If you have any questions regarding our comments, or would like additional 
information, please contact me at FTS 776-8765. 

~.P~ 
~~. Christiano 
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IN REPLY REFER TO: 

L7617(762) 

United States Department of the Interior 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
P.O. BOX 37127 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013-7127 

FEB i · 4 1987 
Memorandum 

To: Director, u. s. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Attention: Noreen Clough 

From: ,~0~ciate Director, Planning and Development 
\.: 

Subject: Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska Coastal Plain 
Resource Assessment (DES 86/0045) 

In response to your November 24, 1986, memorandum, we have 
reviewed the subject assessment and have the following comments. 

We recommend the following changes and additions to subject 
assessment. Our recommended changes to the draft text are under
lined. 

~ 1. Executive summary, vegetation and Terrain Types, p. 3; change 
co second sentence of last paragraph to: 

located in the foothills in the southern part of the 
1002 area, the spring and its surrounding area of 
approximately 640 acres have been identified as a 
potential National Natural Landmark. 

2. Chapter II ("Existing Environment"), Biological Environment, 
Sadlerochit Spring Special Area, p. 25; change the first three 
sentences of the first paragraph to: 

Sadlerochit Spring and its surrounding area (approxi
mately 640 acres), in the southern part of the 1002 
area, west of the Sadlerochit River pl. lA) have been 
identified as a potential National Natural Landmark 
(Detterman, 1974; see also Bliss and Gustafson, 1981). 
The National Natural Landmarks Program was established 
to encourage the preservation of natural areas illus
trating the diverse geological and ecological character 
of the United States. Areas qualifying as National 
Natural Landmarks must constitute best examples of 
natural communities or geologic features characterizing 
one of the 33 physiographic provinces composing the 
Nation, and should be relatively free of human distur
bance; designation of a site as a National Natural 
Landmark does not affect its ownership, management, or 
use, however. 
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2. 

3. Chapter II ("Existing Environment"), Biological Environment, 
Coastal and Marine Environment, p. 27; add the following new 
paragraph at the end of the Section: 

In the northeasternmost corner of the 1002 section, the 
133,729-acre Kongakut River-Beaufort Lagoon area was 
identified as a potential National Natural Landmark, 
because it contains: (1) a unique offshore bar and 
lagoon ecosystem which supports a relatively diverse 
marine biota and terrestrial biota using the area for 
nesting and migration rests; and (2) an arctic river 
which flows from the mountain front and enters the 
lagoon ecosystem, perpetuating the unique marine 
conditions of freshwater throughout most of the summer, 
and the presence of spruce trees in the upper course of 
the river, accompanied by elements of the boreal flora 
(Koranda and Evans, 1975). In addition, nearby Angun 
Plains was identified as a potential National Natural 
Landmark, as a good example of glacial gravel outwash 
plains found near the areas of maximum Pleistocene 
glaciation (Detterman, 1974). 

4. Chapter VI ("Environment Consequences"), References Cited for 
Biological Environment (Chapters II and VI), pp. 152 and 155; 
add: 

Detterman, R. L., 1974, The Arctic Lowland Region: 
Potential lifeform and lifeform natural landmarks: 
report prepared for the National Park Service by the 
u.s. Geological survey, 418 p. 

Koranda, J. J., and Evans, c. D., 1975, A discussion of 
sites recommended as potential natural landmarks in the 
Arctic Lowland Natural Region, northern Alaska: report 
prepared for the National Park Service by the Tundra 
Biome Center, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska, 
189 p. 

In addition, we have attached a list of all potential National 
Natural Landmarks located in the entire Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge. No sites have yet been designated within the refuge. 

1 Attachment 
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Potential National Natural Landmarks in Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska 

Site Name Acres USGS Quadrangle Theme Study Evaluation Rept. Other Eval. 

*Angun Plains 23,040 Demarcation Pt. Detterman (3C) Murray, 1979 (+) HCRS , 1 9 7 9 (-) 

*Beaufort Lagoon - 337,560 Demarcation Pt. Composite Murray, 1979 (+) 
Clarence Fan 

*Beaufort Lagoon - 171 ,800 Demarcation Pt. Composite HCRS , 19 7 9 ( +) 
Demarcation Bay 

Black Island 520 Canning River/ Detterman (2B) 
Mt. Michelson 

Clarence Fan Plain 33,750 Demarcation Pt. Detterman (lB) 
42,000 Demarcation Pt. Enlargement HCRS, 1979 (+) 

Demarcation Bay 18,140 Demarcation Pt. Detterman (3B) 

Fire Creek 520 Mt. Michelson Detterman (lC) 
550 Mt. Michelson Enlargement Murray, 1979 (+) 

*Icy Reef - Beaufort L. 11 ,220 Demarcation Pt. Detterman (lB) 

Ignek Creek 400 Mt. Michelson Detterman (lC) Murray, 1979 (-) HCRS , 19 7 9 (-) 

Ignek Mesa 1,600 Mt. Michelson Detterman (lC) Murray, 1979 (+) 

Jago Valley 23,200 Demarcation Bay Detterman (lC) Murray, 1979 (+) HCRS , 19 7 9 (-) 

Katakturuk Fold 6,820 Mt. Michelson Detterman (4) 

Katakturuk Plateau 32,000 Mt. Michelson Detterman (2C) I 

Katakturuk Plateau 41,000 Mt. Michelson Enlargement Murray, 1979 (+) I 

and Canyon ' ! 

! 
*Kongakut River - 133,729 Demarcation Pt. Koranda/Evans (1A) I 

Beaufort Lagoon I 

*Located in the Arctic Refuge coastal plain, as defined by Section 1002 of ANILCA. ·I 



Potential National Natural Landmarks located in the Arctic Refuge coastal plain 
of Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, as defined by Section 1002 of ANILCA. 

Site Name 

Angun Plains 

Beaufort Lagoon -
Clarence Fan 

Beaufort Lagoon -
Demarcation Bay 

?Icy Reef - Beaufort L. 

Kongakut River -
Beaufort Lagoon 

Sadlerochit Mountains 
and Warm Springs 

Acres I USGS le 

23,040 I Demarcation Pt. 

337,560 I Demarcation Pt. 

171,800 I Demarcation Pt. 

11 ,220 Demarcation Pt. 

133,729 Demarcation Pt. 

230,400 Mt ." Michelson 

Theme Stud Evaluation Re t. 

Detterman (3C) Murray, 1979 (+) 

I Composite Murray, 1979 (+) 

I Composite 

Detterman (lB) 

Koranda/Evans (1A) 

Bliss/Gustaf. (1C) 

Other Eval. 

HCRS , 1 9 7 9 (-) 

HCRS , 19 7 9 ( +) 

Sadlerochit Springs 640 Mt. Michelson Detterman (2C) I Murray, 1979 (+) I HCRS, 1979 (+) 
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Key 

Bliss/Gustaf. - Lawrence C. Bliss and Karen M. Gustafson, "Proposed Ecological Natural Landmarks in the 
Brooks Range, Alaska," National Park Service, March 1981. 

Canning River - U. S. Geological Survey topographic quadrangle, 1:250,000 series. 

Dean - Dr. Frederick C. Dean, University of Alaska 

Demarcation Bay- U. S. Geological Survey topographic quadrangle, 1:250,000 series. 

Demarcation Pt. - u. S. Geological Survey topographic quadrangle, 1:250,000 series. 

Detterman - Robert L. Detterman , "The Arctic Lowland Region: Potential Landform and Lifeform Natural 
Landmarks," U. S. Geological Survey, November 1974. 

HCRS, 1979 - Backlog review of potential natural landmarks by the Heritage Conservation and Recreation 
Service staff in the spring of 1979. 

Koranda/Evans -John J. Koranda and Charles D. Evans, "A Discussion of Sites Recommended as Potential Natur
al Landmarks in the Arctic Lowland, Natural Region, Northern Alaska, Tundra Biome Center, 
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska, April 1975. 

Lent -Dr. Peter C. Lent, Assistant Leader, Alaska Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit. 

Mt. Michelson - U. S. Geological Survey topographic quadrangle, 1:250,000 series. 

Murray - Dr. David F. Murray, Professor of Botany, Institute of Arctic Biology, University of Alaska, 
Fairbanks, Alaska. 

(+) indicates positive recommendation 
(-) indicates negative recommendation 

The significance and protection status of theme study sites are rated according to the following scheme: 

Priority 1 - High degree of national significance; recommended without reservation. 
Priority 2 - Definitely eligible and recommended, but not quite as good as Priority 1. 
Priority 3 -A good site, but not quite nationally significant. 
Priority 4 - Not recommended. 

Priority A - Site in serious impending danger. 
Priority B - Site in some jeopardy. 
Priority C - Site in no apparent danger. 
Priority D - Relative jeopardy unknown. 










